
Evolution -

Imperfect
This is Ingo Bank, aka Iso, from germany: The following story, my survival-biography, is 
part of the fundament of the Eggy-Movement against Discrimination/ Pathologisation. 

You will learn about all the ideas and plans I followed to stay alive, ideas nobody ever had 
or followed like that. You will learn about answers I may found, segnificant four all of our 
survival.

This is for you humanity. 
Keep in mind: it's art, a puzzle of events, poetry, drama and the opposite. 
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Ending It!

Chapter 1 – The End

...
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Chapter 2 – Fire & Ice
Cologne, West-Germany, 2016. 

Silence can be paradox
I hadnt spoken in a while, I was gone. My life didnt continue but evolution did. The first 
creation took me weeks, during which I manifested emotions hard to believe for myself 
under these circumstances. Yet even laughing I was dead, it was just the trick of 
something rare, something I was never supposed to experience: emotions suddenly burst 
from a hidden world, stronger than reality, which flew by and left me with something - 
Something sadly useless in fire and ice, at least if it was about publification. The only real 
emotion that was never hidden, far from the rush of writing Letabu, was love, everlasting 
love for the charakter, who kind of made it out of the hidden world as well. Sadly, 
afterwards they were doomed to vanish with me. Until now: if it wasnt for the following 
creation I had just finished, right there, that now suddenly revived a part of me I thought 
was gone for ever. 

I would learn from there on: 

music doesnt care about our suffering. 

Music is life and a dying being can create life.
Music-wise I was already far in my artistic evolution since I started 2013, yet I still didnt 
know anything about producing - And purity shelled remain.

Even though I did lose lifetime up to that point, in producing time doesnt matter, only 
manifesting soul matters. And whenever I hit the jackpot: the rarest arrangements of 
frequences, transporting the deepest and most beautiful parts of humans hidden real 
identification, it felt like a restart, resetting all the experienced bad - for a moment. I knew 
that, and still I couldnt produce, the silence was so strong. 

Until now, 

until my beat "Naturalife", 

that filled my eyes with tears.

"You. Are. Still. There. LIVE!".
Hope: Finally the moment was there again, the moment of reset I needed so badly to 
forgett the bad again and dream of a future. I felt a glimpse of who I once was and I had to 
use the chance, before it would vanish - I never hastitated in life when I felt something. I 
would hastitate till nothingness without a feeling, but when it hits me I can turn into a force 
from one second to the next, start something, do something, which now could only meant: 
helping myself! The tears in my eyes, created by such beautyness, they would not fall, not 
this time "Stand up!". Now I was motivated to go for it, to grow over myself and use the 
manuscript for its initial purpose.

Letabu, the first one I wanted to try to get published. 
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But there was a great challange ahead
I never wrote nor did I ever see a so called "Exposee" - This would be the moment I would 
add a describtion to the word for anybody not knowing what an "Exposee" is. But I just told
you: I never knew anything about that, I wouldnt research. Yet of course I had the obvious 
idea and a natural need of letting a publisher know about my art – there you go, that's a 
describtion, my version. Sadly my versions-mentioned-need is defined in one simple word,
a word of which I had learned about by life, by the years of being here, that it had no 
meaning for most: Soul. 

Knowing that, I usually always started to fade, feeling my cells rebell and my brain resign 
by chancelessness, even before I could start to write an Exposee. All these things society 
invented around initial art and ideas, the system incaging it, twisting it to the inhuman by 
the contradicting expectation of perfection, it just made me want to be free. Any moment 
dreaming of finding support by the industry, caused depression, pressure and the 
everlasting realisation "I will be dead soon".

Yet I was forced, there was no other way but fame, and I had refreshed peace by the 
masterpiece - One of these sound-creations I was living for before the end. Now my 
natural resignation and the resulting bad feelings even helped my music to go deeper, 
become more intense. Naturalife streaming through me: this was already freedom, 
freedom leading me the way, the only way: If there was a reason to resign, then the reason
was wrong and the sound was right. So I knew what introducing my manuscript should be 
all about: sound. Besided: writing a "good" synopsis never made sense to me anyways, 
since nobody would know if it's really nailed unless read the entire manuscript - which 
brought me to the realisation, that the official definition of "Exposee" should be "Make them
read, catchy stuff, manipulation" - And I hate manipulation. But what was even worse: 
pretelling my discovery-journey in short and destroying the discovery, which can only be 
experienced when knowing nothing - And the greater are the emotions and the mind-blows
- Which brought me to the sad realisation, that a publisher might doesnt want to have 
emotions, or would want to, yet cant allow them due to stucking with synopses and any 
other preinformation-systems, plus the systems of judging everything with a filter of the 
past, which kind of prohibits from emotions and new experiences anyways. All that literally 
screamed for the word... 

Bottomline: I sucked in writing Exposees. 

But I ruled in writing Exposouls!
And this exactly how I called it and even wrote on top of the envelope. Exposoul was the 
perfect synopsis itself, but I knew, when someone is reading that for the first time it 
requires a little bit more to it: Besides personal information about me on the last page, I 
made it about the sound, the audiobook I had created as well, to which I placed links 
directly on the first page. I believed, if a publisher would hear it, there would be no way not 
to absorb what the titel on the envelope promised: "Soul" and the freshening energy of the 
charakter the story is about - and by that, absorbing the potential of the writing, or the 
person behind.

Yet making it about the audio, made sure clear to me, that there was no way of sending it: 
I knew any publisher had to meet me first in person, to be able to witness that any audio 
they would hear afterwards wasnt me, my voice, nor my attitude or behavior, but voice-
acting and fiction about what I know best: rock bottom society. By that I believed to have 
found a way of letting them know very fast, without stealing them much time - busy people 
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dont have -, that "Letabu" is not just a bunch of creative words, but a rare piece of art, 
more then the usual desllusional could ever come up with. 

But I was the usual dellusional... 
Just a genius-stupid one, who steps in the ring knowing the conspiracy to lose. With this 
Exposoul, I purpously created something that would make sure: that I had built everything 
on me, on unorthodox authenticity, something different and creative, a fundament I could 
always refer to, and prevent being changed by circumstances to someone I never wanted 
to be - I wanted to stay free.

After the Exposoul was created
I opened my internet-browsers search-engine and typed "Richest book publisher". The 
results lead me to a map, where one of the biggest publishing-houses of germany is 
located. Not even 2 seconds later I shut my laptops screen towards the keyboard - And 
that was it.

Now I just had to wait for a possible day
I needed a day when the intense weakness, written into my face, would be reduced for a 
moment. Yet to even get close to a state of "being able to leave the house", I had to start 
to starve again! So I wouldnt eat that day and I hoped for the feeling of "Naturalife" to 
survive the night, to see if the next day would be THE day. 

Unfortunately,
I couldnt sleep eversince I was a child. Besides the hunger and the fear of the horror, now 
I feared on top: actually really doing it, riding 6 miles over there, to this huge powerful 
glasstower-building full of integrated people, the ones I feared the most, while already any 
person just passing by caused panic attacks: like the days I was leaving the house for 
buying water, or even only looking outside the window seeing a stranger walking on the  
street, the sidewalk.

It was bad, I had panic attacks the whole night.

The next morning...
It was the first absolute pure sunny-clear-skyed-day the year, the warmest day after it felt 
like 10-month-drowning-fall-and-winter - Or in other words: 10 months of germany! Now it 
was sunny, just a few degree more, which finally allowed my overheating body to get out of
the long ice-phase underneath, which seemed to be mysteriously connected to the 
changing distance of the earth to the sun. Now, just a of the earthes shield further, just a 
rotation more, and it was a huge difference, my shivering body was overheating even 
more, causing my vessels to swell to its limits again, feeling piercing needles inside me. It 
didnt take long until I started screaming again. 

I was imagining the last attempt to cool down taking a shower, which literally burst my toes
- While I couldnt even say if it was ice-cold or fire-hot, it was just piercing more and more. 

Bottomline: I couldnt do anything but lay, not move, bite into my blanket and pray. And if 
there could anything possibly be even called good about that situation, it would be: the 
starving I had begun the day before, which now would have become absolutely crucial to 
calm my body down anyways – It would have been way worse if I had aten before!  
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2 days of sun later
Living directly under the roof covered in wood, in the daytime I thought I was going to die, 
thought my head was going to explode, with the high pressure, the constant high-
frequented tone on my ears and my hot eyeballs turning bloody. And int the nights my skin 
still turned to ice.

Now laying in my bed, while the hunger was eating proteins of my neck, it was better, but I 
still felt the "needles" from time to time, like exploding cells or electricity-shocks - like I 
always experienced when touching metal, while the hair on my body was connecting to 
plastic-surfaces intensly, even when distanced. Yet during these intense days, I realized 
despite all the pain, that I prefered the cooled down fire-version over the ice-version. 
Because the ice-version has got only one version, the driving-insane-version which couldnt
be escaped – until now, where the earthes distance reached a certain position – while the 
fire-version could be recuded by starving and not moving at all. 

Quote "6 miles bycicle"
Despite the hot blood, any sunshine was burning hot on the skin, way too hot, like facing 
sunshine with sunburned red skin. Yet I still couldnt stop loving her. Even torn apart by the 
danger, I would never fear the light, the generel light suns existence transports deep 
inside. Just watching the sun for days looking outside the window of my appartment on the
2nd floor, subconsciously helped, my mood got better, the music was running, and the 
torturing starving was a chance - Until I could feel fate calling me to do it! "Fuck it!" I said to
myself and the forgotten switch went one: I turned up the volume of the one little speaker 
left, and pushed myself by inner dialogs "This is the day of your life! It's gonna be good! All
is gonna be fine!", and slowly started dressing my self. 

I chose my favorite white pullover, kind of a stylish one that supported my glow, the glow of
the innocent I tried to restore just now, by thinking of going into a new life! But for that I had
to be me again, the former me! So I even tried to recreate the appearance of "former me", 
by covering up the dark eyerings, and more importantly the wounds in my face, with make-
up. On top I styled my hair I didnt care about for long and I really looked quiet good. It was 
refreshing for a change to see someone other then a rotting person in the mirror. 

Even though I just wanted to lay down again, I left the house with my music
on my ears and hope in my heart.

I went to the garage of my landlord, picked up Scooby, my friend, my bycicle, and started 
to slowly rotate into the unknownn. It was not only unknown because I had checked the 
map on the internet only for 2 seconds, which I did just not to have more then a direction, 
maybe whatever else information that stucked, like a building, the shape of an area, 
anything for orientation. I liked to go for the unknown eversince, and I never had a 
navigation-device, or any other device besides my old little mp3-player with a lightless-
cracked-display. Before "The End" I liked to ask people in case I got lost, which always 
gave me the opportunity to interact again, after it was mostly killed by devices I glady 
never started to use - But other people did start, just a few.

But now it was different, since I paniced just seeing people. Asking someone 
for the way: that was rather not an option, no matter where I would end up. 

5 miles later
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I really ended up a little bit lost, right after I left the street next to the rhine-river, one of the 
most active waterstreets of West-Germany - Which is splitting the million people in two 
halfs - , which brought me to the North of Cologne, closer to the area of the City I had 
never been to before. On a map, I was just 10 centimeters away from my destination, but 
there in reality, it was about 2 miles. 

Now I was sourrounded by huge trees and huge highway-circles, incredible monstrous 
streets up there, kind of everywhere, shadowing the entire area - which was good and bad.
In general I was experiencing new pictures and impressions - no orientation, but I loved 
seeing something for the first time eversince, it's creating new information in the brain, new
connections, new life, helpful to distract from countless connections nobody is supposed to
have.  

After making it out of the huge shadow-area
I was heading down a long main street, where sunlight was filtered through houses on my 
right, when I suddenly thought I could try to overcome my fear of people by asking 
someone for the direction, like a warm-up for what would be next. But when I saw the very 
few people walking there, I was too afraid: there was still the risk to get ripped out of my 
fragile zone, that was now just stabalized by burning sunlight, my music and nothing but 
hope! So I didnt ask anyone and just continued to carve through the area, seeking a high-
glass-tower supposed to be somewhere in the sky ahead.

But this thing just wouldnt show up...
Until it appeared out of nowhere! I was suddenly close - it was the angle, bridges and 
another big building in between my sight. I finally arrived, around 50 minutes after leaving 
home - of which 10 minutes of it I lost waiting to be able to move again, after climbing up 
and down each side of a big bridge crossing the rhine-river. 

I was burning like hell under my clothes, my hands were red like fire, barely able to even 
hold on to the handle. Yet the very sighting of the huge powerful building showed once 
again, who I really am: I was staring at it, impressed like I had never seen glass before, or 
the two rows of huge poles - without flags at that time – installed on the white plated 
forplace, leading toward the entrance.

I roled over the place, already feeling my heartbeat rising, and stoped at one of the poles 
to my right, where I placed my feet on the ground and bite my teeths - Now I took a break.

I wanted to head back home but again I said "Fuck it": I had nothing to lose and I would 
probably never come back. I naturally didnt shackle Scoob and started limping towards the
few stairs of the platform to the following Usher-glassbox attached to the building, that 
blended me by all the sunlight-reflection - While I was pushing me by inner-dialogs "come 
on! You got this!".

And then I opened the door 
"What the fuck?" I thought right when I saw the following doors - I really had no idea a 
publishing-house would be a high security facility! And my chances to meet someone in 
person already felt severly reduced, fearing how this would go down: being forced to hand 
the envelope to the Usher, just to get instantly thrown into gardbagde the moment a 
publisher, or someone else working for, would pick it up and see "Exposoul". I knew this 
wouldnt work without meeting me, the former me I was already about to lose because of 
this security-situation. And on top: there was this man in the uniform, sitting in a little office 
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behind a belly-high bar: staring at me, almost triggering my trauma! 

I overwhelmed by instant panic, causing memorys to twist my perception for a second, 
until I saw his eyes, eyes I had forgotton could still exist, eyes causing me to remember 
the good. The absense of judgementalness, for me the savest thing to see, I could be, I 
was relieved. He was just a man in a uniform, not one of these crazy power-abuser. And I 
could sense that he had no connection to whatever was behind the secured glassdoors - 
even though, ironically, the paper on his desk was printed in there as well. But not instantly
being looked at the way I was used to, opened up a chance for me to communicate - 
something I didnt do in a long time. 

Pressure was rising
I knew it would all come down to the choice of my words, if I would be able to get him to 
call and bring a publisher - the actual one, not some "middle-man" - to meet me, and, on 
top, if I could prepare him not to instantly give up, in case he would be asked to just accept
the manuscript.

But since all this processing took place in the second I realized he is a good guy, I found 
myself suddenly changed, calm, and simply asked him to whom I could hand my 
manuscript.

"Manu-what?" he wondered. So I added "Exposee" – which made me instantly feel like a 
lier, since it wasnt an Exposee. He responded, that nobody ever asked him a question like 
that. 

And I knew the reason: either you're born on the other side of the glass,
involved, or... There is no "or"! You are being asked to send a manuscript, or

you end up in a spam-folder just not named "spam". 
Now I really had no choice but to find the right words, to motivate him to: either let me go 
in myself so that I could try to find someone, or to call someone and say specifically that I 
asked for handing my manuscript in person - Which is exactly what I said. 

He reacted a little bit confused: He wasnt saying much, just a few processing thoughts he 
spoke out - not directed to me but to the air around - while trying to find a phone-number 
on a list seemingly always laying there as inventory of the job. 

He wasnt sure about the numbers and asked me what kind of a publisher it was. I wasnt 
sure myself, just said "For books", to what he replied: "Okay. Hm. I think, maybe this could 
be. I'm trying." And so he made the call! "Oh shit!" I thought and felt my heartbeat rising 
again. 

Now it got serious!  
I had fear yet I was also begging in my mind, hoping for someone to answer, hoping for a 
chance, a permission to walk through - When he was suddenly looking at me, while 
starting to speak into the phone: "Here is someone with an Expo...?" - now waiting for me 
to end his sentence! 

My time froze in sudden panic, trying to find a solution
There was no way of saying "Exposee" again, especially not with the person at the other 
end of the line - it would have based everything on a lie -, and my "soul-version" would 
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made me a joke and probably caused the publisher to just hang up - when suddenly the 
Usher hung up - Just like that, without ending the word he was asking for, as if the other 
side of the line really hung up! Next thing I heard, was him saying: "Someone is coming". 

"Someone? A publisher?" I instantly asked wondering, while a part of me was fearing 
security – which this guy kind of was. 

"I think so, yes" he calmy replied. 

Jesus, what a moment! 
This was it, more then just a little chance, because I would already change history the 
moment I would talk to someone from upper class in such a matter: not to ask any 
question, not to pointlessly want, or even demand something, no... to work together! Until 
just a few seconds before I hated this kind of work. But now everything changed all of the 
sudden, because: I was about to get a chance, a chance to get out - If only I would make 
the right impression, find the right words for the moment, and especially for the word on 
top of the envelope I was holding in my sweaty pulsing hands. 

From this moment on, the seconds of waiting felt like minutes
Time was slowed down by the rising fear to face whoever would appear - pure adrenaline. 
And I didnt know who to expect: a women, a man, a mid-aged- or an old person. I am 
good with the old, since the only person kind of in my life, my landlord, was 85 year old. 
But any old person behind that glass-doors, so I feared, could be even further away from 
the future I was about to hand them, than my landlord. 

I was breathing, trying to stay calm and strenghten my confidence somewho, to appear 
cool, literally fearing every little movement behind the glass. 

Until suddenly a man walked towards the glassdoor staring at me, and I, I was smiling. But
he looked angry and I instantly thought "FUCK! That's it, Impossible to talk to". 

When he opened the door, I was like "Hello!", and he was like fully ignoring me, just 
leaving the building - It wasnt the publisher! 

Nerves!
The possibility to look inside was pure torture: he could have come from every direction of 
the big crossraod hall with the shiny marble groundplates: from the left floor, or the right 
floor, or the big stair in between, kind of hanging in the air, or from behind, another long 
floor, reflecting more and more light, until I couldnt believe my eyes, was I seeing right? A 
huge open air garden inside!? "What the fuck?" I was wondering: "Is this a botanical 
garden with special beautiful plants? Or "just" a great garden to prevent a walk into the 
crazy-ass-huge section of the city-park" - which is starting right on the other side of the 
mainstreet infront of the forplace – which is build like a half-ring through the entire north-
city, non stop. The park is huge, but obviously: too far away.

Looking at this garden within, I was astonished and just had to see it, like being there and 
checking it out! So I asked the Usher "I'm sorry, but could I please wait inside, like over 
there, at the stair, so I could get a better view to the...". I couldnt finish my question, 
because suddenly a mid-aged women opened the door, and I instantly knew... 

"The publisher!" 
While my leg started shivering, she started smiling intensly. Yet followed by constant 
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switching eye expressions, back and forth: confusion of my appearance, my youth, my 
perfect hair and the sunlighted-bright-white pullover which supported my inner being. 

I saw her for the first time, but I knew she never had this face before. 
Before, there was just work and smiles. But this wasnt work, this was strange. So I knew it 
was all up to me, I had to make her strangeness go away, and so I calmly said: "Hello 
thank you for seeing me, I rather not offer you my hand, it's too sweaty".

Publisher: "This is fine with me" she replied, adding "So...? This is unsusual. Usually we 
dont accept manuscripts like this. Usually... we ask for them!". 

"This is exactly why I am here. Because how could you ask for my manuscript? You didnt 
know I existed up to this moment" I reaplied, literally shacking her world. This one changed
her perception: impressed by my fearless honestly and unexpected on-point-argument that
just made sense, enough to make her laugh - And laugh was good, I guessed. So I built on
that, while I felt already way more confident, and said: "This is my third masterpiece..." 

 Suddenly her face change abrupt!
Her eyesbrows raised, her emotions shifted - While my lips continued "..., called Letabu. 
It's an adventurous Comedy, to which I created an animated-background-supported 
audiobook of over 5 hours, where I am acting up to 4 accents sourrounding the 
maincharakter". 

And another shift, a shift to the unexpected! 
She expected everything but the words I was using, yet replying "But we are not an audio-
book publisher, you know that right?". 

"Yes. This is why I, especially for you, created some very short scenes of the audiobook, to
listen to, to get an idea of the written project, the soul within. This is why I called my 
Exposee "Exposoul" ", I said and lifted up the envelope, not only to make her see it, but I 
reached it direcly into her hands to change the owner - I was going forward like never 
before - , and added the very same moment: "Just give it a shot, listening to the audio will 
take you 1 to maximum 4 minutes of your life. Afterwards, it's up to you, if you spend more 
time to check the writing. Maybe there is some potential". 

Evolution in the making!
Just a matter of seconds, and I was already a person I never knew existed. Not only didnt I
speak to any person in months, I was never before able to sort out the fear, the 
disctraction prohibiting me of finding the right words and nailing the communication, the 
rhetoric! I was rhetorical, I felt like a politician already, absolutely left her without a chance 
to go for what she was intending: crushing my dellusional intentions. She was still intensly 
smiling at me and – and get this - even saying: "You sold it well!", laughing again. 

"Not "selling", "surviving!" I corrected in my head, but smiled brightly back, fuled by pure 
happyness, because I really did sell it well. I was feeling great, my fear was gone, knowing
"I fucking made it", I survived the moment, by which felt at least to have created a little 
chance. 

Finally I added, as I knew would be best remembered at the end "By the way: my name is 
Ingo Bank and you can find out more about me on the last page". 

She replied, with telling me her name, and it felt like as if a part of her liked getting to know
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me. She told me she would look at it and listen to, and afterwards contacting me via email 
- of course asking me if there were contact details in my "Exposoul" – like: "You never 
know with these...". 

"Of course, it's all in there" - I ensured. 

Publisher: "Alright, good".

"Thank you for your time, really appriciated it. Have a nice day!". 

Publisher: "And you" She said and left. 

This was it, she went back inside, with my Exposoul. 
We kind of had a moment there in the end, a positive one, beyond the fassade. And all the 
time - however long our chat was, I guess it was timeless for her as well - the Usher was 
sitting right next to us, the Usher I absolutely forgot about. This was new to me as well: I 
was focused like never before. Awaking out of my superfocus, I smiled like I just won the 
lottery and said to him "Good bye, have a nice day", and exited the building. 

Just to be I welcome by the sunlight I fastly avoided. Limping toward Scooby, I plugged in 
my in-earns, raised the volume of Naturalife, when the sound kicked in, so strong and 
beautiful that I had to close my eyes... "Cloudy!"

Finally I started my long way home 
I was proud of myself like never before and carried the strong fundamental feeling of 
evolving to a new person with me...

A new-person isolation has no use for. 

Chapter 3 – Waiting switching

While the first days passed, I was back to trying to stay sane with the health-situation. Yet 
subconsciously I was feeling better than before by these big hopes - Like waiting for the 
approval of all I dreamed of, and in a way worse than before, because of blocking 
uncertainty. And I hate uncertainty. 

Since I didnt know how long it would take for her to check 1-4 minutes, it was prohibiting 
me from having a free mind I always needed to be open for any kind of ideas, projects, like
maybe starting writing something new. And unexpectedly, I suddenly had a need to write 
the second part of "Letabu" and follow the maincharakter through his adventures again - 
which I started to miss for all he is. I really didnt expect that so soon, but whenever that 
need hit me, I usually went for it, fully commited.

But now, if I would have started writing and then gotten an e-mail submitting something 
positive, like at least getting discovered as a voiceactor, or any kind of opportunity, I 
probably would have had to change plans, and the started book-project would have gotton 
compromised, which would have become dangerous for me. 

Because when I start bringing birth to child, I wouldnt let it die half way 
through the process - It would not only kill it, it would as well kill me, 
literally - More to that later.
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Since I couldnt start writing again:
I continued producing music, which I couldnt really do in a year, due to survival. Naturalife, 
I had just created, was the beginning of a new music phase of my life, that was now ready 
to lift me into new spheres. 

Music sucked me in, deeper and deeper and the following daylie producing fastly made 
sure, that I wouldnt be the person the publisher met - 

If we would ever meet again? 
Yet, there was a moment when I found myself consciously trying not to dive too deep into 
music, to keep the part of me alive, the stronger part I had just discovered - which 
absolutely sucked! I hated it and fought to get it out of my mind, this virus, which was again
something to drain the soul out of me. 

There can't be any resctrictions: I got to be able to let myself go to "shit"...
But this "shit" was the good-shit, the good-sadness, which was the key to music eversince.
I had to be able to dive deep, to whatever emotional place music would carry me, even if it 
would mean getting lonelier - if this was possible -, to create these masterpieces just 
destroying myself with beautiness, breaking my shell and setting me free, to find back to 
the constant filter on my eyes I once knew, and so badly missed. 

That filter was the best drug I ever experienced: 
The first 2 years of daylie producing: everything looked brighter, the colours were stronger,
the air smelled better, and made me see peoples good sides, took my fears - It was love. 
And all that wasnt just youth and drugs: I didnt need to smoke, or swollow another lie, this 
was just music: real eversince. Any drug would have prohibited me from doing anything, I 
wouldnt have been able to be productive, I would have just layed somehwere like a junky. 
The filter resulting from my own music, that was what man is supposed to unlock without 
evil chemistry.

And I had unlocked my brain until I was able to create music withouth any
programm, hearing it as real as sound can be.

Naturally I seeked to reconnect to this brighter world unconditionally, as with creating 
Naturalife came true. But that was the last beat before everything seemed to change 
forever, and on top the nights made sure I would be changed on another level anyways – I 
was prohibited from the love-filter what so ever. Because every night, when I was laying in 
bed, sleepless, when the music was off because it would force me to dream into infinity 
and never sleep. But my body kept forcing me to think, kept up the constant drive to save 
me, circling around chances to get out of this - And there was only one chance: 

her.
Yet what I experienced meeting her, started to repeat, haunt and entrap me, creating the 
negative-spiral of sleplessness, combined with trauma and a general life without privileges.
Now I was thinking negative, feeling negative about how she looked at me, feeling more 
negative about how she looked at me, thinking: "What kind of life is this, keeping a straight
face after being punched in the face? And if I fail to smile I get kicked on top. Am I 
supposed to pretend everything from now on, build a life on that tiny moment, while there 
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are billions of brainconnections out of a life lead in torture and poverty? I cant hide 
everything inside of me, the health, the person I am, the person I became! This was just 
luck, a lucky moment! She hates me! Like all of them! She will never answer! She would 
have answered already! Fucking life! It's Impossible when she doesnt accept me in the 
first place!". 

I was angry. 

Yet at some point I realised I had to think positive, because as long as I was
waiting: there was a small chance. 

So I fought my negativity and went down that new road: I imagined myself adepting - And it
felt good! But only because of my anger, which made sure: to cut everything out of my 
imagination I didnt liked. I replaced the reality from the everlasting past with the greatest 
dream of my future: beeing fully accepted for my gifts – again, like I once was in sports. 
Because, if sport or something else, it all starts with overcoming barriers in the mind. 
Finishing my first books felt even bigger then chaising 14-stair-handrails with disablities on 
a skateboard, "impossible". But when I did this as a former bodybuilder, I got instant fans, 
everyone was talking about me. Then I got sponsored, they just wanted to support, be 
part, while: my personaility, my behavior, maners, my style, my face, my story or my 
background, non of it mattered. And acceptance made my personality only better. 

I was even called "The friendly Eggy" (I had a nickname I lived under as if it would be my 
real name, different story). And by others I was called "The Destroyer", which was a great 
honorable titel. If you destroy a spot: any gap, stair-case, handrails, or whatever is build 
out there on the endless forbidden playgrounds, then skaters mean by that "you killed it!", 
which doesnt mean "you murdered something seemingly lifeless", it means: "you are the 
goddamned man!", and sometimes they say "boy" while they mean "man", and then 
suddenly you're the "dude" on top, then you're "the goddamned man the boy and the 
dude" all together, you're everything, you're a one man armee! What I am trying to 
translate here is: you rule!

This was the best part about it, being liked for my soft personality and for my hardcore 
skateing - I had to do nothing but being me and doing what I loved. I had fans, like my best
friend, pro-skater, who was really my biggest fan, until he became also my team-manager! 
He brought me aboard of the new team he was ask to build for a worldwide known brand. 
He did that even knowing I was suffering from insomnia, and had trouble with my knees, 
which was all bad for the planed tour, since I wasnt really reliable - But he didnt care, he 
wanted to give me what I deserved in his eyes, he wanted everyone to see me, and he 
always screamed of joy whenever I killed it.

Then the magazine followed: me on a double page, as the first guy ever without any 
introducing, coming out of nowhere, "into your face double page", killing the 14 monster – 
again, I did it again. The first time I did it 6 months before, spantoniously, without a 
photographer, nor had I sponsors I could have done it for. I just did it because I promised 
the monster the first day I saw it, before I was even skating again, that I would challange 
and destroy it one day. 

And that day had arrived 2 years later, unplaned! We were just passing by, when I 
suddenly stoped... Because it had been laughing about every skater for too long, 
convinced they were all too afraid! so I had to teach it a lesson, right there, when it was 
rainy! And this is why my best friend was so fanatic about me, because he loved that I just 
loved to skate and challange myself whenever and whatever. 
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For the magazine he was asked to write a text about me, in which he told the world how 
much he thought of me. He often said to me "I just want to grow older to see what you will 
do next. You can achhieve everything you want, just continue exactly the way you are and 
never give up!". I loved him, his support was unconditionally and pure from the very first 
second. He started to talk to me before anybody liked me, when I was just the stranger 
with the muscles – not for him, he saw me right away.

I was living the dream: having a real friend. But then... 

In the end of 2014: He became Cloudy.
And so he started living his peaceful afterlife up there. We both were big dreamers, but 
now there was just one of us left to go for the great unknown future, the future he wanted 
to witness. 

Now I was living the "great unknown future" - Whishing to join my best
friend. 

And what was supposed to be a dream: me writing books - Which was way bigger then 
chaising life-threatening 14-stair handrails after just 2 years of skating -, turned out to be 
the opposite. In a dream there would have been cheering people like there were before, or
at least a publishers enthusiastic response after reading the last page of the Exposoul, 
which was literally telling her a miracle – Nothing!

I had already written three books in 8 months, kept pushing through absolute silence, 
without anyone there at all anymore: just me, huge tricks of hundred-thausands of words, 
no cameras, no sponsors, no magazine and no "friendly"-titel. But "Destroyer", this is what 
the privileged see whenever I reach the sand, stand up against all odds and dare to 
destroy the beach-party by my shiney presense. And I could see it over and over again 
waiting, sleepless - Whatever positive illusion I tried  to rebuild, the branding kept burning. 

Or was I wrong about her? 
"Was my perception ever wrong?" I asked myself laying there in darkness with beautiful 
music, trying to find the moments in my life where I was wrong about a person branding 
me - I couldnt find any moment, not like that.

I only remembered that old man:
A boxing coach who didnt think much of me, who wouldnt even talk to me, must have 
thought I was just another kid, thinking I would be a fighter, feeling all cool and then 
dissapear again. 

But I kept showing up, tried to teach myself movement and shadowboxing I saw him doing.
While he was annoyed by me, kept his silent treatment, I respected him, looked up to him: 
he was over 60 and in great shape, doing situps, powerful fast punches, still doing what he
loved. I saw him teaching guys who didnt really do what he was saying, what he showed 
them. But I learned fast what he was trying to teach, without him teaching me. 

After weeks he suddenly walked toward me determinded, lifting up his fists:
I instinctivly lifted up my defense and he hit me, fast strong punches, shouting! - He started
training me!
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That moment, 
It was so much more than sports and a man training me: it was acceptance, which could 
only make sure I would train harder and better. He always made this loud shouts when 
showing me fast left right combinations: "BAP! BAP!", "BAP! BAP!" - which pushed me. I 
never knew that: an old man with energy, using his voice. So I started to let my voice and 
energy free as well, yet unlike him – I had my own style. But in my mind I was: screaming, 
pushing my limit, "harder", "faster", while he still didnt really talk to me... I felt: I had to 
prove myself worthy of the sport and him.

Now that I was accepted I was instantly way better and I started doing sparrings with a 
tournament fighter, who had never lost a competition-fight in 5 years. I had no chance to 
win, because...

... I was afraid to hurt him. 

You'll learn about later why.
But my defense was very good, he never came through. Until, at the end of a 3 minute 
round, when the bell was sounding to pause everyones training for a minute, I opened my 
defense, he suddenly punched me hard in my face - I never had been hit like that before! 
Since I would have never caught that hit under fair circumstances: I got angry and 
instinctivly walked toward him, yet not uncontrolled, but more in controle: He went down 
instantly.

We werent wearing these sparring-helmets by the way. 
When he got up, holding his jaw smiling, I realised he did it on purpose - to unlock me! 
From then on he wasnt an opponent anylonger. Yet I still wasnt really unlocked, that was 
just one moment I "slipped", I still had blockages to repeat that without being hit first and 
having a reason. It felt wrong to hurt someone for no reason – While the sport was the 
reason itself. And I loved the sport! Yet I was always just trying to defend, making it 
impossible to be hit and find every gap, every opportunity to hit the opponent myself - 
which I did, just never really. In boxing it's called "controling the opponent" - So I was the 
controller.

But I didnt dream of becoming a professional controller!
After I had basically just started, after only 2 months: I was ready for more. I was 
connected so deeply, my heart, my mind, my motivation was at maximum as only purpose 
can be. Now only real turnament-fights would have solved my blockage, while I wasnt 
even officially there. So it needed more time and kept training commited. 

This was when I finally could feel: that the coach really changed his heart about me, was 
proud of me and looked forward to see me fight one day – Which cracked me up: I already
saw him in my corner like a father!

One could only look forward to my boxing-future:
It was interesting for everyone because of the fact that I had a rare physical-build, kind of 
meant for walking through to the titel of my weight-class because: I have a short upper 
body, which makes a smaller space to be hit, but I had big arms, bigger shoulders and 
small breasts which makes the defense very locked-up, while my legs are long, 2,5 times 
longer than my upper body, and thin eversince my knee-issues – which was of course my 
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weakness -, yet I had 40-50 pounds less weight then any other guy close to my upper 
body physics: I was kind of a heavy-weight entiteled to fight small guys - Which would 
have been fucked-up-unfair, if there wasnt a natural re-ballancing by nature taking one of 
the most important bases of existence in return: sleep, and there was also gluten-
intollerance I didnt know about yet, and also a liver-disorder causing protein-metabolisition 
trouble. Bottomline: I was running on 30% maximum. Yet they still had just so tiny bodys 
compared to me. And they wouldnt believe I was weighting barely more than them, even 
demanded me to weight-in, on multiple weighters - I probably have "light bones" on top or 
something. Seriously: leg-muscles of any sports-person continuing sports througout 
growing up, has got huge leg-muscles, compared to absolutely untrained legs - And that 
makes masses of pounds.

 Imagine a guy having legs like there arms, that would be monstrous. 
And I had arms like legs, while they had legs like legs, so we had the same weights.

But that's what makes champions in sports eversince, these made-for-it-circumstances. 
The greatest boxers in the world are huge guys with huge "unfair"-physics: taller than 
anybody, arms longer than legs of most guys - So they win. And what's with the black- 
guys, they look like bodybuilders doing nothing. And the asian guys always dominate 
table-tennis!

Yet it's not just physics, boxing in the end stays all about: who has the better eye, the 
better adaptivness to the opponents movements – It's about the brains! And if you have 
too-much brains, than you cant hurt someone – So there was another thing against me, 
which restored fairness. 

Until someone is better no matter what, by the pure power of will. 
And my willpower was also not that bad, not that bad! I was carrying a willpower that would
lead me years later to become one of the best street-fighter within no time, fighting 
handrails. And if they hit you just once, your get knocked out for sure, because they have 
the most unfair physics and the power of gravitation: speeding up your body exponentially, 
smashing you into the concrete with multiple times of your weight, breaking your bones, 
taking your breath and your memory. 

sadly after only 6 months of boxing...
I was about to move out of town: So I tried to meet the coach one last time to say "good 
bye" - But he wasnt there. It was the first time that he wasnt there after 48 training 
sessions. Now I feared he would change his perception of me again - I would never know.

Still, all that never started on judgemental-branding.
I know the difference! Branding is a feeling resulting of different forces, like when: cold and
warm air-masses collide and create storm, donner and lightening. The old man and I, we 
were both part of the same force, just with 40 years time in between, which made it a 
natural generation-collision.

While the publishers eyes: 
this was the storm of different forces, society classes colliding. But that storm shouldnt 
have existed, because... I wrote a book. Writer and publisher? That was supposed to be 
less collision than with the old coach not really believing in youth anymore eversince the 
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modern times - where they didnt seem to have any commitment.

The following days
While my hunger kept getting stronger and stronger, I went through the emotions every 
night, from fear, to panic, depression, anger, and the feeling I couldnt possibly describe. 
Yet during daytime I kept doing what I always did or had to do to survive, and escaped with
creativity, producing music in that case, which helped me to heal from the nights. I dived 
into sounds: always seeking the hidden frequences freeing me for moments - like 
sometimes, when I suddenly hit a special combination of sounds, when something entirely 
unexpected makes it all go away - Just to lose any good emotion the next night. 

It was hard.
Yet that was my normality anways: And so I came to see that now there was at least 
something new in my life, something absolutely new, that narurally kept rebuilding hopes 
despite every bad thought, just because it was there, somewhere. And some of the days 
these hopes were so strong. On top: every beat i finished at that time was especially 
bumping my mood up. I was trying hard to cling on these good emotions, to make them 
really last again no matter what, to have that feeling again I once knew when I was 
younger and healthy, the feeling everyone experiences when breaking through! That 
feeling is supposed to be the greatest drug of a lifetime, strong, relentlessy providing drive 
and confidence - I was not close to that but hoping... 

And finally I wanted to believe in the other part of her switching eyes, that there was a 
good person in her. If only she could hear my music, just once, one time, a beat produced 
by me, I whished and...

That imagination was beautiful: 
She would listen to my music like a young women, closing her eyes, holding both hands 
calmy on the headphones, and just let it happen: letting go, for a few minutes, maybe just 
seconds, until she would open her eyes again... seeing me. And from that point I saw our 
future! I dreamed of me and her, of us, how we would work together, liking and respecting 
each other. I imagined presenting her my next ideas, before even written, just sitting there, 
maybe in a cosy chair, telling her about how Letabu continues or could continue, while she
would just listen and enjoy, smile and laugh:

"Hahahaha! Hahahahah! Hahahahaha! And now get the fuck out of here!" - Another 
nightmare!

Followed by the real nightmare of taking a shower!
Followed by looking in the mirror seeing an ugly face, the wounds - worse again. Without 
the glue in my hair, the sunlight and the painted face I couldnt help to see what she would 
see any of these many bad days. I needed to look perfect and be perfect to be even 
entiteled for the slidest chance. And I realised again: Whatever was positive inside her 
eyes, this was because I looked good and innocent the day we met – which I was losing 
with every following day.

This back and forth of emotions wouldnt end, 

as long as I was waiting for her email.
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I needes to get out of uncertainty. But mailing her, to ask about the state of looking into my 
Exposoul, could have come across wrong, like pressuring as the typical dellusional would 
do, someone who has got no idea of the work on her plate. But I also knew what I saw and
felt, which made it irrelevant if she had alot to do, because whatever was on her plate, it 
wasnt my manuscript! My appearance the day we met should have raised enough interest 
to at least look into it for a moment right there and then, the same day. 

"But maybe it happened?! Maybe she read it?"
I thought often about - which made it all worse: it was spiral, a bad spiral wich I just had to 
end! "fuck it" I said and set myself free from her, from e-mails, from everything, and started
writing again - fully commited, 20 hours and more a day -, to escape my body and flee into 
a lasting fantasy that wouldnt vanish again and again, but last forever! 

CHAPTER 4 – Magic
4 weeks later, April 2016

Letabu Part 2, my fourth book in under 9 months was created - almost. I stoped writing 
right before the last scene of the last chapter, the great finale! It was all there in my mind, 
machting to the titel "System End". I know, not finishing it now seemingly contradicts with 
"bringing birth", but this is the only case it was different. I didnt finish it because: I planed 
on recording the audiobook, living it fully connected up to the last scene in court, and then 
end it in the absolute best possible way. I just felt for this finale, this was the way to do it: to
get away from weeks of the process, to gather every detail again, to be absolutely there 
with all the charakters of the story –  around 20, plus hundreds of sidecharakters without 
definition, plus system-charakters with the definition you know.

Any women can ask herself, if she would do this:
interrupting pragnancy shortly before getting into laber, to re-live the same pragnancy 
without any sideffects, but all the best, nothing but anticipation, knowing: the life to be will 
be healthier as it would have become before – now it would become perfect!

Unfortunately, I didnt even get to start re-living it, since my health-issues turned worse and 
worse already during the process, until finally knocking my immune-system out - I was 
living in bed again, with fever and panic attacks. Losing the disctraction of the writing-
process and the stability, instantly threw me back to reality. This child, Letabu 2, died and I 
got severely depressed.

A few days later

I couldnt handle the hunger any longer:
Suddenly I found myself in a supermarket - I didnt even remember how I got there -, and, 
for the first time in over 16 months, I was about to buy things I wouldnt be able to 
metabolize. I was in the worst state of health, breathing heavily under my pulled-over hood
- which kept my face in the shadow - and walked slowly one foot by another, barely able to
keep my body vertical. 

While poeple were staring at me, I was staring at nothing but tasty-food, fighting not to 
touch, not to pick them up for buy, all these things I didnt even remember how they would 
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taste. 

And then I entered the worst possible area:
Sourrounded by nothing but candy, sugar and salt, I stoped in front of chocolate-bars, 
standing for minutes fighting so hard against the force now finally completely out of 
controle that I was crying. It got even worse: I was starting to lose it, made sounds, bit into 
my jacket, ready to scream - When I suddenly hit against the rack, causing it to shake and 
bags of chips from the top fell down. 

Nobody saw it. 
But a women, one of the staff member, who must have heard it, entered the floor. 

"It fell" I said ashamed when she came closer, wiped my tears away and started to pick 
them up. While she didnt say a word and started helping me I added: "Sorry". Until I asked
her "Are these bags wet?".

"Wet? What?" she asked and touched the one I was holding, adding "No, it's not wet". 

Now she looked at me, realising I was in a bad shape. 
"Really not? But they are very cold right?" I asked confused.

"It feels normal, rather warm. Cant you feel that?" she responded wondering. 

"No I cant. For me it feels wet and cold, everything. Thank you" I added and left fastly, with
two bags of chips. 

On my way I grabbed cookies, and other baked-sticks. Then I grabbed an empty carton 
and filled it with wet and cold conserves, followed by microwave food, cheese-baked-
potatos, as well as a few pizza - until it all fell to the ground, because it was to heavy for 
me to carry. When it slipped I suddenly screamed. 

From that moment one I was not really seeing anybody around, just picked up what I could
carry: chips and cookies, which I opened right there and ate crying...

Last thing I remember: I was asked to leave the store.
Of course I payed for the opened things. But I left most of the other food behind. Instead I 
bought alot of natural food, potatoes, vegetables and sweet fruits, but also alot of cheese 
and fish and rice and chips – I desperately stuffed my backback. 

Back home
I found myself trying to cook a huge bowl of cheese-baked-potatoes. But I was barely able 
to cut the potatoes, it required too much energy, my arms over-soured without doing 
anything, and touching the knive hurt. But it couldnt stop me from eating cookies and 
chips, more and more and more. I was stuffing until I had to womit because my stomache 
wouldnt stop producing acid, which was a general problem when eating something other 
then my only food: cornwaffles, dry, plane. Now I couldnt stop eating, the taste, the sugar 
and salt... I was like on drugs! 

It took hours toward my dream of that cheese-baked meal.
I was laying in bed, suffering from acid and womitting, crawling, waiting for the oven to cool
down after I had turned it off standing in fire fire. I could feel the temperature cooling down 
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while laying over 3 meters away in bed. I could feel what a thermal-camera would capture, 
all of it, the auras, the red hot spots, the cold blue spots, while my body was a mix of both, 
feeling cold drops running through my hot vains, forced to feel my inner-anatomy. 

When I felt I could get close to the oven again, I instantly ate that entire bowl - After which I
threw up again, on purpose.

From this point on I was suffering from uncontrolable eating attacks - I was 
about to eat myself to death! 

 The following days 
I knew it was bad and I fought hard to somehow stop this hell. I was eating and instantly 
throwing up everything I could find, whatever I had stored, or whatever my landlord 
wouldnt need. Since I couldnt leave the house, when I ran out of everything, I called the 
food-service, which drained money I didnt have. 

I had to stop eating, I had to get out of this nightmare. I was: screaming, destroying things, 
kicked in the glass inside my door, punched the walls until my fists were bleeding, and 
smashed my head against as well. I was hitting myself in the face as hard as I could, 
crying and begging to find a way out - So I took a rasor-blade!

I never had problems seeing blood 
I liked the colour eversince, so intense, depending on the light the brightest I have ever 
seen alive. The only other possible bright colours we carry, circle and mix around the 
darkness of the eye – the rest ist just skin and hair, but there, this moment, I didnt care: I 
just wanted to find peace. And when I felt the pain of the weak cut, I started to fail again. 
Suddenly I felt peace by thinking of him, my deceased best friend, his words: "Never give 
up!" and somehow I managed to stop – all this. 

I stayed in bed and started to starve again, to calm my system down. But the hunger-
signal wouldnt leave at all anymore and it felt like drug-detoxication, the worst kind. I 
couldnt sleep a second for days and... I dont know how I made it. I just know: It helped me 
to find something I had lost, me, the young peaceful guy I once was.

It all brought me to a place were I belonged, right back on the streets,
I was ignoring my body, fueled by a feeling I missed for years. Whatever peace music 
could create in isolation, sitting there incaged, especially branded and worse, something  
besides health was missing. 

Now I found myself outside, ryding bycicle, moving, without direction, yet a clear goal. And 
it was – "conincidently" - the second sunny phase of the year, mild sunshine, it burned. But
I would have to learn to live with it, and first of all find out: if it would actually really burn my
skin. Yet besides that only my face and my hands were catching shines from time to time 
leaving the shadows I seeked instinctivly, I didnt think so much about it. Instead I was busy
ballancing the two stuffed bags on my handle, left and right, as well as scanning my sight 
for the people in need of what I was carrying. My backback and the bags were filled with 
whatever I found in my cubby: mostly clothes, all brandnew, which I once got for free for 
being very good in something. 

I was ryding around places I knew I would find poor people, like around the huge Dom-
church in the center of cologne, right next to the mainstation. But most I saw I just passed-
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by. I wouldnt stop to give them at least a little bit money, because every stop caused alot of
energy and pain and getting the two big bags back on the handle wasnt easy. But I had no 
bad consciens about it, since I had learned in my past, that I cant save everyone - I was 
still doing something good for the ones I was looking for. I was specificly searching for the 
poor people who had really use for what I had to give. I had shoes, trousers, and warm 
pullover. So I passed by everyone with shoes, trousers and a warm pullover. But I would 
ask everyone without shoes, trousers and a warm pullover, if they had use for whatever 
was missing or damaged my eyes were scanning precisely for.

But somehow everyone seemed to have shoes, trousers and a warm pullover,  so I stoped
under a bridge in front of a big loud group of gathered homeless friends, who were sitting 
or laying there with blankets and dogs and cartons and guitars and many other things 
which made it more cosy - The street was defenetly entirely covered. 

Soon turned out what I already figured: homeless people have no use for things they have 
no use for. They even laughed about the shoes, saying "These things are not shoes!" - 
which made me laugh as well, because they were totally right. They werent meant for 
surviving weather, walks and real-life in general. But since I was a skater I loved 
skateshoes, especially when I got them for free for destroying. So the shoes I had to offer 
were all the same, all china-fabricates, basically: a little bit rubber sourrounding a skin of 
something to cover the feet with – yet I knew some peoeple would be better of with them 
than without.

After they all laughed about the shoes I asked if they know someone without, or without 
pullover or without pants, which made them laugh again – life! 

This was missing!
It felt good and they were meaning it good, some were just absolutely drunk and didnt 
know what the start of the laughter was. But the one man said "It's a good thing you're 
doing, there are sure people in need". And they even refused when I asked them if they 
wanted a pair for sale. 

I left them a little bit money and sattled again.
It really took time and a lot of riding around looking at poor people, who always thought I 
was judging them like most do, but then I told them, while curving around, what this was 
about - and they liked it, even though I wouldnt give something to them. But they got it, 
they simply had shoes, trousers and a warm pullover. 

After 2 more hours I managed to give away 3 pullover and 2 pair of shoes, to people really 
in need, even though they didnt speak a word german – but they understood the universal 
language of the souls, and they were happy, especially about me treading them like 
human beings.

The next evening, sunset.
After hours of trying to find the ones in need, I failed to succed and was heading back 
home, exhausted but still full of peace of the day before. 

I was slowly crossing the middle of the three big thine-river-bridges, the Deutzer-bridge, 
kind of a boring one compared to the other two monsters. 

Looking left, my sight catched: blury vehicles passing by, the railways in the middle, 
followed by the rivers watermasses behind, streaming underneath the following distanced 
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Hohenzollern-bridge - the one I had crossed to ride to the publisher – with its 3 huge 
steelbows, seemingly jumping to the big dom-church behind the left promenade, with its 
two towers piking 157 meter into the clear sky. The two pikes are the symbol of the city I 
defined myself. Yet seeing them never made me think of the people sitting at the 
fundament, even-though I had just been there, again. Instead: seeing them always shifted 
reality, a shift I couldnt help but to love eversince.

Looking to my right, since I was riding close to the fence, I was seeing: the full panaroma 
of the water and the huge A-pylon-bridge in the distance, which once was the biggest of its
kind in the world. 

Whatever humans did or do, seeing monstrous constructions stays fastinating to me 
because they never appeared man-made. They are just there, like the system, just less 
hurting. Sure they were built by pain of hard working man and a few women, but they are 
connecting the parts of the city for an historic amount of time I could never feel. I am just 
this small being using these ways. If they wouldnt exist, I would have used a boat, a raft, 
selfmade, I wouldnt have cared...

 I would have been healthy in that version of the city not existing. 
Contradicting? The beautys of steel I wonder, I love, yet never built I wouldnt have died, 
and I wouldnt have loved less, the vast wild and the big planets water-vessel running 
trough, with a healthy group of young swimmers screaming my name seeing me trying to 
cross the river diving but just not appearing again... I would have been a good diver –  
remember that. 

But I would have not really been me. My suffering now helped others. 
There I was, lifted up by steel and the two-wheeled fellow. I was watching the water while 
getting closer toward to other side: the calm side of the city, my side, where it's more 
natural, which is even kind of dissliked by many natives, since there is not much going on, 
compared to the other side now full of lights - again a great sight. 

Roling down the last 50 meter of the bridge, I discovered a group of people sitting down 
there on the shores grass next to the bridge - the only people around. I heard them, I saw 
them, I saw another chance and headed to meet them. 

but they didnt really listen because they were talking in dutch as well as in drunk language.
The one guy was really a charakter, he was in his own world, loud, made movements and 
came very close with his red face, touched me and everything I carried. But I sensed he 
was harmless, just really loaded. 

Besides the red-faced guy who continued to check out Scoob and the bags, there were 3 
man around ages 35-45 and a young women around age 30, sitting in a circle, who invited 
me to sit down with them and offered me a drink - I sadly had to refuse. When they 
finished there dutch conversation the one guy sitting right next to me, the oldest, around 
45, he started talking to me. But I couldnt understand a word of his dutch... until I realised 
it was drunken-german. After my realisation I learned to understand him better and he 
seemed to find me interesting, asking all sorts of questions, especially about the camera 
equipment I was carrying around as well. He told me he was working with cameras in his 
past, and named the models - but I had no clue of that since I was kind of still learning to 
use my disabled camera, The first I ever had, which I once bought after saving forever, 
and then I was basically never using it myself, since I was being filmed with it by others. 
So I tried to kep up with the technician by noding and basically fighting to find focus to 
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understand him.

When the dutch conversation seemed to lose a little bit energy, I used my chance and 
repeated what I had to offer for free, when suddenly the women was very interested. She 
showed me her shoes, she had been kind of sitting on up to that moment, so that I couldnt 
see them. Turned out: she was wearing the same ones I had to give away, just the falling-
apart version. And the more she realized I was serious about giving her the new ones for 
free, the happier she got. 

And when she tried them on, they were fitting perfectly. 
She couldnt believe what was happening, starting to share the reason for her happyness 
by hitting her friend - the one focused in the dutch conversation who seemed to 
understand german as well. But he wouldnt pay attention, while she was telling a story: "I 
had just asked him yesterday if he knows someone giving shoes away! I needed shoes. 
Just yesterday I asked him! Didnt I? Tell him, tell him!". Then she hit him again of joy, 
demanding to finally confirm her story. But he was still occupied with the dutch, so he just 
passively responded with a single nod and continued to listen to - most likely - the greatest
story ever. "You see! I had just asked him yesterday. And now this. You must be sent by 
heaven!" she added.

I was happy myself, responding: "this must be fate. Thank you for letting me give em to 
you. Whats your name by the way?". 

"I am Peggy" she responded and asked for my name.

"I am Ingo. Great to meet you." I said and reached her my hand.

After that she was still trying to get the guy to see what was happening, while I pulled a 
little diary-book out of my backback. Finally I opened it and reached it towards her, saying 
"Look, I want to show you something. These are people I've already met. Do you see this, 
we are wearing the same clothes, like partnerdressed.". And since I was wearing the same
shoes myself, I asked her if she wanted to be with me inside my diary as well. 

She reacted a litte bit confused, because she was unsure if I was serious again - As if she 
wasnt good enough. But since I realised it, I first of all told her that she dididnt had to do it, 
that the shoes were hers no matter what, but that I would really love to have her inside, for 
this moment to last forever. She liked the idea, yet she was still unsure if she was the right 
model for that, even saying it. 

This was when I simply got up and started to set up my camera. While I was enlarging my 
telescope tripod, I motivated her, that this is going to be a great picture. Then attached the 
camera and directed her just 3 meters away to get a better background with the bridge and
a tree, the entire scenere.

Then she was standing there for a moment alone in front of the camera, turning sharper 
and sharper, like her insecurity. Until the shot was ready to be taken. So I asked for 
someone of the neverending dutch-conversation to help us, when suddenly the wild guy 
with the red face jumped toward me, loud and enthusiastic, ready for duty. He instantly 
came very close again and kind of spit on the camera while inspecting the nods up close –
maybe he had an eye-problem.

For a second I wasnt sure if he was the right man for the job, but his enthusiam decided 
for us. So I explained him where to press, literally directed his finger on the trigger and 
then crossed my own fingers and left, since I wasnt sure if he understood a single word. 

Finaly I joined the lone standing one, placed myself next to her, layed my arm on her, 
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pulled her toward me - when she instantly felt good about it. And right when I wanted to 
give the signal to the enthusiastic one, he completely went crazy on the trigger, pressed 
again and again, and I started to laugh, screaming "Noooo! Okay! Just... It's good, good 
Job". 

But his crazy triggering made the result only better, absolutely natural, real.
Everyone laughed and really nobody cared about the stupid camera, which simply 
dissapeared, because it wasnt for a paper, pretending for something in return, no this was:
just another homeless guy with a camera for the family-picture.

Afterwards
My over-ambitioned assistant suddenly showed another side, a side rarely showing up, as 
I could feel: he calmed down for a moment and told me what happened to him, the reason 
for his physical appearance. I didnt really know what to say to that, I only knew: most 
people would never care about his story and rather call the police on his intense behavior. 
But before I could respond in any way, he already continued to go wild.

At the same time the sun was dissapearing and I was instently shivering, since my sweat 
was like an iceshower - And as you remember: "There is nothing worse than the ice-
version!". 

So I packed my things
And told them "We will see each other again! I am sure! I dont forgett people! Good bye!". 
And the last thing I saw was the young womens face-expression: happy about the shoes 
but a little bad sad that I had to leave - But I had to, I was ripped into my lone reality again.

Back home
I ripped off my clothes and took a quik shower, a really quik shower, not even a minute. 
After that I was ready to fall into a coma. But I managed to prepare a warm-bottle before, 
to rather live in fire. Finally I fell into my bed, unable to move. I had burned energy during 
these days, not based on any logic, but on magic: like the number on my digital 
speedometer grew by 60 miles! Before my record was: 2 times 6 miles, to a saved life – at 
least I hoped. But the long ways I rode came with a price: every single muscle of my body 
was sore, hurting and paralizing me. My neck hurt the most, but from proteins getting 
ripped out – it was always the neck for some reason. I had already lost a lot of weight and 
now I was endangered to starve to the worst case, because I feared eating entirely, while 
the hunger signal was unchanged intense. It should have been reduced by starving, as 
before my uncontroled eating attacks, but it wasnt, it stayed. 

In the night
My body was heating up to over 106F, until I got dangerous fever-dellusions. And on top 
my wisdom tooth including the root-nerve inflamed as well, badly. This was the point when 
I almost thought of something: Seeing a... But I rather wanted to die – Just this time, I 
would go in peace. 

Chapter 5 – Who I became
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Days later, 15. April
I didnt know what was going on, caught in between sleep- and awake state, mixed with 
bad dreams. My brain wouldnt shut down, since there was a natural instinct constantly 
communicating that I needed help - But there was no help. Now a distant part of me was 
hearing this loud bell in my head, scaring me subconsciously, raising my heartbeat. I heard
them screaming in my dreams, my last name "Mister Bank", "Mister Bank", until I was 
seeing them again!

... I awoke silently screaming
I couldnt make more then painful quiet sounds, due to the wisdom-nerve, and now also 
inflamed vocal chords, my throat - my face was swollen. I couldnt open my right eye and 
didnt know what to do, how I could possibly solve that – The prison of my body was 
unbareable from head to toe. 

Suddenly my heartbeat speeded up intensly hearing the bell of my dreams again, the bell I
didnt even knew the sound of anymore. Followed by the distant voice of my landlord 
shouting my last-name up the houses stairway, streaming through the little window frame I 
had kicked in.

Do you know that moment when you just cant get up and whish to be left
alone? 

Imagine the worst days of sickness you ever had in life, where you found yourself at a 
point in need of laying and resting so badly, that you would have risked losing your job or 
relationships for, the point or resignation saying "recovery over anything!" - I guarantee 
you: at that point, your body and mind were still fueled by the greatest forces a human 
being can experience: family, or integration, unless you belong to the poor souls without. 
And I had just met them, living on the streets. They seemed alive but thats the trick to 
survive. If they get a bad virus-infection: they lay somewhere alone waiting to die, finally. 

I didnt respond to my landlord, I couldnt, I just couldnt.
But then I thought about reasons and consequences: she could call the police, she might 
needed urgent help, or somenting happend with the house I had to be informed about 
immedeately, or worse reasons I feared the most. The last thing I needed now was... any 
thing. God, that moment, fighting in the mind to get up, even to start moving the body, the 
hurting muscles begging for rest and recovery. I had to do lift myself up in state like that for
so often by then, yet it was just impossible to ever get used to, it only got harder with every
time. 

When I finally made it out of bed: I held my jaw and was confused about gravitation, 
moving left, right, stoping, holding on to the wall - while hearing her shouting my name 
again. Even though I had only one eye left to see, I didnt really open it and used the wall to
keep the ballance toward the door. 

After entering the following little floor, where the stair was beginning right there, 90 degree 
right of the door, I made one step to reach the straight part of the handle, where my 
shower-towl was hanging, accidently pushing it. It slipped and got ripped towards the 
center of the earth, flying down the gap between the curling stairs, 3 storys. I couldnt see 
it, but I heard it landing on the washing lines in the celler. Followed by my landlords voice: 
"Mister Bank! Is this you? Mister Bank?". 
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I wanted to answer but I couldnt, so I started walking downstairs, clinging on to the wall 
and the sharp angeled handle. 

When I arrived at the stair to the ground-floor
She was standing on right there at the start, stressed, shouting: "Mister Bank! You cant do 
this! I was worrying! I thought you are dead! I was about to call the police! Please dont do 
this anymore! What is with you? You look terrible! Are you sick? You have to eat, dont you 
eat?". 

I replied making painful sounds, pointing to my jaw, mumbling "wisdom..." and tried to 
smile, to take her worries. But smiling made it hurt even more, so she worried more:"You 
have to go to the...". "NO!" I suddenly interrupted her yelling despite pain. Followed by bad
consciens: "I am sorry... I am fine, I am just tired. Thank you for worrying" I appologized 
and went back upstairs, just leaving her standing.

back in bed
It should have felt good remembering there was at least one person in the world caring 
about me. But I was fearing she wouldnt anymore after my behavior, since I was always 
respectful, never raised my voice, nor did I leave a conversation just like that. But I did it, 
acted instinctively, screwed up again, and I couldnt take it back. I could only hope, that she
saw that my health made me behave like that, or entiteled me.

Days later 18th  of April 
I suddenly found myself entering a building early in the morning, a building I never wanted 
to be inside again. But I feared for my life and I needed to know what I was dealing with. 
So I entered a door, checking right away if there was a doctor walking around – I would 
have left. But there were just two old people waiting right there in the small floor between 
the door and the following office-bar - behind of which the nurse was sitting. If it would 
have been just me inside, I would have stood there openly and I couldnt have taken the 
feeling inside of me. But next to them, the old people who are just there, who know health-
issues and disabilities, shielding me from the rooms to the left, while to my right was just a 
wall - I had a chance.

So I asked the nurse if they could take a blood-example without needing me to see the 
doctor, saying "it would just waste time" and since she could see I was in a bad shape, 
there was not much to argue about why I needed my blood checked, her eyes were 
quallified enough to make an entiteling diagnose herself. Yet she left for a moment, to 
check if this was okay. If she would have come back and said "No, you have to see him 
first", I would have left - When suddenly the doctor came out to take a quik look at me! My 
heart speeded up, I looked down, holding on the the desk, feeling my throat even sqeezing
more – I couldnt breath. "It's okay. And do a smear." he said to the nurse and left again 
while I was losing tears, remembering. Luckily due to my infection and my swollen face my
eye was tearing anways, so I just made it about that. Finally the nurse brought me to a 
small room to take a blood-example.

4 days later, friday 22th of April.
I fought hard to return and went back to the doctors, checking again first by looking inside 
if he was around: He wasnt, nor someone else - But I needed to know. So I walked inside 
and asked the nurse about the results, when she asked me to take place and wait for the 
doctor. I begged her to tell me the result, I knew she either already knew or could find out 
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with a single look. I said: "I need to know, please! I cant see the doctor, I dont have time! 
Please!".  

"I am not allowed to discuss results", she answered.

"I know, but I cant see doctors, I have a trauma. If I leave now not knowing what I am 
dealing with here and die, then you knew I had a trauma, still refused to tell me, so I 
couldnt make a descision. I cant descide what I am going to do without knowing if this is a 
virus, something inside of me, or if this is my immunesystem turning intensly against itself."
That's what I wanted to say, somwhere deep inside, but nothing was available. So I was 
just begging, asking her if she could at least tell me if they found something by simply 
saying "yes" or "no".

"I am not allowed to discuss results", she repeated.

"Please, I just need to know if there is a result or not." I begged again.

But she refused and asked me to wait until she calls me in to the doctors. Then I asked If 
she could hand me the results to take a look myself. But she kept refusing and demanded 
me to take a seat in the waiting area or to leave. 

"Mister Bank. Come inside" Suddenly a man said – He must have heard the loud voice of 
her. 

I didnt want to follow his voice... But I did. And you'll learn soon why.

Yet I cant tell you what happened inside. 

All I know is: I came out freshly traumatised.
I knew this was the last time I would ever go to see a doctor. But at least I now knew what I
was dealing with on top and feared a little bit less for my life. If they wouldnt have found 
something I would have died for sure, because it would have meant a final stadium of what
was really going on inside of me. Knowing it was "just" dangerous rheumatic fever from 
bacterial-infection, freed me from thoughts around the worse horror-scenario and left me 
with a little chance: Nature.

I wouldnt take his only solution, perscribing anti-biotics! The last time they were perscribed
to me, in mid-2015, it got all worse, intensly worse.

Anti-biotics may help when using them for the first time, but they stay dangerous no matter
what by killing important bacteria of the gut-flora: required for resorbtion of food required 
for supply of nutrients requiered for countless body and organ functions as well as fighting 
viral- and bacterial-threats: Immunesystem.

But I still didnt know that yet, I didnt know much, I just felt it.

Believe it or not:
I feared the dentist eversince I was a child. Okay, maybe we have that in common. But I 
was tortured by them cluelessly pressuring on an infected overgrown tooth, which grew 
together with the initial one. It took a year until a dentist finally cut it all out, just to leave the
big gap, saying: it would close by itself. It did, but it screwed up my jaw, caused it to slowly 
grow out of position over the years, just to lead to a required surgery: Cutting both sides of 
my jaw off, and adjusting it with a construction you see in horror-movies, for the cost of 
7000 dollar and a few years of recovery - I wouldnt have done it, even if I would have had 
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the money. So I lived with the pain and constantly accidently biting myself bloody, as well 
as with trouble speaking specific words. 

Now: I still went to see a dentist, right afterwards in the same building. 
I went there because, first of all: it was the same building, and sure because of the same 
reason: to clarify what I was dealing with - I needed to see an x-ray of my jaw.

There I was, sitting on the dentist-chair, alone in the room: 
While my heartbeat was speeding up, I closed my eyes constantly since I hdnt slept at all. 
Until I faded away, into a bad dream: The dentist suddenly blending me, bending over me, 
starting to pike into the infected area, when I instantly grabbed and squeezed the chairs-
arms, my entire body contracted intensly, he piked again and again and again, I couldnt 
scream, I couldnt scream – I was powerless! I couldnt stop him while tears were streaming
down my eyes, and he just piked, for no reason, again and again, as if there wasnt a 
human being at the end of his pike. 

When he finally stoped, he ordered his nurse to make an x-ray of my jaw. Afterwards he 
showed it to me, saying: "There is not enough space. Your wisdom-tooth has to be 
removed". 

So that was it, even if I would have had any money, his job was done, since wisdom-tooth-
removal is a case for the chirurg - There was no reason for the piking at all, all it did was 
making the infection worse. And I simply couldnt wake up from this nightmare. 

When I was about to leave
I was in pain that intense, that it was breaking me: Suddenly I found myself whispering a 
word to the nurse "Painkiller!". I had sworn myself I would never ever take anything like 
that again, but I wasnt myself. So the nurse gave me a pack of 4 big pills, strong-ones, 
even broke one of them out of the sourrounding plastic and placed the pill on the chest 
high office-bar - The one touched by hands of patients and herself again and again, where 
you could literally see the fingerprints.

... This was a sign – the moment a force of fate tried to help me to prevent
the worst! 

I was standing there, seeing the pill laying on the desk-bar – A pill that would make my 
blood escalate and endanger my life. Yet I still grabbed for it, ready to take it! 

"Dont!" a distant voice was whsipering, hardly able to be heard – But the pain... 

The pain I was living in the first half of "The End".
Yet back then it was: instinctive survival without any knowledge, just power of innocence, 
hopes it would stop, hopes to get back to life - I was really hoping I would get back to 
skateboarding, my purpose. I should have died, but I adepted in an unrealistic way and 
kept fighting, until I finally lost: my blood came on top, in the end of 2015, when I realised 
my former life was sealed. All memorys of the great feeling I had, of the guy I was, 
vanished knowing "It wont stop, just get worse and take my heartbeat soon". 

And that moment was near, 1,5 years later.
I was about to take a grabby pill made out of countless of chemical unnatural atom-chains 
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ready to cause a chainreaction in my entire bloodstream. My immunesystem was already 
at a low point by itself and on top now I had rheumatic-fever of strepptoccus-bacteria. 

I was unable to listen to my body, to my mind, traumatised - I asked for a cup of water just 
mumbeling for. 

When the nurse came back with the cup of water....
I was gone, left, yet still carried the pills in my hands, still fighting while I was walking down
the stairs - like before in my house -, slowly, trying not to lose ballance. Every step I felt the
pike of the dentist again - 

50 stairs to go. 
When I made it outside, the fresh oxigen of the cold air piked, but helped the quiet voice of
my body to awake, to rise. Yet I still couldnt let go of the pills. 

Since I wasnt able to ride bycicle and took the train, only one station, of course without 
ticket, I took the train home again without a ticket.

Back at home:
I threw the pills on my table and fell into bed. It was the longest station I ever took, but now
I knew about myself I could resist any pain, even after all that.

Without enduring pain there cant be a solution.  
So I just went back to bed, waited quietly like a dying animal, while my body kept 
overheating to fight the bacterial-infection. And my blood... Jesus, I was praying.

I feared, until I faded again into between sleep- and awake-state, while processing more 
and faster then ever to find solutions. Yet when accessing subconsciousness, there is 
nothing fast: time doesnt exist, in general. In the state of fade I was learning, a lot! 

Fadesciousness.
After awaking of fadesciousness: I knew about every single step of my wisdom tooths, how
the problem suddenly arose, what the actual problem was, as well as what the recovery 
expectency would have been if it wasnt for my other health-issues, which made it all 
complicated and required: luck. Without my other health-problems my tooth would have 
been fine just with time. 

But my luck was reduced by mistakes, which made me very angry. 
At that point I couldnt have shown my anger to anyone, not even to myself - my face was 
unable to contract - but I sure felt it underneath. My anger was more painful than anything 
since I was supposed to profit from unlocking natures painful-yet-helpful communication, 
which was supposed to be prioritized. But it couldnt be what it was supposed to be 
because of the doctors piking and injecting, which caused an unnatural intensifying of the 
infection and of my pain. Before the pain was the commucination of my body, of nature, 
something to understand, to adept - As I eversince did. But the pain I now had,    was 
communicating: painful incompetence – Again something I couldnt ever possibly 
understand. 

Human-beings: Daylie life study-example-puppets who cant be hurt.
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All my tooth needed was: One look at, plus an x-ray. And the right cure was: time. The 
natural infection had its time to cure. Thanks to the dentist this wasnt a natural infection 
anylonger, this was twice as strong, twice as painful. And I didnt know how clean his pike 
and the needle had been, if there was a proper hygene – like in little-rich-high-tech-clinics 
with absolutely on hygene trained helping desinfected hands who would never place a pill 
on a grabby table - The clinics I had never been to. The dentist for the little masses wasnt 
really clean, the tools were old, laying there all the time open air. And air carrys dust, skin 
and hair-particels which carry fat on top, and air carrys water naturally, which combined 
can and will create bacteria.

...This is who I became.
At least I had no hate for the dentist, nor for the nurses. Yet it was what it was: if someone 
hits me in the face I will have bad emotions. If someone hits me in the face while smiling 
and appearing friendly with a good intention, it doesnt change the damage and my 
resulting bad emotions – Instead it makes it all worse: makes me feel wrong, like the bad 
guy, just because they were raised to naturally hit someone in the face and I was raised to 
quietly take it. These seemingly insignificant mistakes: they make a world of differences in 
reality. It was very dangerous for me: a few days longer starving caused by the intensified 
infection, could have meant the worst in my case. The dentist caused not only more 
physical pain by treading me as an example-puppet, he cause mental suffering as well. 
And I am not even starting to talk about the doctor in the same building.

Lets say someone goes to see 50 doctors and collects 49 times these seemingly
insignificant mistakes:
It results into 49 times of chains of suffering staying in mind forever, changing someone.  
And this number is not fictional. My reality was worse, theire were many crimes after law 
under these 49 times.

Now I was laying there just waiting, dealing with anger and fear.

 Who I Became – Part 2

5 days laters, End of April.
My learning behind closed eyes brought me closer and closer to my body and nature and I
was sure what to do now. While my immunesystem was fighting hard and rheumatic-fever 
continued, I carefully treaded my tooth-infection with Salvia, which slowly helped. 

Under these circumstances I started...
riding bycicle every day for hours - Along the river. If I was supposed to die, then doing 
what I missed the most: Sport! But in reality it could hardly be called "sport". In best case it
was an illusion, this was not more then: "One pedal at the time".

To make these tours possible, I had to soften the sattle, since I had lost my "sitting-
muscles" starving - which bothered me alot, it felt like my own bones were cutting me, 
even with the construction of styrofoam fixiated with duckt-tape. I also thought of inventing 
a new bycicle. I came as far as drawing it, whishing badly it would or could exist. But 
poverty killed the idea and me again – I became angry and screamed. 

What would I give for being privileged with my ideas. 
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I couldnt build the future I had in mind, since it would have required money, heavy tools, a 
welding torch, and most importantly: hands to work with - I had exeeded my fire-limit 
ripping duckt-tape. And not being able to build something anyone privileged would get rich 
and most importantly happy with as an appriciated inventor, that gave me these intense 
subconscious depressions. It's like seeing a lottery ticket under an indestructable massive 
glass-bottom. You can look down at it – that's it. You make a privileged person look down 
at it, that person will suddenly miracioulisly hold the ticket in his hands and dissapears to 
lead the live that it promisses. 

I became an inventor.
I also adjusted my 8-shaped handle to be able to rest my upper body without any use of 
energy, so I wouldnt even hold on to the handle. Instead I was laying both my arms 
through the gap inside the handles-shape, so that my ellbows would naturally block at the 
inner-horns-curves, and function as a stabilizor for my upper body. This way my burning 
hands could hang free in the icey wind - The heat was like a shielding aura, which 
paradoxly made my hands feel incredible: pulsing pain, yet untouchable by the cold. But 
the positioning of my arms of course created a risk, any fit person could have fastly 
avoided in case of a sudden emergency situation by pulling the arms back - But not me: 
lifting up my body, getting out of that position was "easier thought than done". 

Worst case scenario: I would break both my arms!
I often felt like I was falling down, weak enough to be stoped by mild frontwind, but I kept 
the pedals slowly going, as long as the geography wouldnt rise, or the wind wouldnt 
intensify. The wind was the greatest challange in the end: I had to close up absolutely 
every possible lack of my clothes, to prohibit ice from entering. But no matter what, I was 
sweatting like never before. I had to change my undershirt, t-shirt, longsleeve, underpants 
and pants at least once during the tours - when I made the only pause -, which felt like 
showering, yet just for seconds, after which I fought the strong need to finally lay on the 
ground and try to sleep. But insomnia wouldnt let me anyways...

Beause of the real reason for my escape:
I started to eat again, or rather "drink" a few cornwaffles, which I softened in warm tea to 
be able to get them down my inflamed throat, when I also turned my head sideways, so 
that my wisdom-tooth wouldnt be touched while drinking. And the real fight against hunger 
started, the hunger now remembering the taste of all I had stuffed and seen during the 
eating-attacks. "Sugar and salt", my mind was begging for the next shot, screaming like 
before, when I lost myself in the supermarket. This is why I rode furthest away from 
civilisation I possibly could and followed the river west, into nature, which I was more 
sensing than seeing, even closing my eyes. Because the pain in my neck of the protein-
lack, forced me to look to the ground. Mostly I had to rely on senses, like hearing, and 
believing in peoples abilitys to curve around me - which they did. 

While riding I remembered my love:

Once discovered as a gift, one goes for it and takes the risk, maybe ends up in
a hospital again and again, like me. Every honest and commited sportsman 
and -women had and will have injuries. A skater can get hurt evey single day,
if: burning painful open skin-wounds, swollen bodyparts, or concussions - 
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taking sight or memory for a day - like I had experienced both, which was 
scary. But nothing could stop me, as long there was a possibility to continue. 
There are blind skaters out there, or skaters without legs, pushing with theire 
hands, breaking theire fingers again and again during the process to figure 
this out – pure love! 

Or bodybuilder: lifting heavy weights, causing musclecells to rip apart, making
the body hurt every day. Sometimes theire cells are that damaged, that 
muscles get ripped off of the bone, just to still continue to work out every 
single day with whatever functioning muscles are left – pure love.

The deeper side of life taught me who I am.

Sadly, I wasnt the same anymore,
This were just memorys, a past where pain wasnt really ever pain but the price the earn a 
reward: life, living and exploring with others together. Now everything was changed: They 
made me a burden, not my health made me - My health, all that, could have been 
prevented easily, like the piking into the swollen infection at my wisdom-tooth... there was 
no reason for it.

A Burden, this is who I became after things they did to my life  – I
mentioned "crimes".

And whatever I tried to not feel who I became, there was no escape: it kept eating me up, 
with every following fighting day, what was there to believe in now knowing I could never 
go for my strongest fundamental needs, love or family. Seeing people, especially those at 
the river shores at the little beaches, families, couples, living, grilling - it destroyed me.

The only thing really kept me going up to that time was writing, until I lost any drive losing 
a child: Letabu 2 died. Now I just couldnt get back to it, even if I wanted, regardless of 
health prohibiting me. It's hard to explain why: I think it was because I should have finished
it there and then, when my identification was pure, while now I had new experiences, all 
the suffering that aged me way to fast, and... 

still no email.
I knew: she would never give me a chance and I would never be able to share my love. 
And I didnt even write a word about my health-situation on that last page of the Exposoul. 
Someone not in the inner circle has got zero-chances in the first place healthy – But 
unhealthy? 

Now I was literally ready to die ryding bycicle:
My immunesystem was basically gone, but I was fighting the hunger with every rotation of 
the pedal, whispering "Keep going!! Keep going! Keep going! End it!".

1th of May
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I was yelling toward to wind, riding as fast as I could, 20 miles per hour. I was back, the 
sportsman, pushing the limits and feeling the rush, transforming the pain to the pain of 
love, feeding life! Since my resting position made me sit like a tour-racer, I now also felt 
like one, just an angry fighting one, pushing my mind like on cocain, saying "FUCK THE 
WIND! I AM A MACHINE!". And I looked like one, every single muscle of my body was 
sharply shaped. I even purposely didnt change my wet clothes anymore, just to learn to 
bare the horror underneath, to get stronger, offending myself "FUCKING PUSSY! MAN UP
YOU WEAK LOSER!" - it helped!

... Until I awoke, laying in bed unable to move.

 The same day
I was yelling toward to wind, riding as fast as I could, 15 miles per hour. I was back, the 
sportsman, pushing the limits and feeling the rush, transforming the pain to the pain of 
love, feeding life! Since my resting position made me sit like a tour-racer, I now also felt 
like one, just a motivated fighting one, pushing my mind like on cocain, saying "FUCK THE
WIND! I AM A MACHINE!". And I looked like one, a skinny one, every single muscle of my 
body was sharply shaped. I even purposely did change my wet clothes, just not to learn to 
bare the horror underneath. But I still felt getting stronger, offending myself "FUCKING 
PUSSY! MAN UP YOU WEAK LOSER!" - it helped! Until nothing helped, my muscles and 
the fever forced me back to bed.

1 week later, 7th May, 11 AM
There I was again, starting all over, after I failed to make my dream of the machine come 
true. Yet I was blocked by fear after the realisation that my extreme therapy got out of 
hand, when I stoped listening to my body and got carried away by the feeling of being an 
indestructable machine. For the first time I didnt fear dying, but only while ryding. And the 
more panic I got whenever I stoped, threw me down, back in bed. Now I was living for 
being on the bycicle and I had to make sure I would be able to continue, to never stop 
listening to my body again. So I had to work myself slowly up to the rush again, without 
doing what I always did: I was used to go beyond my limit. And not doing that was easier 
thought then done. 

Like: not kissing, just staying close to each other with that intense need 

– just to be save?
Yet, I didnt thought I would be ever close again, close to life. Sadly I was trying to kiss a 
hologram, and the fundamental emptyness was always riding with me. The longer I rode, 
the more I was seeing people living everywhere: on the move to get somewhere, to work, 
to family, to friends, then people sitting on every single bench: young, hugging, or old, 
always sitting next to someone else, still there in togetherness, after an entire life 
integrated, that lead to this moment of not being alone, or even still being around in 
general, being alive after all these years on earth. They had all this time, if they made use 
of it or not, they had alot time, while I fought to get another months and my best friend was
already out of time. This was what I felt while passing by every single person.

To bare that I had to make it all about sport, about the moment, about dreams, thinking I 
would one day be able to ride races if only I would continue riding. I was motivating myself,
like back then, offending myself, to adept, constantly, to keep going, and - most importantly
-, not to think of eating, just focussing on getting stronger, and closer to the hologram, the 
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illusion of a kiss - better then nothing. 

Then I found a lost big runway, perfect for challanging myself.
It was a big asphalt-road, 50 meters away from the river down the hill to my right. There 
were no people around. I was riding in the same position, always looking to the ground. 
Sometimes I turned my head left, to see the open countryside. Mostly I was focused on 
learning to continue rotating the pedals in rhythm, keeping the soring legs despite pain. 
They were burning even doing nothing, but I wanted to set a new record of holding on to it.
So I rotated and rotated, seeing the people on the sides, cheering, clapping, screaming my
name. But I was focused on myself, on the rotation, the only thing that mattered to me. 
Now I didnt had to offend myself anylonger, now I was a professional who just does what 
he does. And a professional is used to the pain. 

I kept going in rhythm until I reached the finish line, where I lifted up my body, let go of the 
handle and looked into the sky - when it happened: I was flying! There were no more 
people, Just me, reality and and an ocean of air. I was breathing and looking in the sky, as 
upsidedown, as I wasnt riding on the earthes surface anylonger - the earth was gone! 
There was just seemingly endless athmosphere all around and below me! 

Until I got stoped by sudden intense pain in my chest. 
The pain made me cross my handle: I fell toward the high grass next to the asphalt, about 
to break boths my arms! But I was a skater, my instinctive-fall was trained to reduce 
damage, and sudden adrenalin was relieving energy: I purposely let me self fall sideways 
rotating, without even trying to prevent the fall itself, but using it to have enough time to 
pull my arms toward me. When I hit the ground with my back, it literally hit any energy out 
of me. 

I was laying there, hardly able to breath.
And there was nobody around, since it was 11 am, a time between working-travelers on 
bycicles pass by, as I had seen days before. 

First I was scared, I thought "That's it!". But then I kind of just waited, since I couldnt say 
anyways anymore if something would be really dangerous: all I had been through, the 
panic attacks I learned to handle more and more the last few weeks. I never had a 
heartattack, so I didnt know if this was one. 

I only knew: there was a way not to be afraid of dying. 
And my sudden anger made sure I would go this way. So I got up, sattled while shouting 
through my teeth "FUCK YOU! COME ON KILL ME! OTHERWISE YOU CANT STOP ME! 
AAAAAAAH!" and continued my tour - slowly, hardly able to breath, but I continued 
heading west, further away from home and civilisation. 

I made it another 6 miles along the river, 
into a small wild grown passage next to the woods to my left, and 7 meters from the river 
ro my right, when I was so drained of energy and missing oxigen, that I was suddenly 
realising I would pass out! I immadeately stoped, let go of the bike and tried to sit down... 
when the lights went off - for the first time in my life without an actual accident.

Now I was gone, my body was laying theire. 
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And since I never checked my only technical device with an integrated clock - my 
speedometer - for time, I wouldnt know for how long. 

I awoke, shivering, when it started to rain. The clouds and the trees right next to me made 
it appear dark as deep in the evenings. My lungs still blocked and my neck hurt intense – I 
was dehydrated. 

After checking for my bike with my eyes, I reached for my backpack, to grab my little 
waterbottle, when I got this piercing pain in my chest again. This time I was really afraid of 
the situation, fearing how I would get home. 

When I managed to drink something, and felt my wisdom tooth, the nerve, while ice was 
streaming down my inner anatomy at the same time, it overwhelmed me and I regreted 
ever leaving the house - This was it, I reached my absolute limit and broke into tears. 

Now I had to get back home somehow: around 12 miles. 
Again, the moment of getting up. But this was my life, and getting up in that moment, this 
was way easier then the other day when my landlord was worrying about me, because I 
was realising again: there is always some hidden energy left if there is a home to return to.
I had a home, I had a bed - I seeked so badly -, I got up. 

Who I Became – Part 3

8th of May
My condition wasnt much better, the pain in my chest still prohibited me from taking a deep
breath. But it continued: hunger. 

You know old ladys cooking...
They come from another world, a world without fastfood but alot traditionary recipes, the 
recipes to make me cry, literally. My landlord was cocking at floor 1, with the kitchen door 
widely opened - right infront of the stairway. The smell was just too intense and connected 
to the "the land of desire" - just 500 meters away from home. All these sugary- and salty-
things, just one station away, one minute, they wouldnt stop screaming for me. So I was 
forced to escape civilisation again. Just one day later, I was riding bycicle again. I made it 
to the higher river-road, where I turned around – 2 miles, that was my limit. But at least I 
saw the river, I needed to see the river.

3 days later 

I declared war.
War against my wisdom-tooth and the bacteria. I was convinced my tooth-situation would 
work out without removal-surgery. Though: there was a little surgery I did myself during the
sleepless night, a very-painful-bloody-one during which I removed overlapping skin: the 
main reason for the infection - And I sure wouldnt let a dentist near it again... I became the 
dentist! A dentist feeling what was happening at the end of the knife. But the day I resistet 
the painkiller changed everything. Now, after the skin removal, I knew it just needed more 
time and salvia. And the bacteria? I went to war with: even creating more fever! I was 
riding for my life! 
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2 Weeks later 
I won the war! The tooths could only behave like "the dentist" predicted it. And the bacteria
I killed with: keeping the fever constant, as well as with papaya-seeds, natural anti-biotics, 
and teas. The intensified sweating by movement helped to transport a part of the infection 
out of the body, as extreme it was with: my blood, my skin in that cutting wind, burning sun.
But wind carried fresh oxigen, and sunlight carried vitamins I sure had use for after living in
bed for so long. Now I had: more blood float, more oxigen around, more vitamins, more 
will! And a friend: Scooby, as I named my bike.

If it wasnt for my blood
I would have been who I once was: I was a machine, I was "the destroyer". Now I wasnt, 
yet still tried to get back to be me. I listened to my body and knew that I got to that weak 
low point before, to be unable to move, because of the lack of movement, which naturally 
occurs being that ill. Nobody becomes a sportsman under such circumstances... but I 
became! I only needed to learn to endure any pain and keep moving, moving forward!

It revived me!
I was now already trained to ride always focused like a racer, despite any weakness. It 
became my new sport, more then a hologram, something real, something I never thought I
could feel again, not just because of my screwed up health, also because: 

I wasnt the bike-type.

I would have never thought monotonic-pedal-rotating could be that great. I 
was a skater, the sport with the greatest possible range of creativity.
A regular skateboard, besides two trucks with each two attached wheels, has got an 
angled-rounded-nose, as well as a similar tail, and a the middle of wood in between: All in 
all alot to perform all sorts of slides and grindes with, if one learns to jump, fly and aim to 
land on an obstacle with each perticular part of the board. 

To jump into the air: The skater has to perform the basic-trick - called "Ollie" - by the right 
combination of fast leg- and foot-movements, starting with: placing the stance: either 
regular or the other shit – kidding – goofy, which is depending on fate, however it feels 
better for the skater, some use the right foot to be the main-force-erruption-point for the 
basic-move to fly, some use the left. Whatever stance, someone with legs will fastly bend 
both knees to create pressure, up to the point of feeling the maximum-pressure, when 
suddenly almost all of that energy explosively transports into one leg and down to the 
resulting erruption-point of the forces, causing it to stump the tail down, while relieving 
energy of the other leg at the same time, letting the foot naturally slide up the resulting 
angle of the board. Until the tail loudly hits the ground, strong enough to deform the tails 
edge. Now: the board doesnt longer feel any weight standing on it, since the skater 
already flyes above, yet they are connected, the forced are shared, it follows and literally 
sticks to the shoesoles. Both are flying, until the skater suddenly does a "late frontfoot 
impossible" – damn right, it's impossible: a 360 degree rotation of the board around the 
front foot, a late induced trick within the basic-trick which, on flatground, has got only 1 
second of airtime. This is not just a front-foot-impossible, this is a trick within the basic-
trick, which obviously cant result from pressure-forces by the help of the surface, no, that 
trick can only result of indredible fast coordination not only of the legs and feet, but of 
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every part of the body – the wrong arm movement and there wont be enough energy to 
spin that board within a goddamned second around one foot, when it also has to be 
catched after the rotation by the other foot, which is just waiting in the air, making space, 
waiting. Yet one could plan on landing the trick one-foot, just leave the other leg contracted
, which will reaise the difficulty of roling away intensly. One could also plan on catching it 
and add another late trick, like a shuv-it, another 180 degree rotation!

 And trust me, skaters can do that. 
They can wield the board around 360 degree, including an intended flip, catch it, just to 
add another hardflip - which is called hardflip because that trick is really hard. I never 
managed to learn that trick, my knees werent meant for that perticular movement. If you 
see that, how precise skaters perform that hard trick, how and when theire feet catch it, 
flying down big gaps, then you will see how little space there is for mistakes, hardly any 
space: one inch off and nothing works out. It's just incredible how many coordinative things
have to match, especially when doing late tricks after already all these steps for the first 
trick had to match. Even jumping down gaps: there is a still just a second or less between 
the moment of hitting the ground with the tail, flipping the trick, and the moment of already 
catching it - the rest is flying, time to add late-tricks or a body verial. Some guys fly the 
entire distance and turn theire bodys around 180 right before landing on the ground, which
often comes unexpected for anyone witnessing. 

Yet sometimes, and thats really mindblowing, theire are flip-tricks when skaters legs seem 
to be ready to catch, yet wait half a second more, hold on to the natural decontracting 
forces of the muscles, just to let the board flip another time, to perform for example a 360-
double-kickflip, where the entire board is just crazy wielding around, even for a skaters 
watching, not only for a person without a clue. It's a 360 degree rotation of the board like a 
fan going upwards, while at the same time flipping 2 times around it's other achse, which 
combined happens just to fast for the eye - And this is just the beginning of what skaters 
can do, on purpose. 

There are thausands of flips, saved coordinations in the mind, and limitless ways of 
combining them. And all that can be doubled by learning it against the natural foot-stance 
all over again, called "switch-stance", which is like writing holding a pen in the other hand. 

And there is still way more: skaters can ride walls, 90 degree walls, any wall you see they 
can ride along, literally bending physics. They can even flip into a wall and then ignore 
gravitation, riding along. They can ride on the wall and start a trick on it, doing the 
procedure I explained above during riding on a wall? 

There is more: Some people start an Ollie toward an obstacle, a ledge for example to slide
on, but then kick theire board during airtime to cause a controled half of a flip, to land on 
the usual down-side, now using the griptape for a "dark-slide", literally purposely damaging
the griptape, shredding lines into it, while there feet are placed somewhere next to the 
upside-down-trucks, just to perform another invention nobody ever saw coming when the 
board was invented - Now the question: 

... How the hell do you get back on the other side and role away from that? 
There is more: Skaters can slide on the thin edge of the board. Some other guys use the 
small gap between the wheels and the wood to log-into small rails - A gap that was never 
intended to be more than a gap. Skaters can perform a controled 540-trippleflip-body-
verial-cross-foot! And they could potentially do that to land in a wheele, maybe a one-
wheel-wheely. It sounds fictious but skters do any fictious imaginative trick, anything. And if
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it seems too hard, they spend a ot of time trying it, because the impossible could be done 
at least once under lucky circumstances. And if they do, they scream or freeze in theire 
expression, just roling away witht that feeling of any great sucessful landing, just now 
better knowing something new happened in history of skateboarding, still coming up with 
new stuff – unlimited options!

... Now I was just sitting and rotating pedals.
I goddamned loved it! It was so different, I never even could see it as a sport due to the 
mentioned comparision above, but it was all I could do and I would never not love a sport. 
And the more I rotated by the intention to do that, instead of just wanting to reach a place, 
the more my perception shifted: now it was hell of a sport and had something neighter 
skateboarding nor any sport I ever did provided: The constance, the challange lasting 
absolutely every second for however long the mind can fight the sore legs, ballance it at a 
fine edge, until hitting either a wall in the mind or cracking through to the unexpected: 
feeling no pain anymore, knowing the moment the legs slow down or pushing once to 
strong it will be gone! And it's meditative at the same time due to streaming-by nature – in 
general the connection to nature is a bless itself – fuck the creativity! 

... I cant believe I just wrote that. 
But riding bycicle is strenghtening physically and mentally, pushing yet calming down, 
fading into a middle of human existence which only these long performance sports can 
lead to. I found peace again, even during war, had also already evolved to a different 
mindset about pain before endorphines provided by sports, and no matter where pain is 
coming from, when sitting on a bike nothing can change that one goal: "keep rotate!" - 
Only death can, but he failed again! If emotions, or suffering from weather, it went on: the 
challange, the rhythm, the focus. Riding bike became my constant reminder how strong 
not giving up feels. And if I was about to lose that feeling, it only meant "get back on it"! 
despite rain or wind - I didnt care. And on top it opened up the opportunity for me: to travel 
distances...

... independency! 
"Fuck the city-train" I thought, because I always got angry about the price - redicioulis high.
Now I was free from that as well, a chain I wanted to get rid of ever since but couldnt 
entirely, due to weather and long-distances I was too sick for. Like whenever the 
gouvernment forced me to show up or get some documents - you ride around with train 
deeper into poverty within no time. Now I was free of that. Sure I was still too sick, but I 
became a warrior who did the impossible trick, like in skateboarding, just without visiblity, 
noone cheered. But there was creativity in the way I personally rode, the way I was 
hanging there like a dead man against all odds, this was pure art! 

Now I was seeing distances as opportunitys to cure and move, to fight, stay strong, and to 
kiss life! And by that I was living the magic of the 60 miles I someone pulled off during the 
days I met the homeless – which stays a peaceful mystery. I was was training for a month 
hard to get stronger, to get the muscles used to it - and it still was a long road ahead - if 
they would ever get used to. But believe you me: I was already dreaming of races, or even
riding around the globe one day.

And the best about riding bycicle: 
It's something I could potentially do for a long time, maybe my entire life - If only I would 
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get more time, since winning against bacteria had got nothing to do with everything going 
on with my immunesystem, metabolisation, the gut and the blood. For that I still needed a 
miracle! A miracle that would start for example with a book-contract. And since I was now 
revided, I decided to contact her, the publisher, for the first time after we met - months ago.

I wrote her an email and asked if she did read my Exposoul, or at least heard the short 
audio examples I created for her. 

Now I had to wait.
But I  couldnt ride 24 hours bycicle, maybe 1-3 a day, which required the rest of the time to
recover. At home I was sourrounded by my landlords cooking-smell, and the "land of 
desire" still living with me. Music I couldnt produce, writing I was still through with, 
especially after I burdened myself with uncertainty again, while on top: the obvious brought
these reality-thoughts back.

So I started to spend a lot of time at the river.
I was sitting there, with a blanket in a camping chair, in front of the rhine-river I had 
chaised for weeks, came along these small shore-passages in the green-bushes so often, 
yet never went down to get closer - because I would have had to stop riding. Now I 
purposely rode there - exactly behind the bushes I passed out in front of, and I instantly 
connected. And now I knew it was fate, I was supposed to find this place, which I called:  

... "Paradise-No-Human-Bay". 
Lost and pure, full of small and mid sized-rocks, which naturally prohibited people of 
chosing over the soft-sandy-beaches around thin-artificial-island-toungs - which are 
starting when leaven the big city-bridges behind, reaching into the river every few hundred 
meters, up to a certain distance where the wild area begins. 

 And the wild made sure: no smell of food. 
Instead there was just calm sound of the water, the little fire I made and incredible view, 
because of the rivers huge s-curve leading north-east toward the city, creating a long left-
curved skyline of trees, up to the first bridge only for trains, behind of which the the water-
road curves right, runs underneath the huge A-pylon-bridge and soon dissapears, followed
by the further distanced skyline of the bridges we passed, the city highest roofs, the huge 
churches towers piking into the sunset – and shot, the picture, of my shifted perception of 
a view that couldnt hurt anymore, was taken. 

"Oh Paradise-No-Human-Bay, I am here and I may stay. The perfect place to
calm down and suffer all alone from beautyness I call my home. I've got no 
blood but river in my vains, I wont drown nor shelter in my rains, my tears 
can swim and dive, and dry like sand-crystals I see at rocky-sky, my hands 
are not done, but made to fly - please write, please write! I cant but I will 
wait for her reply, may it will pass by.". 
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Chapter 6 – Waiting & TImetravel
June 2016

Despite spending quiet time at the river, and intense time on the bycicle, there was still too 
much time left at home since I was hardly sleeping, just waiting, enduring. The fight 
against eating attacks always about to break through continued. My landlords cocking - I 
couldnt take it, the smell was just too intense, all over my living-bed-room. 

Once I came by the kittchen, to silently leave the house and escape the smell, she 
suddenly yelled "Mister Bank" - She must have heard me. And I instantly saw the moment 
I was yelling at her weeks ago, fearing to walk face her again - when I suddenly felt this 
energy inside of me, barely controleable. I just wanted to run, but I kept it together, sucked 
it all up like always and finally entered the kittchen. 

"Mister Bank, there you are. I havent seen you in weeks, I was worrying. Dont you eat? Do
you want something? Shell I make a few more." She asked.

Torture
Relieved of my bad-consciens, I told her again that I couldnt yet hoped she would get to 
the point fast, if there was a point.

"But what are you eating? You have to eat more. These meatballs are very tasty, I cook 
them once a week. But you cant eat them, this is too bad. Is there anything I can cook for 
you. You just have to tell me what I should cook".

I told her again about the cornwaffles, and again the reason for all this, the reason she was
supposed to know. She wasnt senile, but all of that was just something so far from 
everything she knew, that it wouldnt reach her.

Miss Young: "Too bad, this is really too bad."

 "Yeah. Is there anything else?" I asked.

Miss Young: "Oh yes. There is something I wanted to ask you to help me with. There, that 
glass of red-root, I just cant open it. Would you please?" 

"Sure", I said and tried to open it. 

"This is really not easy" I commented failing to open it - My hands were already burning 
like hell and I was wearing a winter-jacket, sweating more and more underneath - I was 
barely able to keep it together, the energy inside. Then I opened the window fastly for fresh
oxigen to enter. Followed by the load, where I grabbed for a sharp knife - feeling the cuts. I
pierced it through the top of the glass and finally managed to open it. "It's open" I said and 
placed it on the table, ready to leave.

Miss Young: "Oh thank you! Thank you very much! I just couldnt open it. I will add them 
later. First an egg. Do you want an egg?".

"I would love to but I cant, the fat and proteins will cause me a lot of pain. I will go now, I 
whish you a good day" I replied and moved toward the door-frame - While she said: 

Miss Young: "Hm too bad. But there was something else I wanted to ask you. The 
gardbadge-can, the regular-one, it will be returned tomorrow. I tried, but It's too heavy, 
would you please?". 

"Sure. Have a good day!"
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Miss Young: "Thank you, thank you again. 

"And you" I heard her saying while I already had left. 

I went outside fastly limping around the houses corner, next to the bushes, heading down 
the sidewalk of the dead-ending street where the garages are and pressed the wireless-
trigger she once gave me, to open her garage – next to which is a smaller metal-door, 
behind of which the gardbadge-can is hanging on two hooks. 

When I reached the end of the bushes, I turned left, seeing the back of her car inside the 
opened garage – yes, she was still driving – And walked toward the metal-door left of it. I 
fastly opened the door pulling, lifted up the gardbadge-can, placed it on the ground, roled it
down to the street, walked back, kicked the metal-door to close and triggered the garage 
again, just to enter before it would close.

When it was closed... I screamed.
I screamed and then I saw my bycicle, my initial goal, and screamed again seeing the 
destroyed frontlight, the deformed wheel – Now I screamed of poverty, of system by not 
making sure to force people to prove awareness at all times again – once a license and 
then "Whatever will happen" - they become dangers to other lifes, like doctors. In this case
it was adriver of a transporter who pushed his pedal along a small street toward a 
sidewalk, not even bothering to think of the possibility of people crossing at the end. He 
just speeded, came out of nowhere: I bashed inside the door of the copilot-seat, hit my 
head, twist my arms, my legs, my pedal sliced my lower leg. 

If he would have driven out of the small street just a second later, or if I would have ridden 
just a little bit faster, he... 

... would have crushed my body dead...
But he was in a hurry: He recognised what happened, looked at me through the window 
realising there was a sidewalk he didnt pay attention to, Yet didnt seem to care if the 
transporter got damaged, signalising me he was in a hurry and kind of asking if I was okay,
but in a way of "Youre still standing, so it's allright". I wasnt, yet I was forced to let him go. 
So he drove away, while I needed at least money to repair the light and wheel. 

Again I couldnt show my real emotions. 
But what was I supposed to do: Hit against the doors-window, teach him what system 
should, while he didnt even see the damage he caused? I know how fast people change 
theire faces, how ugly they get to save theire jobs and licences. I couldnt have taken 
another bad situation, arguing, fighting – It would have made it all worse. And the chance 
was given, since I would have risked him to lose his job when stopping him, just by 
causing him to be unable to deliver in time, not because there was any risk for him to lose 
his job or license because of what he did. We would have had to call the police, and then 
either he or them would have blamed the accident on me for not having a secure bycicle in
the first place - since my breaks were also a case of poverty, and on top I used the "wrong 
side" of the sidewalk/sideride next to the street, the left side – In germany it's the other way
around. By law I was supposed to use the right side of the sidewalk also for bycicles.

If you dont know what side is the right to ride bycicle on, when visiting
germany for some reason, you will know by the next angry programmed
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person screaming at you "WRONG SIDE!". 
While there is mostly just that screaming person, nobody else around, but place for 3 more
people aside. 

Law would have made sure I was to blaim, not the guy. In fact I was lucky off with my 
physical- and financial damage, because even if the guy would have been on my side, his 
company, the police-officer trained for these cases backing up it was my mistake, there 
was only more to lose for me.

Standing in the garage - which turned dark when the door was finally closed,
I was screaming in my jacket as loud as I could. If it wasnt for the poverty, I would have 
just repaired the bike and forgotten about it as soon the additional pain would have left - 
Until the day: the same guy would have ran over a child and my upset landlord would have
told me about how the police and company blamed it on the child using the wrong side of 
the street and how sad she would be about how many powerless people had to start to 
fight for what's right, for the childs parents to have a reason to continue life – noone would 
have ever fought for me there in that situation. 

When I came back inside: I screamed of everything else!
I had no controle anylonger, now everything just overwhelemed me: The dust everywhere 
in the air because I had no dustsucker, falling in back into a dirty smelly matrace from all 
the fever-sweating, remembering how I once got 100 dollar of the gouvernment to buy that
matrace: This was the first new matrace I bought in my life and it lasted a few months of 
more sweating then a healthy body produces in years - so I needed a new one unless I 
didnt wanted to start to smell. 100 Dollar, that was all I ever got, I had exeeded my budget 
meant to support living - at least my case-manager said. She simply declined anything, 
while I knew other people got a thausand and more dollar for new interior, all sorts of 
machines anybody has - I never had these. Without my landlord I would have lived in an 
empty room with two chairs, one of which I brought and the other one I bought for 3 dollar 
second hand. The bed-frame under my dirty matrace: I found on the streets. 

Basically:
I moved into a room with 40 year old furniture with a little corner imitating kind-of-a-
kittchen, yet without water. If I wanted to cook, for example potatoes, on the old rusty little 
heating-plates on top of the-little-oven, I had to walk into my 3 squaremeter bathroom - 
back and forth. Same when I wanted to wash my landlords dishes myself, instead of 
bringing it down to her – she liked to do that for me for years, until 2015, when I didnt had 
much to bring down to her anymore, but tea-cups and plates with the black-stuff I picked 
out of the cornwaffles.

But I decided to avoid her from then on anyways, since I almost screamed
standing down there in the smell of food.

I avoided her, just not to see something in her eyes telling me "she heard!". Because if, 
how could I ever explained it to her? She wouldnt understand medical-terms and was 
convinced she experienced intense hunger when she was younger - times of war. I dont 
want to take this away of any concerned, of course this was hunger, but: this was a 
collective shared situation countless people suffered from together - like her family around.
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She was always sourrounded by family, in a time without fastfood and sugar dealer at 
every single corner, thausands of things in colourful covers of photoshoped pictures of the 
dream-version of that product on top, sourrounded by the bigger advertisments of it on the 
billboards on the streets, and people, all living for taste, and literally for nothing else, no 
more fighting for rights, the bitter-truthful hide, nothing to ballance reality, just smartphones
and advertisements, everything seems allright –

 If you can eat: everything is allright!
And my landlord could eat whenever food was provided, and that alone: the possibility to 
eat when food was there, no matter what times of starving would be in between, that 
makes the huge difference to my kind of hunger.

Starving for survival, alone in the land of desire knowing there is no end in
sight:  

that's hunger. 
But I feared if my landlord would hear my hunger, she would think I am crazy and stop 
caring about me. The only person sort-of in my life, my home: everything was on the line. 
Yet there was nothing I could do about: I needed to let it out, scream. And maybe a part of 
it were all the hidden emotions I swollowed for too long, all these things done to me, I had 
to watch happen without any power, unable to stop them. 

At least I found help in an old wise saying for my concers about the neighbors:

"Fuck the neighbors" 
But only the old lady of the couple living right next to me, who hated me eversince for: not 
instantly starting to smile, or laugh, out of nowhere, or saying superficial things, when 
meeting.

But once she got disabled, I still offered her my help whenever she needed it - After which 
she hated me even more. And I knew why: She loved me! She still loved me after all this 
time. 

It was 60 years ago when we first met, in my class
We were both 17 years old, I had a crush on her even though she wasnt my type, while 
she hated me because of the obvious paradox. So she gave me these hateful looks, until 
she started to ignore me entirely, pretended I wouldnt exist. Until she suddenly, literally out
of nowhere, invited me over for a sleepover at the huge fancy landhouse - her mother 
even came to pick me up. 

Suddenly I found myself sitting there with her parents, eating dinner like in my dreams. 
Just one scene, gone. Now it was on: in her room, when she didnt hasitate to take off her 
clothes, leaving her with a pink-slip - like in my other dreams. The next moment she was 
laying there in her bed and I instantly became her slave, did whatever my queen would 
say, took off my clothes up to my underpants - as she demanded -, placed my body right 
next to hers. 1 second, 2 seconds: now she suddenly sat on my hips, grabbed boths my 
arms, moved them over my head while bending over to kiss, yet suddenly stoped an inch 
away from my lips and asked the question: "You had sex before, right?". 

This was the moment the fast scenes of that reality-dream slowed down for a
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moment.
I answered honestly: "No". 

This was the moment the fast scenes speeded up, faster than ever.
She roled away, didnt speak a word anymore! That was it!  She was sleeping while I was 
laying there trying to figure out what in the hell just happend!  

On top, the next morning: She told her parents a lie to get rid of me fast, which made it all 
worse! I dont know what she told them, but the mother didnt speak a word anymore, just 
wanted to get rid of me as well. I felt so bad, literally disturbed - My dream became a 
nightmare. 

From then on she hated me entirely, even screamed at me, like before class, when I 
wanted to ask her something to solve the everlasting confusion she caused. 

BUT.... GET THIS:
Somehow 6 month later she ended up in my bed for a night: As the last option to crash 
somewhere, after a party at her friends place in my village, when she missed the last bus 
to her village – of course she couldnt have slept over at one of the 5 girls, every mother 
just said "No, I dont want that thing in my house", or "No, it's time for her to grow up and 
learn do deal with rapists!". 

And to close this case: 
She came closer to me and placed her leg between mine! Because she loved me, in her 
assholy-way. 

Yesterday 17 years old, today 78, nothing changed, 

still hating that "good" is real. 

But "good" was dying waiting.

The following days
I had it coming, it was always there, but I avoided thinking about what would happen if I 
would continue to be trapped with that: the sounds, perticular sounds! I was screaming 
before because of it, but never like that: Now the internet-routers 24/7 scratching-sound, 
as well as the heaters constant knocking, drove me insane, I couldnt escape it anymore. I 
already had to learn to life with that, learn to distract myself, now I wanted to rip it all out of 
the wall and destroy the heaters, the pipes, stop the waterflow, to finally have silence.

I couldnt take actions, because my landlords heaters were connected to the water-pipe-
system. But I took actions about my router and build a case, which reduced the noise a 
little bit. Until I lost it again and ripped the cable off the wall - I spend hours desperatly 
trying to repair it, realising I couldnt check my emails any longer.

Besides that I took actions about my hygene and started to wash myself intensly, from 
head to toe, two-, three times a day, rubbing with an agressive-sponge over my burning 
skin, turning it all red, even bloody, anything to be clean - And now I wanted pain! 

And then it got even worse - or better? 
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I started cutting myself with rasor blades, just slidly scratching the surface until the red 
liquid squeezed through the wider areas of the thin line in the skin above the puls. 
Sometimes it was more blood. Sometimes I was thinking "Just one time more pressure, 
one time, this is all it takes!". But I had just revived my hopes, thinking the publisher would 
have at least the curtesey to answer when being asked. So I killed time instead of myself - 
whatever it took to handle the situation. At least I was in charge of the selfinflicted pain, 
which distracted me from the other pain, always calmed me down. 

But I knew I needed to get away from that, from all of that: 

I needed a new life. 
Since the only way to a new life was waiting for a miracle, I had learn to deal with the life 
that was served to me. So first of all I had to fix my bycicle, which was the most important 
thing to do. And then I tried to bring in routine into the war, by following survival-rules I 
already followed, just now starting over, making it my fundament.

1. First rule: There is no help but you and your body.

2. Pain rule: It's there to be understood.

3. Cure rule: Bike or die.

4. Comparision rule: Never look at other lifes.

5. Supply rule: Never look at anything, close your eyes or blury them. After buying: Dont 
eat yet, wait as long as possible to make it through the night!

6. Isolation-torture rule (heater-knocking, router-scratching): make counter-noises, learn to 
like it.

7. Scream rule: you're entiteled to, dont be ashamed. But make it go away!

8. River rule: Calm down.

9. Blood rule: Last option to calm down.

10. Hope rule: Think of Cloudy! "Never give up!". Believe in higher goals!

And the only rule ever made me stable by distracting-non-stop, the only rule 
that never needed another rule to stabilize me despite anything:... I couldnt.

Yet I was checking my email account every day.
Until I suddenly saw her name! My heartbeat instantly got out of controle, afraid to open 
the mail! First I couldnt even say what I feared the most, the sad reality I believed in, or the
fictious miracle coming true. But then I knew, I feared the miracle more, because I was in 
such a bad shape all the time, and the hidden person I found the day I met her, was long 
gone. There was no way I would be able to hide how hard the past months had been for 
me, in case she wanted to meet. But there was one fact, that made me read: the end of 
uncertainty! 

"Lieber Herr Bank..." (Lovely Mister Bank)
Just reading her first words instantly confused me. Some germans might say "Lieber" 
would rather be translated "Dear" - While they usually start letters differently in the first 
place, like: "Sehr geehrter Herr...", which would be translated "Highly honored Mister...",  
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which is already a very confusing choice of words, since following words always submit 
bad things - At least in my world. But she didnt decide to go with the normal "Honor"-
version, or any other word but the one including one of the strongest emotions a human 
being can experience, the one I lived for. 

So either we really had a moment, 

or there is no meaning to theire words at all. 
Yet reading "lovely Mister" caused me for a second to think "Oh, this could be good!". 
Because who would make one "the lovely one" and then continue with: inventing a reason 
for the rejection. And worse: even using the last page of the Exposoul against me, saying it
would be inapropriate! 

"AAAAAAAAAH NO NO NOOOO! NOO!" I screamed, crushed my fists on my keyboard, 
and fastly left the house crying – 

instantly all the rules but the sevenths had no meaning.

At the river
There I stood, watching my falling teardrops reflect, for 30 meters, until they got ripped 
apart by dangerous river-squirls. I was standing on the bridge, the train-bridge, staring 
lifeless to the sparkling wild surface, thinking to jump. It didnt matter anymore, I was never 
there anyways, I was doomed before I was born.

But I survived, turned it all around, into a dream, just to lose it all to doctors for no reason 
"The End" - They can take a life just like that, no consequences, leaving a loner with 
unimaginable suffering. I was watching myself powerless at any point. But at the same 
time I was watching myself still manage the impossible: I wrote almost four books as a 
former homeless! So it didnt matter anyways what I wrote, like the quality, I wrote human 
history - And she read that part and labeled it.

I am a wonderchild, wondering my entire life what I did wrong doing so 
right!? But they all said it, the system, and she, one of them, made sure again
I would finally see myself: "inapropriate!". 

She succeeded.

I am inapropriate, wrong, I am the mistake eversince!

I let go... 
The feeling after letting go: the free fall, the intense hitting realisation that there is no 
turning back, this, this cant be discribed. It was like traveling through time, literally:

It connected me to the moment when I slipped of the edge of a wooden
plattform at a sea, at age 3.

I was sitting there alone at the edge, playing, trying to dip my feet into the water, until 
suddenly the exact same feeling hit me! But the distance to the water was way shorter. 
Suddenly I felt it all around me, without any guarding-force my young brain had always 
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been connected to. Now I was lost, instantly realising the great danger, seeing darkness, 
unable to breath. 

Yet I somehow made it back to the land, to a spot where I could lift myself out of the sea - I
was crying.

And then.... 
I jumped in again, to dive as long as my breath would last, trying to see underwater, like a 
fish! I loved it, the free feeling, 360 degree to travel. 

I had just cried because I was shocked by the early realisation of mortality, which hits like 
nothing else. But when I felt how liquid matter responded to my legs and arms, it was 
nothing but incredible! Sure I was scared of the dark, fearing other fish, huge monster-fish 
to be down there, yet it only made me dive faster. 

I jumped in, dived fast, until I had to take a breath, from where I returned fastly. 

I always climbed out of the sea as if I was chased, yet repeated it again and again - Until I 
got used to the fear: I wouldnt stop anymore, I was born to dive, I told you. 

They say one cant remember the first three years...

Because they havent lived yet.
But I was born there, born in water - And how could I ever forget where I come from? This 
is what I saw up there on the bridge, feeling I was close to my end by thinking of my 
beginning. 

I went back home.
At least I was now entirely free of uncertainty. But also I was "back to zero", nothing, no 
subconscious-connection to something that could give me hope, like before the waiting for 
her reply, that was always with me. 

Yet:
I was free of her! I was lost but free, and suddenly felt the strong need to flee into music, 
which was good, because that need was the need to create the filter! 

Before I was subconsciously chained by the eternal struggle, now music could last that 
intense again as I always seeked. A hidden blockage was gone and I felt peace just by 
playing the first sound. 

My sadness was exactly what my music-evolution needed.
ntil, all of the sudden, I found myself playing guitar, writing songs, and even collaborating 
the art with my electronic productions - This was new to me and I never could have 
expected that. 

I couldnt even really play the guitar: I bought it as my first instrument in 2013 and never 
spend much time with it. I was too busy producing anyways, and didnt feel the need to 
master this art, since it was intense enough the very simple way it was. I was happy with: a
little bit of finger-picking, listening to the sound of the strings, the following vibration of the 
wooden-body transporting vibes through me, this was enough to relax – Pure.

But singing, despite little attempts, I started there in this phase of my life, where I tried to 
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combine it with the guitar.I found myself writing more and more songs - influenced by the 
poor I had met, just me and art, finally the bad was reset again for moment, and another 
moment, while I dived deeper and deeper into a deep style until I created an absolute 
masterpiece, called...

 "I still love".
And I could capture it thanks to my deceased best friend - who was a musician as well, 
really deeply connected to instruments - who made my music-reinvention possible by the 
recording-device he once gave me. 

Music revived me once again! But to really survive I still had to find help! 

Chapter 7 – Someone out there

16th of July 2016
I was looking at a box filled with 5000 round little flyers I designed and ordered on the 
internet for 20 dollar - luckily I got 50% off with a coupon -, 20 dollar to a new life.

"Cry for help" was written on it, as well as a link: just one line, printed in the middle of the 
symbol, leading to an account on a streaming plattform, where I uploaded real life 
recordings of the crimes I mentioned. 

I started recording in january 2016, after over 1 year of torture - This is how long it took 
until I was ready to break the law made to protect people breaking the law. Hundreds of 
people could have hit that link by then since I sent masses of e-mails to papers and 
jounalists with the titel "Cry for help: Isolation, Hunger, Poverty"... 

Not a single reply. 

And the few ones who hit the link and played the audio?
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This is why I produced something else, something that couldnt be ignored: 

I produced a movie, a real movie! 
"Cry For Help Goes Kino" 105 minutes long, nothing other then a masterpiece! For that I 
rebuilt my room under the roof entirely, made it a little film-studio - of course as cheap as 
possible. I used wood I either found outside for free, or bought for a few dollar, whatever 
was within my stretched budget: around 50$ per month.

What I mainly needed inside my home was: one good shot, a navigational-scene where I 
would sit throughout the entire movie. Sounds boring? Let's see how I made much out of 
so little. 

First of all: I was naked. 
Kidding! First of all: I still didnt really know how to use my camera. I didnt know about: 
lenses, shutter, iso, lighting, frames, I didnt know any of it. Turned out: my two lenses 
where defect and stupid. But I had to work with what I had and started to learn to find the 
rare combination of circumstances, to bring up hidden potential. I produced at least 20 
hours a day for over 2 months and learned using my camera and even editing video along 
the way – of course without guides. 

I was back in my world:
Figuring out things, getting to a point of absolute satisfaction of a new craft just like that, 
and learning something new in general. I wondered alot. But try master huge sized data 
with a computer lacking in memory! I had to reduce the size and quality of the editing-
frames to theire minimum, until I was basically cutting and editing without seeing the result,
constantly waiting for the triggered adjustment to happen. 

The same trouble I had with the animated sound after transfering it into my producing-
editor, where I never worked with gigabites of files before. The programm broke down at 
least once every few minutes, often deleting data, the last steps, adjustments... until the 
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entire final sound was suddenly broken! 

I thought I was going to lose my mind!
And you can bet I was screaming to get that project exported. I had to invent a method: I 
sliced and exported the audio in 10 parts, where each export took either hours or broke 
down. When I finally had the ten parts I rezised them by using different codecs - sure lost 
quality - and afterwards combined them, just to still end up with over 1 gigabyte, I tried to 
export with low quality-options. The sound alone was the hugest project I could have have 
possibly created, including alone 5 soundtracks: entirely new beat-projects, fully produced 
as any regular music production, where each project alone looks like a massive-edit-
massacre to anyone unfamiliar with music-producing. And still, the final-gigabyte sound 
was nothing compared to the video-project. 

When I kind of came back to reality and looked at 

the entire project in the editor: 
I couldnt believe how I managed to create that - It was mindblowing. I even filmed the 
overview, the fragments just for myself, looking at a track of over 1500 files within each 
countless of editing and cutting steps. Whereever I zoomed-inside appeared more and 
more fragments, adding up to a hundred-thausand of fragments, probably a million of 
working steps. 

Next time you see the credits running down at the end of a movie think of 

just one name. I put absolutely everything in the making of that movie: 

I put my life in it.
And I was relentlessly astonished how I managed to get these shots and edits, the colours 
and the matching sound - Which I had to reproduce after I lost it... 

"Forgott". To. Fucking. Mention! 
Any integrated healthy person would scream and break apart losing a project of that 
magnitude - In my case a project supposed to save my life. But only a movie-maker in 
poverty has to deal with such problems. 

Luckily the new sound, the gigabyte I just talked about, came out better than the sound 
before. And the powerful epic and beautiful soundtracks are those any big film company 
would have loved to use themselfes - It's just what the ear needs, fueled by peace.

 Cry for help goes Kino:
It starts with a dreamy-electronic intro-soundeffect to a blury backgrounded cosy-fire-place
shot in a dark-blue style: A good looking guy, wearing a white pullover-hoody and 
headphones on top, takes places in a sofa-seat and gets comftable next to the flaming 
marble chimney - the chimney I built - and activates his old little mp3 player. The voice-
over begins: a male young voice says "Hello human", and introduces the project and the 
implied sense - which the titel of the movie screams for so quietly, just overtoned by "kino",
always stealing the show of reality -, while the guy in the blury background moves his lips 
imitating parts of the intro, until he leans forward into the focus and light, when his tanned 
face under the white pullover takes the spotlight, almost distracting from the intro-
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dominating-voice claiming a bright spotlight in sound itself, yet appearing in a very different
style besides advanced vocabulary: flowing, youthful alive - Almost contradicting talking 
about the possibility for anyone watching to save his life, as the young man improvisingly 
trys to keep up with the energy in facial expression, playing the younger-self. 

"Dont worry this movie wont steal your time" the narrator promises, when the good looking 
guy leans back, in the moment of an appearing soundeffect, leaves the act, blurys into the 
present darkness – blackscreen, silence.

10 seconds later 
Applause. The movie begins with the same shot of the fire-place and the young man 
leaning forward into the light again, laughing naturally – that's me, no acting. I had just 
enjoyed the stupid-genius-time-stealing-move I was part of for the first time after finishing 
the project.

And all to come from then on, during, before or after many following overlaying scenes - 
which are supporting the story with photographs and short-films- will be real or close to 
real emotions: no script, just me consuming and improvising. 

I wasnt going to repeat the navigation-shot, it had to be a first try: real.
Sometimes I appear up-close, sometimes blury in the background, sometimes laughing, 
funny, stupid, sometimes emotional or in pain - Until suddenly miracioulisly switching 
clothes within a blink of a cut: scenes of styleshots I recorded before, wearing a black suit 
and a blue mask I constructed as well: the symbol of the entire "cry for help", the symbol of
the flyer and of one of magic-books storys, which the movie soon tells, starting with: me 
failing to get into the arts-academy with magic - for the seconds time in a row (2015, 2016)
- now showing me: laying the magic-book inside the magic-box, attaching 2-plastic-bottles 
underneath, also making it waterproof, and then start carrying it to the ocean – the real 
ocean - riding with Scoob over 150 miles - While the frames are speeding up for the long 
ride, supported by an epic soundtrack -, until the wide ocean can be seen from the cliff. I 
send the magic away, to be found and hopefully to help, as the including letter in one of 
the bottles says.

Suddenly the camera scene fastly zoomes into the distance, flying right over the waters 
surface - I was saling with a boat - capturing a curved view of the skys panorama, while 
the sun reflects on top, until the moon reflects on top – not a special effect – until getting 
lost, circeling around, until flying into a dark storm, when loud donner appears, now 
somewhere unknown. 

And there it is, a little old wooden boat, lost... 

like the shivering skinny man sitting inside: 

a refuge trying to make it to europe.
The scene is showing: his back, his vertebreah- and rip-bones, touching a small plank - he
broke off the boats-edge and attached between boths walls -, while his head is bend over 
a plastic bottle to collect the rain-water streaming from his beard, as one shot shows 
without showing his face.

A few seconds pass keeping the frame on his skinny back, until he lifts up the bottle and 
drinks fast, just to continue refilling. 
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When the bottle is filled again, he closes it, and suddenly loses his energy. Now he is 
laying down sideways under the plank, next to a little box - the magic-box - were he 
crumbles his body and holds on to something he has wrapped inside his shirt to save it 
from water.

The scene fades, showing timelaps of sunlight breaking through the dark clouds, a few 
streams, more streams, until the sky is clearing, while the sun is dissapearing – nightsky. 
While the frame keeps showing the stars, still sound of the slidely splashing boat 
underneaths can be heard. Until a fragile deep and desperate voice-over appears, the 
voice of his mind, of the words he is writing into the book, almost blindly. As he starts to  
write letters at the nightsky appear: 

"Dear magic book. Please bring back my family, please!" 
He beggs, after which more and more of his entrys silently appear and dissapear at the 
nightsky, all similiar to the first one - now supported by calm music and whales in the 
background. Until the last entry dissapears and the earths continues to rotate, the boat 
continues to splash on the water, days vanish, showing a thin body laying crumbling in the 
boat, not moving. Until the frame slows down one sunny day, when the seemingly dead 
man lifts up his exhausted starving body, stands up, and slowly raises his arms over his 
head, holding the magic-book, toward the sun, until he falls down again. Yet his whispering
voice apears: "Hope".

The book keeps him alive, gives him hope he shouldnt be having anymore,
after he had already seen his family drowning, knowing: even if he makes it to

the land, he wont be welcome, homeless, forever alone. 
But against all odds he awakes at a beach at the coast of france. Spitting, throwing up 
water, his first throughts striking him trying to get up fast. But weakened he falls into the 
sand again, when all the emotions of his survival suddenly overwhelm him. Screaming and
crying, he presses his hands and forhead into the sand, until his mind is stroke by his 
latest loss again. He lifts himself up despite every weakness and turns around to the 
ocean, when he suddenly sights the boat swimming on the water, 20 feet away, and 
instantly starts to run! When he enters the water and trys to swim - which he never learned
to. "NOOOO! BOOOK!" he tryins to screams while he and his voice are drowning again 
and again in swapping waves, forcing him to give up. Yet he trys again, trys to swim, to 
dive, everything to get to the boat.

He needs it to go on, not even knowing if it's still there.
But he fails to swim and finds himself drowning in fear - until he fades away, as the scene 
dafes into blackscrene and beyond, into the dark-blue chimney-scene, just for a moment, 
showing me still sitting there, yet blury out of the focus, but focuses with closed eyes on 
the story. 

It fades back to the sound of nature, wind and ocean waves, fading back to the beach: 
now showing his lifeless body laying at the shore again, where water pushes up his legs - 
The frame holds on to the thin body and fades into timelapse - now supported by my 
music. The fast pictures showing the transition of the scene, changing light, changing 
water-stripes, the sand, appearing rain and clumping drop-impacts in the sand, until the 
front of the boat gets pushed into the sudden still frame...
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The refuge awakes. 
He feels the book is near, yet lacking in energy he is hardly able to respond to his heart. 
Slowly he moves his body, crawling towards to boat. Reaching it, he lifts himself up, to fall 
over the edge inside – When he sees the book and starts to scream  and cry of relive, 
grabbing it, holding it, naturally squeezing water out of it.

After resting for a while, he drinks the last sip of water from the bottle and grabbs for the 
pen laying in the water inside the boat, to clip it back to the book. Afterwards he lifts 
himself up again, even though there is hardly any reason to move on - but he has got a 
goal! Finally he leaves the shore slowly walking, holding on to the book, his only 
possession.

He wanders for miles along the beach until he reaches the promenade, where he walks 
toward an open-air-sales, dissapearing in masses of people walking between all sorts of 
tables and tents. Until screaming sound appears: people scream after him and for the 
police. The fame shows him running out of the masses holding a hoody-shirt and 
sandales, runing for his life, for a chance to reach his goal: tracking down the country of 
the language of the magic-books first pages entrys. 

The scenes fades into the city, showing his back, wearing the hoody standing in front of 
dumpsters, collecing food. He doesnt seem to waste time and heads off. Soon he makes it
to the trainstation, where he enters a shop for magazines – where he steals again and 
escapes with a translator, and serveral maps. 

Afterwards, with the help of a translator he manages to find out "dutch", and heads off to 
travel a long way north-east through france following the map. Supported by music the 
scenes showing him using any possible transport: legal tramping, illegal sneaking, 
traveling bus and cargo-train – magic protects him, as he believes. 

During his ride on a cargo train, where the cars door is opened, showing his back and the 
country-side streaming by, he is leaning over a map: trying to find the city Cologne 
searching through the map of the netherlands. But he fails and feels lost, until he cant 
believe his eyes, seeing the city right behind the east-border-line of the country, one of the 
the only two citys of another country included on the map, at the absolute edge: 
"Germany" it says. Thankful and overwhlemed of luck, he bends down to hold the magic 
book to his forhead, praying - Because of all the possible maps and translators he could 
have stolen, he stole the right ones – almost, but enough to find the "shelter of magic", as 
he calls and wrote it into the book.

At the next trainstation he jumps off and changes directions, now heading with another 
cargo-train east, where he is sighting a little sticker on the frame of the open cars door, 
showing a city and a huge building with two piking towers. And for some reason, even 
though it doesnt say the name of the city, it seems he feels a connection to all this 
touching it. Now he lays down to sleep.

Afer 3 days, at night: 
The refuge is finally sighting the huge church in the artificial lights, overwhelmed again, 
feeling the home of the people caring so much. Hours later he finally manages to find the 
shelter 1 mile away, where every door is locked, eveyone seems to sleep, where he 
breaks down in the yard, drained of his energy, and sleeps.

He awakes the next morning being removed.
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Sourrounded by people in suits and uniforms, he desperately opens his magic-book and 
trys to communicate reading words and his teanslation-notes written inside: 
"Bewerbungtheme: Fluchtling, application theme: refuge, shelter! My family dead! I 
application. I application Fluchtling. I theme. I theme. please!". 

...

He ends up laying in the gardbadge in the small alley next to the building, crying, yet still 
holding on to the book.

He left his country with his family because of war and poverty.  

The movie continues with only one refuge: me.
Still sitting at the fire-place in the blury darkish background, still wearing the white pullover 
with the headphones on top. Only my face is changed. But whatever emotions I had and 
will have stays up to the viewer, it depends on how they read my face. The viewer can 
literally see when it's acted and when it's real, which makes it just interesting to see. A rare
part of the movie, the most important: is just a face - now so much art. 

I reinvented the art
It is possible in music to create and still dream-away during producing, during "the work", 
yet not possible to manifest that part of yourself to to be heard or seen for others in the 
final piece - But in a movie it was possible, now it was. Now I was both at the same time: I 
wanted to be consumer, dreamer and enjoyer of my own art, while being producer of the 
detail beyond.

In the movie Alis tragic story was told, 
leaving him lay there in the dumbster-alley with an open but clear end. Yet I wanted to 
continue the story some day in the future as followed: Ali finds out the shelters-buildings 
true purpose: a school. Realizing the person who had sent the magic-book was rejected by
that school, as he was himself removed, he doesnt like the people there. His goal seems 
shattered, he sees noone cares and still he is clinging on to hopes, hoping the book will 
lead him the way. But his way leads back to the dumpsters, now living in the small alley 
(which by the way really exists). But while time passes there he finds all sorts of things 
people or students threw and continue to throw away: almost-empty paint-tubes, old over-
used brushes, dirty canvases, and all sorts of other things he starts to use, leading him to 
create paintings, which he is hanging onto the plain-walls during the daytime, and trys to 
protect during the night -  and eventually an alley-exibition slowly grows. 
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I actually planed to make that exibition come true. 

Only problem was: 
I had never painted, and materials cost a fortune. Besides: leaving the house I was afraid 
of everyone. And: I hated the art-academy for obvious reasons, yet there is alot to it, which
I wrote about in a hidden chapter "Thausands for the U.F.O." That chapter belongs to this 
chapter, yet it can only be found somewhere else.

My exibition plans had to wait, because for now I had created enough and I needed a 
break anyways. Besides the storys around the heartless rejections at the art-academy, my 
movie is a telling the more important story about health, starting young with mysterious 
inflamations doctors claimed of would be the 10-years-delayed-result of the bite of an 
insect - While the movie shows a field of wheet: beautiful to look at as styleshot, always 
with the sun literally belonging to, yet destructive for many people when eaten, due to the 
including protein "gluten". In my youth, besides brutal migrens causing me to throw up 1-2 
times a week, followed by 1-2 days absolute silence and darkness, my knees swell again 
and again: ending my lifes-purpose, skateboarding. 

But that's how I found to bodybuilding with the age of 18.
The movie shows original footage of me working out in the gym in 2012, at age 23, at the 
peak of my bodybuilding: Pressing 330 pound on the bench, 7 times, to the beat of the 
soundtrack I also produced. Yet when I let go of the weight and lift up my heavy chest to 
sit, just to bend a litte bit further foward to be able to let my body sink in itself - while there 
was not much to sink since I was stabilized by the pressure of all the muscles -, when 
there is hardly energy left, as one can see in my body language, my exhausted breathing, I
slowly turn my head to the friend filming and smile – that smile! That's one of the most 
beautiful caputerings existing of me: It's rock bottom innocence, a beautiful young soul 
doing what he loves. 

During that time I was living with that perticular friend,

 a turkish guy named Tassu, 10 years older. 
You remember the story about the old boxer? Tassu was kind of the young version of him, 
just 30 years less dissapointments to carry. Between not being able to say good bye to the
coach and meeting Tassu, there had been just 6 months - And he was a boxer as well.

But we met in the bodybuilding gym, very early in the morning, since we were both working
night-shift and working out afterwards. Right away, seeing me working out like nobody 
else, he became a fan of mine. Soon I showed him how it's done, motivated him - which 
he really needed, as he said.

From then on we had always fun working out together, were laughing alot, even when he 
was kind of worrying about my dreams, saying things I wouldnt understand - He knew city-
life, he was a generation older. But he hadnt met me yet, "the greatest dreamer of em all". 
So I took his smiling worrys by... 

... ensuring him that I would reach all of my dreams,

 that there would be nothing that could stop me... 
And soon he realized I was serious about that, not just like most people saying things, 
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which made him like me even more. I think he wasnt just liking me, he loved me like I 
loved him – And that's why he offered me without hasitation to live with him the moment I 
lost that place I was sleeping for a few months – it was a strange place.  

Just like that! This kind of natural unconditional help made him for ever one of my few 
idols, someone I would  look up to for ever. He offering me his living room to live in, after 
we basically just had met, not even wanting a dime, sharing everything like a brother. 

And than he even became my boxing coach, since I wanted to get back to it. He wasnt a 
coach, not officially, but meant for it defenetly, as I felt when he was training me! That was 
a dream, my older brother training me. And he was also proud of me, which in this case 
just didnt take that long like with the old coach who might would have been proud again 
seeing me getting back to it.

If only....
... we could have just been friends without any hidden pressure: I still had to find my own 
place, and I tried hard, but I had nothing to show for - my job was just a mini-job -, I called  
and went to meet more and more landlords – zero chance.

After 2 months living together
Sadly the situation already had turned into something we both never wanted. It was 
supposed to be a friendship for life! Now we boths didnt feel comftable. We thought it 
would take 3-4 weeks for me to find a place. Now it seemed impossible after all I had tried.
So I was there for an open end, which gave that situation a different vibe. On top he didnt 
use his living room anymore even if he could have, even if I told him to, but for him it was 
somehow my room. That left him pendeling between his bedroom and the kittchen and we 
had often different rhythms: Either when he was akwake I was sleeping or trying to, which 
often took long due to insomnia I suffer from my entire life – collecting here an hour, there 
and hour -, or the other way around, I was awake when he was sleeping.

And he was just to good to say something, he knew I had nowhere to go. And I really didnt 
know what to do. We didnt fight or something, not once, but it just took too long.

Until, one morning, after work, he came in angry and said "I will leave now to get food. 
When I'm back, I want you to be gone", and he instantly left loudly shutting the door – It 
was serious.

I was heartbroken. 
It was one of the hardest moments of my life: standing there deciding to really leave, 
knowing I would be homeless again, now just without a friend or any support. But I did 
leave... crying. 

But he deserved to have his home back just for himself, a real home, where he could feel 
free, where he could enter rooms whenever he liked, where he never had to wait or doubt 
to do something, where he could invite people freely again like he was used to before, or 
just relax on the couch to calm down from nightshifts or the world outside.

And I was back to the world outside,
As the following scenes will tell and show: photos of me living at the river, showing my 
home, a tent.

There are many of these real life photos and videos nobody had ever seen. 
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Even though these storys of my movie are very sad so far, me being there in between just 
changes everything. And after every sad moment, always something good follows. The 
frame shows light, the brightest side.

Peace is the result of suffering and the movie is streaming on the frequence of
peace, manifestated for ever. 

As the narrating voice is logged in on that freqence as well. That's not the guy I became, 
that's defenetly not the dentist, nor the warrior, that's the voice of a soul – and humor is 
never too far away on top. It's in the perfect ballance while I didnt even try to do that – I 
just wrote... I wrote again, that's how it started. And the rest I remember is bringing birth 
screaming: the export hurt too much. And pain is the price human beings pay eversince for
something so pure, like new life.

 The movie ends with the story how I got into music, 
Just 1 year after that video of me working out was shot, after months on the streets, after I 
moved in at my landlords who saved my life, when I suddenly wasnt a bodybuilder or 
boxer anylonger, but a skater again, following my heart, there my heart needed to connect 
to the strongest source of life there is. When I hit the first key, a piano – it was satteled. 

I managed to capture that feeling in the movie...
Hitting the piano: the narration ends, since there is hardly anything left to be possibly said. 
While I am playing the piano, the frame is showing a close up shot of wonders of nature I 
discovered riding bycicle in the wild, far from civilisation: simple green plants - I must have 
passed by these in my life often, yet never seen them so close - filtering the orange sunset
in the background of that day.

After the sudden narration-drop: I slowly continue to add just a few words to fade it all 
slowly out after 1 hour. Yet so camly spoken, melting with the actual feeling of that 
beginning, which by that is captured as: everlasting. Still, after thausands of hours of 
producing, the feeling survived. It survived everything, untouchable by any horror. 

And then ... "The End".

 Blackscreen.
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Until suddenly: The unexpected grande-finale, the best end I could have possibly 
produced: A 5-minute-musicvideo of a rap-song I wrote, "Flying", the skate-part I never got 
to produce, with all my footage. Yet I rarely land, it's about the phases of flying and that 
edit, crushingly beautiful, especially because there is even footage of Cloudy – I always 
dreamed of having a part with my idol in it. 

The song is about "The End", and Angel, and my great whish to finally fly again.

Thank you for watching my movie reading!

Now it all came down to the 5000 flyer.
It was already uploaded to the internet - where you can upload whatever, nothing will 
matter unless you matter. But I didnt plan on just handing the flyer, no, I would make it a 
performance, wearing the black suit and the blue mask, making me the symbol! 

Unfortunately: My health wouldnt let me. 
Again I had no idea how all this even went down, there was drive involved for an armee of 
myself. After months hanging in there, running on fire, ignoring space and time to finish 
this mammoth project, I was done, back in bed, leaving me only with my hopes people and
important people would see my 105 minute film by stumbeling on it? That would have 
been very dellusional hopes, if there wouldnt have been someone out there, who might 
would check out the links, and hopefully finally see that I was more than less. 

So I sent her the links and let her know that I know that she didnt read my Exposoul, exept
of the last page, and that I deserved a chance, especially because of the "inapropriate" 
things she now knew. 

And the waiting began – once again.

Chapter 8 - Fundament
The next morning

She replied! That came unexpected! And my heartbeat started speeding up knowing 
before reading: Now I knew for sure that she was checking her emails every morning 
precisely and had got enough time to reply - if it's important. And this was important: 
crushing me! I could sense her anger right there, before opening the mail, for daring to 
write the truth about never reading my Exposoul.

Since I was sure knowing what she wrote, I closed my account, screamed toward my 
screen and started researching weapons! I was sick of all this! 

5 Weeks later, August 2016
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I roled up to that publisher building again. This time I wasnt blended by glass, this time I 
saw right through the fassade. Despite the pain in my feet I walked toward the entrance, 
strong and determined, ready to destroy. But I had to get to her first - there were these 
secured doord - so I knew I couldnt leave the Usher no other chance but to do exactly 
what I wanted: calling her down to the entrance to meet "lovely mister Bank". And the next 
step I planed was: not to hasitate, doing what I came for, blow her head!

Wait a second... "blow her head"? "Mind", I mean "blow her mind", with my 
latest masterpiece "Olivia & Abel" aka "The Barrets!"! 

5 weeks earlier
I had just produced my first film, and even though I was laying there sick, I came out 
prouder of myself as I could have ever imagined. Because I was sure my creation would 
transform the loser system made me, so that everyone could finally see that I was an artist
and nothing else. I manifested all my talents combined, everything they all refused to see - 
As she did, and continued: with her sudden unexpected email-response - Which I wouldnt 
read because I had to keep my hopes high, and I was sure in her words I would die. I was 
convinces she tried to take my believes in myself and wanted to set something straight, 
like: why she didnt check on 1-4 minutes, nor replied with another minute of effort – 5 
minutes hat could have instantly set me free from uncertainty. 5 minutes for the first person
she ever met like that, she smiled at like that, she branded like that - Who would let 
someone branded wait for months? So it was obvious I was refused.

But still, when I screamed at my screen because of that, I meant by that: "I WILL PROVE 
YOU WRONG"! This was motivation, because I was who I became!

And when I started to research weapons, I did that of course for the book, which I wanted 
to write eversince the idea striked my mind during the movie-production. But I certainly 
would have never interrupted that project. The interruption would have been my death-
sentence as an artist and as a human being – this project was more crucial than any other 
because it was the project after I had failed to finish a project. If I would have failed to 
finish another project than It would have tought myself I was really nothing but a loser, not 
worthy of art. But I finished it, manifesting peace and found myself at the top of my artistic 
game, ready to go bigger! 

But what happened next I still couldnt have seen coming:

Book number-5 was another level! And it sure was completely different from book: 

1. Dying Empathy - Unfaceable

2. Dying Empathy - Back to the beginning: which is telling a different story than part 1, with
only the same main charakter Leonard W. Sommer - The rest are gone, "Life goes on".

3. Letabu – Relatively Damned, and...

Almost-4. Letabu Part 2 – System-End, the follow up of Letabu-1 – By that: my first sequal.

5. The idea for the fifth book stroke me during writing Letabu-2, when I realized I had 
evolved intensely. But I had to write that one in the style of Letabu-1, since it was 
continuing the story of part 1 - Which has an ending you will not believe unless read or 
heard. So everyone knowing that end – the few people listened to the 5 hour audio-book 
online – they deserved a continuation as there was no production-time in between. 
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It was interesting to learn that about my sequalizing, how important it was for me to match 
it despite anything that could make it "better" –

So I held back in usage of language, of perspectives, of intelligence...
Let's say Letabu-1 was written like trash, screwed-up – which it wasnt, but if -, then I was 
purposely continuing that in Letabu-2. It's like: learning to perfectionize a trick in 
skateboarding and just not do it. It's like: not jumping down the biggest gaps with a flip-
trick, while every cell screams for that, the need to fly just a little bit longer, which makes a 
world in skateboarding: 5 stair-case: 1 second, 15 stair-case: 2 seconds - You see a trick 
down a 5-stair, "good", you see the same trick down a 15-stair and it blows your mind! And
the girl who flew along, she felt the huge difference herself. 

If a trick is on-lock, as easy as the basic-trick "Ollie", then nature is calling one to fly high 
with it. And this is why I had to stop at the last scene of Letabu-2: I was at the verge of 
flying too high, and I needed to read parts I had written in letabu-1, to find back to an 
earlier point of evolution - I needed more Enisness, which was good, because: One can 
only learn from him: He screws up absolutely everything, yet he doesnt really know and 
never changes, he just moves on and on naturally because he is simply the way he is – 
and that always creates life, and it makes people eventuall love, which in his case it is just 
difficult because of the swearing, the alcohol, the virginity, the studying in the whore-house
to learn the promissing everlasting-best-selling-strategy by inventing surveys for the sex-
selling-professionals he takes absolutely serious, the Pavels-nose-fixing-surgerys, the 
"Alpha-Chicken"s-double-slaps, the Alien-Bees and other conspiracys, the Mafia, and his 
accidently growing ring of beautiful slaves, who are not slaves, just friends he owns not 
knowing, or maybe he knows, but they dont know, so everything is fine – life, crazy life, the
best life. 

However, Enis and this kind of "young-writing" was forever in my heart, but it was the past. 
And the future, the fifths book, that was really the future! I was back to my purpose with an 
entirely new concept and ideas, jumping into my grown-up writing-style: Now I was flying 
down the staircase from heaven.

But I worked hard... 

I repeat: I worked hard! 
All of the sudden, I did what I never really could before in my life, since there was just no 
drive for: I was spending hours and hours every day throughout the entire writing-process 
studying and researching, to create the perfect match of reality: landscapes, locations, 
coordinates and distances, starting in england - where the married couple lives -, from 
where they move out to France, to Belgium, up the european Westcoast, to Skandinavia, 
and futher up the polar seas - By ship or plane, which they use to do what they have to. 

Of course I researched every other information in between usefull for the story: buildings, 
stores, sights, rivers, depths of the river, water-streaming-speed, highways, road-signs, 
railways, and the evolution of everything, the city economy and history to it. Futhermore: I 
checked the weather history and the actual weather of the days the couple would be 
hunted or hunt through the area, plus sunrise-sunsets, sun-movement and theire angles in
between - I lived whereever they brought me.

I even studied engines of cars and ships.
Since I was eversince obsessed with finding never-been-dones, the entire story around the
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couple became an invention within alot of inventions, for which I often had to stop writing, 
to: plan, draw, do the math, the actual mathematics and physics, or simply lay down in bed
and close my eyes for hours to think straight, sort things out, like when the traps I built had
to be solved. 

Trap? This arose during writing my 5thbook...
It means: Going along with great but unrealistic, or even absolutely unlogical-fantasy-ideas
no matter what, and pretend they were logical and realistic, and build more and more story
on it. I was literally risking it all in case I wouldnt find what I call "Key": a key that solves the
trap, restores logic and creates an unexpected story, a hidden story. 

This is the advance of not planing to much in the first place: staying open for
what the storys wants to become. 

There were two traps in this story: The first trap didnt really matter, since it was connected 
to a future-story of a sidecharakter, which I wasnt going to use in this part, but maybe in a 
second. While the second trap became a dangerous one: Olivia invents all sorts of things 
for killing theire targets, other enemies, or for protecting themselfes - This was what the 
"Weapon reasearch" was for, even-though I hate weapons, but I invented new 
perspectives to solve my hate and create what I love -, and I wanted her to have a secret 
weapon, something very powerful, something she would only use in case she would have 
no choice. Of course it wasnt supposed to be a pointless-destruction-weapon, it was 
supposed to be genius like Olivia is. But I wasnt genius like her, so I had no idea for the 
weapon but still pretending it would exist by simply gaving it a name, a made-up word 
without any subdefinition. And on that name for the weapon I built the entire story up to the
last chapter, when it finally came down to solving the "bluff", the bluff to myself! I was 
laying in bed for days with closed eyes, trying to find this key. And the more time passed, 
the more my body started hurting by growing pressure of fearing to fail again, which made 
the regular pain, my blood grow as well. 

Up to that moment I had been once again distracted by an evolution-drive. Now the drived 
slowed down severely but stucking in that bluff-trap, endangered everything, even-though I
had just created my movie, which should have manifested a selfsecure stable proud artist, 
since it was a fundamental change in my life: it was my reputition, now I had a visible 
reputition! 

But any mother will understand: 
Even facing the possibility of losing this next child raises deepest fears, no matter how 
many childen had been brought to life healthy before. From that point on one can only 
pretend to be strong and keep the hopes up, but it will not ever stop to change and work 
you down, unless getting the relieving news!

So I was laying there caught in a trap draining my life, 

searching for more then a fictious-key. 
Now the twist: the story, the child, was kind of already born save without the key. It was 
already all I could have whished for to create: a calm poetic, yet relentlessly thrilling 
romance full of interesting inventions, sharp details, slowmotion and depth based on 
research only possible in the brain. 
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But I had to want more... I wanted what Olivia promised! 
In the end I had to give up: I failed to find that perticular key, just to find a key to life instead
"Letting go". I found that one earlier, as life forced me again and again, but concerning my 
art I couldnt ever let go. It had to be the vision and nothing less. Now I was able to let go 
because I had deserved it, I had finally manifested enough. Dont get me wrong: I didnt 
plan to stop creating. It was rather a feeling like: "Ready to die in peace, knowing I really 
did well in life". I though after my movie I had that feeling, but it wasnt save, because 
writing there was still too much undiscovered, so I hadnt lived up to my potential yet. But 
with the fifth book, even without the key: that was it and beyond.

For the first time I was fundamentally feeling save and calm, which I wasnt 
supposed to experience in life as someone without a fundament. Because you 
either have it, or you are screwed. But now my new-fundament was set. 
And by that I could even let go of: not-finishing Letabu-2. From there on everything was 
the way it was and would be: I had no saying in this. The people loving Enis and "Doctor" 
Pavel - the second maincharakter, could imagine Letabus End themselfes, or they could 
ask me, or I would finish it some day if I ever would get back to it, which I was absolutely 
open for now. I would just wait and see how it continues in the future, whatever I would feel
to do next. I was looking forward to a future, a writing-future, even indipendent of big 
publifications.

But I needed to life for that!

Which lead me back to her, my only chance.

5 Weeks later, August 2016, at the publisher.
I roled up at the publishers-house, listening to one ot the most beautiful calming 
soundtracks of a certain movie, which filtered my sight at this cleared sky sunny day I 
prayed for, as well as prepared for by starving for two days, to calm my metabolisation 
down.  

Without the sunshine I probably would have gotton a panic attack riding over there, 
sourrounded by german darkness, which would have sworn a storm ahead. But it was 
sunny again, fate wanted me to pull it of. Any other day it would have been what it was, but
this was one of these special days, special new experiences of letting go, of finding to my 
future me, where the illusion of integration ahead was stronger then ever. My hopes and 
the feeling of peace, of all the good things I managed to create or experienced in little 
moments, came together for her. Of course I looked good for her from the outside as well: I
coverer up the little simply-never-healing wounds in my face, and perfectly styled my hair, 
to look alike she had seen me the first time, which was my only tiny chance to reconnect 
with her to the little moment I again believed strongly we had.

So here I was, showing up uninvited again, with another Exposoul in my hand.
I was limping up the stair to the Usher-glassbox, when suddenly a person opened the 
entrance to leave the building.

"Oh hello! This must be fate! I am here for you." I said while she smiled at me brightly, 
slidely confused, but attracted to my glow - This time I was literally directly shined at by the
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sun.

"Oh. It's you, I remember. Na what a conincidence" she replied. 

I reacted selfconfident and focused again, as she could see herself when I didnt hasitate to
reach her my manuscript instantly, to change the owner - like the last time -, adding: "This 
is my latest masterpiece: "Olivia & Abel" or "The Barrets" however you like it. You really 
have to read it! You will love it! It's totally different from my last one and I tried to write a 
better Exposoul this time, to capture what I have created. I narrated and highlighted great 
scenes especially for you. You will see: I improved alot, it's way better and good to read!"

She was speechless: astonished to see me again, and about the fact that I brought her 
something new, some „gardbadge" I believed in so deeply convinced again, yet she 
couldnt help but to develope real interest, even a need!

"Where do you get this selfconfidence from?" She wanted to ask wondering like never 
before in her life. Instead she laughed and said: "Alright, then I will see when I find time, I 
am looking forward to look into it! I gotta go now, I just came back from hollidays, there is a
lot to do. Have a good day!". "And you! Thank you!" I said and smiled like an orphan 
suddenly part of a family at a christmas tree! 

"OMG!"... 

...basically describes what I thought! 
This was it, it was a matter of seconds: no confusion, no stumbling choise of words, no 
inconfidence, no struggles, no smalltalk, no pretending - It was perfect! It went better then I
could have ever imagined! This is why I couldnt stop smiling - I was infectious! I sattled, 
happy to have Scooby and started riding home, smiling at everything and everyone, 
heading down the long mainstreet back west to the huge dome-church 4 miles away, to 
share my love, in form of money, with the homeless people I would meet - I was the 
happiest guy on earth and my music... heaven! 

Following the mainstreet, which leads into following mainstreets leading into the city – 
resulting in practicaly just one long straight street -, I could see the churches towers piking 
into the distanced sky, while left and right of me buildings never seemed to end.

When I arrived at the church,
I roled onto the sourrounding huge forplace, which is covered by light-grey nature-stone-
plates, when emotions hit me: I was still happy but I couldnt stop my tears. Because this 
place was the former skateboarding Mecka of Germany – until it was forbidden to skate in 
2012, right after I was there to try to skate for the first time – as a bodybuilder. By that time 
the city had already flexed gaps into the edges of all the marble-ledges around plant-
islands and a water-fontain at the outer side. After the legdes were flexed there was 
basically just flatground and an 8-stair left.

It was a sunny day, summer 2012:
It was the very first day I was breaking through my barrier to do it, to try my knees! I came 
from the west-side, walked up the 8 stairs to the forplace, wearing shorts, a tanktop, a 
backpack and an old skateboard.  The old skateboard I brought with me, I had used before
when I was much younger, I kept it all the time, even through homelessness, carried it in 
its pieces. It was one of my most precious possessions, the very board I had to give up my
lifes-dream with at age 17, so it was very special to me to use it again 6 years later. Yet it 
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was not in a good shape: the bearings were stucky, the achses were crooked, and the 
wheels had little holes, while the board itself, the wood, was chipped-out here and there – 
which didnt bother me that much like the bearings – I knew from back then bearings have 
to be good, that's the most important thing, you want that thing to role. 

But int he end: nothing bothered me, I was just looking forward to try. 
When I reached the top: I could see all the skaters sitting on the flexed long ledge left to 
the stair-case, parrallel to the monstrous church, a construct hardly able to be processed 
as real. But the church didnt matter, what mattered was that there was a flatground in 
between of the size of a football-field, sourrounded by a flexed-ledge-case-around a 
fontain in front of the luxury-motel on the left, and a plant-case in front of a big museum to 
the right - Basically walls every-where fencing the playground.

While I layed down my stuff aside, 5 meters away from them, they looked at me, 
wondering what I was up to. But they didnt dare to stare for too long, not to get beaten up 
or something – like: "you never know". I dont think I really looked ever dangerous but... 
muscles! 

These days maybe everyone can go skate, but back then you wouldnt see an intensly 
muscled guy with a skateboard. Maybe even these days you wouldnt see someone 
obviously fully into bodybuilding, someone limited in his movements by muscles – I was 
huge.

They didnt know me and it was really a different time, the very proof was: The existence of
that original skaters place, where they were hanging around every day eversince 
skateboarding evolved, that place was German-skateboarding history, like Barcelonas 
Macba – which every Skater on earth knows and probably had been to, like me. I was at 
Macba at age 15 but I had never been to the Dom-platte before I came to Cologne. I never
had money to travel and when I had of course I chose Macba – alone for the warm 
weather, sunshine every day. 

At the Domplatte in 2012, they didnt know my history and I wasnt talking to them because: 
I was intimmdated! There were a bunch of guys I looked up to in my youth, when I could 
only see them inside magazines and on screens running VHS-tapes: famous guys for me. 
They looked at me like I was a huge muscled gangster, while I looked at them like "I cant 
believe I see them in real" - Especially that one blond guy. So I didnt look at them as well, 
because I didnt wanted them to missinterprate it, like as if I was judging them – while I was
laying my skateboard on the ground?

And then I started!
Since they were sitting there, enjoying the last days of the culture, before they wouldnt be 
even allowed anymore to sit there: the huge forplace was all mine! KLACK! KLACK! 
KLACK! Loud sounds of my Ollies streamed out 360 degree, hitting the walls of freedom, 
there was only the skateboard and I!

Then I even started to do Kickflips, and I landed most of them – everyone knows kickflips 
-, followed by Pop-Shuv-its – everyone should know Pop-Shuv-Its: It's a pop and a Shuv-it,
shuving the board to fly a 180 degree rotation, turning the tail to be the nose and the nose 
to be the tail. Ollies, Kickflips, Pop-Shuvits: that was my happy-bag-of-tricks - While I 
throught my knees are going to blow up any moment! 

This day was supposed to be just an attempt, 
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see how far I would come, if my legs would last.
Yet a few minutes later I was riding fullspeed and popping high tricks,  just the bag-of-
three, ignoring my knees, putting in all the effort, ready to jump down the 8-stairs next to 
the Skaters. But I didnt do that, that would have been the end of my legs. So a little bit of 
care was left. 

Yet soon I took a break to rest and stretch and massage my legs. 

While sitting there aside drinking water, filled by love, suddenly a professional 
skateboarder - one of the best of germany - walked over to me...  And he was so friendly: 
"Hi, you defenetly have skated before. Man, your kickflips. It's incredible I could watch you 
all day. You pressure the tail with your weight like nobody! It looks just insane! I am your 
fan! I am defenetly your fan! I just wanted to tell you that! So Ima leave, didnt wanted to 
bother you! But please do tricks again, I gotta see that again!". 

He wanted to leave out of respect, but I wanted to be friends with him:
When I was a young skater in the early 2000th, there was no internet-content. Internet 
existed but skateboarding was all about a small but close scene spreading word, 
magazines and VHS-video-tapes. And there I always would see that young incredible 
talented blond guy rising. He was the shooting-star of the scene, while I was skating far far
away in a small town. I had just gotton my first shop-sponsor and could only dream of 
getting out of there being with these guys like the blond gifted ripper who was onlaughting 
big gaps. I remember seeing that picture of him, a big-frontside-flip over a double-stair-set 
handrail – the footage I used in the music-video "Flying" -, which was beyond my 
skatelevel, at least I felt like that. I was kind of the little rising star myself, just small-town 
level, which was harder to evolve: There was noone to push me - I had to push myself 
down the big gaps. So of course I dreamed of skating with him, especially he was my 
absolute idol. 

It was his style. 
Back then most skaters liked baggy pants, that was the absolute majority, 99%, while I 
was part of the 1%, actually the first one in thin pants among our skate-scene. They 
always made jokes and gave me a hard time, didnt accept me for that, until I got better 
and better. But the blond ripper was wearing thin pants as well, he was a rock star – and 
he had an alcohol problem as one. But I didnt care about that, I wouldnt drink, I didnt party,
I just wanted to skate and dreamed of skateing with him. When I was close to making the 
big step, my knees were done – So I could never meet him.

But all these years later we met! And before I ever said a word to him he told
me he was fan of mine! Can you believe that? 

And this young incredible great man was my future. We became best friends the moment I
started to talk back, we were the same, we were meant to skate together, if young or now 
older. He himself had no parents as I would find out later, so that was a connection itself. 
Soon he became almost more obsessed with me than I was eversince with him, which he 
still didnt knew - I never told him that. I didnt hide my actual obsession, but never told him 
how far it was going back, how important and significant it was for me to be with him.  

Think of yourself, when you were younger, had an idol in the magazine or somewhere, and
you can only look at, follow and dream – Suddenly you're there in that dream and it feels 
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even better, because it's unreal to make it afterall, especially after doctors told you "You 
will never be able to skate again". 

Back to 2016, after I handed my fifths book to the publisher.
I left the flatground riding bycicle and I couldnt stop crying – I missed him so much. But he 
always said he believed in me and he was looking forward to see my future, so there I 
was, that was a good moment I had with the publisher, and maybe finally now everything 
was going to be alright – Not everything, not without him, but something, something to 
prevent two good souls dying way too early. I was still there to carry on his will, his 
believes, and as long as I was going for it, he would never be forgotton, always there in the
fundament of my achhievments. If I earn a cent I will send it to heaven my friend! 

While Cloudy was clouding around, making cloud-flips like 360-cloud,
I gave every poor person sitting at and around the fundament of the Church a few cents  
and afterwards I continued my way home, still crying. I could have died so often during 
these 1,5 years, now I saw light, an end to all this in sight! 

And the waiting continued...

Chapter 9 – Coordinator 
the city of cubes & a journalist.

There was something going on for months  I didnt tell so far: 

I didnt built all my hopes entirely on the publisher.

Months back, in April, during the latest bacterial infection: 
I contacted a university in another city with a specialized centrum for unknown illnesses. I 
was lucky to reach someone kind of in charge, a Coordinator, whos job was to assign 
future patients to matching doctors and professors of the centrum, organize the 
appointments and communicate the cases upfront. 

He was very friendly at the phonecall, almost over-friendly and took alot the time to 
communicate my case. Right away I made sure he knows the important facts, which was 
easy said in exact 2 sentences - and he was shocked, saying "Dear god, this is horrible. 
How is this even possible!? I have never heard something like that! This is really a rare 
case and you sure need help! I will immadeately try to find a doctor and then see to get an 
appointment as soon as possible!". 

Since he was listening and caring, I made sure he knows the most important thing when 
assigning me to a doctor: that I have a doctor-trauma! I told him how it arose and that it 
could be overcome by simply the opposite of the traumatising behavior. He was very sorry 
for what they did to me, ensuring me that this wouldnt happen to me again, since they built
the centrum especially for rare cases at which very competent professors with a lot of 
experience work ambitioned. He promised me a save environment for that planed full 
stationary stay - 

something I still feared because of his words: they sounded too good, without
any reality attached, political. 
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So I tried to make sure that he understands how important it was communicating with the 
doctors to specifically mention "Doctor-trauma" and the reasons. Yet I didnt come across 
demanding or anything: my fragile weak voice literally begged for honest help, for 
something good which should be normal anyways: human rights – Which, as I felt, he 
assumed to be guaranteed anyways. But I couldnt take any risk! To make him understand I
said: 

"A Jew wouldnt go back into a concentration facility 

after making it out alive somehow..."
Now he understood! Yet I instantly felt a shift, a shift almost triggering what I was talking 
about: he suddenly stoped caring. Up to a minute before he had said all these 
understanding things, yet not a word was connected to understanding. The moment he 
understood: stonecold drop. Did he stop caring because of a metaphor of a young man 
forced by survival into the role of becoming his protector, the only one to make sure no 
further damage is done, since nobody else would? No, he stoped caring because he 
actually would have had to talk to a doctor! 

 He feared the same people! 
Yet he wasnt using what caused his fear against the people causing, but against me. I 
knew right there and then, that he didnt ever intend to talk to any of them with any other 
words but regular assignment-phrases - if at all, if it wasnt all on paper -, which made 
every information I shared useless. 

He was still friendly, and before he maybe even wasnt fully pretending to care, but now he 
was defenetly changed and I found myself trying to win him back – Again: the begging 
loser trying to make someone not give up on me. 

But I never wanted to manipulate someone into doing what is right, I wanted him to want it,
I wanted him to feel the difference, to see there is a life on the line! The list of life-
destroying problems I must have told him so far didnt apply any longer. And if a guy 
working for a rare-case-centrum doesnt care, which represents the centrum, when he wont
communicate with the doctors honestly which is his job, then I knew there was really no 
help – Which took my hopes. So I told the coordinator something else: I told him about that
I had already contacted journalists and that I wouldnt ever stop trying to reach my goal 
until my story is told in public, a story of failing to find help.

 When he heard "journalists", he instantly changed again: different person,
willing to try. 

I didnt see coming how powerful simply mentioning the intention I was following since day 
one would be. But I still wanted him to want it, not to be pressured to, which is why I asked
him to forget what I said but instead at least to make sure that I would get a single bed-
room due to my insomnia. Because whatever else would happen there, I wouldnt blame 
him, since he would have at least made sure of one essential thing - which would have 
made him already a very helpful person for me, I would have been thankful. I told him I 
had a higher chance to stay there in situations I would feel my trauma getting triggered if 
only I would have enough sleep, which other hospitals made sure I wouldnt get by laying 
me next to someone else - And they all snorched, every single one. And if they wouldnt 
have, theire normal breathing would have done the same: sick people... 
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I told the coordinator about a hospital stay in 2013.
I told the doctors about my Insomnia and asked for a single-bed-room. Soon I found 
myself next to a snorcher - And if he wasnt snorching, he watched television all night 
without headphones. In the second night, 2 o'clock: I asked him to turn it off, to finally have
silence and darkness, when he simply responded "no" - refused, didnt care. So I begged 
him "Man, please I cant sleep! Last night you snorched, I am awake since. I cant take this 
another night, I need sleep!". 

"It's not my problem, I want to watch this!" he replied when I suddenly said: "I am going to 
make you turn it off, if you dont do it right now!" - My blockage to hurt someone was of 
course bigger without gloves, but I got so angry suddenly by his fucking reaction that I 
slipped in my choise of words. 

Next thing I know was: The guy calling the doctor and me almost getting kicked out of the 
hospital in the middle of the night. The doctor was blaiming me for threatening the patient, 
even saying he would call the police. It was 60 miles away from home, so I had no other 
choise but to beg, and say sorry to him and the patient! 

Afterwards: While I was crying from my broken down nerves, the guy continued watching 
TV. Until he turned it off at around 3:30 am, just to start snorching not even 5 minutes later 
- Since he could sleep fine eversince. 

He was there for monitoring breathing-rhythm: It was a sleep-laboratory... I was there 
because of insomnia!  

... I still cant believe it.
That story is a perfect example for what can happen at places someone assumes to be 
save. Yet this was just a short stay, I left back to a life with food and dreams.

I also told the coordinator about my life before - since he acted interested.
I told him I was a sportsman my entire life and now it became my job? I should have 
signed my contract by then, but we were - really skater-like - just doing what we loved and 
let the rest, any paperworks, take place when it would take place – the team had just been 
formed, it was all new. I was supposed to earn money for video-footage and photos I 
would shoot for the brand, but first we had to hunt tricks and collect footage: We were out 
there all the time with photographers, sometimes 5 filmers, tackeling the streets. This was 
the phase of any talented-skaters-life I was supposed to have 10 years earlier, when I was 
seeing the blond rockstar rising. Now, when he wasnt touring the world, he was watching 
me rising. We were kind of old for skaters around age 24, but I was motivated like young-
blood since I had just started again, as the disabled sleepless ex homeless - This was a 
fictious come back, especially because I had a girlfriend on top - We loved each other 
deeply - I had it all, the dream. 

From that dream, to being trapped every single day in my body and a room, trying to 
survive. 

And when he asked me what happened to my friendships, I started to cry.

The weeks after our first phone-conversation:
Since I had used the telephone of my landlord for the first conversation, I reactivated an 
old little cellphone especially for him and waited for his updates on my case, which he 
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started to send me every week in form of short messages, always the same words: "I am 
on it, just a few more days", "I reached out to doctor Stirn", "We'll have a date soon!". 

Until I didnt get any further messages. 
I wanted to destroy that phone to be free from it and him. But I couldnt. Instead I charged 
the battery again and again. And as you already know, during this time I could have died 
fighting bacteria and god-knows-what-else inside of my blood. I even wrote him after my 
suicide attempt, that I am in a very bad shape and need to know the truth finally, if he was 
really "on it". I wrote him emails, tried to call a few times... 

nothing.  

Back to where we left of, September, months after...
I had handed the publisher my fifth manuscript – She was looking forward to look into it, 
which made me happy. But weeks in my body was a lot of time and my hopes faded fast 
when I didnt get any messages of neither her, the Publisher, nor him the Coordinator, 
leaving me again with nothing but uncertainty. It made me feel like I had never created all 
these great artworks. I felt I had reached the end of my creativity, especially after finishing 
my fifth book I worked so hard for - Which first made me imagine a great future of writing, 
but now, after she said "Looking forward to", she again just put it aside? I was thinking: 
How many out-of-the-box-first time ever experiences does she have, that this was not 
appearing in her mind when she was sitting there in the cafeteria every day, or in any free 
moments walking long ways through the hallways of the building – which takes hours of 
walking over a months, or when she was spending time in the inside-garden, in the inner 
circle. 

And I wouldnt even dare to think about appearing in her private times mind, when she was 
relaxing on the couch, sitting in the kittchen eating, rather reading the speculative 
dishonest paper - But professionals like her would never take work home: it's perfectly cut 
off. The one-in-a-million-female-good-looking-writer showing up twice: perfectly cut off. 
Wouldnt she at least wanted to find out why I was so enthusiastic about it? When was the 
time "Looking forward to" would kick in? - I was wondering every night again: it was the 
nights, als always bringing up possible versions of reality - I didnt wanted that, but as long I
was suffering I couldnt help it. One look at Olivia & Abel, one honest look would have 
saved me, if there was anything at all written by me she would publish...

26th of September – exact 1 months after my 28th birthday.
Even though I didnt celebrate my birthday often in my life, in the past, that day had at least
always been followed by a motivation-kick and the will to go into a better life, a better me, 
something I would finally do or try. This time, nothing happened: I had no plans but to 
finally turn off that little cellphone. Before I hoped I would find the guts to go for it: Wearing 
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a black suit and a blue mask, promoting my movie. But without any confidence, I would 
have just gotten panic attacks the moment I would have taken off the mask getting judged 
by eyes like hers - if I would ever take it off, maybe I would just hide behind to have a 
better face people like to look at, a fictious face, not a real face. Or maybe it was time to 
just run away as I dreamed of so often: take the bike and head off for good, pedal as long 
as I could, until I would fall, starve and dehydrate, just this time stay were I would lay, 
covered with 5000 flyers. 

I was living in fears, until suddenly my cellphone vibrated.
"Dear Mister Bank, I am sorry it took me so long. Your appointment is at 30th of 
September, 9 am, level 2, station C, inner-medicine. Best regards".

...
A decision impossible to make. First of all this didnt sound at all like a full-stationary stay, 
nor like a save environment, this sounded like: all I knew! Whatever this appointment was, 
I knew it could cost my last nerves and refresh my trauma for real, deleting whatever I 
managed to hold on to inside of me. And by that, in the unrealistic case I would hear from 
the publisher finally offering me a contract: I would be unable. Maybe worse, maybe I 
would never even get to open the saving mail.  

30th of September 2016, 7 AM
I screamed, hit and destroyed things - absolutely overstressed. I didnt sleep a second and 
still couldnt make the decision, if it was a chance or my end. Jesus, how it felt deciding 
going back knowing there was nothing save – I mean you must be insane going back to 
torture. I knew, I just knew... I know system. And paradoxly this was the reason, the insane
reason, making me take the 8 am train: the system never believing a word, ignoring proof 
and diagnoses when they are older then 6 months, ignoring records of crimes, all in all 
enough to give me a little bit of space to be - But no, not for someone who is lying, 
inventing illnesses to avoid work. They never leave you alone, every few weeks another 
letter, do this, do that, prove this, prove that, alwayse breathing down you neck, treading 
you like a worthless piece of shit. And for them I had to take the train to one of theire 
camps.

Yet when I was sitting there in a cosy train-seat:
I was leaning at the window listening to my music, watching the world pass by, that tired, 
that it blended out reality and cut off the goal of the ride. Now it was just a train, a journey 
to nowhere, sourrounded by a constant subconscious feeling of daylie life, people, not 
alone, alone. Everyone has a life, everyone is streaming of it, the systems in theire heads 
silenced for a moment, making them just people. There in the train, everyone is good, they
are all just passangers, children of the caring guy sitting in the first car, who leaves the 
ship as the last person. 

If only people could be inside the trains forever.

I love trains more then other travel-machines. There are airplane people, and 
those who cant enjoy being so far away from mother earthes surface, who 
seek to be grounded. Naturally the view out of a plane-window fascinates by 
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relativing size, and making it possible to see an ocean of clouds, without the 
disctracting trouble in the blury outer-angles, like when looking into the sky 
from the ground, there is still too much around. But looking down to the 
white fluffy calm paradise connects to freedom and creates rare pictures for 
the brain, like those I learned to see everytime flying upside-down riding bike.
Now, inside the train it was the same, just with the distanced sky and cutting
the roof of the train by closing my eyes, living any relativity, even the own 
size, making me feel huge like a giant. 

But struggleing with fading deeper to sleep, and fearing to miss any sight of 
nature, forced me to open my eyes from time to time, flying-by even more 
incredible monstrous-sized growings, like trees standing still for the moment 
flying by, structures so detailed, so dense and wildly grown, yet perfect, 
impossible to ever look wrong - Still so small compared to what everyone 
could see for free every day lifting up the head. Yet most only really see clouds
from a plane or from even deeper down, under the rails, under the ground. 
Dead but alive, it doesnt get higher then in the brain, even better now 
combined with the speed of the moving train, speed one cant feel inside a 
plane after leaving the ground. Plane-people: I give you "the heading-off", 
that rules!

I made it punctual – by the way.
How could I ever lose my mind flying with a train? But outside, now in front of a huge 
building, like a little city with an industrial park on top - like I had never seen before, not on 
top of a hospital, only at a huge chemical-park. This was a creepy monsterous yet 
impressive construction.

But when I entered, compared to the buildings size, inside it was appearing very small, 
made of little cubes and long small connetions with green carpets in between - The 
nightmare of any claustrophobic, which I never really was. Instead I was unexpected calm,
torn between the past and hopes to find help – I was even too tired for panic. But what 
made me keep it together was my descision to leave instantly the moment something 
would be wrong. 

When I found station C in this labyrinth:
I was ready to leave being judged by german bitter eyes. She was the only available of the
three working women sitting behind the long white office-desk installed in front of the huge 
waiting area covering three directions around the desk, for at least 3 Stations.

My trauma started to get triggered already, because this was supposed to be the place for 
healing, not for angry bitter people giving already-from-health-suffering patients a hard 
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time on top. That women sitting there, that represented something beyond. 

When I hasitated to walk toward her, she shouted at me "What is? You coming? Otherwise
leave, it's not a standing-zone". Now I walked toward the desk, silently placed my chip-
card on it and just tried to focus on staying calm, survive whatever she would do and say, 
to stay and not run away. 

If it wasnt for the ride, that cost me 80 dollar I didnt really had, then I would have been long
gone. 

I managed to stay.
While I was sitting in the quiet waiting area, where a few other people were sitting, also 
just waiting, I was very tired, and suddenly feeling more and more empty. I was hinking 
about why I was there at all, there in general - losing myself, my personality, my soul. And 
that feeling was instantly breaking my nerves down, because that's what they did to me: 
They made sure I was forever a person who would lose who he is instantly. Whatever I 
created, the artist I was supposed to be, vanished! Losing who I was born to, all I ever 
was, all that held me together, is like losing your love, your family, seeing them dissapear 
again. You suffer through hell, you find them back, they dissappear again, everytime not 
knowing if they show up ever again, or if this was it, the end. 

I became an empty-shell in a speeding heartbeat – suicidal. Whatever good was a second 
before, maybe the trainride, which was, far from creating, really one of the best 
experiences in a long time, just sitting there tired like in trance, listening music at my 
favorite place on earth: the safe-zone. But now I never took a train – Gone.

Yet there is something ironically catching the attention of the empty shell, 
disctracting him: The appointment-assistent.
She is treading her colleges badly, shouting, bossing, while theire forgotte souls suffered 
so often from her, that they just continue theire work swollowing "another bad day next to a
dragon". . 

Suddenly a man in a black suit walked toward the desk, a man carrying a powerful aura 
which allerted the women. He walked right to the one signed me in and said: "You there! I 
have seen enough! From now on, you will tread people good! At least here, during your 
shifts, or you're free to apply for a new job!". 

While she was in shock, he turned to her colleges next: "And you!" - Boths looked up to 
him, filled with fear. "You get a raise for enduring her!". Immadeat happyness spread over 
theire faces, lighting up theire numbed souls for the first time in years. 

"Do you see the tired man sitting over there?" He asked pointing on a waiting patient. Both
nod, focussing him.  

"Good! Now smile honestly, so that he doesnt have to kill himself if his doctor appointment 
fails! Because he will be retraumatised, far away from home, tired, carring a little sharp 
knive in his jacket, which he wouldnt tell anyone! So your smile, your good work, your 
care, will make a big difference, giving him a reason to continue his fight! You can save 
lifes every day this way". 

But he doesnt see it, because there is nothing to see: he is just sitting there absolutely 
alone, until his name sounds through the waiting area, for all the ears to hear, yet they 
hear nothing, it is not a name, it is just a sound saying "not me". 
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Against his will, he slowly he lifts up his weak body and starts limping into the direction of 
the young voice, toward a women in a white-clinic-overal. While looking to the floor he can 
sense something: "Is this the doctor?" he is asking himself.

2 meters away, he hears her voice saying: "Hello! I am doctor Schwarz, please follow me" 
She says, turns around and walks down the small hallway into the station C.

Realising he doesnt follow she repeats "Hello? Over here. Please follow me", and leaves 
the floor entering a little office.

He starts walking again: slowly, step by step, empty, lost. 

When he finally reaches the room, the doctor is sitting at the desk to the left right next to 
the door, trying to open documents on a computer-screen. He enters looking to the ground
leaving the door open. Finally he places himself on the chair in front of her desk, still 
looking down to the floor, while the doctor is closing the door fastly. Retaking her seat, she 
continues trying to open documents and starts to complain about the computer: "Every 
time the same! I cant stand this thing! Come on, work already! Damn thing, how is 
someone supposed to work like that? Excause me, this is just... this thing just never works.
I dont know, just.. Come on already!" - She continues silently. 

After another minute: "Ah, finally. So... Aha, let's see. Your name is Ingo Bank, I know that 
already. We need go through that first. So. Let's start with. Aha, alright. Then, okay. I got 
this too, and that. Okay, so what are you here for?" She asks ready to begin.

"Did you hear me? We gotta go over a few things now" She informs.

When he finally lifts up his head until his eyes aline with her sight, the world seems to stop 
spinning – for her: Repetitive brainactivities changing entirely, calming her down like never 
before - not here, in this facility – causing her even suddenly to smile ashamed, just for a 
second, vanishing again realising he doesnt respond to. 

"Okay. How about you tell me about your condition, what is the mainproblem?" She starts 
over.

"My blood" He answers. 

"Oh, your blood? What about your blood?" She wonderes since her checklist doesnt say 
anything about "blood", while he already fights to continue speaking. Yet he tries: "It burns,
it's ice-cold at the same time. I cant say temperatures. It's just overheating instantly when I
move, especially my hands and feet, very painful! I can feel my blood-vessels, like... " - 
She interrupts: "But here we cant, we defenetly cant do anything about that. Here is written
you have gut-issues? Is that correct?". 

"Yes" he adds quietly while moving his eyes slowly back to the ground. 

"Okay, then tell me about that, describe your issues" the doctor says.

Silence. 
"If you dont talk, there is not much I can for do for you!" She adds, while her brain 
frequences are starting to shiver again, losing the unusual calmness she didnt even realize
she had. 

"Do you have any documents you brought? Any diagnoses? Have you been treaded 
before?" She ask.

He focuses her again and explains: "I didnt bring any documents. There is nothing else 
needed but my words. And I told you about my blood, words that should have mattered. 
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My blood is a nightmare and you are a doctor". 

"But we cant do anything about that here! Then here you're wrong." She responds, when 
he suddenly raises his voice: "I am not wrong!". 

While he breathes deeply in and out, she lets the moment sink, until she wants to repeat 
herself, yet stops, since he continues to speak: "I was talking to a coordinator for months, 
who was supposed to organize all this, making sure I wouldnt be in exactly this situation. I 
am where he send me! Where is doctor Stirn? I was supposed to see him, I am assigned 
to him, can I please talk to him?". 

"He is not here. He gave me this list, I am your doctor! If you dont like this you can leave!"

He doesnt leave because he never entered the room: he died before sitting in 
the waiting area, standing in the floor. Now just his body is sitting there, 
losing tears.
"Neigher me or doctor Stirn can do anything about your blood, this is the wrong station. 
What we can do, is focus on your gut and see what we can do about that. If you dont want 
that you can leave, I've got a lot to do!". 

Since he stays, quiet, not moving, she choses it to be the beginning of what she offered 
and starts over: "How about you tell me...", when he suddenly breaks in words "I am living 
of cornwaffles and water, that's it goddamned! Nothing else is possible!"

"You really only eat cornbread?" She repeats confused. 

"Waffles..." He corrects. 

"Okay, cornwaffles. And what happens if you eat something else?" She wonders for 
personal interest, not to note something.

"My gut inflames and my blood turns extremely hot and cold, explosions, chemical 
reactions or something, I dont know! But it's not livable! I mean I live with it, even do stuff, 
but it's surviving, nothing but surviving. This is just too wrong for a human to experience. A 
human being is not supposed to feel the blood-vessels!" He says, desperately trying to 
sort out his thoughts to find better words to make her understand: "You must have seen 
CT scans of vessels after patients got injected something that supports the contrast. But 
have you ever had it yourself? The warm injection? Imagine this would start out of 
nowhere everywhere inside of you without an injection and turning into heat and ice, 
pressure that turns your toes bloody, then you would want to get freed from it very fast too!
But you would get help, you always get help, all of you! But not me! I dont get help 
because all I do is wrong for this world: Too few words, too much words, too many 
emotions, wrong station!", but he cant sort it out, it's blocked again. 

While she is processing his words, his emotions and her own - a part of her enjoys it: 
something new, different from lifeless routines. Until she suddenly suggests calmly: "I 
would say we go through the list and create your case-folder first. Without: nothing can 
happen. Is this okay with you?"

When he doesnt respond, she continues to work with what he told her so far, enough to 
create a case-folder, looking at her screen and setting clicks again - While he feels her 
trying, which is a new experience to him as well. The one thing he especially feared right 
away hearing her voice - Her age, by knowing that there is no chance for a young doctor to
make own decisions, like going off checklists -, is now slowly reviving him to find back into 
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his body.

While he is sitting there: his feet swell, toes turn red, then purple, unable to 
renew cells, but repeat, then turn white higher up the feet, absolutely white, 
like his face, until it changes, but never his eyes, they stay yellow, until 
turning red by inflaming, causing hair-streams-of-blood to proliferate toward
the blue- green Iris, damaging the corneal-skin, leaving a dry spot, then 
stream back, back into new tears, running down over covered up wounds 
already grown, as well as the cover up itself comes and disappears for every 
few hours of sleep, while his face continues to contract of bad dreams, now 
drown in sweat of fever, but cooling down to continue with tears to fall down
to his sudden growing beard, where hair starts to crawl, when it's suddenly 
cut and falls, but grows again, covering the red skin underneath, the dried 
skin underneath, the dead surface getting ripped of by a flash of help, falling 
down to his feet, like from his head, like snow, and dissapears again, to 
continue where it started, right back here, in the same room, just a different 
tear - Because her face changed as well, morphed into another young female 
doctor: same age, same stress about the computer at which she tries to create
the same case-folder, following the same checklist without "blood", as if he 
never was here.

After minutes of silence. 
Patient: "Can I ask you a question?" 

Doctor: "Sure" 

Patient: "Why do we have to do this again?" 

Doctor: "I already told you, noone did this before! It would be existing". 

Patient: "Doctor Schwarz! Ask her!". 

Doctor: "There is no doctor Schwarz! I am your doctor! If you dont like that you are free to 
go, I have got a lot other patients!". 

Patient: "If you are concerned about patients, then why do you lie to your patient and 
repeat work already done, which steals time we would be better off communicating for 
real, that someone can finally know my case and help me!". 

Doctor: "Enough! You can leave now.". 

Patient: "No! I wont leave! Call doctor Schwarz! Or doctor Stirn!". 

Doctor: "Do you want me to call security?". 

Patient: "Are you serious? What the hell is going on in this country!? I want to talk to doctor
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Stirn!". 

Doctor: "Okay, I will leave now!" she says angry, leaves the computer and openes the 
door, waiting for him to follow, to leave as well. 

Doctor: "If you dont leave this room, I will call security!". 

Patient: "I cant leave! I need help!". 

Doctor: "You sure do! And if you dont leave I'll take care of that!". 

Patient: "I wont leave!". 

"As you whish" she adds and leaves leaving the door open, while her patient is breaking 
down, ready to go... Yet he is paralized, unable to move, just sitting there, infront of the 
door, hearing voices of evil streaming through the floor: First 2, then 3, then 4 people. 

Followed by steps coming closer and louder and louder! 

Until shadows enter the room "There! This is him!" the doctor shouts pointing him out with 
her finger. 

"Sir, you have to leave right now!" another women says, walking toward him. Followed by 
two more women. Suddenly all four are grabbing him, trying to get him out of the chair, 
shouting at him "Leave! Leave now! You will leave! Leave finally!". 

But he holds on to the chair, crying loud, begging "Please! Please! Why are you doing 
this?!" He desperately asks seeing them stare at him like determinded robots without any 
human inside, 6 empty eyes full of hate. 

"Ok let him sit!" the supervising doctor suddenly says and orders everyone to leave again 
– So they do, to forget he exists, knowing he will leave this way: ignoring. 

In the following minutes they walk by the opened door regularily to do theire
jobs, hearing him cry, never looking inside, while he doesnt move at all – 

for 50 minutes.
The supervising doctor enters again, saying: "Last chance. You leave or I will call psych!". 

Patient: "What? What do they have to do with that? I need your help, I am burning from 
inside and nooone wants to help me". 

Doctor: "Okay then I call security if you dont leave right now!". 

Patient: "If I leave my chances to find ever help are gone". 

Doctor: "Fine, I'll call security!" she adds finally, leaves to make the call.

And the desperate young man: he stops his record and leaves. 
Just to find himself a quiet place, right next to the mainentrance, where he writes a little 
note "Play the record, if you want to know why we die", which he places in front of him on 
the ground. And this is the final moment, reaching for the knive, to do what he should have
done long ago, after countless of these and worse situations. But one thing he knows for 
sure, his last thought, that he really tried everything and more.

CUT!
Another flashback ends, leaving his heart beating 3-times a second: hyperventilating. 
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While the doctor - the second one, 1 month later - is still busy focusing the processing 
computer - Which was slowed down by years of creating informational waste. But he, heis 
creating: nothing, no recording, not today, since he never wanted to in the first place, but 
was forced by extreme circumstances, and this time, after fighting with himself to show up 
again, he even brought positive thoughts since he naturally expected at least to meet 
doctor Schwarz again, who seemed to care in the end, leaving her carry important shared 
information and feelings to his case on which they would have had a chance to start 
finding solutions. She carrys information he is now hardly able to repeat, especially after a 
hard month batteling the next infection.

Only one question he manages to repeat: "Where is doctor Schwarz?".

Doctor Dreisler: "I. Told. You: There is no doctor Schwarz!"

Patient: "There is." he quietly conters.

Doctor Dreisler: "I dont know her. I am your doctor and I wont repeat myself again. Do you 
want to leave?".

Silence... 
Only broken by his exhausted lungs he trying to calm down, feeling intense beats in his 
chest, feeling all the rest, trapped, isolated.

"What is with your breathing?" The doctor starts to wonder.

Patient: "I... this is...  I never get oxigen anyways". 

Doctor Dreisler: "What do you mean by that?". 

He hasitates, breathes deeply, until he finally manages to speak: "I had a lot of very bad 
experiences in hospitals, this is a trauma. But besides that, I really never get enough 
oxigen, feels like my lungs cant resorb enough or my heart is... I dont know". 

Doctor: "So you get panic attacks?".

Patient: "Yes, especially if a doctor refuses to hear that my lungs might cant resorb enough
oxigen besides everything else nobody listens to". 

Doctor: "I heard that! But..." Now she hasitates, when he instantly adds "Let me guess: it's 
not written on your checklist?". 

Doctor: "Yes" she confirms, suddenly slidely smiling.

There, a second, the first positive moment, resulting for him in a chance to 
build on.
Calmly he asks "I am sorry to bring it up again, but... you really dont know doctor 
Schwarz? Havent you met studying? Or here at work?". 

Dr. Dreisler: "Okay I know her! But it doesnt change anything right now". 

Patient: "Yah. I know. It was just important for me to hear. Thank you!".

While the doctor is focused on the computer-screen, subconsciously calming down by his 
appriciation for honesty, he quietly struggles with another question. 

Until he carefully asks "Could we... Can we please skip the sugar-test today? What would 
be next on your list?". 

Doctor: "We cant skip that. We have to do this!"
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Patient: "But I cant, it will destroy me! My gut will inflame and I'll have to starve entirely 
again! This cant be the goal here, making it all worse! My body really cant do it!". 

Doctor: "Then we cant help you. Do you want me to continue? Or do you want to end this 
here? It's up to you". 

Suddenly energy leaves him.
She continues: "So which medication were perscribed? Do you take any at the moment? 
Was your gut treaded before?" She wants to know, ready to type, while he shakes his 
head slowly, still looking to the ground. 

Doctor: "So you dont take any medication? It would be helpful if you'd speak.".

Doctor: "I see" - She can see a tear sliding down his face, making it impossible to work... 
the way she is used to. 

Doctor: "Then I will note, that there is no medication. But in case you do take medication, 
you know that it's dangerous combining them with others, right? So I need to know that".

Patient: "No medicine" he responds exhausted. 

Doctor: "What about pain? You said you've got pain. Which painkillers do you take?".

He shakes his head. 

Doctor: "So you dont have pain?". 

Patient: "I have pain, intense pain, all the time. But I cant take painkillers because any pill 
reacts with my blood and inflames my gut on top, as I told the doctor who was sitting right 
where you are. This is a nightmare repeating over and over again. If there would be pills to
cure the gut I would be the first to take em!". 

Doctor: "There is medicine. We just have to find the right one for your case. But if you 
refuse what we offer you to get there, then we cant help you". 

Patient: "I dont refuse! You refuse to listen! My gut will inflame, which is the most 
dangerous thing that can happen. My gut just learned to metabolise a single sort of food, 
cornwaffles, which keeps me alive. If my gut inflames again, then I am back to no food! Do
you understand this, how dangerous it is? And I am telling you, everything you will make 
me drink or eat or inject, will have a 99% to inflame my gut and a 100% chance to react 
with my blood. Do you get what kind of a severe condition I am living? And I need your 
help, so please start to listen and then... I dont know goddamned!" He says, closes his 
eyes and breathes deeply, whishing she could feel how it all feels.

The doctor wonders: "You really only eat corn?" and watches his face contract of pain, until
he is opening his eyes slowly again looking to the ground.

"Cornwaffles, yes" He responds.

Doctor: "And what happens if you eat something else?". 

Patient: "I just told you, my gut inflames and my blood.. it's like needles piercing my hands 
and feet. I am living this all the time but If I eat things get worse". 

Doctor: "When was the last time you tried to eat something else?". 

Patient: "Months back, when I lost controle over my hunger and couldnt stop eating, this 
was really fucked up".

Doctor: "I see. But I dont see how we can help you then. We would work toward a crohns-
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diagnose, but we need to do a few tests first, which you refu.. which you cant do as you 
say".

Quietly talking to himself he repeats: "This cant be real, all of this, this is a nightmare, a 
neverending nightmare".

Doctor: "Again, have you ever had treatment attempts for crohns, was there anything 
perscribed?".

Patient: "My former doctor perscribed Claversal. But I would never take something like 
that. He laughed about me. I told him, I tell everyone: I need a cure, not "controle", like any
crohns medicine is trying. I already controle my gut by starving, better then any of these 
controle-medicines could. I need a solution, not a controle which is creating crohns! How is
a gut supposed to heal when constantly metabolizing radical chemistry. Crohns is not even
existing, It's an illusion-illness. An Illness is something a human mind cant stop, like 
genetical changes that causes cell-proliferations, or viruses never leaving the system. 
Fuck this, nobody understands anything here at all! I want to solve this, not just for me!". 

Doctor: "Am I getting this right: You dont trust medicine without ever trying? What are you 
here for then?". 

Patient: "For help! I need help!".

Doctor: "You do need help, I see that. But here you're wrong".

Patient: "I am not wrong goddamned! I am where I was send! And I cant believe I am in 
this situation again. I dont want this...." - He pauses, overwhelmed by emotions, suddenly 
breaking down, crying intensly, yet continuing to speak his mind: "This is eating me up, I 
dont want to lose my soul, these discussions! And this is exactly what I wanted to prevent 
by talking to the coordinator for months! 6 months! I want peace... and work together. But 
no one cares! My life is worthless, everyone hates and rejects me. I am done! Forgett it! I 
know whats going on here! I knew it the moment talking to this lying pretender". 

Doctor: "What do you mean by that? And who is this coordinator?".

Patient: "There is no coordinator, I imagined him. And there is no centrum!". 

Doctor: "What centrum, what are you talking about?". 

Patient: "Exactly. I am sorry for stealing your time. Excause my behavior. I whish you a 
good day and a healthy life. Good bye" he says crying, gets up, limps to the door... 

and leaves.
Slowly he walks over the floor, without any goal, just dangerous emptyness and a 
realisation, now he knows for sure: they took it away from him for ever, he will never 
recover to who he was, all of that is final, irreversable. And this pain is worse then any pain
his body can experience. 

"Cloudy, I am coming!" He says in his mind, hearing a voice answer "Wait". 

Realiszing it's the doctor, he stops, sensing her coming closer: "I called doctor Stirn!" she 
adds. 

A moment that should revive his hopes – Nothing, yet he stoped walking. 
When she arrives, standing behind him, she asks: "Would you please come back inside, 
so I can tell you what we could do, okay?" 
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No response.

Doctor: "You wanted help. This is me trying... So?". 

Suddenly his feelings change realising: "She is right, she is trying" – All he ever wanted. 
He turns around, signalising "okay". 

And so he follows her back into the little office.
Both are taking place where they sat before. While the he is looking to the ground, unable 
to look her in the eye, she starts repeating what the doctor she called said "Alright. As I 
said I was lucky to reach doctor Stirn and asked him for alternative options. He 
recommended, that you still try todays test, even though your gut might respond negative 
to it. But we need results to build on. I know this might not be what you expected, but you 
have to see: there is nothing any doctor can do for you, if there are no diagnoses. I would 
like to take a blood example at least. And I agree with doctor Stirn, we should proceed with
the checklist, this will help you!". 

"Okay." he whispers, still looking to the floor.

"Okay." She repeats glad, adding: "A nurse will be here any minute for the blood example. 
I have patients waiting, so I got to leave. I whish you all the best and we will see each 
other again in 1 month. Oh and: the nurse also will proceed with todays test. It's just 
drinking sugar-liquid, you will survive this." She smiles and leaves.

"Go! Leave! Leave now! You have to leave! Stay! Leave! Just go! Get up and leave!" 
thoughts running through his mind, send by his body, the only one who ever helped him, 
who was never wrong. Yet he continues to wait, since a blood-example will be useful.

10 minutes later
"Fuck it!" he thinks, gets up and.. almost runs into the nurse entering the same time. "Oh 
hello. Good, good, I need your blood, follow please!" She says with a polish accent and 
guides him to another room on the same floor. 

He follows, thinking "I like you".

When they reach the room, twice the size and light of the office before, there are 2 more 
nurses who are preparing doctors-tools, as well as empty blood-examples with little name 
stickers for other patients not present. Suddenly he feels comftable. 

Nurse: "Sit down please here and take off jaket, is too warm anyways" she instructs, turns 
away and starts preparing empty blood-examples.  

When she turns back around, she recognizes the hair on his arms raising intensly, asking: 
"You freezing?". 

"Yes I hate the freezing. I rather burn" he comments. 

"Burn not good. But I dont like when cold either. Now desinfection cold!" she warns and 
sprays a load of needles on his arm, continuing: "You can make fist... or maybe... you dont
need to. Vessel very big! You do sports I can see. Oh. What happend? Why sad?" she 
asks worrying about sudden tears in his eyes. 

But he doesnt respond, focused waiting for the cannula-needle, for the pain. 

"This will hurt maybe little" She adds and goes ahead, moving the cannula closer and 
closer, while the lamps are reflecting light on its sharp cutting pike, until almost piercing his
skin, when suddenly current bridges through the air to strike. "OH! What was that?" she 
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wonders immedeately interrupting. 

"Nothing, go ahead! Please!" he beggs. 

"But... Okay" she affirms and finally pierces the needle through his skin – causing pain for 
a fragment of a second, barely recognizable, yet relaxing him. 

While the pain vanishes fast, time slows down for him, and the sourrounding sound 
dissapears. Leaving him isolated watching the blood travel by underpressure through the 
little transparent tube attached to the cannula, until shooting into space of the example-
vessel, when he is literally hearing the masses of dark red liquid hitting the walls, filling up, 
continuing to shoot inside the collective chaos, until finally clearing up to purity, dark purity 
– silence. 

Since the examples volume is almost filled, the nurse removes the plastic-vessel, to 
continue with another one, when she starts chatting "Is something with blood?". 

Patient: "Yah, it's bad blood" He answers. 

Nurse: "You freeze because of blood?" She wants to know, curious. 

He nods. 

Nurse: "Oh oh! Maybe they can help". 

Patient: "I hoped too". 

Nurse: "But you must do sport. These arms only sportsman!".

Patient: "I was...". 

Nurse: "Ohhh! Bcause of blood???" she wonders shocked. 

Patient: "No. This just came on top". 

Nurse: "Ah this not good. I know. My son play socker long time. When he stop, he was not 
happy, no he was not happy. But is life, you find something. My son married and... you 
know: he forget. You married? Girlfriend?". 

He shakes his head slowly, almost breaking in tears again but fights to hold them back.

Nurse: "Oh. I see I see. When health not good, nothing good! I hope they help fast! You're 
good man, I can see. And good looking. You find women. Good good, we finish. You can 
dress and I will be back with water. You drink alot water today. You just wait here". 

While the nurse leaves, he doesnt move, numbed, suffering worse from her words than 
from those of the doctors. "Please stop talking" he wanted to say, especially because of 
the warmness of her culture, which reminds him at polish friends he had to lose too, when 
he realised he instantly became a burden and decided to vanish, to keep the good 
memorys of him alive. 

He hasnt seen anyone for almost 2 years. 

And if, it would have been worse for him.
It became his greatest fear: them seeing him like that, traumatised, seeing in theire eyes 
how theire memories overwrite. He lives knowing they continued theire lifes on a base they
only could grow out, instead of suddenly being left with an everlasting gap - He can never 
see them again. There is no thought of the past that doesnt erase the future. The only past
possible is: his deceased best friend since they share the same end. 
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All he can get out of life now: Little moments with strangers, unable to connect - While they
carry connections to theire families in every cell, fueling theire bodys for every step, 
creating theire life-energy and every word chosen, even if they dont speak, like the two 
other nurses he didnt hear, just saw leave, which leaves him with the poor poeple, where 
little moments are timeless. 

Yet, there, in this moment, he doesnt think of anyone or anything, but drinking something 
that now could paradoxly even help since he dreams of a natural end, which would make 
all this: a good fight fought... fate.

And now the moment has arrived: 
The nurse enteres the room, carrying a 1-liter-vessel filled to its half with a sandy grey-
coloured liquid, saying: "I am back. Is for you. You drink all this, then 1 hour wait. Then 
blood, then drink more. Then wait and drink and wait. As I said "you will drink alot today", 
but also wait alot". 

"Thank you" he says appriciating her work and begins drinking.

When the entire liquid is part of his system, he leaves the room, to find a
quiet place inside the labyrinth. 

Soon he reaches the small mainhall-cube of the huge university, where he choses a long 
green floor directing deeper inside the huge city of cubes.

Until he finds himself in a dark crossing passage, where is hardly any light, nor life, but 
doors to his right, where he openes the first and looks inside: A room - build like a stair, 
with rows of seats running down to a plattform with a big board on the wall -, "Sorry!" he 
whispers and escapes theire eyes.

Right after closing the door, he walks to the next rooms door on the same side, 5 steps 
further down the passage, to listen closly: Life – again. 

Looking at the wall of the crossing floor ahead he continues walking down the passage, 
when suddenly a group of three students enters, walks toward him, looks at him: his face 
and body language. 

"Excause me... Restrooms?" He asks, causing them to slow down, when one of them 
answers: "They are on every second floor, parallel to this one". 

"Thank you, good bye" he responds and turns around, escaping them and the sound of 
life, now streaming from behind. Walking further away he can hear they seemed to reach 
theire destination by the constance of the sound now only changing by his steps, also by 
theire chat, until they finally fade, back on an empty long green floor.

2 minutes later he arrives at the restrooms: one for women, one for him.

He enters and locks the door.

50 minutes later
A young women is on her way to the next medical lecture on her schedule, walking fastly 
over the clinic floor, ignoring the many storys the green carpet tells about: those who left 
traces, about the trace itself, about those who tried to clean, or sucessfully cleaned but left 
another trace: the trace of work. The young women walking over is again part of the story 
of millions of stumbeling steps, which didnt only shape the surface of the carpet, but also 
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the ground underneath - Where sinking liquids filling up cracks.

"Bah! Jesus!" She suddenly shouts whispering, seeing traces of liquid excrements curving 
out of the restroom passage in front of her, causing her eyes instantly to follow down the 
entire trace, seemingly ending or starting at the following passage - Her goal.

When she reaches sight to the restrooms, seeing the trace leading to the door with a bue 
sign for "male", her fast eye-scan also recognizes traces of another liquid, until her sight 
gets cut by the wall - She passed the passage and continues to walk, next to the traces 
leading to the lecture-rooms. 

When she arrives turning right into the crossing passage, she recognizes, that the traces 
are beginning just there int he middle of the floor, not at one of the two doors to her right. 
She avoids walking along the side, passes the first door and finally reaches the following 
door: her goal. The moment she openes the door, students turn around staring at her. She 
quietly enters and heads down the long flat stairs of the room. Until she stops, turns 
around and begins her lecture - late.

At the same time
A polish nurse is preparing a vessel with a sandy water-mixture, expecting a certain patient
to be back any moment. Another nurse – german - is present, opening loads, searching, 
commenting: "Goddamned scissors. Elsa where is the scissors?". 

"Scissors in load" She responds.

"No! It's not in any of them! And this one is still blocking!" she pronounces and tries 
violently to close the load, creating loud noise, complaining: "They never fix anything 
around here! It's all falling apart!, "No money", sure!". 

While the german nurse continues to stress, she polish college is leaving, entering the 
room next to it, where she calmy starts humming a traditional polish song.

Minutes later she returns to the main-room – the german nurse has left.

But a young man has taken place where he sat before. 

"Ah, very good you back right moment. Was rain outside?" she wonders looking as his wet
trousers. 

Realising he doesnt seem to respond she adds: "We take blood now, then you drink next 
water. You okay?". 

silence.
Since the canulla is still connected to his bloodstream, she goes ahead: attaching the 
empty example and puls the stick: underpressure, red-liquid, chaos, purity.

When the vessel is filled, she moves it through the air to put it into a metal plate, until it 
makes a sound. Followed by the sound of a slide sratch of a glass vessel leaving the table 
- She reaches him the liquid. He drinks and leaves without a word.

The nurse worries.

1 hour later
The patient enters the room again, exhausted, breathing heavy, walking slowly to the chair
and sits down for the third time, waiting for the nurse. 
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10 minutes later she joins and repeats the procedure... 
Suddenly: the room is empty, only full of light, artificial light relentlessly shining down to the
white floor, where shadows from flashes of passing-by and passing-through life appear 
and disappear. While the clock is running: Documents and medical instruments move from
table to table, change theire locations, appear and disappear as well. Only the shadow 
casted by a body on the chair didnt change - He didnt leave. He just waits, endures – 
empty room.

After a total of 6 hours...
the nurse calls it a day for the last patient on the station, as well as for herself after a 10 
hour shift. Soon the lights turn off and the examination-area of the station remains quiet - 
Until nurses working later shifts will use the rooms again. Yet the patient, he will forever 
stay: The system in his neck made him shit himself, forced by pressure to prove what they 
see as "imagination" – which left him no other choice but: to proceed with torture, to drink 
insanity and to risk his life. This day threw him back in time, a time where his gut couldnt 
metabolize at all. This day will be followed by the hunger he had lost controle over. 

And since he received a certain email in between the two hospital appointments – Written 
by an intern, who was supposed to take a look at his Exposoul in behalf of her boss –, the 
last little light hidden in the shadows of his hopes vanished.

5th of Oktober 2016
Laying in bed for days cramping and begging for his body to calm down, Ingo is finally 
ready to make that call, the last call: him. To find the right words, he wrote something in the
notebook always laying right next to his pillow. So he openes his digital phonebook and 
starts dialing the only number saved, raises his bandaged arm until the waiting line sound 
appears close to his fire-red ear - As his heart starts to speed up. 

1 second.
2 seconds.
3 seconds.
4 seconds.
5 seconds.
6 seconds.
7 seconds
8 seconds.
9 seconds...

After 10 seconds, when the coordinator doesnt seem to be available, he hangs up again 
and remains waiting, laying in bed.

3 hours later
Dialing:
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1 second.
2 seconds.
3 seconds.
4 seconds.

5 sec...
The coordinator suddenly turned off his cellphone.

Realizing the man avoids him, he types a short message: I really thought you cared 
about me.

In the evening he trys to call him again - His cellphone: available. 
And he picks up! 

Other than he had gotton to know the young man, weak, the fragile begging voice, Ingo 
says determinded: "Hello. I wanted to talk to you one more time to read you a poetry I 
wrote. This might be unexpected or strange but I need to get that off my chest before I give
up. Please dont hang up, it might appear to be offensive but it's poetry.".

Without a word of response, he starts reading, knowing he will listen anyways, as he 
always did - like an addiction:

"I could have went to that station without an appointment at any time for 
the same pointless standard-procedure, but I didnt. I did you a favour, I gave 
you a job. I gave you time of my life, and you reurned the favour with: young 
doctors not educated nor quallified for rare-cases, following unchecked 
checklists written by supervising-doctors carelessly relying on your word - like
the word you gave me. Supervisors who never nesessarily have to see or talk 
to theire assigned patients, but still growing resume-entrys and checks. They 
dont have to see the problem, especially not when theire students manage to 
hint or name it during blindly shooting for luck with even endangering 
examinations - done countless times before at other hospitals, just now finally
enough time passed for the bodycells to detroy themselfes, or get pushed over 
the edge by another examination-attack, now showing results entiteling the 
rare for the first step of an unknown-illness-stairway to the hidden world of 
professors, where they talk about the results, if they can do something about 
it or not. 
I imagine a number of 10000 cases, 10000 unknown illnesses, too many! I 
see 9900 remain in that cycle of illusion! I see a country of 80 million people,
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where potentially milions without any knowledge about health and food eating
themselfes unknownly ill every day all over again. I see them call you, all of 
you, new coordinators! I see proliferation, fast, spreading over hospitals, more 
coordinators, more assignments, more work, more supervising-doctors who 
can add something on theire powerful profiles, who also never nessesarily have
to meet these many unknown cases - while young doctors work more and 
more without more payment. Also the professors earning more money for 
100 unknown cases... 100 unknown cases? 100 times more potential for 
unanswerable questions for a renowned professor? I dont think this would be 
realistic. So realisticly there will be just a few potentially solvable picked out 
cases per professor, who's passively overlooking the results created by others, 
just to write down the next steps on a list to be done by the initial assigned 
doctor - who will sure consider to go on as begun: letting the overstressed  
underpowered isolated fabric-workers, "the students", do the work with 
another list he didnt even had to write this time. 
And if the professors only solve a single case, they become the heroes, again, 
winning prices, where the assigned doctors are going to be mentioned as well, 
which will result in recognition, which will result in more status, better carrer
opportunities and more money, more money – while 9999 suffering patients 
never found something close to help, even the opposite, shit themselfes, and 
they will never be able to say something against the untouchable heroes! They 
will never be heard or seen, caught in...
I never said pyramid sceam... pyramid sceam.

Finished reading, he hangs up crying. He didnt care if he listened, he didnt care if he 
understood a word – he was proud of himself: he sorted his head out, even under these 
circumstances, clearer then ever. The peotry became his final writing and reading it closed
the entire chapter – The End.

Now, right after hanging up, he grabbes the hammer laying next to him on his bed, ready! 
When suddenly the cellphone rings! Just seconds had passed. And in the very same 
moment he already exactely knows why. So he picks up and, before he even gets to say 
something, he says: "Dont worry, you are not going to lose your job. This is what you 
wanted to hear right?...".

Coordinator: "Actually... Yes.".

And this, this was the first time he was honest - in his life. This was it - since there was 
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nothing further to talk about -, they hung up, when he paradoxly starts to laugh of sudden 
endorphines of evolution, which turned him into the most powerful unprivileged powerless 
outcast of all times: It wasnt his months-back-mentioned attempts to reach journalists that 
made the coordinator fear for his job, but it was the journalist, the poetic journalist.

But the endorphines vanishes fastly knowing "He really never cared at all", now more 
lonely than ever. Followed by silence, only broken for the duration of the loud crashing 
hammer.

Chapter 10 – Reality
2 Weeks later, 21th of Oktober 2016, 2 AM

It was close:
His heart got weaker and weaker over the last days: beating out of rhythm, causing him to 
feel it wanted to stop, until he suddenly found himself sitting in an ambulance-vehicle 
parked in front of his house - His instincts forced him to call them when he couldnt breath 
and fought to stay conscious. 

They had just started to messure his pulse: now beating at intense 38 beats per minute – 
intense compared to before! 

First they noticed that the patient wasnt appearing to panic, while he sure was because of 
the trauma they instantly triggered when asking perticular questions and starting to 
discuss: if he needed to be brought to the hospital, or if he was panicing before but just 
calmed down now to 38 beats - "normal for a sportsman". 

Again someone told him he would still be living the love of his life without even asking him,
just by a visual impression of his arms in this case, where - as a former bodybuilder - more
base muscle remained - now especially shapeing through from starving. Again they 
overheard him telling his years long story in 2 sentences. 

... Now they question his call. 
Sick of trying to explain his situation, he is ready to call it off, saying "You are right, I 
shouldnt have called. I  never did and will never again! Whatever happens, I will rather die!
Now I am really done! I am so done with all this! Take this off, it's cutting my arm 
anyways!". 

While failing to find energy to free himself, yet trying, the emergency doctor suddenly says 
to his college: "Wait! This is really... Okay, we should take him to the hospital!", realising 
the patients anger and desperation, yet his pulse is even going down - As the patient 
himself, suddenly about to lose conscious again. 

Too weak to get out of there, they head off to the hospital against his will. 
The closer they get, the higher his pulse goes up again: around 50 - instead of 180.

And what happened next... 

- LOST PART -
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Back in safety, isolation.
In the following days he is trying to stay sane, since they almost took something he never 
thought could be taken of him: 1+1 equals 2, it's impossible to get away from that unless 
getting broken. 

Living in his bed, forced to focus on his inner-anatomy, he is thinking about his best friend, 
feeling closer then ever, since he now starts to understand his end by feeling what it 
required.

Cloudy was, as professional skateboarders do, always touring around the world to be able 
to shoot video footage and photos at specific spots, as well as meeting and sharing culture
by presenting skateboarding at demonstrations of theire abilities. This way children and 
teenager get to see the best skateboarders live, get inspired and dont do things like a 
person did to Cloudy when he was in thailand: 

Someone put LSD in his drink.

He found himself alone lost in the jungle living a horrortrip, for 2 days. But he came back 
from the trip, and then from thailand, even saying to me "I dont have any fear anymore", 
smiling, winning a contest - He won almost all of them. 

Unfortunately the deepest fears he experienced in the jungle started to come back, now 
just without the drug. Over the next few weeks it got worse and worse until he hit the final 
stage to suicide: insanity, fearing himself, a spiral too intense, no escape.
 

RIP

My horrortrip was going on for years and I was about to hit the final stage when nothing 
added up anymore -  They twisted my version again and 1+1 faded. The university also 
told me they didnt find anything: neither inside the blood nor after that sugar-test - Which 
brought me where I was now.

I fought hard for every cause: health and mental health. I prayed every day for my body to 
cure on his own. Yet by now I understood science to well not to know how thin the line for 
my metabolisation-system was to keep up with a constant lack of nutrients, since it forces 
the body to create them out of sourrounding resources - if possible at all -, which is 
supposed to be the last option before losing functions - 

Like when a body for some reason cools down severely, 
natures first choise will be: saving the energy in the center, to keep important organs alive, 
until suddenly paradoxly relieving the last energy into the arms and legs trying to save 
dying cell-areas, while ensuring death of every cell of the body at the same time – The 
heartbeat stops. And my hyperthermia was a dangerous cold system trying to take my last 
energy. The warmness of my center was ripped out and I was fearing not to find back to 
reality. 

I had to find back to reality.
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I considered myself the last person on earth who could. I never believed in him, I didnt 
need him, convinced of my version of reality, thinking I could make it - But I couldnt, I 
couldnt go on, couldnt take it anylonger, there was nothing left to hold on to, not after I 
knew for sure there is no help - at least not anything logical! 

And this is what god is about: 

Where did my dissbelieve bring me in life? Right away to hell! 

So I threw everything I thought I knew overboard and begged of him for real. 
I begged: for a sign, for something, anything, desperate, crying, screaming at him, then 
screaming at her, then at both, until deciding they must be a collective, then deciding it 
must be something that cant be described with a label "god", "him", "her", "them". Again I 
was thinking I would understand - I understood nothing! I needed a sign and screamed for 
it "Give me a sign you fucking monster! You are the devil! I am living in hell because you 
want to torture me! But I didnt do anything! I didnt do anything! I didnt do anything ever! I 
was good! I am good! I dont deserve this!" 

But I deserved it, as my very words proved it. It wasnt the swearing, but... 

I did do things, many things: 

I stole, I lied, I hurt, I hated, I killed countless of the smallest animals, hurt 
and killed plants, wasted resources, poluted, smoked, tried drugs, I felt 
greater then great, had to be the best, couldnt ever get enough, I had crazy 
wild sex, I loved too easy, but hated everybody I couldnt love, I hated 
everybody for all the little stupid things they do, I hated everybody for the 
many big incredibly brainless things they do, I hated everyone who hurt me 
and I wanted to destroy those who destroyed me, I wanted to payback 
torture! I did a billion false things, especially: still thinking everyone did worse.
But the worst thing I ever did was: hurting the greatest machine possible, the 
miracioulis wonderful machine he gave me. 
Yet all I was now caught in wasnt selfinflicted. So I blaimed him! 

Until I begged for forgivness again.

This went on until suddenly my phone rang,
The stationary-phone I didnt even think of its existence anymore, since I never got a call 
and it was placed out of sight and it was supposed to be out of battery on top. My 
heartbeat was rising instantly tfearing the only possible caller, the system, for which I was 
forced to install the phone in the first place: After I naturally got a phone number included 
in my internet-contract, I installed that phone to reduce theire stalking letters – letters I had
a hard time to open and an even harder time to reply under my circumstances, which they 
never accepted as real. 

So I bought that phone to be able to connect my name on my case-managers computer 
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screen to a human being, to become more then a number and get a break from the letters 
and warnings for no reason, since I always fullfilled my dutys - If I was informed about. 

For example: She sent important documents with a deadline to reply to another adress of 
my homeless past, like years later, after I already got so much post to my actual adresse. 
But she would never call me: She always waited until I missed her set reply-deadline - 
from letters - to send the next letter with either a warning, or worse, but never she called 
before to remind me, or help me. 

When I was homeless I had a case-manager in another part of the city, which I literally 
loved: She was so friendly and helpful. But eversince I moved in at my landlords I was 
transfered to her, and they refused to transfer me to any other case-manager  – I stucked 
with her. 

Anyone out there having bad case-managers knows what this means to a life.
For all who dont know: It's psychological terror.

They are never leaving your side ever, never ever, always breathing down your neck, 
always in your head, but never they waste a thought about you while stalking you till death 
– These emotions instantly strike with any letter appearing or a phone ringing, even 
knowing the case-manager never calls, as I said: "always in your head". Besides: they find
out numbers, they track you down, they find out whatever they want and if not they can 
and will klick your life into shatters, one finger-click. Even if dutys are fullfilled they often 
erase or lose data, accident or crime doesnt matter, at the end it's always you to blaim, 
they never remember seeing something, witnessing, they only go with whatever is 
supposed to be on theire computer screen, and your life only doesnt go to shit, because 
there is nothing to go to shit anymore since they are in your life! 

They should never be there in anyones life in the first place: It's an everlasting 
severly degrading force, changing you, making you what they tread you like.
A good case-manager who workes with you not against you, who individually behaves: 
loses pointless system-barriers, that's the only chance to stay a human being while being 
at the chain. But better a human being at a chain-supposed-to-let-go, a helping chain 
saving from falling, then a chain made to walk on all fours and get hit for any sound 
coming out of your mouth – Of course that dog is living in a small cage.

I want any privileged person to imagine being that dog.
Could you even imagine that this could be possibly allowed, to have a bad person with all 
the power over your life in your life? And the worst about that reality is, that it only needs 
one single bad-case-manager, not two or three bad experiences with "no-sayers", only one
it takes to destroy the life, since theire work is connected to the the most essential 
fundaments of life: that little bit of money and the roof of a shitty place over ones head. 
Lose either of it just once due to a bad-case-maneger - the only reason for losing it, noone 
would lose it otherwise - and you'll be changed forever, never be the same, always 
suffering from something that cant be processed, something that should have never 
happened and seperates you from everyone else – dog for life.

This is the reason why I didnt escape from the doctor asking me to come in, the same day 
I went to the dentist and didnt say "stop" during his reasonless piking: A blockage I 
suffered from eversince. I follow theire voices, watch them hurt me, always forced to a 
calmness and respect no matter what I felt inside, since it would only make things worse to
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show what being hit in the face feels like. You take the hits and smile. If you even think of 
hitting back they fucking crush you.

If I would have left before talking to the doctor: my bad-case-manager would have used it 
against me when I would have repeaclaimed "My trauma doesnt trigger if the doctor is a  
good person. It's an unfailable detector." – Which was true as I had to experience when I 
went inside, asking questions in need of a real answer, real knowledge, understanding, 
anything helpful – he threw me out. Do anything else then just sit and stay or move when 
they say, being the quiet dog, and you will see. Go fight with the dentist about: why he has 
no clue of doing his job, or about: why he has a clue but doesnt make use of it, but instead
purposely trys to create more damage, causes more pain, to earn more money.

Whatever happens in system, I always stayed calm while I was dying of anger inside, 
which makes even more angry.  

I could tell a hundred storys out of a degraded life.
It's not only case-managers, it's any instance of power over lifes: Like when I was forced to
pay for riding with a valid train ticket. It was a ticket for a hole month riding, valid to the first
working day of the next month. I was riding at 2nd of May, which was the first working day 
after the 1st of May was the feast-day. They didnt know theire own rules. Even proveing it, 
they simply transfered the case to theire lawyer, who radically kept sending me letters 
every 1-2 weeks: demanding to pay, pay, warning, court, pay, pay, pay! I certainly had no 
money for a lawyer myself, nor did I have any energy for these nightmares in the first 
place, since - as I said "it only takes one bad-case-manager" - I was burned out: Every few
months she sent me just 1-page of a 2-paged-document, when I always wrote on that one 
document "2nd page is missing again, please send me that page" – Guess what she never 
send me? Guess what she did type on her computer instead?

In the ticket-case I had to pay for over a year in monthly rates, to pay the
rising costs.

Another story which just happened in 2016, somewhere in between too much:
I was walking next to my bike, when a force - coming from the back - violently ripped me to
the ground – I was trapped, my bike twisted my legs. 

I didnt do anything as the women standing right there could witness - She had just got 
stoped by him for riding on the sidewalk. 

He was an old nazi-police-mentality guy,
who hated when beating-the-shit-out-of-young-man ended during the mondern times of 
internet and social media, where the police-administrations was forced to reinvent its 
image, forcing the old police guys suddenly to pretend all the evil things they did didnt 
happen, now smiling on group-pictures, never on the advertisments huge like houses, 
those were reserved for the youngstars, the popular good looking faces - police never 
doesnt look good. But the old guys who should be in prison are still "working", and when 
they slip smelling blood?

Right after it happened, while pushing me agressivly down, he turned his head fastly back 
to the women watching it happen, saying: "You're free to go.", and immedeately turned 
back to me, pushing harder, screaming: "AND YOU STAY THE FUCK DOWN!". 
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The women thought "It's my lucky day" and continued her ride on the
sidewalk – on the sidewalk... 

While still pushing me down he called for back-up over the radio attached to his shoulder 
who werent there to back him up, still pushing me to the ground.

I should have defended myself... No, not in the system, there I was forced to just let him 
tread me like that for walking by. I didnt even say any word or something that could have 
made him angry, I really just walked by – It was insane. Now there was nothing I could do 
but "make sit" as the dog, the sad dog. I didnt fear him, if there is anything I dont fear nor 
respect the slidest bit, than it's these kind of criminals. Real police-officer I do respect, but 
not crazy power-abuser - Still I was broken instantly, shocked, and so deeply depressed. I 
didnt wanted to be alive.

When he finally let go of me I had to find back to the unreal reality. 
I needed a moment and fought not to cry, now sourrounded by three guys in uniform, all 
wearing black sunglasses. 

Until I instinctivly calmy started to reason to try to prevent what was happening: the 
paperwork! 

Repeating what happened they didnt listen at all, interrupting me again and again "Yayaya,
shut the fuck up, yayaya, of course of course, sure, sure".

"This world is a nightmare" I said to myself, which was suddenly heard, like fuel to make 
more fun of me: "If you dont like this world, then why dont you move to mars?! 
HAHAHAHAHHA!".

I was forced to pay, or alternatively to lose in front of court against 6
witnessing eyes. 

Ironically of all it was the violent guy who developed a sense for reality the moment he 
really saw and heard me. He didnt even speak a word anymore, especially because of his 
colleges, who kept backing him up just a little bit too loyal for something that never 
happened: full force against me.

I just kept repeating "He slipped", explaining them what power-abuse means, that: there is 
no little-, no middle-, or great-power-abuse, but just power-abuse, which of course has 
always great impact, bad impact – They laughed.

I told them I had no money and enough problems and again that I was just walking there. I 
also reminded them how little the violent-guy cared about law when he let the women he 
had stopped for breaking the law, ride away breaking the law. But not for him, there was no
no law, there was just a women he couldnt beat up. Before he just did a little "whatever" to 
kill boring time.

After 15 minutes: The man who did the paper-work asked me if I wanted to comment on 
what I have done, when I answered "I even said sorry to him.". 

Afterwards I left breaking down crying.

But I never said sorry, my disorder did. 
I could go on, I have so many storys in the fundament of my weakness, my angers, my 
fears, my dog, my disorder: it's a disorder called "system", the only disorder there is.
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And nobody ever wanted this, not a single growing-up human being ever wanted any of 
this. Billions upon billions, every next generation in the entire human history grew and 
grows up with a natural sense for right and wrong: feelings. Every child, every teenager, 
young-grown-ups, they all hate lies of theire parents, the pretending, the pointless anger, 
theire unnatural behavior, feeling and seeing theire behavior change by pressure, by 
system, which they learn to understand and hate by pointless rules parents and other 
grown up stranger always try to make them keep with anger, with fighting, with 
punishment, or ignorance – Suffering.

Yet most of them still turn at some point to forgett whatever was, now at least ignorance 
will be running theire brains for the rest of theire lifes – And where ignorance is not only 
lifes will be lost, but entire societys! It spreads, they all carry on robbing the young 
generations of theire fun and innocence: they cant stand it, they are jealous! And 
paradoxly that, jealousy,

 is the most childish emotion.
This sad "normality"of evil childish beings in ages surfaces, is the reason why many 
people all ages, good human beings, are forced to chose to be homeless, forced to chose 
to die early, to be free of them, as free as only possible. 

And some of them who almost lost theire souls by that torture, the hope to find any believe
out there again.

And I heard god: 

The telephone ringing, this was his call to go, to live the last days outside,
near to him, to his earth as a loved human being, as his child, 

as a soul. 

I rather wanted to be in physical pain and free, then being trapped another
second in that system - "I am coming!" I said.

But it kept ringing and I was suddenly thinking: 

"What if god actually calls me?". 

My entire life I was dreaming of something higher, a higher power, something "more", 
something that just gives sense to all this, I was imagining I would experience how it feels 
to have a father – Normal for most, higher for me.

And then I picked up... 
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. . . 

lost my breath...

Overwhelmed!

After only 10 seconds of just listening I hung up and cried like only once before in my life. It
had been just 10 seconds, but timeless seconds. I was set free, and I didnt even need to 
escape from the system anylonger as I just wanted to 10 seconds before - Now that I knew
everything was going to be fine!

Chapter 11 – Nothing to lose
5 months later, March 2017, sunset

"Excause me?" a fragile male voice speaks directed to the back of the line of hungry 
poeple standing in front of a grill-imbiss-vehicle – which is regularily parking in front of the 
backentrance of the mainstation, always sourrounded by many people: travelers, tourists 
and many poor people. 

While smell of grilling flesh is filling up the air, the voice repeats: "Excause me...?", when 
one of them, the last of the row, turns around, now staring at a weak person, saying with 
his eyes "What the hell do you want?". 

Unable to keep his eyes focused, the weak person trys to ask: "Could you... would you... 
please help me, just a little bit money?".

The man instantly turns back around to focus the food-advertisement sourrounding the 
sales-window again. 

"Anybody?" He quietly tries again. 

Seeing nobody caring he gives up: done trying for today, asking the hardest questions of 
his life. 

Soon he wins distance to the masses, walking down a quiet dark passage right under the 
main-stations slidely curved railway-tracks - which are leading to the following rhine- 
crossing-hohenzollern-bridge. 

Breathing deeply and fighting emotions of an isolated mind, looking into blury nothingness,
the begger is heading towards a little current-station half way down the passage, behind of
which he has hidden something. Since it is not visible from his angle: it could be gone.

At the same time higher up the passage 
On the sidewalk at the westwall of the mainstation, under the beginning of a crossing 
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bridge, another poor person is laying - covered in blankets. He recognizes a person 
limping down the passage and starts counting - speaking to himself -: "One, two, three, 
four, five, six, seven", until he sees him suddenly stop at the corner to the backside of a 
concret-box, now seeing him sitting down on the ground, just to changes his focus and 
interested to the loud bus arriving at the busstation to his left. Now he is watching the 
driver: spinning the great wheel, turning left, parking the noisy monstrous machine, and 
stop. 

He starts looking around again, when he is suddenly sighting a person down the passage 
sitting on the ground, and starts to count: "One", he interrupts, suddenly striked by an idea 
causing him to look down to his hand in which he holds his forgotten joint. Immadeately he
lifts up his upper body to find into a comftable position, when he starts to inflame the drug. 
He inhales, and inhales, while smoke is streaming around his face, when suddenly a 
bycicle fastly passes by, causing the clouds to disappear – Just to remain in the ones 
brain, as the entire time: he smelled it when he arrived at the mainstation, stronger then 
ever, stronger then the smell of food.

The smell of marihunana was even overcoming my hunger,
even the pain, my blood - which caused me to rest before at the current-station, when I 
couldnt go on mentally as well. 

Yet now I was riding bycicle fast, as I fought so hard for to be able to again. It saved me, 
as well as music did: which I had finally found back to as well, even reinvented myself as I 
could have never seen coming, living in a dream-bubble again, music and nothing but 
music, distracting from the bad as it used to, warm an peaceful, even wrote a song about 
god. I was still sad and broken but at least that was the engine of hidden beauty eversince.

Before.

My health was finally getting a little bit better, after over 24 months! 
My body had managed to survive at the edge, didnt evolve resitence against corn, and I 
was slowly building up the rotaion with other corn-products, rarely alternated with rice and 
patatoes, and experimented with cooking herbals. Most food still absolutely troubled my 
system, drained my energy entirely, but I felt there was still a sign of a chance for 
improvement - I Just felt it. I improved intensly in listening to my body. Whenever I 
experimented with other food to monitor the impact, it made it worse: I still couldnt 
metabolise anything with fructose inside, any sort of fruit or vegetables, nor could I 
metabolise most proteins, meat, nor any milk-proteins or fats - which also reacted intensly 
with my blood. Yet from time to time I kept eating things my body didnt like, because of a 
higher logic, which I called in this case "Collateral Principle". 

And now get this:
I went back to the gym! This was sure very risky, but: I had been through too much, I 
couldnt take isolation any longer, I needed life, real life! And after walking into the gym, just
standing there in the entrance-zone looking inside, it completely blew me away with 
emotions I had long forgotten – tears of beautyness in my eyes: the sport, people working 
out, pure life! 

How could I have possibly ever walked away from that?!
And sure, there was alot of other beautyness around - I had long forgotten living with a 84 
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year old - but they didnt matter, only the machines mattered, and the most important 
machine: me! I was seeing myself sitting right there at the bench-press like in good old 
times, when I was always stronger at than even the biggest guys: I was reapeating at 
maximum possible weight 105 Kilogramm up to 30 times, pushing, fighting with my will! I 
was remembering every single moment I pressed, lifted and went crazy with weights – and
this was as well a love of my life.

I mean skateboarding was not even for discussion with my feet I could barely walk on, but:
work out? slowly? this seemed defenetely more realistic... At least it was worth a shot: to 
see how my body would respond, to see if there was any chance to adept, maybe make 
some use of it by creating a better blood transport - I would have never known unless tried.
Sure the desctructon of muscle-cells and lack of nutrients were a very high risk, but as I 
said: How in gods name could I have ever walked away from that? 

So I started very carefully, slowly!
You should have seen me one week later: I was working out, fearless, ignoring the rising 
pain: my blood which burned and pierced and overpressured more and more. I couldnt 
stand, I couldnt make a fist, nor hold a bar, had to bind them to my wrist, while my face 
was showing reality to everyone around, intensly suffering - I didnt care at all! I was happy,
my heart was happy, beating for real again. I was so happy just being there...

Until I couldnt longer ignore reality, when my immunsystem broke down again - as always, 
sport or not. It was impossible in the first place with my blood, yet I had revived forgotten 
feelings: Imagine you could go back in time to that perfect beginnings of any unconditional 
love - I was there! And it connected me to who I once was, letting me feel what life was 
like. On top my music created even new hopes and dreams.

But then...
A doctor - working for the gouvernment -, who never saw me, never talked to me, wrote an
expert-opinion, saying I would be healthy to work regularily - After which my case-manager
informed me about the date she would cut me off from social care, which was in 4 weeks 
from the moment I read the letter - After which I wrote her "I dont accept this! The doctor 
never met me!" – After which she waited for the deadline of my-right-to-refuse-the-expert-
opinion to pass, to finally inform me about the same date again - which then was present - 
even though I did refuse the expert opinion, just as-written-above instead of "I hereby 
refuse the expert opinion" – 

And suddenly I was out of money for good, including rent!
Whatever beaurocratic-step would have been next for me didnt matter, since any 
procedure would have taken at least 6-12 weeks. Even if she would have suddenly come 
to the conclusion that she didnt prevent a crime from happening and becams epart of it, 
even then it would have taken the time of creating all the paperwork as with any new-case,
since I was already deleted from her system. 

It gets worse: without a new expert-opinion I was even prohibited from the regular new-
case-procedure. And for that new opinion I would have needed an appointment by the only
person who could write such, a person who almost ended my life in 2015, a doctor I never 
wanted to see again. And even if, it would have taken weeks to get that perticular new-
opinion. Only then the regular-new-case-4-6-weeks-procedure could have started. Any 
other procedure, like fighting the made-up-opinion in court, would have taken 3-6 months, 
maybe longer. 
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The fastes way now to be ensured life-securancies was - as she wanted me -, to accept 
the made-up-opinion and find a job - a fulltime job, the only job which would have covered 
my rent as well –, or to apply for joblessness at another gouvernment-institution, which 
would have also meant to accept the expert-opinion, while the following regular 
paperwork-procedure would have still taken at least 3-4 weeks. During these weeks I 
would have had a chance to get a little bit of money payed ahead, yet not for rent. 

If I would have accepted the made-up-opinion: I would have burried reality, as they tried 
eversince, even-though there always was enough prove, like... 

my word. 

After my case-manager cut me off:
I was instantly suicidal, thinking of ending it. I was never that desperate in my life, even 
though when I already had been homeless and moneyless. But now I was already 
weakened from years lasting nightmare, I didnt had the energy left like when I was young 
and full of dreams. Still, I managed to prevent the worst for now and wrote my case-
manager a letter, telling her the story again, the facts and literally begged for my life, 
begged of her to see what was happening  - She didnt care.

Then I even went to see her, 

to let her look into a real humans face while not caring.
I showed her documents she already saw but never wanted to see and told her to look at it
just for once, to see. But she told me, as always, to bring documents not older than 6 
months - Which I did, just without a new-expert opinon.

Back home.
I screamed and screamed and destroyed furniture. I wanted to do it, I wanted to end my 
life, begged myself to find the guts - But something was missing! 

Suicide requires losing reality, as I got close during the time they twisted my dangerous 
low-pulse into "sportman-pulse", when I felt something Cloudy must have experienced, 
when I was fearing more and more, fearing myself. But after I had survived that by finding 
believe, it saved me from insanity and created the memory of it to always return to, if I 
wanted or not, if god was there to feel or not - I couldnt lose my mind. I continued and...

I had to face the hard descision:
to go back to the the doctor who was responsible for all this, a man for whom I would use 
the rest of my days for to bring where he belongs - prison - if it wasnt for the photo I saw 
standing on his desk: his little boy. 

Now I was about to go there to get his "expert-opinion" about the time he took my life – 
You see the ironie in this situation. So this meant for me I would see him and pretend 
nothing happened, pretend he didnt laugh about me while I had to starve entirely to 
survive. I would need to pretend he didnt degrade me, didnt ask me every single time what
I was doing for a living, as he had never seen me before - like 1 week before, and 1 week 
before, and every week once or twice since I needed help so badly. I would need to 
pretend he didnt watch me suffer to a point where I asked him, since he refused to help to 
at least help me to get legally freed from life, like it's allowed in other countrys under 
certain circumstances... 
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He never even began trying to get to the bottom of my extreme circumstances. All he ever 
did was using my weakness against me, pathologising me from day one, every time - 
Which is the worst form of discrimination: using the most natural human behaviors against 
someone - just to finally ask me to never come back, when he was done laughing. While I 
was always calm and respectful, due to my system-disorder and the state of health 
prohibiting me anyways from any energetic emotional behavior, like raising my voice. I was
instead often crying when I was sitting there over 20 times, begging "Please help me, 
please it feels like something is eating me from inside!". - I was a young innocent guy.

Now I went back 2 years later, 

with everything that came on top.
When I was sitting in front of him, he was pretending like nothing happened and asked me 
what I would be doing for a living now. That question already disturbed me, yet I calmly 
reminded him at the past and that I am still fighting every day. Suddenly he refused to talk 
and asked me to me leave! 

And this was the moment I lost it.. my blockage! 
I raised my voice, angry, demanding him to listen and admit! Admit that he laughed 
multiple times about me, ignored me all the time I had rare parasites inside of me: 6 
months, 24/7 proliferating in his ignorance.

These parasites were not even known in germany, so that they had to be reported to the 
health-department of the gouvernment, for epedemia prevention – reported by him! 

But he wasnt the one who found them, he would have let me die. Yet, as my regular 
doctor, afterwards, he still had the legal duty to examine again and report if the parasites 
were gone. He reported and they were gone: never existed, for him. 

And at that time, back then, when I thought it would be over soon, when I was relieved like 
you cant imagine of the diagnose that was supposed to restore reality and instantly made 
me dream of getting back to my life and skateboarding soon, he behaved exactly like 
before, and on top: made me take over 20 more days antibiotics for no reason on my 
already damaged gut-flora – deathsentence. This was the end of my life, my gut got 
destroyed forever, as well as my immunesystem by that. My condition got worse and 
worse - While I didnt know why, since I didnt know anything about medicine at that time. 
So I went back to him... and it continued.

Why did I go back to him? 
System. I had changed doctors three times before in a short amount of time to find one 
with a natural need to help his patients, since the others were degrading for the reason of 
theire job, theire power, ther betterness, knowledge, education, money, purpose, structure 
– they see weakness, they hate weakness. They dont see a patient, just patient. Any time 
the gouvernment wanted prove for my sudden claims I had no doctor but a guy who didnt 
know anything about my case, nor much about the human body, and had no need to listen 
and make it his case. And since I ran out of energy to find what I wouldnt find without 
money or fame, I stucked with him to at least have a long-term-witness who would be 
useful in situations like that: writing an expert-opinion.

Now, sitting in front of him, angry, he refused to talk and wanted me to
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leave.

When he was grabbing for his phone, raising his voice, I slipped!
It was the first time I was instinctivly behaving like a real human being, like any human 
being thausands of years naturally behaved when someone damaged them for no reason: 
They got hurt, they behaved natural, as it should be - Otherwise it would lead to a world 
where people can do whatever the fuck they want to human beings without any 
consequences! 

I screamed at him loud enough to be heard by every person inside or near the
building.

I threatened him I would crush every inventory into pieces, if he wouldnt let go of the 
telephone, of his voice he had no right for, and find to senses and admits that he laughed 
about me instead of helping.

I was in that moment what he created.
Unexpectedly he suddenly changed entirely, unlike I had ever thought could be possible - 
different person. He even admited things - And I instantly lost my anger. That moment, it 
was the first time I was able to really look him into his eyes. Before I couldnt take the 
degrading pathalogisation. Now he was more human and he looked at a person, a person 
he pushed to far. Finally he did let go of anything other than this moment, fully focused, 
ready to listen and communicate, for the first time – When I suddenly lost an innocent 
smile of relieve, since this was the version of him, of all of them, I always dreamed of – 
Now there was time.

Finally I told him what I needed to survive, to pay my rent, to be entiteled for social-care 
again. He told me he would write the expert-opinion, and I could pick it up in a few days.

I left.

 And maybe something I had lost in that room before was now with me again
– maybe. 

Days later I returned to pick up the opinion. 
When I entered, he conincidently walked by crossing from his office to the nurses room. 
Seeing me, he stoped by the nurses-desk, grabbed for a little envelope already laying 
there, handed it to me and dissapeared instantly again.

I was glad to be out fast, 
but other than I hoped, to be able to start beginning to forgett all over again, instead he 
had just refreshed everything a matter of an everlasting second, when he handed me the 
envelope - As the same guy as always, a person who didnt waste a thought about a life he
took.

... This is why I was afraid to take a look at the expert opinion.
And when I did I was ready to lose my mind: He didnt even mention the parasites! He 
instead knew he could burry me: if he would refresh older opinions, all created during the 
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time I had the parasites, when every single hospital in cologne pathologised me, refused to
help a weak person, then it would be official again - And he knew what this would do to my
life.

...

Yet, at that point it was so obvious,
that  still brought the "expert-opinion" to my case-manager, as well as other documents 
and the huge unopened package of aggressive crohns "medicine" - perscribed by no other
than the man not even mentioning anything about my gut. 

And then I begged her to see what was happening, what they were doing to my life - How 
ironic again.

... She refused to listen and asked me to leave.
She guided me out of the room, into the floor barely lighted and locked up her office from 
the floors side. When she turns around I was looking at her with sad eyes saying "please, 
please help me here".

"You should see a psychiatrist". 
I was ready to break down, yet suddenly, free of my blockage, I was able to find words, 
replying: "For what? To get a perscribtion for fears everyone will have without money! Now 
I should swollow made up placebos to feel better about asking people for money, to feel 
better about selling my body? Yeah... you did this to me! And this will never go away! Have
you ever thought about what this means to my life what you are doing here? You should 
have prevented this in the first place, you know me for years and the first doctors-opinion 
is not a legal document, it's entirely made up and you know it! And this one of my doctor, 
goddamned you see the facts, he doesnt even mention the parasites nobody even gets in 
this country, so this is nothing one would ever forgett about his patient. He laughed about 
me while I had those inside of me! He ignored me like you now, you're all ending my life! 
How am I going to survive without money? You never think about that! You sleep well while
I cant sleep at all, because all I have to think about is how I can possibly go on! Imagine it, 
imagine someone just takes away the basics of your life, food, sleep, the roof over your 
head, which I am about to lose! What if I were your son? What do you see when you look 
at me? Huh? What is going on that you cant see a human being and a life endangered, I 
ned help, your help! Look at this!" 

I placed a photo of me on the table, of the former me.

"Look at it! This was me before all this, before you, before all of you. You killed him as well"
I added crying, and left - leaving the photo falling to the floor.

In the following weeks
I had to face my landlord, or rather face myself lying to her. First I told her the money 
transfer would be delayed. But after weeks of reapeating my lie, losing more and more 
pieces of me, I had to say the truth about what happend, yet still lied, saying "It's going to 
be solved fast", while I had chosen the only way there could be: fighting for my rights, 
going for court – against the untouchable.
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They made me lie to the only person good to me. They made me lie in general. All these 
things in the chain that resulted from a doctors made-up-writing, they all added up to a 
force I had no power over anylonger, it was way too much: I needed drugs so badly!  

March 2017, right after I was begging at the mainstation.
It was dark in the tree-alley I was riding along the river, and the water-reflections, 50 
meters down the hill, even raised the eyes nearby contrast, wenn suddenly a long haired 
stranger appeared out of nowhere coming up the hill. I should have smelled it before, but I 
didnt, maybe it was the wind-direction – He was smoking a joint. 

I found myself stopping, returning, asking him if he could sell me marihuana! 
At first he hasitated, looking at me, trying to figure out what was going on, if I was a 
undercover cop or something. But fastly he realised I was harmless and honest. It took just
seconds until he offered me to join him returning to his place. 

I didnt hasitate: I was relieved of that desperation not to know where to get drugs, and 
especially because he turned out to be a harmless friendly person himself – I hadnt talked 
to someone in my age for a long time. Right there he shared his joint brotherly – I didnt 
need to ask. 

That moment, when I hit the joint I was relieved like I hadnt been in years –
finally letting go of the fight of doing right. 

Soon I found myself sitting in his appartment, consuming marihuana and talking - all night. 
I told him honestly that I only came to ask him because I had nothing to lose. He realised I 
was in a desparate place, but he liked me alot, especially when I showed him my music 
and told him about the dreams I had and followed. And I could sense that he had never 
met someone following dreams. He told me he was a student, not identifying with it at all.

While we were talking, I already went through the intensified horror of feeling
my inner anatomy.

I tried to ignore it, since I couldnt change it anyways. But we talked about my health 
situation, when he was really concerend about, yet wondering since I appeared so healthy.
I didnt take this any bad since he wasnt questioning it, just wondering how this could be 
true when someone appears so... alive?

I think this was what he experienced, since I become a different person when I get a 
chance to talk about my art, when someone just likes to hear about that and doesnt use it 
against me, then I become who I was supposed to be all the time, me, an artist full of 
ideas, passion and drive. That was my comfort zone, my only, which he didnt know since 
he didnt know me, so I must have appeared confident in general, which was on top 
supported by his inconfidence, since he was a loner himself, just without art –  No help, no 
drive, no dreams, just drugs, naturally fucked up by pointless life without family - But that's 
the person who cares and helps.

Since my body was overheating more and more, I wanted to leave, I had to, when he 
asked me if I wanted to change numbers or something – he wanted to be friends. I 
refused. Not only because I had to, to spare him from what I went through when losing my 
best friend, but also because I realised this wasnt me at all anymore: drugs. 
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Even when I had nothing to lose, I knew I would die clean.
Being rejected naturally doesnt feel good, but he had no choise but to accept it. I didnt 
know how to explain him why, so I said what I really meant: "I believe in fate. Meeting you 
was fate! You saved me tonight! Thank you for everything and we'll see again by fate, 
you'll see." Afterwards I hugged him and left.

That night showed me what I still had to lose, and it was big!

Chapter 12 – The best
4 Weeks later

I rolled up at that huge glass-building again, the publisher house.
I was born to write and so I did: created a masterpiece for eternety, wearing the titel "The 
Exorcism Crew" – An adventurous comedy, starting with nothing other then a...         
doctor! But a doctor of physics, and also doctor of chemistry, in both of which he won the 
nobelprice. 

The Exorzism Crew: there is the one and only 71-year-old lovely enthusiastic canadian 
Prof. Dr. Dr. Friedrich Hofshiter, his two young sexual-confused freakin nerdy assistants 
Selim Bhatt-Badu from India and Fritz Boobyberg from Swizerland, also the seemingly 
only sane person around: the 19 year old spanish punk Catalina Valentina aka "Cat", not 
to be confused with the crazy-moody pragnant animal cat, nor with every-cats-nickname 
addicted womenizing crash-pilot Dr. Mike Svennson, but maybe with the human "Bird", 
Britney Bird, who is also a punk, but not the youngest in the crew, since there is the 12 
year old orphan, and his 2 year younger arch-enemy: the jennifer-from-the-elementary-
loving-darkness-but-not-hight-afraid-pilot-trainee Noel-, and his airport running pilot father 
Phil Collins - not to be confused with the singer, like Selim does. Not last but not least 
there is: the drunk mysteriously wise homeless from the woods always taking care of his 
Slipper, his best friend: the most important exorcism-tortoise of all times, plus a lot more 
charakter. 

They were the best that could have happened to me - They saved my life! 
I needed something that would not only chear me up, but catch me like a father from 
falling, just to throw me back up in the air, to laugh and scream "Again! Again! Again!", 
never flying to high, even ejoying the way down: A save collaboration of the greatest fun 
and the deepest essentials of a humans soul - which I hoped to share with everyone else 
one day, one soon day.

 120000 words of pure life:
The first chapter "Evolution-speed-upper" is about the professor Hofshiters Invention "The 
Evolution-speed-upper": a few squaremeter sized dome, placed in theire laboratory - in 
Canadas east-coast-city Saint Johns - in which a 360 degree simulation of reality is 
running around a centered glass-box, "the drivers-cabine", where BERT4 is living: a rat, 
the professors promissing hope, who is supposed to learn on his own to influence the 
simulation with little nods he can walk over with his tiny feety hands, or handy feets, to 
learn good deeds, which will be returned with cheese - Only good deeds will be rewarded. 
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But everything gets out of controle when BERT4 manages to programm the simulation to 
work for him, now lazy laying around getting cheese for doing nothing! Instead of seeing 
the breakthrough, the Professor instantly goes crazy, sees nothing other then the devil 
himself in BERT4, who on top manages to escape during the professors following 
exorzising attempt. This is when the the old man seemingly loses his screws entirely and 
screamingly orders his young nerds to blow up the entire lab, while he is heading for the 
underground with another invention of his: the REUS, the Rat-Evolution-Underground-Suit,
which literally transforms him into a rat, not only optically, but also physically and mentally 
by the help of included painful adjustments and nerve-poisoning. With the help of the 
REUS, convinced to be able to think like a rat, he is trying to find the gate to hell down in 
the sewers. And from that moment on, a relentless hunting-the-devil-himself adventure 
around the globe begins, where everyone and everything who is only appearing the slidest
bit evil or bad, or even moody - like a certain pregnant-cat -, will be exorcised instantly by 
the unwillingly resulting growing "Exorcism Crew" - The greatest crew I personally have 
ever listened to.

 listened to ?
I suddenly turned out to be able to cover over 10 different voices and accents and created 
the first 2,5 hours of an aproximately 12-13 hour audio-movie with animated backgrounds. 
I had to stop after the third chapter, because from the fourth chapter on I would have 
needed a female voice for "Cat", and later on for "Bird" - Both authentic charakters which 
are keeping the ballance not only to the paradoxly-partways-stable-nerds, but also 
chapter-wise, since boths theire rebellic ways lead into the warm sunny Spain, where a 
different chaise takes place throughout many chapter always in between the nerdy ones.

And guess what I brought with me to the publisher the lucky day I was able to leave my 
house? Right: the light, upon me and inside. Just this time I wasnt wearing my white 
favorite pullover, this time I was wearing my favorite light-blue, whitestriped longsleeve-
hoody and I took care of my hair again as well.

And then it was time to face her again.... after everything.

April 2017
When I walked up to that door, I fought hard to put on a face l wasnt ever supposed to 
have again. Yet circumstances required me to "suck it up!": my life was depending on it, 
not only the roof over my head - which I luckily still had, yet with a warning my landlord had
to write me with a heavy heart.

I knew, I would only have to pretend for a few minutes - "A few minutes, just a few 
minutes". But knowing: one year before she promised me to read my Exposoul of "Olivia 
and Abel", but shifted it to her intern - or simply made her write the rejection-email, just not 
to stay in any sort of touch with me -, this didnt make it easier, but it caused panic attacks 
the night before. Music helped me now. 

So I entered the building! 
This time I wasnt alone in the little entrance-area to the secured doors: between me and 
the Usher to my right, there was a women standing with a keycard and a big camera 
hanging from her neck - She was waiting for him to finish his phonecall. 
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Suddenly I found myself not even hasitating to talk to her: "Excause me. You're working for
the paper, right?". 

"Huh?" She wondered turning around, staring at me. 

"I was wondering what is required to get a story published, about failing to find help for 
years, in a certain rare-health-matter?". 

She replied "I dont know. I am just a photographer here" and instinctivly started to laugh 
superficially, yet instantly turning into weirdness, since her subconsciousness was 
processing how inapropriate it was to laugh after being asked a very serious question like 
that.

"Photos potentially seen by a million people every day, right?" I wanted to add, but instead 
I said "Thank you for your time." and stepped 2 meters back, knowing she was first in line 
– and everything else. 

She was still processing: 
A good looking person starting a conversation and ending it right away, without any 
strangeness but the strange missing ignorance in his sudden determined focus, and 
nothing but controle about what he wanted and wants in general? "Who is this young 
man?" She asked herself wondering full of interest, seeing me as... someone from the 
other side she maybe havent met yet.

This might sounds over my head...
And contradicting with the question I had just asked her, where I practically ensured her 
that I would be a weak outcast without any help in life. But as I said: Her subcionsesness 
brought in weirdness from processing her own contradictive behavior, which destracted 
her into a stucking-spiral, since it would have taken serious selfanalysation to get to the 
bottom of... her ignorance? – Never. Besides: there was no time, at least not for her, since 
my reaction instantly followed: being focused right away again, as if she wasnt there, yet 
without sending ignorance she was used to in rare confident cases like that, which even 
distracted her further from the question I had just asked, now overwriting it with sudden 
interest, leaving her feeling what she feels when shooting stars. She even forgott about the
usher she was waiting for: too busy scanning me and my perfectly styled hair, trying to 
identify me, if she had seen me somewhere before, wondering what I was carrying in my 
hand – the super-sunlighted-bright white envelope, telling her that I must be...

... an author. 
It was another piece of fates puzzle: Any other photographer, and I would have probably 
instantly lost the strenght to pretend. Now I didnt need to anymore, since I got honest 
attention. Her attention was real, which made me real, the creator. And so I came closer to 
confidence matching to my talents for the first time. 

Since it was all new to me, my confidence maybe shot through the roof, right
into heaven, from where it was send for what was next...

Imagine you are somewhere in a daylie life situation, suddenly meeting someone else in 
another version of the same situation, you would want to meet in a different situation with a
connecting purpose, where it would make sense to talk, to get to know to each other 
naturally, instead of this meaningless daylie life situations where you are doomed to be 
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superfical, to pretend, or - as in 99% of all cases: just to go on your way, the same way 
every day. Now scratch the "doom" and talk to that person, still in the absense of any 
natural connecting purpose, yet knowing: there is nothing in the world that can change the 
way how save you feel doing this - and that person will feel it - which will make it "meant to
be". 

But add fire to your blood and to your gut, and that confidence is like a
candle in the wind no matter what.

Only the photographer got a glimpse. And she stayed curious until she got the permission 
to pass the secured doors - even-though she had a pass: as I told you before "high 
security facility". 

Finally I started talking to the usher, who turned out to be the next puzzlepiece of fate. He 
was a friendly person and - get this - gave me a number to be dialed at a telephone inside 
the entrance-zone - which I hadnt seen before since it's installed behind the left side of the
secured-doors frame - to be able to talk to her myself. 

He gave me the number caring, after I told him she might not want to speak with me. He 
was ruling for me, for us, the little people, not often get to try big things.

And then I walked over into the corner, where the sunlight didnt reach, feeling privileged to 
make that call, even feeling a little bit like a local already. 

But the moment I finished dialing that number, I found myself instantly insolated in the 
waiting-sound, the intense sound of: reality coming back! My heartbeat speeded up, 
knowing I was "done" if she would refuse to see me. 

"PLEASE!" I was begging, longing for oxigen, feeling a panic attack about to rise, stronger 
wich each following tone - 

What you never saw is the way how she looked at me... 
I was seeing it, her, experiencing herself like that, looking in the mirror, feeling how it is: to 
be seen by an unreal being without any connection to reality as a mistake of reality. She 
feels so real, yet her soulless reflection takes it away from her, makes her all wrong. But 
the worst part of her feeling of that twisted degradation, is the force behind: the many 
backing her reflection up, even paying her for taking her spot. But then she walks away, 
her reflection walks away, to the beach paradise inside the mirror, while she stays trapped 
in a room where the mirror doesnt even show herself anymore, realising: she doesnt exist.

Suddenly she was at the other end of the line!
And I had no choice but to trick life again, forgett the unforgettable and make this moment 
a moment "meant to be".

"Hello this is Ingo Bank. I wrote something new and I would really appriciate If you'd come 
to see me down here at the entrance, to give me an opinion, just your opinion. You 
coming?".

I was seeing her reaction, her face, starting confusedly to smile: It was too interesting, the 
fact that I seem to continue even though she, a publisher, couldnt see the slidest bit of 
talent nor any chance for me to make it ever. But now suddenly she maybe even saw a 
little chance, even without knowing what I wrote, just because I didnt give up - She was 
even looking forward to meet me down there.
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After I hung up:
I had to fight against a sudden peaceful smiling child trying to take my professionalty. Yet I 
loved it, when unexpectedly the usher, whom I totally forgott about in my isolation – again 
-, started to conversate: "Seemed to work out. Is she coming?". 

"Yes, she is looking forward to meet me! I am a little bit exhited here so I will step outside 
for a minute. Be right back! Thank you so much again!" I answered and immedeately 
stepped outside, because I was about to cry. 

 It was the day rock bottom society earned respect.
Now I was standing there on the platform in front of the stairs, looking over the big white 
forplace, where these huge flags of different nations were dancing in the winds together. I 
took a few deep breathes, looked up into the sky thinking "thank you!". 

Until I kicked in the determination-mode again, turned around and went back inside - when
I already saw her walking toward the secured doors, now being opened by a ruling-for-me-
usher who wished me "good luck!". I thanked him instinctivly with an unlike-german-
culture-gesture, slidly bended my head forward, honoring – and I hardly ever do this, but 
he deserved it. 

And then I met her again!
"Hello. Thank you for taking time, I really appriciate it" I said.

Publisher: "Hello. We both know each other already. Almost kind of friends huh? This is 
why I wanted to give you a short advice on your way, concerning the email you wrote my 
intern..." 

I could have paniced again, since I wrote the intern the truth, that neither of them didnt 
even try to read "Olivia and Abel", but instead I simply said: "Ok, sure, good, I am here to 
learn and improve. But how about we focus first on what I brought you today" - in the same
moment: I rose the Exposoul, laying on my hands like a holy gift - Again literally forcing the
transfer... she took it! While I was smiling peaceful, so that she got even more disctracted 
from her sudden anger - which she must have had delevoped, after the first moment of 
exitement, on her way down. 

Now she was in between worlds again: brightly smiling, attracted to my persuasivness, yet 
kind of already forgetting about the Exposoul in her hands, busy trying to figure out if I was
allowed to have that, if I was allowed to be confident, since she didnt see any talent. Until 
her sentence hit her eyes, changed again, seeing less. 

And then she tried to make me see myself like that.
Publisher: "Look. I respect that you tried this. But someone wouldnt try to become a 
plumber with two left hands".  

This was a strong blow, even my leg started to shiver. Yet I stayed calm and instinctivly 
answered on her invitation to resolve a methaphor: "I am sorry, but what's wrong with two 
left hands? If someone really would have two lefts hands, then he, he would have different 
grabbing and holding possibilites, which would be unique.". 

Now her anger only grew.
Publisher: "But when he has two crippled hands, than there is nothing he can do! Some 
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things just cant be done by certain people". 

...
I dont know how I could take that intense discrimination, but my candle still resisted the 
storm, at least on the outside, so I tried to calm the situation down, saying: "I dont want to 
fight here, but what if the person just really wants to be a plumber because he feels born 
for it. What if his disabilities open him up to find creative ways of building an repairing 
things? What if he manages to build fully functioning constructions way faster then 
anybody else? I think society could see a person like this as a rolemodel.". 

What a critical moment!
She had enough, was about to lose her tamper, because I dared to lift myself! Her face 
turned cold, her whole body was sending stress, preparing to kill any may-occured positive
feelings about me for good, not even knowing anylonger what in the hell she was thinking 
to even meet me down there again. 

While her arms already started to contract, to return the envelope, I said: "I really didnt 
came here to cause you stress or waste your time. This goes into a wrong direction and 
this seems to be my fault. But I am not perfect and this is why I wrote the information about
me on the last pages of every Exposoul, to prevent exactly what is happening right now". 

Publisher: "Yah about that! This doesnt belong inside an Exposee anyways" she instantly 
added.

"But I never wrote an Exposee. I write Exposouls. And I really thought someone reading 
where I come from, and that I am handicaped, would see how rare all this is.". 

"How dare he call himself "rare" again!" she thought and tried to end the moment by 
returning the Exposoul to me, adding: "I think we are done here. I can give you the advice 
to read books, like from "Roman the fourth H.B", one of the greatest I personally think". 

"Sorry but... I am leghastenic! Did you read the last page?". 

Publisher: "Yes, I did read it! But... I am not fimiliar with that and it doesnt change 
anything".

"It changes everything! I never read because I couldnt. I still cant!". 

"You really never read a book?" She repeated shocked, barely able to process the level of 
the dellusion she was witnessing.

"Yes. I mean... there were like two or something, but I had to repeat every page at least 
two-three times, sometimes repeating sentences 10 times, the whole page 3 times, while  
and focussing so hard on reading correctly that I wouldnt read the story, just letters. This 
way it's not reading, but torture. I mean now that I am writing so much and really working 
incredibly hard for improvement, I am getting better, but besides..." 

"That you are even trying this!" She interrupts, adding: "I can guarantee you, that there is 
no writer who is not reading!" 

"There is one" I replied confident. 

"Alright, we are done here!" she said, ready to leave.

Time slowed down again: 
I was desperately watching my only chance energizing her body to turn away. Yet I was 
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still clinging on to hopes, knowing: A second can be long, a second can be enough to turn 
everything around, if only I would find the right words. Suddenly everything got so quiet 
and clear, as always in all these moments of losing - by paradoxly freeing from pretending,
relieving, unblocking.

The candle in the eye of the tornado, stillness. 
"Okay I will stop writing for good..." I suddenly said - unexpected for her -, adding: "I will 
stop if you listen just one more minute and nothing changes for you. But if you dont listen I 
will come back again and again with new writings, or I will sleep there outside on the stairs,
until you give me the chance I deserve!". 

"One minute!" she said.

"Thank you! Okay. About that reading, I just wantend to tell you why I wouldnt even read if 
I could. First of all: I dont have the time for it since I am writing myself. And more 
imortantly: I dont want to be influenced, reading would destroy my own style and it cant be 
the goal to copy someone who copied the ones who were theire education for writing, as 
you just said "They all read", so they are all learning from the guys at the beginning of the 
chain who had nobodys books to read. Look: you tell me I have to read, and if I would do 
that, I would unhappylie copy theire styles just for you, and then you still wouldnt want to 
work with me because of the things you've read on the last page, thinking I would never fit 
in your world. But outside of your world are millions who are making your world possible 
and yet you dont seem to know much about us. Where I come from we dont write, it's 
impossible: Neighter there is the drive, nor identification or time, fundamentally 
overstressed, families you can only run away from, directly into drugs, or sex, then we 
accidently become teen-parents, do anything for money, or go to prison, like two of my 
friends in the past - And they were good guys, just trying to get out every but the legal way,
like this way right here, which is not an option for us, especially not for someone with a 
handycap in languages who barely made school. I started writing 2 years ago, defined it 
myself and I wrote already seven incredible books, seven! and I am still at zero, cant even 
pay my rent. So what's a guy got to do in this life to get a chance?". 

She had never really heard me speak before.

Because since the day her intern emphacised her anger, she chose not have much 
memories of me from everything before: she was through with me. Besides: Nobody ever 
talked to her like that, honest, clear words - 

But I could feel a part of her liked it: the letting-go-of-pretending-part.
Now she was positively speechless, it was the moment of a restart. 

But it was just a little timewindow, where the following words mattered way more, which I 
realised during my words, I didnt stop and just continued addepting to the restart: 
"So what do I have to do? Do you want me to clean at yours? Wash your car? I can be 
your buttler if you want me to, would be a big step up from my actual life", suddenly she 
started to smile brightly again, as before, from imagining me in that role. 

But finally I needed her to imagine me in another role, the role I came for!
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"Look: I can write for you 2-3 books a year, whatever genre you want, plus audiomovies 
people will love guaranteed, and you will be my discoverer, and you can have all the 
money of the second book we publish, the firsts I really need, but the second you can have
all of it, if you want it, as a sign of my appriciation, which will be real then. I will be thankful 
forever and respectful! I am a respectful person, which is just a little bit hard when I am the
plumber." 

We both laughed.
 
Until I was suddenly stroke by a need, asking her to hold on to the envelope again, to 
show her both my palms - And she took it. 

PICTURE   PALMS  

Showing her my handcreases I said "These both lines, they are rare. Look at your hands 
and compare.". 

I took the evolope again, so that she could take a look at her palms – which she did: 
finding out she had different lines, curved, ending somewhere in the chaos of the smaller 
structures. 

"In the future, whereever you are, here, somewhere else, when people are around, pay 
attention to anyones palms and try to find these my lines at both hands, at both. You'll 
probably have to ask them to show them to you, or just force them, I mean: you're the 
boss!" I added laughing and that was it. 

I was charming, I knew what to say... This was one of the greatest moments 
of my life! In that moment my confidence wasnt a candle in the wind, there 
was no storm nor tornado, this was just natural and meant to be - This was 
the real me, the guy I was supposed to be.
And this is why I aked her if she wanted to take the envelope back into her hands, to take 
a look at my latest work, and my evolution. 

She took it. 

4 Weeks Later
Nature has hidden places where watertubes are streaming into any direction, even 
vertically directed to heaven. But the edges, 360 degree round the watertubes, are not 
floating but sharp, never touched by wind - There is no wind, nor do they seem to respond 
to greavity. The many streaming tubes are curving through space like snakes growing out 
of snakes, changing angles and weight for the pushing energetic carrying waves. Some of 
these watertubes are hidden in darkness, some of these are close to the shielding 
gatherings of cells, where sunlight breaks and filters through to create the orange blury 
background-aura, which is slidely changing through colours of the nearby spectrum, while 
also shadows fly by and flicker contrasts. 

But today the enegery inside the watertube is high, too high, bursting the blury shield to its 
limit, pressuring, now streaming close to the bright-light of the fire outside now burning 
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through the skin and transporting down the streams.

A begger is walking next to his bycicle through a huge park,
a park of vast fields of bright green grass, sourrounded by fences of slidely wielding trees 
– 40 meter high -, caging the lone singular calm ones in between, as well as 2 people 
walking theire birdchaising dogs.

Publisher: "I shouldnt be even talking to such like you, my colleques adviced me as well" 
she says laughing comftablely, adding "But indeed, we keep running into each other.".

Begger: "It's all fate. Whatever happens has to happen" He repeats himself. 

Publisher: "But isnt this called fatalism when someone believes nothing could be 
influenced?" She wonders.

Begger: "No! Fate is fate, there cant be stages of influence to it. How could you even use 
the word then? Nobody would know the level of fate someone was using? Then you would
have to ask: "Excause me, was this now the the fatalism kind of fate, or can I quote you on
a percentage of fate?"

Both are laughing.
Begger: "And look at the weather..." he follows up on fate. 

Publisher: "The weather is really great", she agrees. 

Begger: "It was raining for weeks and the moment I finished writing: the sun showed up! I 
love the sun so much, what would I give for being able to bare it longer then a few minutes
again. Good that over there is shadow." - He referes to the small treepassage to the way 
out of the park into the following area of apartment-buildings, 50 meter ahead. 

Publisher: "Why is that?".

Begger: "It's my blood, it goes crazy. This is actually what I am writing for, I need to 
become famous to find doctors for multiple rare illnesses. I am living of cornwaffles and 
water to reduce the symptoms, since everything reacts with my entire metabolisation. I 
havent eaten yet, I am really starving". 

Publisher: "Oh. I am starving too. I am on my way to an invitation, we are going to the 
opera. And since we are going to eat at the restaurant, I didnt eat at work today, so...".

Begger: "Sounds good.".

Publisher: "Yah. But I am actually in a hurry, have to redress and, you know: there is never
time. I will turn left right there. Where are you heading?".

Begger: "It's my direction home. But you can head off, I dont want to steal any more of 
your time, I know I am walking slow. It's the blood in my feet and I dont want to ride next to
you, this would be stupid".

Publisher: "It's okay, we can walk together" she says and keeps his speed. 

Begger: "This is why I always ride bycicle. On the small pedals my feet doesnt hurt like 
when walking. I already rode exactly 2017 kilometer. Actually I rode more but I detached 
my speedometer at 2017" - He points with his finger on the empty construction-slot at his 
handle. 

Publisher: "Why did you do that?" She wonders.

Begger: "At silvester I will attach it again to ride into the new year. Better then being alone 
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at home. You know, no family.".

Publisher: "I read that yes. And what is with friends?" 

Begger: "I had a best friend. He is in heaven now".

Publisher: "Hm...", she comments making a sound not knowhing what to say, yet not 
bothered. 

Begger: "This is where fate gets relatived but, I dont know, he believed in me and always 
said I could acchieve everything I want, if only I would never give up. And here I am. So I 
hope that you will find the time soon to read this one. I promise you "Dying Empathie" will 
blow you mind. Besides my life depends on that: I still cant pay my rent and I dont know 
what to tell my landlord. She is the best, seriously! I mean: She pays my rent and even 
offered me money! But I wouldnt take it, it's impossible. This is why I wrote another one, 
better fitting in since it's a serious drama, nothing like the young modern writing you dont 
like".

Publisher: "I didnt say that.".

Begger: "I wrote 8 books, 5 of them I gave you.".

Publisher: "I am very busy. But I listened to the audio of "The Exorcism Crew" and I can 
give you that: It's scurrile but... you have a talent, okay? And usually I dont do that: 
changing my mind! So. It's just maybe because I am older and it's nothing I would 
personally read".

Begger: "So what would read? I write whatever you want! Just tell me what kind of storys 
you like".

Publisher: "I told you I liked books of Roman the fourth H. B, but you said you dont want to
read them, so you wont find out what I like.".

Begger: "I dont want to bring it up again, but, there is this Legasthenie-thing! And I have to 
save my own style. I really have to save my style.".

Publisher: "Let me be franc here, you maybe need to hear that: I dont see your style at any
publishers. And trust me I know publisher." - she smiles.

Suddenly his drive, the final drive, the 235000-words-in-under-10-weeks-
drive left the poor man, leaving him feeling a dark emptyness he never knew:

the end of hope. 

Listening to a friendly version of "shouldnt be talking to such like you", this
was the best he could get.

The publisher continues: "And even if someone would offer you a contract, there is hardly 
any money to earn. There are just a few writers who can live of that. The rest, they all work
to afford life".

Suddenly he stops walking and raises his voice: "It's not about money! It's about privileges!
If you would give me a contract, you would give me a contract to your world, to everything, 
the contract to find help! I am standing here and I am telling you: I have no money! 8 
books! And you still dont know what I do! Read that fucking writing in your hands! And then
let them decide if I can write! Let the people decide goddamned!"

He saddles crying, screams one last time "READ IT!" and rides away, as fast as he can!
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"Aahhhh! Aaaaaaah! Aaaaaaaah!" He screams into darkness, unable to see, unable to 
hear. 

4 hours later, 9 PM.
He is still riding, following the river, numbed by pain, hearing the opera... 

Chapter 13 – Soul 
3 weeks later, end of May 2017.

A lost man is sitting in emotional darkness, covered under a hoody, shivering of the 
greatest fear he has ever felt, while listening to female voices:

Voice 1: "I am afraid. What is behind that door? Is it dark inside. Or is it bright?"

Voice 2: "It's bright".

1: "And are they friendly?"

2: "Of course".

1: "What are they looking for this time?".

2: "I dont know."

1: "Sometimes they tell these sad storys right?".

2: "Yes but only if the story is not too sad. If it's too sad they cant be part".

1: "Why?"

2: "For theire own good. Oh I think they are ready. Wait..." - She responds, opens the door 
slidely to take a look and add confirming: "Alright, okay you're next". 

Realising the candidate doesnt seem to be hearing her, she speaks louder: "Hello, you 
there! You're next!" - And checks for his name on the list on a clipboard she is holding. 

At the same time: 
The nervouse curious girl, sitting next to him, is helping out touching his shoulder, when it 
suddenly start to light up in his dark world: for a long time noone had touched him friendly. 
The hand on his shoulder reminds him at his existence and so his body finally responds. 

When he slowly starts to walk over to the closed door, the the nervous girl, one of the 
voices, whishes him "Good luck". But He doesnt respond, blocked by fear and by the last 
bit of focus he is trying to revive in this very moment.
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And so he steps inside the room, into the unknown world.
But he doesnt walk through a doors frame, he walkes through a gate which transforms and
morphes his entire appearance, until suddenly the unknown inside is unfolding pictures of 
reality, when he cant believes his eyes seeing: two women sitting at a table to his right 
staring at him. While his faced is still morphing into a smile his eyes are already fading 
away from the pain - 

he never wanted to see her again, now twice as painful.
Still he entered. And while he is unable to run away, the one women sitting on the right is 
asking: "So who are you?".

"I'm Soul" he answers. 

Both women instantly share a look and smile at each other. 
The same women continues, now instructing: "Okay, Soul, hehe. I see you have got a 
drive there? Do you want to hand it or...?".

Soul: "Of course, here" - nervously he reaches her his USB-Stick.

Soul: "The Beat is named "8 Billion Children". 

Right Judge: "Okay. Please step on the cross on the floor over there and tell us who you 
are and whatever else you want to tell us about yourself" she instructs. 

Soul: "Okay" he confirms and walks into the middle of the cleared office-room, while his 
white pullover is brightening up in the sunlight shining through a wall of windows to his 
right, until he turns around and faces them again.

Now both are staring at him with raised eyebrows, waiting for him to finally start telling 
something about him.

Soul: "Hello again. I'm Soul, 28 years old and I am from Cologne."

Left judge: "Usually someone says his real name.".

Soul: "Sorry, it's Ingo, though you know..." he says smiling.

"Yes, but, never mind. And take your hoody off."

Even though it's part of his style he does what they want.
Right judge: "So what is your performance about and do you need anything?".

Soul: "It's rap. But I also produced the beat. The song is called like the beat and I dont 
need anything, but... Actually I hoped there would be a microphone." - He smiles 
innocently. 

While they laugh about his dellusion, he is looking at the oldschool ghettoblaster on theire 
table and adds finally: "It's really a very great beat, so please turn up the volume, so that 
you get the feeling.".

Left Judge: "Okay?! Then we are ready if you are?".

He nods. 

The beat starts.
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...

While the intro is building up, and his body is already part of the rhythm, he is giving his 
absolutely best to forgett all the bad in the world and trying to focus his vision. About to rap
for the first time in his life in front of people, after just a week of preparation, including the 
creation of the song, he is starting to flow: introducing his song again, for everyone in the 
world! 

When suddenly one of the publisher shouts: "Hand out of your pocket! Jeez!".

Again he behaves as they wants him to while trying to keep the flow: "This song is about 
respect." 

And finally Soul reaches the moment of the song where it all begins: The two women 
vanish, like the past...

 Now he is standing in front of the world.

"Once upon a child, we were crazy super wild, 

and immortal like the weather, like the sun and the wind.

We were riding down the hills, chaising clouds, provein skills, 

living loud and today: we are throwing fucking pills.

human time, end the crime, to body and the mind,

gotta act and admit, throw the shit away and spit,

look they aint no got a clue! Sue the mirror: fooling you,

loser rule, I am cool and worldy is getting sick of who?

We gonna have to spin again and fly, lets be high, 

from he drug we have been, happy, innocent, no sin,

no more money, tripple xxx. Wait, we gotta have that sex, 

but with love or protect! Heck, bring it back: respect. 

Children, 8 billion, we gonna share and building: 

a new world, the true world, 

caring for the poor, and the hurt, and the nerd, 

and for me, and for you, meant to be, you will see, you will see !  

Once upon a street, lead my kind, the dreaming seed, 

uniciety, my home, my family and no more keys,

I can see you little bee, enjoy that bright future see,

honey sweet dreams, it's real, made by us: history!
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You keep floatin there around, living save and being sound, 

youre better then my fears, seeya soon in all my tears,

when I'm lonely with the red nose, forgotten by the fat clause,

Peter pan is sad yo, never turning bad though!

I am sorry I am here in the past like an old man,

but. I gotta find your mom... human rights...

and now you know the whole plan! 

Children, 8 billion, we gonna share and building: 

a new world, the true world, caring for the poor, and the hurt,

and the nerd, and for me, and for you, meant to be.

You will see,humanity! Humaaaaanityyyyyyyyy!

we are all one ... carry on when I am gone!

He never made it to the second part. 

Chapter 14 – Love
340 longs days later, May 2018

"AAAAAAh. Godamned, I slash you all" a crazy man screams angry, while walking up and 
down within a short part of a long floor, sourrounded by sitting and standing poeple. 
"Godamned, get off of me" he screams hitting himself with a roled newspaper in his face, 
right on his big glasses, trying to fight his long curly hair from constantly taking his sight. 

While the loud man also seems to see flys - and who knows what else - during fighting his 
hair, he makes it impossible for everyone else to focus. Yet almost everyone enjoys him, 
his exiting alive energy they have never experienced like that before. 

"Who the hell is this entertainer?" they are aksing themselfes eversince he entered the 
floor in his eyecatching outfit: A red-yellow safari-shirt sticked into his belly high skin-layer- 
jeans, just to hang out of his open fly, like a certain body part - a toung - he now also trys 
to fight. Until he screams of pain and starts a loud dialog with his testicles: "Testiclerithis is 
forbidden around this... beautiful body muhahahah!" now laughing intensly, absolutely free,
bright from his lungs, from the deepest ceter of expressing fun and enjoyment, mixed with 
frequences and expressions of pure erotic and sexapeal. 

Until he feels offended by his testicles and goes after them again, swings the newspaper 
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"Aaau! Stop hurting! You are weak, you need a shrink, this is what you need! Wait... it's the
other way around: she needs you, muhahahaha! Badly, hahahaha! But you are still weak! 
You have no balls you testicles, you pussy! Pus pus pus, boag boag boagaaag! you little ...
ööh... I mean: You big! Huuuge, huuuuuuuge!", suddenly hes holding on to a quiet tone, 
caused by his realisation: the damage is done, the words were chosen, the truth is out 
there.

 but also the laughter, the first he ever earns. 
"Winny you're next, you can enter now" suddenly the friendly young coordinator says, who 
had instructed him before. 

3.5 weeks before:

"Hello. I am planing on becoming a stand up comedian and I will start writing numbers 
right after typing these very words. I think 10 performances should be possible." - I typed 
into the field "describe your talent" and then send my application.

This was absolutely spontanious. A night before I would have never thought about ever 
going back there after what happened the last time, when I went there as Soul with a song 
that would have changed things by now. But fear of dying kept constantly think about how 
could I become famous. Suddenly I had a stroking idea for something new, a reinvention of
my talents. Then I checked for the castings, when they would take place and the rest ist 
application-history.

Yet in the following weeks, trying to create the comedian, I came to the realisation that I 
had been absolutely dellusional for the first time, by thinking of being able to pull of 10-
performances. But only because I forgott about a pretty significant fact that my leghasteny 
includes the crippled ability to memorize texts.

it's a brutal handicap: 

I can memorize countless details of everything I absorb living. I can think through every 
detail of a planed book and memorize it, I dont even have to write it down, which I do for 
ensurance at some point mostly days or weeks later, yet it's all there without, just when I 
think about it again, since the story was written in my mind I can find it all again. But I suck 
in memorizing texts word by word since it all starts reading. And when reading bumpy – 
bumpy means: there are often "stutter-moments" the mind naturally trys to avoid by filling 
in anything available matching to create a sentence, or just jumps over it leaving a gap, 
only using part of the read sentence to create the own version of it in the mind. And 
repeating to read bumpy creates multiple own versions, creates different memorization-
problems all adding up to disturb the process even more - It often only gets harder by time.
To reduce bumpes I had to read very slowly and carefully to create the original picture of 
the text, yet by that there is no flow within which is isolating every word. And that flow is 
supposed to be the main source for memorization, like with music: this is why sang texts 
are easier to memorize for anyone since it flows even more than the natural reading flow 
nobody realizes is music compared to that fucking shit in the disabled brain.
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And on top of that: I failed to write performances under 10 minutes.

I tried, I really tried, but... Winny! 
 
Eversince I saw my own entertainment-creations - starting with voice-acting – like we, my 
kind, experiences such incredible over-expressional creativity, it's what rock-bottom people
never get to do, it's just so different from who we are. So writing Winnys daylie endless 
screw-ups - from one funny thing to the next -, I was laughing my ass of like someone who
was living waiting for something like that: I fell in love with the storys and refreshingly 
intensity, the good chaos and crazy funny rock-bottom-shit I hadnt felt in a long time - 
since letabu! Of course the Exorcism Crew was there in between with the homeless drunk,
yet, quote: "misteriously wise", and Stewerd Stoddard – by the way is his name -, he loves 
and treades animals, like Slipper the exorcism-tortoise, better then anyone ever, he is just 
sweet and good and never loud like the guy he build the base for! I wanted Stewerds 
innocence and sweetness combines with lose escalation and uncontroled emotions, like 
letabus Enis, just now an older charakter. Letabu and the Exorcism Crew are rather 
something for the whole family, or people interested in nobelprices, while Winnys and his 
storys... Okay thats for the whole family as well, but wild and crazy all the time, without any
real ballance it doesnt need. The only one "normal" would be Harrald with his crooked 
tanned face and his funny voice – 

Of course they all have theire own voices, which I performed while writing
what I saw in my  mind.

I saw and consumed countless adventures in my mind, which always includes most of-, or 
all of the charakters, his "friends and family", most of which are part of every daylie-life 
adventure. 

The new stand-up-comedy concept included: 

1. Harrald with the crooked face, who thinks he owns the bar just because he bought, 
installed and permitted her, "her" for Winny. Harrald is basically just standing behind the 
bar, wanna-be-smartypanting into Winnys head, or translating whatever Winnys 
missunderstands during situation with others, until he intends to close the bar to go for his 
usual after-hours at other places, or as Winny understands "after-AUA!". Since Winny 
doesnt want anything to do with this kind of pain, or the guy letting him drink for free in 
general, Harrald always has to find ways to get Winny out of the bar, which mostly ends up
in escalating fights.

2. Ugli, his on/of-girlfriend: A former coyote-ugly dancer whichs carrer ended when she 
inflamed the love of his life right in front of him! He had no choice but to show her how the 
bar felt, after which she turned crazy with a fire-trauma, now always running around like a 
ghostbuster with the extinguisher, screaming "FIRE! FIRE! FIREE! All the time at any 
possible acasion, like when Winny drinks grill-inflamer and screams "my toung is burning" 
– guess what happens next? Right Shlicky-Shlicky against his will, trying to extinguish him.

Since she was always around after that first fire-incident, he had no choice but to end up 
with her:
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3. Winny Junior resulted, who is adipositacious around-8-nobody-remembers-exactly-how-
much-years-old! Winny Junior always has these strange looks and constantly laughs 
intensly like a child and shoots plastic arrows, that's basically it, he doesnt speak, but he is
always there at the bar or whereever they store him or forgett him.

4."Hollywood" aka " The Fullidiot": A balled handsome guy, always named by Winny as an 
idiot and yet best friend for falling in love with-, and stealing-, his girlfriend the crazy fire-
lady from time to time, depending on Winnys mood or on other circumstances. This means
when Winny has needs he always sends Hollywood to get something to drink or whatever 
else in that place in other city "somewhere that direction". Sometimes neither of them is 
with Ugly, when nobody cant recognize her when her beard grew over night.

5 and 6. the two bouncer the polish brothers Shaczlicky: where his "shlicky shlicky" 
resulted from, since one of them is gay, always trying his move – at least Winny thinks so.

They all brought me back to life!

Winny and the bar-family are always ending up in the funniest fights. 
They are like animals, yet real animals are never far away. 

Like when: he is walking Junior at the leash along the vast green river shore, when he is 
suddenly finding himself in a minefield of sheepstool, jumping around to avoid them, until 
he literally explodes! Just to be caught in a sudden war-formation he calles "Stoolcircle", 
where he and Junior are sourrounded by sheeps, suddenly facing the biggest of them: the 
"Alpha-sheep" who is stepping foward inside the ring with his crazy iro-cheese haircut. 
When Junior turns out to be the black-sheep switching sides! but Winny wrestles and wins 
against theire leader, now calling himself the new Alpha-sheep, when he suddenly feels 
like a mother, to all of them, including the strange looking black-sheep. Overwehlmed by 
motherly hormones he is even feeling his utters producing milk, rubbing himself, making 
noises. Next thing the sheeps know: finding themselfes in a bar with the new caring 
mother who is teaching important life-lessions: drinking at the bar! When he squeezed his 
and theire utters to share milk, suddenly Uglis utters get in between, which, based on his 
actual mood, turns out to be useful for a change - for a few seconds. Just to be followed by
a word he screams whenever he wants to get rid of her: "Uuugliii....FIRE!". 

Another influence for Winny was my Idol: Jim Carrey.

After Ace Ventura, that intensity and screaming I died of laughing as a young teenager, he 
left a big gap, which subconsciously always longed for more – by all of us. Not that I was 
ever even thinking about filling or being able to fill that gap - nobody can ever fill that -, but 
a part of me saved Jim Carreys intensity forever as a point of identification: To whom else 
could an extreme person like me look up to, but other extremes? There are a few others, 
but Jim Carrey is the unquestionable everlasting leader. 
But when he said "Jim is gone", evolution turned against itself, instantly regretting, leaving 
a natural lack of geniuses in this kind of comedy. Yet evolution knows how to win no matter
what and Winny was a good temporary start until J. C's Ace returns with the original as 
beautifully unaged he is, he is still a fit man compared to other sick individuals, he is a 
youngstar, he can do it! And he could be supported by a worthy individual who could try to 
honor the same role, like "Ace and Acer" - Of course all written by the supporter, but 
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mabye with supporting help of the Master himself. We would be "Supp and Supper" while 
creating "Ace and Acer".

... Now you get a glimpse of what was going on constantly in the world of
dreaming, which was an essential part of survival.

Yet every next thought of any great dreaming-vision was fought by my head with 
everything they burned inside of me "You're wrong, you're weak, you're a burden, people 
will be ashamed of even knowing you, such!" just to finally lead to depression with the 
candle in the wind I was feeling every single time leaving the house!
But at least I had already managed to be that stable dream-future-version of myself for a 
tiny moment in reality - Until she took it, again!

Winnys adventures brought me back after one more year of isolation, yet still alone at 
home: No confidence needed.

But Winny was never alone, always sourrounded by beautiful disgusting people
he seems to hate.

And sometimes he is even getting round the block, when so many things appear to be a 
bar for him, like a catwalk: the longest bar he has ever seen – love at first sight -, even 
more hurting him seeing these women trumble on his love, when he is trying to get them 
off of it in the middle of a sold out show – But that scene I saw in "Winny the Movie"!... The
dreamer again.

Coincidently Winny looked a little bit like Ace ventura in his shirt, while this wasnt planed at
all – at least not by me! 

It all happened naturally in these weeks before the casting: 
I thought: in case Winny would win, I would need as many adventures as possible, so that 
there would be a base for more, since I know myself and knew my mind would get super-
distracted by an out-of-nowhere-jump from nothing into "everything", which would have 
prohibited me from writing more. So I had to write as much adventures as possible in 
these 3,5 weeks. 

And to restore a part of the mentioned dellusion: At least writing took me only a day, right 
after I had send the application, when my imagination exploded, my motivation kicked in, 
dreaming, seeing myself as the new superstar comedian. So I cut out any reality at the 
end of the deadline I had, to let fate decide if I would actually really leave the house and 
walk around in pubic as Winny. For now I didnt need to care, nobody was there, just me 
and my creation mattered. But being assigned for the casting left me subconsciously with 
a new motivation I never knew, since there was something following in reality for the first 
time. And so I had no choice but to create the greatest possible comedy I could, which 
lead to the fun of my life over the next 10 hours – And that's a pretty long time for a movie 
including a movie.

Followed by the horror of my crippled memorization.
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But I went to war. 
First I had to chose the right adventures to be the one I would perform at the castings, at 
least 3 I wanted to choose. That was easy. But chosing the one for the very first 
appearance was the hardest: I constantly changed my mind between the chosen 3. Until I 
went with one, now only memorizing this one, just to change my mind after 1 failed week, 
thinking another one could be easier to memorize - So this was one week lost. 

But finally I was sure about my choice for the first castings adventure, called "In Holliday", 
which has got great fundamental opener gags I would always build on in the following 
performances.

Winny: "So the other day I happened to be in Holliday, talking: at the bar! Ne fully the hole, 
oh no asshole, I man holy the full, oh no these are assholes. I mean I was fully full the 
weekend! But it only has got 7 days!" - there, the fundament I was just talking about: the 7 
day weekend at the bar, which makes "In holliday" also a gag, since he is still seeing 
hollidays seperately, as a once in a while change from the 7 day weekend. 

Since "In Holliday" Winny is seeing being at the bar as being actually at a beach full of fat 
whales, considering himself the sun, the hot star in the center, the outfit had to match to 
the ecasion. Suddenly I even found myself in a store for carnival dresses and hippy 
clothes. But I was afraid of people and left just a minute later without even really checking 
the clothes - Back to the save internet, to find a matching shirt. Trousers I already had 
found: simply the jeans I was wearing every day, the only-strechtable-one I had, which was
supposed to survive physical intense movements I hadnt done so far, but it was all in the 
mind. My budget for the shirt: around 10-20 dollar. And luckily, after a lot of surf-searching, 
I found a safari-shirt for only 7 dollar, which absolutely caught my eye – I loved it, but I 
didnt know how it would look like when wearing.

While waiting for the Delivery
I remembered seeing these big old glasses laying on the table of my landlords, which 
belonged to her husband, now just laying around. Since we went through a time I couldnt 
pay rent for months, our relation ship only got better, slowly reliving me from my bad 
consciens of not-paying, lying, and avoiding her, when I was so suicidal from begging and 
all that. 

I was changed and she started to see...
This is why I was afraid to ask her. But on the other hand I knew it would be just a 
moment, a minute, maybe even making me feel better, learning to interact again. So I 
asked her if I could have the glasses for a photo I wanted to shoot – which wasnt a lie. But 
of course I wouldnt say what I was up to out of serveral reasons.

With just 1,5 weeks left to the casting, the shirt was delivered.

When I slipped in I instantly knew this was it: 

tropicalised and fruity like a sweet rotting peach!
But this was me, this wasnt low budget Winny, Winny cant rott. So there was one 
accesoire left missing: The door to the other side, to the mind of Winny, to get into there: 
His long curly hair -  Which I had laying around from other projects in the past. I initially 
bought the wig during the "Cry for help goes Kino" production, yet never used them. But I 
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used them for the first time, a few months before Winny started, for a project called...

"The Poet":

 An interpretating gesticulizer, reading poetry written by "others".
That project flew by like it never happened, yet left me with 8 filmed poetrys which would 
turn out to be my crash-course for more to come. The Poet was very easy to play, because
I didnt need to learn any text. That project happened for no perticular cause, when I was 
laying in bed watching my first few words of english poetry-art getting scetched "by others"
into a tiny note-book - fitting in the palm of my hand. I was holding it, reading it, when 
naturally my voice-skills kicked in, while also my upper body and my face adepted 
improvising. I felt a sudden need, got up, dressed in a blue-white-squared shirt - both my 
ex-girldfriends loved, which I have never worn again  – and I then I shot each one in a 
single "whatever"-attempt, fully improvising - it came out great, nobody would ever hear 
me make these suffering sounds in between records. Afterwards I put in a little work in the 
video-edit that made it a masterpiece, uploaded it and went back to bed to watch it, love it, 
wonder where it came from. Just to see dust fall upon that project as well.

Back to Winny, 1 week before the casting.
Other than "The Poet", where absolutely nothing mattered, for Winny performances 
absolutely everything mattered! I wanted that stand-up to become highly detailed on point 
performances: every movement, every facial expression, every eye-role, voices, sounds, 
all of it.

When I finally memorized the chosen-one-adventure "In Holliday", I was repeating it over 
and over again in my head, non stop. As long my brain wasnt sleeping, wherever I would 
lay, stand or walk, I would repeat it, to make up time and to be Winny as if I would have 
never done something else. This was the only chance to be able to pull it of as an isolated 
living human being who naturally gets distracted by people - Which might seem to imply 
that I must have thought about reality at that point, feeeling pressure and fears, but I didnt: 
I was simply bluffing in perfection – thanks to the Olivia & Abel-Trap-bluff-evolution.  

And Winny turned out to be as if I had never done something else -

lay-down-comedy.
By then I was practicing the physical performance – of course laying in bed. I was flowing 
naturally, improvising, often adding entire new story parts, playing them live in face and in 
moving my arms, sometimes for an hour, letting me carry through new adventures, which 
was all useful for the physical performance, getting more and more natural, but absolutely 
catastrophic for the goddamned script I was supposed to follow. Now I had so many 
different versions of "In Holliday" played, and by that stored in mind, that the war of the 
memorization continued - with a few days left to the casting.

1 day left!
It was time: I had to get out of bed despite any pain, to finally act for real and transport all 
the physical comedy I had scetched by tenths-of-movements into full movements in my 
mind. Even the legs I didnt use at all, but I knew they would respond: You cant have upper 
body-physical-comedy-skills without lower-body-skills. And in Winnys case there was a 
part in between which was now about to be an endangered species, a stunt-man, or rather
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stunt-testicles.

So I sucked it up, prepared to die, for the effort of physicalizing Winny. 
I got up, dressed up, turned my bed sideways so that I had more place in front of it, and 
then I finally... had to rest from turning the bed, now laying there again, just all-Winny with 
the glasses and the hair, which nobody will ever know I wasnt wearing before when laying 
there learning. But maybe the real gate is something else.

After fighting to ever get my body back into the vertical:
It was finally showtime! Now I was feeling it in full, the vast opportunities, the new field of 
art - sport for me - and I was mastering again, perfectionizing the choreography into reality.
It was a fight, fight against hair: it was important to maintaine visibility of his face and let 
the hair go wild and covering in the matching moments. But the hair was going wild all the 
time! So I had to learn to coordinate that, learn how it behaves, how it feels - I had to think 
like the hair and almost felt like Prof. Hof. with the REUS. The hair always had the 
potential to distract at any time and cause unplanned funny improvisations. 

Turned out: it was untameable, it had its own will and energy, wild enough to go for a free 
fly, as the glasses, boths adrenaline- and gravitation junkys! So I had to make adjustments
and plastic surgerys and all of that.

After taming and mastering the hair and glasses, I mastered the paper-swinging and face-
or-testicle-hitting. I even trained the papers grade of destruction from kinking around the 
holding fist during the swingings, planed to the point of the story when its supposed to 
finally get ripped apart.

And then there was the pool of funny Winny-moves:
I gave him certain mouth-eye-sound-combinations for each emotion: anger, astonishment, 
paranoya, love or shame, or sweet-shame, like whenever he is about to admit an 
accidential "shlicky shlicky" with someone, or with something, then he suddenly avoids to 
tell, sweetly ashamed - And this kind of behavior made him the-special-combination: An 
errupting-vulcano-angry-screaming-dissing-fighting-animalistic-drunk, yet sweet and 
voulnerable sometimes.

 In between he is hell of erotic. 
You shoud have seen him after Harrald kicked him out again: Winny is searching for a new
bar, finding himself at a certain-to-him-unknown-anual-exhibition, where he is running into 
a women with two long-black-latex-"school-cones" piking from her breasts, suddenly 
fighting to help her getting freed from those, or else - it becomes unclear what his intention
was when he is laughing like a child of fun wearing them himself – But that was also part 
of "Winny the Movie"!

But in "In Holliday", the performance I was repeating at the final day, he is not hot the 
least. I personally think there is only one guy on earth hotter then Winny: me! I was 
burning and my back-nerve was inflamed. 

I lasted 2 repeatitions of the performance: 
The first time showed me the problems, the second time was meant-to-be, and that was all
I would rely on if I would decide to go the next day. For now I couldnt think of anything but 
going back to bed and rest. I was so exhausted that my immunesystem seemed to brake 
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down right away – I got a light fever.

The next day: 

Winny wasnt ready.
Winny was ready in isolation, but after leaving the house - still bluffing, still saying "I dont 
have to enter the building" – , he wasnt at all, as I realized while riding bycicle over to the 
television studios, when I was trying to repeat the text and act in mind: He wasnt ready, he 
wasnt there, I was disctracted by even thinking of people, and the real ones caused 
blackouts. My heart was constantly speeding up, I was barely able to breath, panic!

But as you know I entered the building, 
yet not as Winny, but as the isolated guy. First I was sitting there absolutely insecure in a 
big waiting room on a red sofa, sourrounded by a few other sitting people, trying to realize 
that I was actually sitting there, asking myself if I was still bluffing? I guess I wanted to see 
what would happen, the next steps, how my confidence would respond, if I could see 
something new, feel something new, if I could adept - I couldnt! 

But Winny could! The moment I took of my jacket, when the safari-shirt claimed it's 
attention, suddenly I entered the gate to Winny, his hair-now-in-combination-with-the-
sourrounding-real-gate-people, when I instantly sinked down into the stance of early man 
himself - 

That moment changed my life!

My perception of everything I knew changed, since I knew nothing, nothing about what I 
now experienced: I felt something leaving me, as If I had been pressed tight by a force my 
entire life, unable to move left or right, unable to do anything, unable to really be. Being 
Winny around people felt like the first movements of my life, just not like a baby trys to 
move, but like the moment the shell around the butterfly cracks: flying, entirely different. 
And then right away, just a matter of seconds, I felt attention, positive attention, finally not 
discrimination. 

Out of nowhere I became an antertainer, an improvising entertainer!

But that wasnt what the casting was for. "In Holliday": gone.

SHOWDOWN!
"Winny you're next, you can enter now" suddenly the friendly young coordinator says, who 
had instructed him before. Followed by an overlaying chorus of the sourrounding waiting 
candiates and theire families, young and old, whishing him "good luck", and by that: 
intensifing the energy the comedian brought into the huge building: unity. They became 
fans right there, out of nowhere, while he is supposed to be just another candidate. But 
they can see the future, now ruling for him to make it happen. 

"What a funny guy! He is gonna make it!" someone in the background says ensuring his 
hyped friend, while Winny responds screaming at them one last time, showing his version 
of appriciation, just to turn into performing a funny coffin, making high frequenced sounds, 
bending forward, pretending to suffer, just to lift up his body again, holding his back, saying
to his audience "Dont worry! Dont Worry! I'm just infectious.... with love!" and laughs 
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brightly again, rubbing his breasts.

Finally he seems to be ready to get ready. 
Flexing his muscles like a bodybuilder - the buffulo pose -, yet giving up instantly, now 
signalising funny exhaustingness, he suddenly gets close with the young coordinator, now 
flirting, making his move, popping the question: "Shlicky shlicky?". 

The coordinator laughs, for the first time - And that's what this was about: winning the 
missing part of the energy - too busy coordinating!

Now Winny is ready for the showdown, motivated, determined, making winny-sounds, 
fighting his hair - when the coordinator reminds him: "You ve got 3 minutes inside!".

I was trapped: 
they liked me, I ruled improvising, but I would enter without a plan! And if would 
miracioulisly find back to the planed performance within the next few seconds, then I only 
had 3 minutes - "In Holliday": 12-15 minutes! And knowing that was my death-sentence: 
literally running into my final trauma. 

But Winny? He entered the black metal-door - to a hall of the size of a
football-field - as if it was the door to a bar, loud, energetic, anticipating?

There wasnt a mental split situation, I was gone, but if, then I would have screamed at 
Winny: "JESUS! DONT YOU SEE! WE ARE ABOUT TO DIE! WE HAVE NOTHING! THIS 
IS REALITY HERE!"

But I was gone, and Winny, he was gone: inside - the door closed.
While the candidates and family-members sitting in front of naturally silence to be able to 
hear something – and since he has an organ, they can hear something.

It is over!
There is a sound among life most human beings get to know from hearing, or from giving, 
it's the sound of repeatitive physical gestures of appriciation, a kind of music of humanitys 
acchievments that never stops: 24/7, around the globe, people clap. 

But this time humanity acchieved something new: one of theire poorest and hardest trying 
dying souls is being applauded by three of the other side. They applaude for more then 
fearlessness, they applaude for a first-time-experience in theire lifes, for a rare performing 
style they subconsciously didnt even expect possible in germany, since it belongs to the 
countrys with the strongest unspoken rules of all on the planet: prohibiting expressional 
talent from breaking out and competing internationally - Where discriminating 
judmentalness of course exists as well, yet nothing close to what all of those living in 
historys worst past have to bare as theire normality. 

Germanys past continued in a quiet everlasting fundament everyone was
forced to build on.

Now it started to change. 
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What they witnessed wasnt stand-up comedy, it was freedom: a nobody breaking all these 
unspoken rules, even comparing the women at the bar with huge-fat-whales – in front of 
two female judges, that was supposed to be the K.O moment! But all these rules were 
gone. Everything they believed to know about theire business was erased by creativity 
from a place they never thought would matter. Now nothing else matters, longing to find 
out where the heaven this person under the outfit comes from. 

So Winny leaves: 
The hair dissapears, as well as the glasses, now a soul is standing there, just smiling, 
calm like he was never before – No more acting, while the camera is still rolling into the 
11th  minute! 

Next to the camera and the working person behind, are sitting the three brightly-smiling 
judges at a long table - two women and a men -, now even more blown away by the 
contrast of that peaceful calm face to the loud energizing Winny, which highlights the kind 
of acting they had just witnessed for... 

... 10 timeless minutes. 

They were enjoying the show minute for minute up to the tenth, when Ugli went crazy with 
the exstinguisher, when everything blew up and I really needed to breath – They same 
moment they started applauding assuming the adventure was over. But this was just the 
prefinal, which actually had been the final once, until I had more ideas and it just had to 
continue. After that oxigen break another few minutes would have followed, to get to the 
final bottom of why the number is called "In Holliday" and not just "Hollidays" - But the 
applause was there, the prefinal had been the final before, which made it all good, and I 
was standing there relieved of life – I had no pain. 

When I felt like a butterfly before, now I felt like an angel, 

relieved like of god himself.
And an angel is just flying around, certaintly not prepared for any afterwards-questions – I 
really never thought about that! It was funny, they asked something and I was responding 
slowly delayed, just relaxing, spreading my wings – I didnt move -, until the man sitting on 
the left gave me a calm symphatic gesture like "WE NEED ANSWERS HERE! 
ANSWERS!". When I finally got it, I thought: "Oh, oh yeah, sure, cool, lets talk". 
So I answered:

"I am Ingo Bank, I am 29 years old and I am living in Cologne for 7 years".

Male judge: "Oh okay. And where were you living before?". 

"I was born in Hannover. But most of my life I lived in a small 5000 people-village near the 
smalltown Göttingen, 70 miles from Hannover".

Male-judge: "Oh. And then you came all the way to cologne for? Studying, or?". 

"I came here to start a new life. But I didnt know anybody, had no money. So I was 
homeless for a while".
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All three: "REALLY?" - a perfectly overlaying chorus of three voices streamed
through the hall, hitting the sourrounding walls of bright clouds.

After that they lost it entirely, while I was still angeling around, tipping theire noses, tipping 
on theire heads, leaving dots of light everywhere, even on the camera – I whish would 
have been directed to them instead of me.

Then all three kept hooking on the questions around: if I had been at any television 
production, or ever had been to a television production, or at least at some kind of 
television production, or any connection to that at all, any media, somewhere invovled, 
anything, something, where, how, how in gods name. 

They screamed longing for answers, answers, answers that give sense to
heaven, sense to the winner of the goddamned show not even started! 

Okay, they didnt scream, but they did, and heaven was real! 

Chapter 15 – Arche

3 Months later, August, 1AM - 1 week before my 30th birthday.
I found myself laying in the bed of a hotel near the mainstation in the german city 
"Bremen", far away from Cologne – at least for me. For hours I was nothing but drugged 
just by leaving Cologne finally... finally! Till that day I had been trapped for years. The last 
time I got out was in May 2015, when I went to a clinic for natural healing methods, were I 
they tried to find an explanation for the fact that I had to starve to survive. 
Back in Cologne I was trapped, I would never get out of there alive without becoming 
famous - Now I was about to! 

6 hours till the meeting at a big musical-theater, 

The Theatre was somewhere, a few hundred meters away - Where exactly I didnt know. I 
was plannig on figuring it out in the morning, the godamned early morning, 7 AM!, a time I 
was usually falling asleep for a few hours in best case. I had been awake almost every 
night for years, and every time I was forced to an early appointment by the gouvernment, 
doctors, any of that, I had to push through, stayed awake, made sure my rhythm would be 
screwed up for good. I had to push through so often, for so many times, yet it never got 
easier, just harder, taking more and more of me. Insomnia is hard for itself, but colliding 
with the system, it only gets worse by the stress and pressure every night before - noone 
ever cared about insomnia, as you know: not even the goddamned sleeping-laboratory. 
One good thing was maybe, that I could appear to any appointment looking like shit, 
yawning all the time, fitting mental state – which wasnt a good thing since they used it all 
against me, but... -, I didnt need concentration. 
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Now I needed to find sleep badly, to have a few hours, the first in 2 days. To get the train I 
had to push trough. And then flying with the train I wouldnt sleep, I couldnt miss any 
picture of my way. 

Besides the sleep-pressure, there was this many-people-thing and then the becoming-
famous-thing.... I was praying for all the luck in the world, and trying to think about positive 
things like my girlfriend.

Do you want me to repeat that sentence?

I RULED!
 

A winner has it all. 
Kidding, I wasnt a winner, not yet.

 3 Months ago, right after the precasting
I used that little timewindow of ensured-3-months-lasting-hope, trying to build a life 
instantly, before it would all dissapear again – And that was all I knew, all vanishing. So 
this was my chance, the best chance to get back to life: having that TV-Casting ahead. It 
made whatever else of my loser-life instantly insignificant. Whatever, whoever, I would tell 
"I am going to be inside the television world". Sadly people really responded to that with 
absolute acception and interest - suddenly I was worth something in society. Same person,
same story, now they would listen and not judge. 

And this is exactly why I didnt tell that part and stucked to the sad truth 
when I went online-dating, to find a honest good women. 

Yet that TV-thing stayed my ensurance for my confidence and all the hopes and dreams of 
finally making it... it.

On the internet I met a young women, a master-student, who didnt really identify with her 
study. She loved to read whatever I wrote, all my personal storys, and especially my 
books! This was when she told me, that my writing (of course my german-writing) would be
good for highly educational lectures in literature – Professor Ingo in da house! She was the
first to ever really read parts of my books, even though she was very busy with learning for
exams ahead. She simply didnt had time to read it all, like an entire book, but she really 
wanted to, and this was just great: A dream came true, she became a fan of my writing, 
even the "scurrile-over-creative-worthless-gardebage", written by "such". On top she was 
fascinated about all my arts, listening to my music, enjoying it - while on the other hand I 
liked as well whatever she wrote. 

We both wrote alooooooot:

We constantly wrote til the messsages letter-limit and there was never something wrong to
share, or too much, it was honest and pure fun. We simply naturally didnt judge each other
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and that's how easy it is – yet this was rare! It was the jackpot, suddenly my life turned into
what I prayed for.

Then we went to the second base of online dating, the telephone, and talked for hours, 
every evening. We enjoyed each other relentlessly and jumped from base to base over the
following days, then weeks, until we hit base-30 of fuck-the-online-dating which was: fuck-
the-online-dating-godamned-meet-finally! But this was actually a little bit problematic at 
that time. Obviously we were ready and we wanted to, but she was in the exam-phase, like
THE phase: daylie hardcore studying to keep up with that useless stuff, and I, I was a 
fulltime comedian: hardcore preparing for my future, hammering all the written adventures 
in my head and wrote tons of new ones, sitting at Paradise-No-Human-Bay every day.

"Please wriiiiite, please wriiiiite! 
And I did and I collected stones."  

I wrote one new adventure after another sitting there in a camping chair tanning. And when
I got too hot, I got even hotter by doing a little strip-tease and swimming naked against the 
streaming, which was simply moving legs and arms like a frog on the spot. That feeling I 
will never forget, since the inner anatomy-feeling had just almost-dissapeared, just to be 
replaced by new shit more even more painful, but I didnt care since: I couldnt feel my skin 
for years, forgott how soft and great something feels that is supposed to be so overfelt-
normal that nobody enjoys it like feeling another persons skin – dont get me wrong here, It 
wasnt stimulation-feeling, just endlessly-cosy - At least for moments ignoring everything 
else, when for example coming back from BNHB, taking a cosy shower I also couldnt 
enjoy in years, then laying in bed, sideways, the moment the legs touch!

Water was my arch-enemy, Now I was touched by, sourrounded by, liquid matter - A feeling
like back then when I should have drowned in the seas at age 3 but turned into a junky of 
that incredible new-matter-feeling. 

But to become a diving Junky again I needed more oxigen in my blood – So I couldnt swim
for long. I just enjoyed it for 1-2 minutes and got back to the rocky-shore, where I found 
another addiction: Stones! But only the ones beautifully rare shaped or coloured. Yet only 
a single one each day was allowed to be stolen from nature, that was the rule, the stone-
rule I added on my old list. 
And trust me, it's not easy to decide which is the "best" stone, and which ones you will 
have to leave behind, especially not when there are a million stones all different, all telling 
a different interesting story. Staring at them I was faszinated, seeing through time, seeing 
how different theire life had been yet still belonging together, building the shore. I was 
asking myself: Were the stones laying right there to my feet eversince the earthes surfaces
cracked open to build the future river? And: How many influences changed theire positions
and how far? Theire neighbor-stones must have changed again and again, and by that 
theire form. And theire forms told a whole different Story, a totally unexpected storys, 
which made every single one so interesting, storys nobody can ever really know, despite 
any research. Nobody can research which stones of them touched each other and 
influenced each other, which animal carried them, which piece of which broken tree carried
them by highwater, which other unexpected things could have happened to them, maybe 
phenomenons, maybe electricity. So which story was the most interesting? Which ones 
were "the boring ones" I would leave behind? I told you: "not easy!
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Not easy, unless you find "The Sixth Element!" 

The moment I saw it I knew it chose me! The moment I picked it up I felt an intense 
connection, an activation, a purpose! I was fascinated by its misterious perfect rhomolus-
shape, edges like cut by a laser - A laser not from this world! Yet the Element itself was 
from this planet, it had a function once as I could feel. I felt its power, I felt history, I felt it 
was the lost center of stonehenge, the missing piece nobody ever knew existed, the part 
that completes the circle of sound and unleashes the force that frees all souls!  

I knew what I had to do, I had to bring it back to its rightful destiny because only I could 
activate it! If someone else would have been the chosen one, then someone else would 
have been the chosen one, but I was the chosen one. And it had a reason: Only a pure 
soul could free the souls! And I had that pure soul, his name was WORLDY!!!
And conincidently: I planed a journey around the world already when Worldy came into my
life.

I was finally me: I lived the way I always wanted, with all my creativity
openly. I was now "Ingo of Worldy", like "Gepetto of Pinocchio". 

I was active in all my talents at the same time. Besides Winny, which sure was my main-
priority, I was: writing, producing, inventing, painting, photographing, videopgraphing, 
drawing - Of course sitting at the river. I did everything at the river, Scooby carried 
whatever I needed, bags, camping chairs, blankets, canvas, technical equipment like my 
laptop - Producing in front of the water: no words! 
But I was mostly drawing, just "mildy" influenced by a certain constantly-overproducing 
hormone that started torturing me: Imagine the bumpy-memorization-war now combined 
with uncontrolled-genital-swellings - How the hell was I supposed to ever focus? But about
Winny I thought "In the end I only need one adventure". I was aiming for 3 perfected 
performances for the big show, but one would have been enough for my dream! So there 
was alot of time now compared to before,...

... time for falling in love!

Now PNHB was supposed to be P2NHB: Paradise-2-Naked-Human-Bay! 

I was alone for years at the point, absolutely alone, and now It was already a "we". We 
were practically like a couple already, became part of our lifes, even calling each other 
"babe", so naturally I felt a need to have her there with me, to enjoy life together, to 
"shlicky shlicky" and figure out how the hell to get to stone-henge with worldy, to free all 
souls. 

We could have met some way of course if we would have wanted, there was time, like the 
hours we were on the phone at the evenings, or nights, but we both still functioned for our 
plans – kind of, let's say: she was getting along and I ruled in everything but memorizing 
and staying focused! - And of course she knew about mine, since there was nothing to 
hide. 
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But if we would have met at that point, we would have went to cloud seven, unable to 
continue whatever we were doing.

I know myself, I would have said to Winny in that split-fiction: "Stop hurting 
my genitals, I need my penis now! Thank you for your service! Seeya in two 
month without any preparation, god is with us!".

And it was not only I! We were both suffering more and more from the need to melt 
physically as well, even got durtey on that phone and sending us certain pictures, but 
classy, nothing revealed, but maybe a sixpack made by circumstances. Or kind of funny-
sexy ones like that frame I exported of a little video-clip I shot of myself letting stones jump
on the river: I was only wearing underpants formed to a string-tanga, when I suddenly 
turned sideways pushing my hip out funny demonstrating, which highlights my behind - 
Supported by the fact that my head was cut off by the frame, which I didnt know. It turned 
out as one of the greatest pictures of my life, so special, especially because it was this 
phase of my life. After turning it black-and-white it revealed the hidden potential and 
reminded me at these statues of the past. 
There are many sexy photographs of our times, of men that could be manifested into a 
statue that could either intentionally made to look like those of the past, or it would by itself
look alike, since we havent changed physically – But that picture of me as a statue: 
evolution! The body not in the best shape, the proportions rather unusual, yet formed by 
the creative mind into a great looking shape, geometric interesting by building a perfect 
triangle between my lower legs, my knees, and the ground, paradoxly stylish, even sexy, 
while it was just a gag, which in the video wouldnt stick out like that. But the frozen frame: 
epic. 

And since she and I had this thing of sending us memos - pictures with just a sentence 
added -, I created a few and send it to her. On the one was written "Some people are just 
doing fine without a head", on the next one "The moment you realize michelangelo should 
have rather chosen you!". Still, despite the jokes, it would stay epic. Seeminly epic enough
to change her mind about focussing our goals -

 she wanted to meet! 

She was ready to risk compromising her exams! But I, a 3-years-isolated-lonely-guy, 
chose Winny over pussy and even over love, which you know of is something I wouldnt do,
if this wouldnt have been the most important preparation of my life. I was distracted yet hell
of determined! I had a goal of three performances, I gave myself the safety-thought "I only 
need one", yet this time I wasnt cutting reality entirely out: I was still bluffing concerning the
final moments, as usual planning I would just dissappear, like the morning before walking 
to the theater, but I was still intending to prepare to be the greatest comedian of the 
country. So I fought the hormones constantly and always tried to get back to it, often 
interrupting every few minutes saying "FOCUS!". Actually I was doing what I always did: 
finishing no matter what. As long she wasnt physically in my life I was naturally going down
the usual nothing-can-stop-me road. Luckily she was living in another city, and I had no 
money for train-tickets, which helped me to stay away from her. Same city?: Adios Winny!
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 ...I wouldnt shoot the "heroin", not yet.

And she of course understood that I couldnt risk it, she knew how important the upcoming 
show was to me, since she read the german version of this journey - which I wrote in 2 
days in early 2018 -, she read it in one. So she really cared about me. 

Our way of communicating just matched from the very first messages we shared, and it 
stayed always easy, fun and familiar like only a couple gets. She even sent me gifts to my 
home and it was clear to us that we already didnt wanted to lose each other. 
And to cure us a little bit from our strong desire, we both masturbated more and simply 
aggreed on meeting right after my big day.

Back to Bremen, to were we left off:
 I was laying in the hotels bed, the night before the show!

I tried, I tried hard, focussing on nothing, calming down, breathing constantly and this is 
exactly why I couldnt sleep at all: trying. Trying to sleep = doomed. Either one sleeps or 
not, there is nothing to try after all these years with insomnia. The best thing to get along 
was always the opposite: not trying, getting up, distracting from the spiral that trying 
creates, rather going for a walk, listening to something, anything to make use of the time 
instead of wasting time and raising pressure with every minute.

And this is exactly what happened: 

I was under pressure knowing I needed to rest my brain and regain energy.
Until I started to lose it: feeling more and more fear, imagining screwing up, forgetting the 
text and becoming the hilarious laughter of millions – Which was not only for a me the 
center of suicide, it can crush any life. Lifes got destroyed by these kind of shows, for 
quotes. Not the failing candidates humilliate themselfes - they are just brave people trying 
something -, but the ones sending it out to be seen, for potentially everyone on the planet. 
"Oh my god, look at this idiot" I could hear the country scream and write headlines! 

Fastly my good feeling, the best I had in years: faded
And I fucking knew it, it knew this would be only a 3-months-timewindow

only possible to enjoy up to that very moment.

"Think positive! Think positive! Think of the best moment of your life!" I reminded myself 
and saw theire three smiles, when they suddenly turned! "NOOOO!" I screamed in my 
mind, and my heartbeat speeded up. I hadnt had a panic attack in months, now I was 
longing for oxigen, knowing: if I wouldnt calm down, it would throw me back in time and 
make my confidence the candle in the wind again - And I never wanted to feel that again!

But on the other hand, the candle didnt matter... 

what really made my fears, was created by throughts about my landlord.
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She liked me for who she had gotton to know me, for my base: honest, reliable, calm and 
wise like an old guy with a young face - While I was kind of supposed to be young and part
of the evolution I was kind of supposed to lead. But relativity made me an old guy within a 
blink of an old eye: I moved in as a young glowing 23 year old peace-loving-dreamer, 
when she was already 81 years old - I came from the streets, she gave me a home, saved 
me. And now I was about to hit 30: These hard years in between were the most important 
years of my life during which I had created so much art, yet she never saw me as an artist.
We shared kind of everything about our lifes over the years: here a sentence, there a litte 
story. And so I told her about my dreams, the music, another time about writing, inventing, 
hopes, kind of everything just reduced to a very short version that mostly was killed by a 
smile that didnt take me serious - None of these creative things could ever have much 
value without fame. But I couldnt blame her, since she was sourrounded by hard working 
people her entire life, and everything concerning artists, she saw in magazines or on 
television. Now I was part of a show and yet I kept it a secret, since she only knew me as 
she knew me... Now she would see me as the overly expressive comedian wearing long 
hair? 

In the end I had to tell her about it, since I was leaving the house for a few days for the first
time after 2015. So I told her about my latest comedy-ambitions, also about the sucessful 
precasting, about them paying for my travel-ambitions as well as for the Hotel-phobia, and 
I told her: that I had good chances to win. She didnt take the winning-chances serious and 
smiled, which I didnt want to see, but at least: I told her the truth. Yet she cared about me 
leaving for a few days, told me to be careful, not to get robbed, or
blown up by terrorists - She always worried from all the bad stuff in the news, making the 
world even more dangerous and scary for everyone who is not out there, who is not part of
life... 

And so news becomes all what's left of the world of anyone watching. 

I said to her "Dont worry, I am going to be careful. And you shouldnt watch that stupid 
news. They report about all these things without any emotions, they doesnt feel these 
fears we get. For them it's just work, a way to be busy all the time, while they are save. If 
you dont watch it, you can enjoy your last days more." 
She agreed without hesitation, since she never even wanted to watch it. She did it 
because: it's there, always, so hard to avoid, like the thausands of chemical-products in 
the supermarkets, poison.
"And then you get a 100 years old!" I added and she laughed from her stomache -

As you see, there wasnt space for art, just reality, implanted fears and a 
single sentence in my repertoire to restore theire crimes and make her laugh. 

Neighter before nor after our latest conversation, I couldnt say at all if she would like 
Winny and his energy like younger generations - Which made it an absolute gamble. 

But even if she personally would have found him funny, what would the neighbors think of 
her? I was concerned about more then ever. What for me was "A cliche one can only run 
away from", was normality for her, and connected to over 40 years of daylie life. The 
people living along the small street, they all built theire houses, they saw each other doing 
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that, helped each other out, laughed a million times and kept there head up whenever 
reality gave them a hard time - They grew old next to each other. 

So they know almost everything about each other and they instantly know if something 
changes, something happens, like when the young-not-working-loner-neighbor suddenly 
turns out to be the young-not-working-loner-with-the-hedgesaw: this was a headline in the 
street, everyone was talking about it! - it was the moment I was accepted for the first time 
after my "youth-excause" had expired when I stoped smiling for good in 2015. They must 
have heard I was useful as a help for my landlord inside the house, but they never actually
witnessed me doing something. Now there I suddenly was, at a sunny day: cutting the long
hedge and cleaning the street they also use – It took me hours because I was barely able 
to keep my arms up, had to do a lot of breaks, just to defenetly become active when 
someone came along, for the headline. Because by that time had passed more and more 
time as the not-working-loner-who-never-became-part-of-the-neighborship-community, and
I could see coming where it would lead if theire everlasting expectations would stay 
unfullfilled, this would have turned against my landlord. But luckily my plan with the 
hedgesaw worked: even the lady wo was living just a wall away from my room smiled at 
me that day she walked to her car – my landlord was also still driving by the way -, and 
smiling at me meant: No bad rumors for a while, even if she would still have expectations. 
From then on they started to see that my landlord might did the right choise giving me a 
home. 

On top: My landlord had a special bond to the husband of that perticular neighbor I had a 
hard time smiling at, she told me that one story of the time she was robbed in her house 
very often – but I would still always listen, to maybe learn something new about it she 
hadnt told so far. That's when, one day she added details, I learned that the neighbor, he 
was the one who kind of saved her after the robbers left leaving her locked in inside my 
very bathroom, where she screamed for help for hours: He heard her, he called help, he 
became her hero. 
It's these kind of storys that made it only harder for me to potentially bring shame upon 
her. 

Maybe I was about to destroy her life with my dream - 
Just a few hours away from the show. 

I was laying there in the Hotel sleepless, fighting panic at the edge, thinking how this would
turn out bad for my landlord if the neighbors would see Winny: it would be a headline no 
matter what. I was sure they would think bad of her, like thinking she was keeping a crazy 
person for so long, now bringing shame over the entire street. I was seeing myself already 
moving out and her... dying miserable and sad! 
This is why I was considering more and more, to drive home and let Winny go, stop the 
entire birth and forgett about it - 

... when suddenly my new little cellphone rang. 

"Oh my goodness, thank you!" I said, knowing it could only be my soon to be also 
physical-grilfriend. I could have called her myself, but I didnt wanted to wake her up in the 
night-time for some crazy panic. Now she called, which was what I needed that to find 
back to life and hold on to the one thing that would solve all the problems: WINNING!
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2 hours later, 3AM

A man is walking through the night, breathing deeply through his nose. While music is 
streaming from a club somewhere in the distance - subconsciously attracting him, chosing 
his direction - he is walking over the great mainstations forplace, towards a big cultur-
building, a museum, seeing people stitting on stone ledges in between, enjoying the 
weekend with drinks and cigarettes, talking and laughing. While getting closer, he is 
inhaling the smoke everywhere in the air and watches theire small cigarette-fire-spots 
moving and drawing lightstripes through the dark. When his eyes turn sharp again, he 
finds himself 100 meter behind the museum, where the music streams louder, right 
through the bridge-tunnel right behind two huge gourvernment buildings on both sides of 
the street, creating the optical illusion of a longer tunnel, after which the dense inner city 
architecture seems to end and the real darkness begins. 

Suddenly he is standing at the fence of the clubs huge natural out-side lounge, 6 meters 
left of the entrance, where his body is slidely moving to the base-drum of the electronic-
dance-music waveing through the ground – Yet there is no sound, not for him, but just 
smell.

"Excause me. Can I hit that?" He asks to the backs of the two club-guests sitting on the 
other side, 1 meter away from the fence, in almost-darkness - relaxing. 
Both instantly turn around wondering, now looking at a slidely smiling face shined at by 
artificial-blue-light, when the young women, who is holding the joint the stranger had no 
chance to see, decides spontaniously, without confirmation of her friend: "Sure, it's yours", 
and bends toward the fence, streching her body and arm to reach the joint near it, just to 
let go of it - Saved from gravitation by another hand. While she is naturally turning back, 
escaping the body-twist, she is hearing him say "Thank you", when he turns around once 
again, adding: "It's almost dead, but enjoy", just to dissapears in the background of his 
sight. 
Now only the burning drug is shining, drawing a line from the fence up to his face, until the 
red point stops a few inch away from his lips, when he closes his eyes - His expression is 
suddenly cramping of desperation.

A tear is falling:

Liquid matter is holding on to itself, reflecting the colours of nightlife, carrying pain, carrying
all the information of his life and even saving more during its way down toward its 
inavedable destiny of destruction, pushed by soundwaves of shivering breath, a snoding 
nose and emotions resulting of the greatest act of selfishness a human being could 
possibly commit. The tear is falling with the same speed the red-line is flying next to it, 
reflecting it, breaking it, its shape – They belong together.

"How could she do this to me?" The repeating question in his mind.

"Hey are you alright?" Suddenly the young women asks, now standing in front of him, right
on the other side of the fence. 

"No." He responds looking at her, hoping to be saved.
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"What happend?" She wonders. 

"I dont fit in this world. Sorry for bothering you. Have a good night" He answers and 
leaves.

"Wait! Hey! Wait come back!" She shouts, hurting him more with every word, by caring and
responding to his need, her own need. 

But he knows: it was just another tiny illusive moment, 
with the power to cause pain forever. 

Inside the tunnel

Echos of loud screaming are streaming into both directions - And this is just the beginning 
of a long night.

7 AM

More and more people are gathering inside the entrance-hall of a great theater, in front of 
a stairway to the left. Some of them are wearing blue sports-dresses, looking like olympic 
athlets, muscled, selfsecure, like the group of women wearing fancy glamourus dancing-
dresses, professionals as well. They are all gifted, with talent and natural focus of 
integration. Some are quiet, yet sometimes laughing with the others, theire belongings, 
theire teams, just to turn quiet again – Daylie life for them, while somewhere in between 
fences of legs, is someone sitting on a little 3-step-marble-stair, hiding in the shadow of the
hood of his winterjacket, not moving, nor making a sound: not existing, even-though he 
was sitting right there alone for an hour, until more and more people joined, and started to 
shield him from eyes.
While everyone is waiting and chatting, someone is not knowing how he could possibly get
up again – this night almost cost his mind: And being thrown away was even harder for 
him, than fearing everything that could happen today, or result afterwards if he would 
actually find the guts to stand up and follow the candidates, whenever they would be 
starting to leave, to a place he cant even imagine since he had never been to a theater like
that. 

Now he is praying for them not to go, just to stay the shield and the moment, which is 
better than the moment before and better than any moment to come, since he doesnt 
know where to go next - He fears Cologne, he fears the system, the media, he had been 
to. And all that is streaming through his mind for on hour, the ignorance, the murder.

In 2017, when he was begging, he went to one of the biggest newspapers of 
the city:

He just walked inside with a flyer in his hands "Cry for help", one of the 5000 Flyer of his 
movie, yet the link printed onto would lead to the real-life-sound-records of crimes! So he 
asked to speak to the chef-publisher, who luckily was there and took the time to sit down 
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with him. He handed him the flyer and told his story to a... publisher! Same eyes! The man 
said he would get back to him, which he never did, since this young man was not stable 
enough, not integrated and privileged enough, not worth to be saved. On top he went to 
another place to find help, where he sat down with a social worker, who typed and printed 
a letter of his client to the newspaper he had just been to, just onto theire labeled paper, in 
the name of the social-institution. She signed it, sent it to the newspaper – Nothing! The 
social worker herself started to use his weakness against him, when he cryed and talked 
about not wanting to live anylonger. He talked about that he needed money and had to 
beg, in multiple meetings – She never thought about even handing him a dollar. Instead, 
when she had to borrow him 5 dollar for a trainride to a psychologist she had to send him 
to for an expert-opinion to get her work payed, she asked him "Can I trust you?" - By that 
she meant "Can I trust you that you dont spend the money for other causes!".
But since he refused  to see that so called doctor for a so called expert-opinion, he 
became too difficult – In the end they threw him out. 

After that he continued writing emails to journalists around the country -
over 500.

A single one answered: even with interest, a man writing for the biggest papers of 
germany, in whoms online profile was written: "special interests in health and chances of 
young people". He replied, yet then took 2 months off to be part of the first two months of 
the life of his newborn child. Afterwards he finally found the time to call the young man 
crying for help for years out of isolation, hunger and poverty - which was the head-titel of 
the emails - to get to know him, to figure out if he was worth a story. He began asking him 
what he was doing for a living, what education he has ... – a very confusing question for 
the help-seeking, after the titel of the email, and on top it's a question he had been asked 
countless times by doctors, each time before any examination, before any results nor 
communication, which only didnt lead to discrimination, because it started with it right 
away, since that quetion wouldnt even become relevant afterwards, in case they would 
have failed to find any result - for a situation nobody ever had to experience before like 
that -, even then, the question about his education would be a crime no matter what -...
Based on that reality, the help-seeking respectfully questioned the relevance of the 
journalists question and asked for another one concerning the search for help they were 
writing about before. But the journalist reacted instantly annoyed and demanded him to 
answer! He didnt respond to the fragile voice on the other end begging him to skip that 
part and finnaly said: "I cant help you" - ready to hang up.
 
"Please wait! Please! I get it, you have your ways to work and I respect that. But please tell
me, explain me the relevance of my education here, how... I mean my education? I wrote 
you about my search for help for a severe health situation and that they destroyed my life 
completely by discrimination! And now you want to hang up, not help me, because I dont 
see relevance in talking about my edu... hello?... hello?"

I recorded it...
You can even hear crying at the end. 

Trust me, I tried alot more to find help... 
It was always for me: become famous or die. 
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SO: "FUCK IT! TODAY IT WILL END!"

I said out of nowhere the moment the candidates were being called to follow a coordinator 
upstairs. I lifted my body up again and tricked my brain as always with the one thing that 
makes every result of my tryings the right one: finding out what if?

I felt it once before, a glimpse of how it feels to reach that unreachable other 
side and now I was ready to win – all or nothing. 

Climbing up step by step, sourrounded by all the candidates, I took off my winter-jacket, 
opened my backback, grabbed Winnys hair and transformed right there for good - For 
good! Now I would be Winny and only Winny for however long it would take, since I knew: 
I may only needed to leave that impression of how present and alive this charakter was, so
I wouldnt nesessarily need the casting.
 

And then I saw it, for the first time in my life: 

The whole arrangement: the huge red carpeted balcony sourrounding the inner waiting hall
of the therater, the huge cameras cost as much as a car, the signs, technical equipment, 
cables, huge boxes on wheels, and... catering... CATERING! This was it, I was done, 
ready to leave, or scream - I hadnt eaten in days to create silence in my gut and time.

But Winny ???
He was already in his world, naturally confident like he found a new huge

place full of bars and people – I was gone, kind of.
Winny walked from person to person, everyone on his ways around the balcony, especially
drawn to those in black uniforms - many coordinators, wearing also headsets -, introduding
himself, and shaking hands, to flirt or whatever else was in his mind, like telling about Ugli, 
saying "Dont tell her I am her! If you see her Screm "FIIIIIREEEEE!" - he screamed loud, 
just to tell everyone paying attention "Dont worry, this is just me, Im am the fire, hot!" now 
laughing rubbing his safari-covered-breasts, just to hit himself and fight his hair with the 
paper the next moment.

And even though it was kind of early in the morning, even though they were used to 
months or years in the job, always the same kind of work, which manifested theire faces, 
Winnys energy cracked them up, even the strictly cool guys, who first were annoyed, yet 
couldnt help but to feel his innocence despite anything.

And he even had instant fans like this one female coordinator, a young women who 
laughed instantly whenever she came along, when he would always make his sweet face 
especially for her, saying to her college "he is so sweet and funny".

There were also important people with typical powerfull faces,
who would intimmidate a certain person, but not Winny. 
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Then there was this old women sitting alone at a table in front of the catering, the same 
women I had asked for the direction to the theatre hours before on the streets, when I 
would have never thought a second she could be part of this, since she looked just bitter, 
old and there, just there, who now turned out to be kind of a boss nobody would speak to –
Winny did. He didnt see bosses nor hate, even when theire eyes were screaming at him. 
He saw the very best in everyone, knowing: they all want to "shlicky shlicky" in reality. Yet 
he wouldnt disrespect, but simply try to change theire hearts as well with his irresistability, 
and charm – even the boss smiled, once, for a quadrizillionst of a second, but it was there,
somewhere, out of some perspective, seriously. 

Soon the whole staff was talking about Winny.

Almost always positive, almost, since he wouldnt listen to rules and looked directly into the
camera greeting everyone, which he wasnt allowed to. But you cant tell Winny not to look 
and connect, It would be like "Dont go into a bar, dont drink!" when he already entered the 
bar. On top – haha paradox tv-business - the camara liked him alot! So they had a bond 
instantly: Winny was where the camera was and collected funny clips, like: dancing with 
children - who really loved him in general -, trying to make this clap moves, or, when 
suddenly a crazy pirate showed up with a huge roling cage of tropical birds – absolutely 
meant for his shirt, or his shirt were meant for them, seriously it couldnt have matched 
better, and I would give everything to get the pictures taken by people -, when he had the 
two of them sitting on each of his shoulders! 

 Winny turned out to be Noah, filling the arche with animalism, with actual
animals and with heart - preparing for the big storm. 

And then it was time for instructions - This was when I had to learn instantly how to do 
that, how to just leave the role and be fully me? No, I couldnt do that, so I was kind of just 
in the state between, ready to Winny it off at any moment - I had no idea what would be 
next, if this was already something where certain people would be, or cameras.

A young female staff member brought me downstairs,
to the hidden place, the big stage! 

I hadnt been able to see the stage so far, now it was all dark and empty, only a few people 
were sitting somehwere on the other side while other people were preparing the stage, 
while she slowly guided me closer to the stage and explained me how things would go 
down later noon – This was when I realised it was a long way to go for Winny! 

Next thing I know:
Sitting in the first row right next to her, when Winny made his move, flirting, laying his arm 
arm around her and... Jesus, this moment came absolutely unexpected: Winny was 
instantly gone - She had a thing for me! She was super cosy, flirty, leaning to me, saying 
something I rather not say - And she was absolutely my type! Her voice, the way she said 
it hit me like a hormone-train! And you know I had hormone-issues, so this was a flashback
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now just reality, right there in a dark empty theater where nobody was paying attention to 
us.

God went too far! Or was this the big test right before heaven, the devil -not
her - making me an offer I was now supposed to refuse? The final test if I was
worthy? But I was worthy! If I wasnt than nobody was! So this was his gift.

Before –  I cant beieve I am saying this – I was a professional, which is why I was 
absolutely focused on letting Winny do his-my-thing, without wasting thoughts on any 
distraction, certainly not on women - And there was this young over-sexy-half-naked-
erotique-dancer, in string-tanga, who was doing splits - standing on her hands -, one of 
these poster dreams! But Winny was the real poster dream, nobody had a chance, I was 
practically already elected for president – Okay, okay, I got carried away here, but I was 
focused, this was bigger then boobs.

Until now:

There I was so close to her, who was way more my type then the poster-girl, since she 
was kind of a skater girl - Now you know what's up! But she wasnt one of these skate-
bridges, she was just powerless drawn to my sexapeal, and we had a connection, which 
was blocked before due to my professionalism. Until she hit me with her parfum and her 
voice directly next to my ear - The heroin-of-frequences: When women are horney of men 
of theire dreams! Jesus! If I would have made the next step, we probably would have 
dissapeared into a situation of: transforming into the animals the arche was made for. So 
this was obviously all fate again, just this time puzzling me into the chiche lifestyle of a 
star. 

But actually, this was mostly hormone driven. In reality I was thinking of
someone else. I managed not to think about her before, now it started to hurt

intensly again. 

So I let go of the cosy position we were in so close, stood up, and tried to refocus again, 
for the storm hours away. Since the instruction was finished anyways, she continued her 
job and guided me back upstairs to the red-carpeted-balcony, where we shared a look, 
both saying "Why do we still turn each other on? And have a good one!".

5 hours later!

Everyone loved him, even the producers and moderators who first hated him for being 
free, for greeting his fans directly looking into the camera, for being a star he wasnt 
supposed to be unless allowed by them – they decide who becomes a star or not, despite 
any talent. Winny couldnt be controled, he was juts Winny: the guy of the adventures, who 
would just find adventures in anything and everyone, and fall in love with the bar that 
actually was there. And that was why they loved him so much, that he wouldnt be a 
marionette, that broke the bond of theire everlasting evilness noody ever could. They loved
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him from the bottom of theire hearts and made him forever the most important part of it. He
brought the saving arche to theire world full of living tsunamis and long drowned souls, an 
arche missing eversince. The moments they finally witnesses real peace and kindness 
resisting all theire intended storms, his grown up behavior, behavior of a fatherfigure, this 
will be everything remaining in theire last seconds on earth: 

There, before they die, they will see me and they will love me as they did  -
just some of them chose to show it in cold war, prideful destructivness and

sabotage, which caused me to commit suicide there on the stage, 

right after the hundreds of hatefully at me screaming people silenced for the following 
words of the important, including words about the absense of my brain, and association of 
my talent with excrements - while I wasnt even allowed to begin my performance in the 
first place.
Because a few children with power chose this as the end, by trying to hummiliate me one 
last time right before my big moment and then aggressivly forcing me backstage to go out 
improvising, which wasnt the talent, the talent I went to heaven with at the precasting. 
They wanted Winny to do his improvising that could 100% only fail, even if it was good, 
because nobody would understand it: The judges never saw him before, it would be just a 
funny looking intense guy doing what? What was there to improvise but the bar the judges 
were sitting at – which was exactly what happened, Winny falling in love with the white 
small bar, getting touchy.
 

Before

We, the producer/directors and I, had talked two times in office rooms, very clearly about 
my performance, how it would go down. It was my choise, which was good, but they 
needed to know what would be happening. So I told them: I would go out as me, not as 
Winny, no hair, no glasses, trousers I was wearing every day anyways and a red hoody 
over the safari-shirt, then I would introduce myself, talk just however long the judges would
have questions, then I would introduce my talent Winny as someone I would have to get 
on the stage, I would dissapear for a second, return as Winny and then adventure into 
heaven! It would have been an incredible effect of seeing me first, a calm, maybe insecure
person - which didnt matter since it would have only made the effect greater - and then 
meeting Winny. 

Instead, just seconds before my entry, after they has just tried to hummiliate me one last 
time, a guy told me I would be going out as Winny. I told him "I am going out as me, as we 
have talked about", when he suddenly screamed "YOU DO AS WE SAY!" - I was mentally 
destroyed by that point already of how hard they tried over hours to sabotage me and now 
finally they topped it the hardest way. I was ready to cry standing there, seeing the end of 
the stage, not the inside of the theatre to the right, hearing them, suddenly the guy 
shouting: "GO! GO GO GO! FUCKING NOW!".

I didnt know what was happening, they broke me, suddenly I walked toward the light and I 
had to kick in Winny since I couldnt go out at the verge of crying.
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In a matter of an eyesight, in front of a sold out audience, I acted on the only
thing to improvise, the judges-bar, and just let him free, let him be Winny
without caring why and what, at least protect him, save his definition that

was supposed to be untouchable – and it stayed untouchable! 

So Winny fell in love with the white-shiney judges-bar and naturally walked toward, just to 
ask sweetly for the permission to touch her. Everyone got confused, of course including 
me underneath since I didnt know how to get from these pointless moments to a good start
for my talent. Until at some point I just walked back from the bar to the stage and said "I 
will start now" - which was fucked-up because it was of course me who said that, by which 
I interrupted Winny, yet which didnt matter since suddenly someone, a male voice, 
screamed "BOOO!" - everyone followed. It seemed like he was ordered to do that, since 
this was the moment I could have turned it around: everyone was confused but still 
waiting, they of course wanted to see what would happen next since Winny was 
undeniably rare and present. But then that guys screaming came instantly and the 
audience just responded - if they wanted or not, it's how these things are for tragic 
reasons, like a bushfire, suddenly bringing up the side in everyone that is just waiting to 
unleash in theire daylie lifes, to slip, to take and destroy someone, to be allowed to like 
and enjoy it, as they wanted so often in life but never could. There, in the audience, they 
felt save being theire bad side, togetherness made it right. 

But we have changed since the bloody fights inside the arenas, even those screaming, we,
the audience and I, the people, the consumers, we have changed! We may slip, lose it for 
a moment, to free a part of us that is entiteled to be there by all the suffering we gathered 
growing up in this world, yet we dont stay standing at the fences screaming for more and 
more blood of the innocent, blood of ourselfes! It's us inside the arena!
Which is why I killed myself only in my fantasy, for the second of finally giving up. 

But nothing can stop evolutions fate.

IN reality: I closed my eyes, smiled brightly and opened my arms
to all of them, thinking: "You're all welcome on my arche!".

After my imaginary suicide, I acted instinctivly, took off Winnys hair and walked again 
toward the two famous judges, a male model and a football-players wife and respectfully 
offered both to shake my palm, to leave a real life physical connection never happened 
before: History took place, while they looked at me like... - You know: the past, which was 
okay, still processing.

Then I was grabbed by an angry security-guy, who did his job.
 
Afterwards, backstage: A women with headset I hadnt met yet, lead me the way, up the 
dark stair-floor next to the audience, back to the red-carpet-balcony, where we stoped 
because: Her familiar eyes were suddenly reduced of power, now filled by desperation and
a sudden personal strong need to... something... anything... learn more... or rather just 
listen to whatever I would want to say. I said to her I was never feeling better, finally free, 
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finally me, the guy I was chosen to be. Then I layed my hands on her shoulders and 
sended her strenght: "Everything is going to be fine. Your confusion will be soon gone. The
arch has a place for you as well my child".
 

Suddenly a camera team showed up, asking me
 if I wanted to say a few words - So I continued.

There I was speaking to all the poor, the lost, the homeless and the discriminized, saying 
"never give up" and fought tears of happyness to be able to speak to them. 

Afterwards I shook the hands of every person of the camera team, saying "Thank you. 
This is an important day for us". 

They, the people behind the camera, they are always there, filming, doing what someone 
needs them to do, but the moment they show up with a camera they are not really there, 
not as who they are. But I treaded them like people. 

Like I started  hours before, when another camera team realised I wasnt the idiot the 
producers tried to create. The one filmer even suddenly broke up filming, unshouldered his
camera and said "I am just wielding these things" and we shook hands. 

It was time to leave.

I left the last camera team I would meet that day, and walked around the balcony, where I 
crossed the gathering of people and staff member around the catering-station, where I was
suddenly attacked! It was brutal, she came out of nowhere and sweetly hugged me – It 
was the skater-girl I was shmoosing with in the first row in the morning! Jesus, that 
moment felt so intense, I didnt see that coming - The last two passangers of the arch. We 
shared a look, kind of both saying "We need time alone, right now!". This is the moment 
the heroin injects, you cant just take it out of your vains again! But we had to, there was no
time, she was already interrupting her work for me, they waited for her, and they were not 
the waiting type of people, because the show was running, the coordination had to fit, 
otherwise it would have had conequences, strong messures, heads roling and stuff – And 
by hugging me alone she became the enemy to some of her bosses, so she was on thin 
ice, or thin-fire in that case, we were both hot, and I was really hot again - So the moment 
vanished as well.

Sadly we split, left, didnt share contact-details, we would never see again. 

When I was entering the floor to the exit-stairway, where I had transformed in the morning, 
there I met a person also just about to leave: a professional ventriloquist, a handsome man
in a silver suit, who became the last person I would talk to in Bremen, the most important 
for me that day and beyond. We instantly liked each other and he gave me his card, not to 
book him, but as a gesture of friendship, a reminder – it cracked me up for good.
 

I finally left the building after 10 hours, it was suddenly quiet again and I
cried.
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Falling home
2 hours later I was sitting in the train back to Cologne, completely drained of energy. It was
a miracle I made it under these circumstances – the flood was in my vains. By starving 
again, by all the physical action, I went far beyond just a risk level, I went absolutely all-in. 
But of course my immunesystem already broke down hours ago, I just kept going, ignored 
everything. Now my throut was inflamed, you know when you are barle able to swollow, 
my whole body was cramping, and I was praying for my immuneystem to survive this in 
the aftermaths, not to lose the fragile ballance I kept. 

Besides my pyysical health: I was empty – good emptyness. As you remember: for me the 
train is: A save plane I could never get lost or fall. But this time I fell... asleep, finally.

 Chapter 16 – Closing Chapters

1 Week later, 5 Minutes before my 30th birthday
My prayers for my immuneystem had been heard, luckily right in time for my third decade 
to come to an end. Now I was laying in my bed, again, almost 30 years old. I never though 
I would make it there, but I was proud how I made it. Now, after the big show of mine, I 
was closing the entire chapter by solving final thoughts and plans, to go into the big thirty 
as the man I became, as a man with a future. 

I had learned to much about me at the show and faced challanges nobody would. I 
mastered the art of fear and now I did let go of more fear: I was even looking forward to 
see scenes they could find of Winny, and theire supporting hummiliation-edit, knowing: "I 
survived way worse. I will only grow.". I would still become famous and the hummiliation 
would be killed off instantly, if I had recorded and uploaded at least one great Winny 
adventure by the time the show was about to air on television - They didnt inform me when
something would be sended, I only knew the general airtime for the start of the show: 1 
months ahead.

1 month time to create and upload one adventure.
Either way I also now seeked to finally find out if my home really was my home, or if fate 
wanted me to move out and find a new one. Maybe it was meant to be the end isolation, to
set me free from a street of nothing but old people – kind of a burden, especially for an 
evolution-artist: I was supposed to be young like a child again, like a real man. 

Also I thought if the street would be ashamed of me when seeing Winny, and by that 
ashamed of my landlord, then I would do what I had aready prepared: letters for each of 
them, which I would place in front of theire doors the day I would go, to let them know who 
they never knew. 

And about my landlord? it would be what it would be - I finally learned to let
go of blaming myself for being normal. 
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30 seconds to 30!
I light up a candle, a single one, standing on a little plate placed on the self-made night-

table next to my bed. 

20 seconds to 20!

10 seconds to 10!
I was counting, the sound was kind of echoing: Nine, aight, seven, six, five, four, three,

two, one -

OLD!
My beard turned instantly grey, I was suddenly really part of the street-of-the-old, and 
whatever plans I had just made right before: they were gone, "too old for this shit"! 

Kidding, I was happy. I felt a new energy, as if I was meant for this decade. The former 
decade: Was just not for me! But the thirtys, this felt like supposed to be, this was my fate, 
I was born to be an old man, just with a sweet young face and soul.

And since I loved myself so much, and knew what I would love to be surprised with. So 
there was this present laying on my bed: An empty book, the best present ever. But before 
I started to write beautiful words to myself, I turned to the burning candle next to me on the
chair, bend forward, closed my eyes and inhaled deeply, just to hold my breath and make 
my whish.

Suddenly I found myself in a better future and a new home.
I was sitting on a cosy chair in a warm kittchen, with high walls, and soft orange light 
shining from the oven, smelling the food inside, hearing the bubbeling cooking water on 
the plates on top, filling the air with steam, and grabbed the naked women with blond long 
hair standing in front of it – Of course naked myself. There was no need for covers, no 
need for shame, so familiar and comftable, a real couple, a team, feeling the same. I lifted 
her up on my arms and carried her through the open door into the following bedroom, 
where I layed her down on her back, kissed her stochmache, her hips and her lips. But we 
had unfinished business in the kittchen that could burn, so went back inside - yet not 
letting go, like magnets, touching whereever we would go -, just to turn that distraction off, 
let it wait - We were hotter then hot. Finally we melt, again, and didnt let go afterwards, not
feeling time, not seeing moon and sun passing by. "Bye bye past", whatever had been was
dark, cold and lonely compared to this dream. This was life, even daylie life: when she was
cooking, I was eating cornwaffles, then she was eating cornwaffles too and we tried all 
sorts of different waffles and other food, went to the bio-markets, back home we were 
diving into the sunset relaxing on the balcony, smooking a joint once? We were just doing 
things together, experimenting, yet in controle of our decisions - Simply enjoying life. 

But we constantly failed to watch movies, because either she instantly fell asleep or we 
"shlicky shlicky". At the weekends we went to the second-hand markets at the river to find 
new future Worldys. When she was busy I cleaned for her. We showered together. She 
massaged my pain. I was practically living with her, everywhere was stuff of mine. I was 
who I am, artist, continued doing everything, mostly drawing again, now influenced by our 
sexlife, which caused me to manifest a perticular kind of intense erotic, which intensified 
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our intense erotic even more. She loved it, the drawings, the freedom of everything she 
experienced she never knew could exist: being herself, being naked, no shame, being a 
real human, living - She loved it all, especially that feeling: our feeling! 

Unfortunately I ran out of air and emptied my lungs toward the candle of the
past. When I opened my eyes: the fire was still burning and she laughed! 
"What the hell? How great is this!" I responded enthusiastic and repeated my attempt, 
watched the fire vanish and... appear again! 

"Jesus, this candle is like me!" I said and laughed as well, realising in her bright smile how 
much she was looking forward to that moment. 

"This is why I bought her" She said and kissed me. 

But I interrupted her demanding: "Dont say "bought"! I cant be bought!". 

"Okay, you're right. I found the candle! I found you." - She corrected her faux-pax. 

"That's better!" I added smiling brightly and then focused on making more whishes, since I 
had relatively-unlimited amounts! I closed my eyes again, inhaled and hold my breath, to 
watch the first page of my new book change from nothing into a heart-symbol, under which
she wrote with a ghost of a pen in her little hand: "This is real life, this is how it's 
supposed to be", when the page turned wet. 

I continued to whish and next thing I knew: she started to to blow the candle - If you know 
what I mean. It was the best birthday I had in many years. We were both happy and alive, 
absolutely alive. 

But at the end of the dream I had to make a final whish. So I closed my eyes 
one last time again and held my breath as long as I could. 
When I opened them: I was 2 months older and she was gone.

The last one: blew out the candle and broke my heart.

Chapter closed.

November 2018
Once again: I was living in my bed. Even knowing she wasnt the right one, even unbroken 
in my believes in love, I was out of drive – the end. And of course, as I told you would 
happen if I would go for a ride with heroin: I didnt follow my plans and had passed the 
time-window to create the Winny-record. On top the show had already started to air. Now I 
was laying there in isolation, while the country was maybe already laughing about me, 
since the ones who wanted to see me fall, would have never aired my after-speech and by
that helped to save countless lifes by innitiating the change and hope - finally build on 
reality, on a person living it, all the potential we are not allowed to use, not as who we are. 

Allowing me: to be real after destroying me for, and making me the hero? This was 
defenetly not going to happen. 

Yet I couldnt know whatever was happening outside in the world,
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since I didnt check the internet and threw my television of an industrial high-tower 7 years 
ago – I watched it explode, this was beautiful, so beautiful. 

Also I didnt get any e-mails or post, that could have informed me about my hopes of being 
discovered - for all the improvising. 

Who would witness:
A poor homelss running from the dangerous, crossing a stadium, jumping, by the mere will
to overcome anything in his way, over a 3-meter-high-bar, and then not only simply ignore 
his talent, but on top make sure he falls and never jumps again? We all know who would. 
But this homeless, me...

I jumped again! 

I jumped out of my bed and started to record – One last project I had to
finish! 

2 days later 
 I was laying in bed, watching "Winny from the Bar – Alimony".

Intro
Winny shows up greeting the cheering audience, making faces, smiling, then angry 
wielding his paper. Since the audience loves him, screams for him, he keeps tanning in the
attention, leaving him time for first class erotic and touchnyness with himself, just to turn 
angry with the paper again, almost ripping it apart. 

It starts
Winny is standing like early man himself, looking wild and unadulterated, now leaning 
toward the bar, when suddenly Ugli shows up, screaming and sliming right into his ear, 
reapeating "Alimony". Winny fastly loses his tamper, calls her "Slimer"and demands her to 
back off. But she continues to scream "Alimony", causing him to fight slime in his face and 
hair, until he screams back "Then goddamned finally mount him, your new lover Ali, Ali 
Mony! Ali Mony. Ugli!".  

Harrald, who's standing behind the bar, involves himself, now explaining him "Winny, Ugli 
was asking for the money for Junior". Robbed of his believes, Winny desperately trys to 
respond his thoughts concerning Uglis options to get money, mumbling "Mny fr Junr? Mny 
fo Junr?! Prosti, prosti, prostate", until he's suddenly realizing that the mentioned carrer 
wouldnt work out, since he knows of only one idiot on earth who would take money for a 
ride with an hairy ghostbusters Slimer: his best friend Hollywood "the fullidiot". But Harrald,
now labeled "Smartypants with the even more crooked nose as usual", corrects Winny, 
saying: "Winny! It's not about taking money! It's about giving money!", when Winny 
completely loses it! "GIVING MONEY! GIVING MONEY! I GIVE YOU MONEY YOU!". 
"Really?" Harrald wants to know, looking forward to finally see a penny for all the free 
drinks. But Winny instead makes sure he finally understands how crooked he actually 
looks. 

To finally silence all these money-greedy people around him, Winny wants to head off to 
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the bank, now trying to find a new mother to take care of Junior, since Ugli is too busy 
fooling around with an extinguisher she helds for the balled Hollywood. But looking around 
at the bar, Winny soon realizes the potential mothers, even more hairy then Ugli, either 
stuck in the integrated seat-toilett - his invention harrald still claims to be his – or they are 
involved in shlicky-shlicky with the brothers "Shlicky", causing him to stuff Junior into a bag
– ready to leave for the bank. 

But the living extinguisher-impersonater, aka Hollywood, who's angry from the rumors of 
Ugli cheating on him with a certain "Ali", living under the impression Winny feels the same,
now wants to join him. Suddenly Winny stuffes him into the bag as well, to get rid of the 
the annoying idiot aka his best friend, not realizing a crazy cat slipped into the bag as well 
- suddenly immitating sounds of a severe cat fight inside. 

Finally he manages to leave, carrying the heavy bag, now shaped like a collaboration out 
of of his round son and and the female version of hellhound cerberus, just with three 
balled-extinguisher-heads. Reaching the bank, Winny places himself right in the middle of 
the mainhall and starts preparing: now trying to cover his face with a transparent light-
brown leggings. But suddenly he is getting completely distracted by seeing the part of the 
leggings supposed to fit between a big womens bootey now sliding over his face, starting 
to scream and womit and fight to get out of the bootey - he seems to see and feel and 
smell, until the leggings end up stucking at his glasses. 

An intense battle of the ages: Winny VS the leggins! He screams and accidently stretches 
his face into a crooked harrald and worse: a twisted version of junior with jumbo-ears and 
and a flat Ugli-nose. 

Until he suddenly calms down seeing the two sqeezed leggs hanging down left and right of
his eyes. Winny is starting to wonder about there fate and carefully grabbes them, starts 
pulling down the first one to the limit of his arm-lenghts, where he lets go, watching it 
catapult back up - like his mood! He suddenly starts to laugh and have fun like the 
happiest guy I had ever seen on earth, now pulling down the other one, repeating again 
and again, milking the utters, forgetting about the world, the bank, the fat-bag, or any 
watching people – inside the bank. 

Unfortunetely a security-man appears! Winny reacts instantly screaming "HOLLYWOOOD!
HOOLLYWOOD! IT'S HIM! IT'S ALI! ALI MONY!". Suddenly the bag full of fat and idiots 
and pussys explodes and an angry Hollywood goes after Ali, while the angry pus-pus goes
after Winnys face, scratching, screaming at him intensly like only Ugli could. But he 
manages to grab her tail, now whirling her around - until she learn to fly. Winny instantly 
turns to Junior - who's wielding little plastic-arrow-guns, laughing like a child experiencing 
the fun of his life - and screams at him to finally shoot the enemy. Junior instantly proceeds
and shoots his father in the face. "AU! NOT ME! NOT ME YOU SON OF A... Ugli? Aaaah!"
Winny screams, the sudden painful memory hits him almost harder then the little gun-
slinger, who is laughing his ass off and continues to shoot, now hitting him hard in the 
stomache! Until Winny is suddenly paralized by pain of severe testiclerithis – Junior hit the 
bullseye. 

After removing the sticking arrows with poping-funny-sounds: Ugli appears in the bank, 
wearing the extinguisher on her back, screaming "ALIMONY! ALIMONY", while Winny 
demands Junior to "Goddamned finally act! Shoot the ghostbuster! It's Slimer! Shoot her!". 
But instead: Junior still has got no clue what the heck is going on, so he continues to laugh
and shoot his funny-father again. 

Winny sees no other option but to pull the fire-alarm - Slimer explodes!
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The audience explodes as well
During the tumultuous escalation in the bank, sourrounded by alarm and exstingishers-
snow, an unexpected threesomething seems to occure, opening up the opportunity for 
Winny to: get the hell out of there. He grabbes the fat kid and dissapears, just to find 
himself sitting back at the bar again, naturally demanding drinks for free and complaing 
about the face of the only sane and calm charakter around, who's standing behind the bar,
now asking him "And Winny, did you get the alimony?". 

Winny: "Goddamned is everyone in love with this guy? I never wanted to get him! But Ugli 
and Hollywood, they... AAAAH!" suddenly womitting of the threesomething-pictures in his 
head, fighting his spit. When Harrald wonders: "But Winny, tell me: Who is this kid?". 

Winny looks at the fat stranger child he had just kidnapped, sitting cluenessly next to him. 
"AAAAH! JUNIOR!" He screams and runs off.

THE END 
The audience screamed intense, the curtains closed and I kept applauding and laughing! I 
was faszinated by this new incredible comedian, performing a one-man-show full of 
everything, better than all I had ever consumed, simply because it was me - once a litte 
guy laughing almost to death when seeing intense funny performances - it made me 
proud, forever. Sure I wanted more... -

And get this: 
After these past months of hardcore training at the River, and at home, fighting my 
memorizing disability and hormones, I was still determined enough to come up with 6 
adventures of 10-15 minutes I could perform straight, in a row - But I was done! Not only 
that I couldnt spend more time recording with broken batterys and a computer lacking in 
memory – which is really something, after years, that brings an end to any video-edit-
creativity naturally itself, by taking all the drive out again and again -, but this time I only 
needed one last edit, I wanted us, Winny and myself, to be save: Since I uploaded it on the
internet I was save of hummiliation to come - If not already happened. Even without any 
promotion, it was there, so I didnt care, Winny was save, this was for him, he deserved to 
be manifested where he belongs, now untouchable for eternity.

Hurting me, I dont know anything else, but it included hurting Winny, my baby, my 
invention, something so pure that is supposed to be saved an honored, something that 
doesnt come up often, or ever! Hurting Winny, before they even ever really met him, was 
like: hitting a pregnant women brutally in the stomache with the intention to kill. We took 
the beating, but I didnt know yet if Winny got hurt, I needed to see him on the screen, see 
his heart beating. Now: he was born save. So they failed to hurt him, and by that they 
failed to hurt me, and they would never get another chance.

And the chapter "Winny" was closed! 

I let go of him to never experience anything bad again for something so good
and peaceful.

In the following days (end of 2018): 
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I was watching the bankrobbery "Alimony" at least twice a day, whenever I felt too lonely. 
And it helped, cheered me up, enough to silently go on - one day at a time. I had done 
enough, tried enough, it was an intense finale after 4 years relentless survival and... 
maybe this was it, the end of my creations. 

Time to tell you about one of my very last great creations: 
A card-game. 

Months back
When I was sitting in the train back home, after two days, I suddenly got a call of a young 
women, who was sorry about "freaking out" as she called it: She had send me a picture of 
her the day before her ending-call, which was classy, as every other one we shared, which
didnt even show anything, just her upper body in a bra. Yet still: suddenly it made her feel 
cheap since she never did these things before, since she never had a boyfriend. But I 
didnt ask for that, didnt say anything like "send me this" or "do that". In fact she constantly 
sent me pictures, she was as active in sending things as I was, we matched in that, that's 
how he wrote into infinity.

And now get this: We must have written enough to print a few books, and she saved it all, 
which I didnt know until she told me that at some point, during one of our hour long talks 
on top of the daylie writing. She saved every word and it was precious to her - We both 
were word-addicts. Naturally we found out what else we had in common. There was a 
perticular point: addicted to womens-bodys-prorpotions (natural, not-photoshoped) – she 
was hetero. That was just great, on the phone: I would go into detail, picture my 
fascination of the female humans body, of theire bodys, not hers, and she would just fully 
agree, like "Yeah these proportions they are killing me too!" – Again: She was hetero. Then
I came up with a genius theory of why women are the most beautiful beings in the entire 
Third Dimension (Third dimension =  "Universe") - And we talked about that for hours. 

This is a real scientific theory: I tracked down the fundament of how we
percept beautyness, where it arises from. I wrote 2 pages about that, and the

final conclusion will blow your minds, seriously, you wont believe it!
But it doesnt matter now, the point is: We were both innocently addicted to womens-
proportions - Which is why I drew more, because I could share it all with her. And now she 
freaked out about a bra-photo??? You see that there was a little bit of a contradiction going
on.

So of course she shot and send that picture on her own will and drive, due to our mutual 
feelings and addictions, that was all real, even if we hadnt met yet - 

Was that part of the reason that suddenly turned it bad: That we hadnt met
yet?

But: When there is someone in my life, I get so much drive for everything, I lose my fears - 
But the fear of being not good enough, of being thrown away. So of course I would do 
everything for my girls comftability, like: inventing something that takes her natural fears of 
the first date, which she had in the beginnings from time to time, naturally, like "What are 
we going to do? Will it be like on the phone?", just the spiral-though-version of that, as we 
loners do. But eversince I came up with the first cards, she was anticipating it, us playing 
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it. So it worked: The idea instantly erased fears of the first date. And since I kept working 
on the game for months, it gave us only more and more options, which made it impossible 
to have a bad first date, absolutely impossible, since I was creating the greatest dating-, or
couple-game- of all times, the missing connecting purpose I was talking about in 2017, 
before introducing my confidence as the candle in the wind. With that game there is no 
candle, there is just candle-light after the greatest fun ever. 

I wouldnt have invented it, if it wouldnt have provided that. I wouldnt invent
something other then what I miss in life and society.

It's something that really helps having a great memorable time, not just distracts 
pointlessly. The game: takes one on journeys, discoverys, makes become active, makes 
leave the house, gather things, build, invent, attempt, crack shyness any other barriers, or 
none of that, creates relaxation, calms down together, yet everything still has to be earned:
it does what the players chose it to do, and they can chose it to have a different goal each 
time they play it, or no goal, just fate, with unlimited options, which means unlimited cards  
- I stoped at around 80 cards, took a lot time for designing.

Maybe that was what evolution wanted me to create, the ultimate fun that finally ends the 
fears and lonelyness of everyone since the internet. Our loneyness was ended the 
moment we found each other, our love was the result of a beautiful rare relentless dance 
of commucination-frequences which just matched no matter what: They danced by itself, 
writing a millions words was effortless, fun – but we were still waiting for a game like that 
our entire lifes!

So not having met me yet, that was supposed to be off the table as well to turn anything 
bad. Why would anything turn bad at all at that point is the question??? I would find out 
soon. 

So she suddenly blamed me for the picture, not in a offending way, but in a absolute cold 
way, and then she ended us - I cant describe that moment.

However: After that brutal call, the next day, she regretted it and missed me.

Next thing I knew: 

hopping off in her city which was "conincidently" on the schedule!.

And then, we met each other for the first time after a million shared words
and a hundred calls.

When I saw her for the first time live I thought "She is even sweeter in real" and I kissed 
her right away – I fell in love before, as she did, so of course I kiss. But now in reality it 
was all new to her, so she couldnt feel much about it, which came a little bit unexpected for
me, but I totally understood and just said "Sorry, won't happen again unless you would 
want to. No more shlicky shlicky" – she laughed, adding: "No it's okay.". She  was still 
happy to see me, she just needed time, time she already invested in glowing.

So she took me to her place.
There, she got to know me now in reality: the sweet gentleman with a potentially scratchy 
voice, which is why she cooked me a tee. 
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An hour later: we were the couple we were: hugging, shmoosing, kissing, laughing, 
absolutely enjoying us, so familiar - We became the magnets. Of course magnets doesnt 
let go just like that, which is the reason why we wouldnt play the card-game: You need free
hands to play a card game, and free bodys to play that incredible card-game. And not 
letting go included: that we needed me to stay the night.

Yet we wouldnt have sex.
While she needed time again, I was feeling her skin... You remember how itense it even 
felt touching my own skin - So I was in heaven anyways, sex wouldnt have made it better.

We didnt sleep much, just a little bit, maybe 3-4 hours, until we woke up next to each other
for the first time, when the time she needed was passed, when we found out what 
magnetic-erruptions are, when the nordic-lights appeared in the bedroom. Just to not really
leave the bed for days  – She now had semsester-hollidays: time, for us! 

I was supposed to have pain, which I had, but I hadnt. My immunesystem was
supposed to break down, which it did, but it didnt. Heroin cures! But only the

reality heroin, not the other shit.
She cured me, she massaged my pain and I forgave her what she did the night before the 
most important day of my life! I mean: Who wouldnt wait just a day, or half of a day? Who 
would know my story, fall in love with me, know I am at the verge of a miracle to turn an 
entire doomed life around and then ripp my heart out over a classy picture, while being 
addicted to womens-bodys as well? Even completely naked, exposed by her instictive 
needs to beautiful naturalism, freed of superfical coverings, shown as made by god, even 
then I cant even imagine any women would have done that!

But... she kind of didnt do it: She was made. Usually a loving heart cant be turned off. But 
she had a condition which was being abused, a condition no man would get along with, 
which is why she was alone her entire life, 27 years - As an integrated structured 
functioning successful person. No man, but the one man who loved her unconditionally 
with all the imperfection, the one she was manipulated by a jealous "friend" to throw away, 
since: her constant smile would be wrong, and her former-hurting-herself-empty-herself 
would be the true herself, and the first and only love of her life, I, would be a loser.

One day before that she told me how much she was looking forward to see me again. 

I wanted to write a book about the condition one day, the neighbor, to help other couples to
deal with. But all you need to know is:

Who has got a "friend" like that doesnt need enemys.

If anyone even starts to talk into your love-life, throw that person away!
What is good for you and what not, as long there is no violence or any kind of

abuse, when there is just the time of your life, then that is your preacious-
business. 

And remember: Nothing is perfect.
We had the time of our lifes, but of course there was alot to learn about ourselfes now as a
couple, where both had issues: shame for instance, seeing yourself in a different way, low 
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self-esteem, you know the usual long-time-single things. My last relation-ship had been 
long ago, it was the time in between that changed me, made me feel as if I had been alone
my entire life as well, leaving me still carry the burden-feeling, which I fought quietly but 
hard to learn to get away from, especiall because I was back at zero, kind of: with her I felt 
of course back at life, a new life I never knew. I would have just need to come up with a 
new plan at some time, still solve my health, all these challanges about myself, pressure of
being the dog of the system, not even having money to visit her often. But since we spent 
all the time we could, we spent of course not only time at her place. And get this: she felt 
very comftable at my place as she told me relieved, since she couldnt ever really sleep at 
other places – but with me she slept like a baby! And my insomnia was gone as well! And 
of course it took me two days to clean up my place, and of course I bought a new toilet-
seat, but that's what a loving man does: he cleans, he does everything! I even cleaned her
place, fixed stuff, build things that made her cry of happyness goddamned!

Honestly: there was not much of a challange despite all the challanges. We were naturals 
together, it just continued to dance, and so we just lived, the dream! And I personally was 
looking forward to all of our challanges to come: that's what makes a team in the end, not 
just the dream.

And try to find the dream these days...
I know who will never find that again. While I continued to sin: to still believe in love, one 
step closer to the right one. 

Chapter closed for real now - Chapter opened.
Who wants to play G-Game with me now? Then you have to invent it: I destroyed it of 
heartache! 

No, of course I couldnt kill my baby. Yet: isolation, poverty, burdon - Nothing had changed, 
nothing but me: I was older and tired, my drive was gone.

Yet one drive would never rest: Now there was this everlasting chapter left,
which would stay open until it was solved or the other closure. 

Chapter 17: team OlD
End of 2018.

I awoke out of a months-long dream.

I had no more hopes, nor plans. And my health got worse again.
I could feel my skin again, yet the fire and ice returned - mostly ice, winter! But let's say I 
was used to it by then. 

Now what I never told you: My heaters didnt really work at nights, they were set to turn 
down at midnight. Depending on the temperature outside, my room could turn into a 
refridgerator.
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A knocking refridgerator - It continued.
Now I was laying there, trying to get my body warm. In the past I was afraid to adjust the 
boilers settings over my landlords head, not to ever be accused for whatever could happen
with the heaters. That's how she would respond, I knew that since she always asked me 
whenever something appeared to be different, if I would have changed something. 
Sometimes she forgott things, locked up something, or didnt lock up something, then she 
would always think of me.

I had asked her every winter if she could take care of that by ordering someone, as she 
always took care of everything I ever asked her for, but for some reason that one got lost 
on the tracks: either there came something in between, other troubles with the house, or 
she wanted to wait for the next regular inspection of the heaters, or she forgott it since her 
heaters seemed to work all the time, or started to slow down at the time she would go to 
bed, so that she thought her heaters would be running all the time, since the rooms would 
be warm again when she entered them the next morning, while she on top had extra 
external heaters. She simply didnt know how cold it would be and there was no way to 
explain it to her, unless she would feel it herself.

But now, as little drive I had for anything, I suddenly appear to have drive for normal 
things. So I asked her if I would be allowed to adjust the boilers settings to set the down-
time off, so that I would have heat.

She didnt liked it and asked me not to touch anything. 
I still did it.

The next morning
I was laying in my bed freezing as usual, the setting-thing didnt work.

Suddenly my door-bell rang, 3 times! That was a sign, it was urgent. So I went to the door, 
when I already heard her yelling "Mister Bank!".

I got dressed, cosy clothes, big hoody, and went downstairs. 

The moment I reached her, she was stressing out: "Mister Bank! What did you do, did you
do something with the heater? They are all off! I told you not to do! I am freezing! What did

you do?"

I admitted "I just set the downtime off. I am sorry for doing that over your descision. But I 
guarantee you that I didnt do something wrong. This must be a coincident! Really, there 
was nothing to do wrong. Please wait for a moment and calm down, I will get to the bottom
of that".

Miss Young: "I told you not to do it!"

So I started to search for the answer inside the house. 
First I went upstairs again, to check if the boilers-display would show something different –
Nothing. 

Then I checked my heaters again: all cold, like usual. 
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So I went back downstairs, heading for the basement. And there I found the answer, 
streaming out of the last room down the floor: A heater gave up after 40 years, exploded, 
took half of the house apart – kidding. It cracked open, leaked and by that relieved the 
entire water of the houses pipe-system, now covering the ground. 

So I went back upstairs and told her about it, when I could feel that her accusing let go of 
me. Yet she would not say "sorry" or something for the intense accuse-attack, since, first of
all: I did something she didnt allow, which subconsciously left a connection to the bad 
situation downtairs, and she was too desperate anyways from knowing water was there – 
again! 

A few years earlier, we had an incident, when for unexplainable reasons the basement was
filling with water. She accused me, I would have washed something wrong in the launder-
machine - I was close to moving out. In all her little moments I fought intensly with myself, 
since I didnt deserve that. I deserved what I deserve but not unessesary accusing and 
anger that would make my lonely life instantly worse. 

But now after years, after all that forced me to stay, it also forced me to learn to see that 
she never dropped me, never threw me away like everyone else, even if I screwed up, 
even if I did mistakes. So this is how she was, how she behaved in instinctive moments of 
stress, and I learned to see and accept that. 

This is why I was calm now, actually kind of happy to be there to help her, so that she 
could just calm down again. And so I made sure she wouldnt have to go down, as she was
desperately saying "I cant go down there. Do you need me to be down there?".

"No, no, god no! I will fix it, just use your other heater for now to get warm!" I just shouted 
and got active, got to work!

First I got a little vessel to at least stop the last bit of leaking water from joining the black 
mess – It was black water!  And then I called a guy for the heater. 

Over the next two hours I cleaned it all, actually had fun doing it, despite the ice-water full 
of spider-webs, dust and swimming insects - Some of which were living, some others didnt
make it. But I had no time for heartfeelings, the water had to be sucked fast, so I was busy 
perfectionizing my water-sucking-method, figured out which way would be best: I started 
with a mob, and then for a while I continued with the specialists electrical water-sucking-
machine, since he kind of set it all up for me to use, until I still went back to the roots: I 
prefered the mob, which was really the best mob I have ever used in my life – that might 
sound stupid, but it's true: It sucked so much more water and held on to it than any mob I 
had ever gotten in contact with. So it was a special-mob, and a brutal-mob - As I said: 
some didnt make it. It was a mess.

Afterwards,
My landlord was super thankful and relieved, kept thanking me, offering me money – 
Which I refused of course, as always. But she incisted! But I resisted! Until she kind of got 
me down to an offer I wasnt supposed to refuse -  But it did, when she suddenly seemed 
to be sad about it, because she felt I helped her so much with that and deserved to get 
payed as she was used to, since her husband was a carpenter, and they had a firm for 
many years - "Work has to get payed". 

I took care of a lot of things before, the hedge and, the tree, every year, but I was younger 
and managed to get around uncomftable money-moments. Yet this time it was a major 
thing for her, as if I had just saved the house, which I maybe did, I dont know. This time 
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she really had such a strong need to make it up to me, that I finally said: "Okay, 1 dollar 
will be fine". 

Miss Young: "I will give you 10, at least 10!" 

"Make it 5! 5 is in the middle! Okay?" -  We had a deal. 

And that was when I learned to say yes to money, 

 when it makes someone happy. 
And I would continue whenever she would offer it, since it became an addition to my 
repertoire. 

You remember what I used to say to her? That day I didnt say it. But the next time I would 
was not far away.

2 weeks later, 4 AM:
I was awake as most nights, thinking of close chapters, yet very tired, trying to find sleep, 
when suddenly the stair-floors lights went on. Followed by sounds streaming up right from 
the floor underneath, where she has her bedroom - desperate sounds. I could sense 
something must have happened, so I got up and checked on her. 

When I walked half way down the stair, I saw her desperately trying to get to the parked 
stairlift. "Miss Young, what happened?" I asked.

"It's my leg! It hurts! I cant move it! I have to call an ambulance. Can you call an 
ambulance?"

"Sure of course" I responded and helped her to move toward the lifty.

When she was sitting there, breathing heavy, I rememberd that she had a necklace with a 
clicker that instantly calls the ambulance when activated. So I asked her if she had already
pressed it.

"No. Shell I click now?".

"Yes. Is this thing even work..." 

Suddenly an intense loud dialing sound streamed up the house - seemingly 
coming from downstairs telephone-station.

1 second

2 seconds
"EMERGENCY. MISS YOUNG?" - Streamed up, loud like a megaphone!

I immedeately ran down the stairs and answered for her, yelling "YES!".

When I reached the station, I introduced myself and repeated what happened, what she 
told me so far.

"THE AMBULANCE IS ON THE WAY".

"Alright, thank you" I said.

"ARE YOU STAYING WITH HER?"
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"Yes."

"OKAY GOOD! THE AMBULANCE WILL BE THERE IN A FEW MINUTES"

"Thank you." I said - And then it got quiet again.

 Now I was awake.

I went back upstairs.
"They are coming" I reported.

Miss Young: "Thank you! Thank you so much! Thank you!"

"Do you need anything, like your Wallet, Keys? Let's start with a blanket. Do you have a 
blanket somewhere?"

Miss Young: "Yes. it's inside there" – She pointed to the dressing-room next to her 
bedroom.

I steped inside, saw a light-blue blanket laying right there on a table, got it and returned. 

Miss Young: "Thank you. Thank you so much!".

"Shoes?" I asked.

Miss Young: "Yes, shoes. They are in my bedroom. And there is a little basket on the floor, 
I need that too".

"Alright." I calmly said and left for the things.

When I returned I kneeled down in front of her and dressed her sandals. She was thanking
me again and again and it was kind of sweet. I was so calm because I knew what 
happened and that it wasnt a big deal, so there was no danger. 

If there would have been danger, I would have paniced!
Since she was ready to go now, she activated the lift, and I walked ahead, carrying the 
basket. 

When she arrived downstairs, she stayed sitting in the seats final position, to wait for the 
ambulance. 

I kept talking to her,  told her what I thought happened, that a small vessel must have 
burst, and explained the consequenzes and recovery-duration - She calmed down by my 
calmness, but she never trusted someone other than a doctor about things like that. 

After around 10 Minutes the ambulance arrived and two man came inside. 
Both were rather young, one around age 20, and one maybe my age, who was the one to 
do the communication. They asked her what happened and she repeated what she 
experienced: sudden strong pain in her leg.

My landlord asked him what happened, but he wouldnt know, saying "That could have 
many reasons". 

Suddenly I said: "It can only have one reason, by a 100%. It's a burst vessel. If you tell her 
that now, then she will stop fearing for her life. If you dont, then her pulse will stay that 
high, as the messuring is showing..."

"That's too high, we rather take you to the hospital".
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"I am sorry. Just a second. So let's say it is a vessel, burst. What will happen in the 
hospital? And when? Am I correct, that you will bring her there, and then she will sit there 
for hours until doctors arrive, which can take lets say up to 4-5 hours, just sitting, which will
cause her alot of pain if that is not a very cosy seat full of pillows, like hers over-there in 
the living-room, the only way she can sit for hours. And over these hours she will just sit, 
just sit there and stare somewere. She could also go to bed now for 5 more hours then 
take a taxi. Since she is not an emergency case: nobody will do anything until a doctor 
orders an x-ray right?"

"I think so, yes"

"But she didnt fell, she was just laying, and then suddenly a very strong pain appeared, 
pain of a sort she has never experienced in her entire life: suddenly, no fall, it's a vessel. I 
know you are not allowed to make assumptions, but wouldnt you aggree that that will be 
the answer by a very high chance? I see you agree. So that means now we all know: that 
she will sit there for hours, just to pointlessly get streamed through by ray, and then get 
send back home without any treadment, but more painkiller, while she already takes the 
strongest. That entire procedure is a torture for a person that old, that should not be 
underestimated. Look, I appriciate you coming over here, really, you do honorable great 
work, and coming here was very important, because only you can take her fears right now,
since she has no trust in my word. So if you would now just confirm my words, if you think 
that makes sense, that I am saying it is a burst vessel, that it will just hurt for a few weeks, 
then she will start healing right now, her fear will dissapear, she can go back to bed and 
she will not be exposed to any further health-risk. You know that in hospitals people get 
sick very fast, right? There are even dangerous bacteria, it's not a place you should ever 
be unless there is no other option. Her leg will turn blue, that's it. But I will monitor her leg 
and her health-state the next days: the moment anything turns worse, since the healing 
process is still depending on her metabolisation, then we will of course immedeately call 
you guys again."

"You are right. We dont want her do get sick and indeed she probably would have to sit for 
a few hours since it's early. Just to be sure we will wait a few minutes and then messure 
her pulse again. If it's still high, then it may has another reason, so we would have to 
check on that in the hospital. Is this okay with you Mister Young?".

"I am Mister Bank. I am just a former homeless who has got nothing left but her! She is all 
I have, my family. Any sickness can be the last in her age! And then I wont be the former 
homeless, but the homeless again!"

Some of that I really said.
But not everything. After respectfully mentioning my concerns, I just let them do theire job, 
which didnt include giving her a fear-taking-pre-diagnose, nor waiting to recheck the pulse.
Just to find myself in an empty house, not knowing how I could even reach her, or help her
there.

If it's about health I dont take risks, but the risk to be disliked. Because when it's about 
health: there is right and wrong, there is "a better way", and that way I need to be seeked 
by everyone, not just myself. People often hated me for that instantly. But over the years I 
had to learn to take it, take that everyone hates me, everyone hates intelligence. It's a 
nightmare, but the arche has enough space for haters who just dont know better yet.

By despite any hate, exactly that behavior saved my life, which made sure my
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landlord had a young-old man around to always help. 
Like when she was still driving car, she always parked it first in front of the house, after 
which she focused on entering the house save on her own, when she would call me down,
every week, then I carried her bags inside the kittchen, where she was taking a break, 
after which I helped her to get back save into the car, which she then had to ride around 
the corner to park it inside the garage, in which she had a helping 4-Wheeler she could 
use to walk back save. Only from the door to the car before, there it was the risky-zone, 
while on top there was this small gap down from the entrance plates to the street, where I 
installed a little ramp at some point - That was daylie life.

Unlike when she once fell inside the house: When she couldnt get up, laying on her bag. I 
was there seconds later since I had heard a sound I had never heard before in the house, 
that caused me to wonder - Music producing made sure I would be able to identify sounds.

I was like a personal round-the-clock-caring-helper, and I whish every old person to have 
one!

When she came back from the hospital - After 9 hours.
My vessel-diagnose was confirmed – Sadly she never heard what I was saying in the 
morning,

 it was prohibited by the absense of my titel. 

Now that was exactly the big problem when she got very ill.
I dont know if it was connected, since it cant be tracked down in the end what caused her 
immunesystem to break down, so I dont blame them. And on top: she needed to be 
brought to a doctor anyways, she would have not found sleep for 5 hours, she would have 
been restless, she needed to know for sure. And simply sitting in a hospital, for however 
many hours, created an illusion: it just helps to feel helped - And on top everyone is 
friendly to old people. 

Since I never found help, I learned to overcome fear, and by that to understand the body, 
good enough to save my life.

But could I save a life meant to come to an end anyways? 
She had an infection, which her regular doctor treaded with more and more anti-biotics, 
until her immunesystem finally gave in: Now she was at the verge of a lung infection. It 
was the worst coffin I have ever heard and I was instantly living in deepest fears of losing 
her, the only person treading me good, the only stable-relationship in my entire life, and of 
course I feared becoming homeless again.

She had by far the best expert right there living with her, yet there was nothing she would 
hear. I tried, but it caused her even more stress. 

This was when I started to buy her natural Joghurt with very important bacteria for the gut, 
the main part of the immune-system, as well as Salvia, and explained her how to use, to 
prohibit her mucosa from drying out – She didnt like the joghurt, and she simply wouldnt 
use Salvia! 

If a fucking doctor would have said it, she would have done it. 
Goddamned, this made me angry, not her, the system where the only person she would 
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listen to was doing nothing but perscribing immune-system killer! I was literally watching 
her die, the women I knew for so long was fastly fading!

I was in constant fear, couldnt sleep because I was thinking of her laying dead in her bed. I
was praying every morning for the sounds I was used to for years, to stream up the 
stairway, the sound of life. And if I managed to find sleep myself, so that I passed the time 
she would get up, then the first thing I thought of, even before opening my eyes, was to 
check on her, for her lift on the floor below - seeing it would have meant: the end! And by 
that it would have meant the horror... all of it, beginning right there. 

But she kept fighting and got her body downstairs every morning, despite the lack of 
energy, to somehow keep up the routines – she had good routines.

And I?
I was living in bed, and a part of me tried to force me to get back to my purpose, to write 
about an Idea I was carrying for months. But eversince 2017, the day in the park, the 
publisher, there was something fundamentally missing: hope. Without hope to ever reach 
readers, it was only possible to finish my 10th book because it didnt start as writing: 

It all started not knowing that it had started, while I was still thinking I
would never write a book again.

Yet I was collecting more and more words due to a sad reality of online dating, which kept 
me writing messages to women hardly ever responding - since they stoped reading due to 
all the sex-shit they get spammed with by primitive men. And if they read, they stoped 
feeling, due to all the sex-shit they got spammed with by primitive men. But I kept my 
believes strong and started any attempt all over again, as if it would be the first time, 
honest, individual personal and motivated to fully commit to the conversations to come. 

That was my motivation: to write them, not to write. 
But after the first hundred fails, and constant degradation by theire realisation that I had no
money, I almost got depressed. So I started to write creative or funny messages instead – 
It didnt matter what one writes, it's mostly wrong to them anways due to judgement, 
expectations, missinterpretation, all resulting from the absense of reality, not seeing each 
other, not feeling each other – there was often simply no respect of a real person on the 
other side. In the end it's fate, when any words shared suddenly turn out to be the beautiful
dance of communication, as I was about to experience in around 5 months from then. Of 
course I didnt know that, but as a believer I believed in it. So I simply needed patience, 
which I naturally have, just my weakness against degradation came in between from time 
to time. But I solved that by brutal payback-honesty, which I wouldnt send, but pretend by 
copying it into a document. When they hurt me, I hurt back, just in a way that doesnt hurt 
anyone, because even published, when it would go viral by a miracle of special internet-
dust suddenly exploding, then they would have liked reading it themselfs, because it shifts 
the perspective and makes it a metaphor, a metaphor about love they seek so badly.

Mostly I was focussing on writing great individual messages, words that made myself 
proud, inspiring texts they would never get else, which I of course always send and saved 
in my unnamend document - That way two genres collided again, while I still had no 
intention to write a book. But the more the document grew, the more something else grew: 
a vision! I saw him: "The Dater"! Kind of a superhero, with special abilies to, for example: 
participate in blind-dating waering a mask covering his sight. 
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You think that is stupid, dont you? It's genius, try it, you may finally find the 
one.
Just dont do it like "The Dater", walking into the next cheap hook-up afterhour club. In the 
following months: I found myself constantly working on the new project, with a clear vision,
kind of the same as in Letabu, only this time I was "The Dater" myself, just somehow 
balled and living in a luxury apartment with my gay stalker Markus-38 with the 38, until he 
turns markus-39 with the 38, as well as the 2-meter-high, highly-sensitive-fragile Mystie 
aka Müsli (cereals) with the blending teeth, who is living with us, but only because Markus 
loves me so much that he trys to accept Müsli, yet tends to lose controle over cocain and 
the 38 when his jealousy on her silently eats him up. And there are many more charakter 
and a behemoth.

So the womens behavior on the internet influenced me to switch sides. But
how far am I going with Markus? What is real and what do I make up? These

are the questions making that project so interesting for the dust.

But sadly: 

during writing that book I may have missed the potential "The One" in reality.
She wrote me a beautiful message after reading my profile. But then – And this is why I 
saved to tell you about the 10th book somewhere at the end – I found out what she was 
studying! Even though she didnt identify with it, I was instantly blocked from any further 
commitment. I passed on getting to know a great soul, a clear minded, intelligent and 
naturally by that calm person, who even absolutely understood my descision.

 I wrote her "I plan on ending it".
I had been a begger on the streets 6 months before, so I had freshly intense emotions 
about certain system aspects. 

Yet it really hurt myself to not give us a chance, especially because our conversation was 
one in a kind: it was simply pure and clear, which was new to me and intensly attracting 
since that is what makes a person not just throw someone away, not just give up on the 
very first complications, rather makes try and figure things out – I know... I know.

And even if that would have failed - figuring out -, for whatever reasons, she was a person 
who would have not turned into an enemy, but stayed thankful for the time – I felt all that, 
because I had never felt that before.

Yet sometimes in life the smallest moments could be considered the best, the perfection 
that lasts forever: As I now described her, I will always remember her and will stay greatful 
for her courage, that she wrote me, took a chance, commitment. I would remember her 
over the closed chapter, because she was really a good person.

Chapter 18 – Helper
January 2019

What writing concerns I was really changed after summer 2017. I never needed that long 
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to write a book before "The Dater", and it didnt feel good to be that slow, like a marathon-
runner suddenly taking 6 times as long. Yet on the other hand slow writing kept me slowly 
going, gave me something to continue, a goal without a goal, just a goal. And by that I had 
also learned for the first time to handle reality in between writing. Before, I was writing on-
fire, for my life, and any interruption caused me to fear losing my rhythm, and by that to 
die, but now I was able to get back to where I had left of despite any interruptions. This 
was good to know about myself: I was able to go over the distance. Considering that I was 
a marathon-runner running alone ever since, I would win the race as long as I would reach
the finish line. And I proveed myself to reach that line, whatever they threw in my way – 
unstoppable.

I started my 9th book in the end of 2017 and finished it with around 90-thausand words as 
my 10th in April 2018 - 4 weeks before I applied for the precasting - because somehow I 
created the german version of this journey in between, in 3 sleepless days, so it became 
the 9th - While it only has got around 25 thausand words, yet over 40 illustrations I created 
during these 3 days on top. That was the kind of drive I was used to, a sudden final kick: I 
needed that project in my life, something to find closure, something that would give sense 
to anyone getting to know me, and give sense beyond.

Now, in a world with other human beings, it still took me only 6 months to
write 2 books, during which I also painted enough paintings for an exibition in

a certain dumbster-alley by the way.
That above, that was me considering myself "slow". Now, over a year older, in january 
2019, I was a toirtoise pronounced dead while still there, just nobody knows because she 
is too slow, which means: there was nothing happening! 

The idea was there, which was supposed to be my fate, final evolution, called "The 
Ironwood Clinic", which was supposed to become my first pure thriller, no romance, and by
that I was challanged to create a non-stop-thrill, where I saw myself pushing the limit for 
the 11th time ... 

But I was done!
A few words per day, sometimes just a sentence or less, nothing, that was all I could 
manage - While still hanging there at the project non stop. My brain and time were slowing 
down, doing nothing. And then, strangly, I found myself falling a sleep more and more, just 
for minutes, constantly fading away – And I never slept. Fresh air? Opening the window in 
winter wasnt a good idea, since I was already constantly moving and rubbing my feet and 
hands at normal room-temperature. The heaters were still not really working, old pipe-
system, low pressure, but the knocking was gone: The leaking heater in the basement was
a godsend, just a little bit late, after 7 years or something.

What I never told you
Over the years almost every book I wrote sitting on my office-chair, the one with the 
broken-back I bought for 3$ second-hand, 6 years back. 

Whenever I was telling you "I was living in bed again", "back to bed", there in these phases
I was never writing. And whenever I started writing I got out of bed ignoring health and took
pace at the desk - Kind of normal to write sitting, right? Since all the writings until my 8 th in 
the middle of 2017 only took me 3-6 weeks under the influence of a level of drive any 
cocain addict can only dream of, I could handle sitting. I only had to adjust the broken back
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at some point with robes – my old boxing bandages from back in the days – which I bound 
to the arms. As well I needed high soft pillows, often blankets on top, anything to make it 
comftable – but my body stayed torturing me. Only in the phase my bones were cutting 
myself sitting, I was even trying to write standing and build strange constructions to 
stabilaze my body - pointless. Bottomline: I hardly ever felt a second comftable while 
writing 8 books.

During "The Dater", when it took me so long, going over the distance, I already found 
myself writing laying in bed for an hour here, another day two hours, yet always got back 
to the table whenever I found more of the drive I was used to: it was still there, but 
constantly interrupting. However, as I said: It only counted that I finished, not how.

Now, trying to write my 11th book "The Ironwood-Clinic":
My drive was gone, and I just had to lay in bed. Yet the idea was my purpose, it was like 
evolution needed me to do what I was born for no matter what. Besides I simply didnt 
know what else to do, writing always kept me stable, kept me going, I couldnt stand laying 
around doing nothing, especially not thinking of the last days with my landlord, so the 
project was maybe also important, maybe finally the serious thriller everyone would want 
to read – Stupid thoughts. Not writing would only make my life worse, would kill it all of, my
entire effort, as if every book was a chapter and now I would not write the last chapter – 
You know what that would have meant! I would fastly change, keep sinking down the spiral
of being so tired of life, grow to that dead lost existence so many of my kind sadly have to 
become – I alwas thought I had obviously skills so rare, that it would prevent me from that, 
or at least make me end it before, to fo in honor,  go as an artist, but I had not even drive 
for suicidalness. 

I was simply laying and laying, then sometimes thinking about the book, then waiting 
again, watch a movie, hope to feel something. And sometimes good storys motivated me, 
survival-storys, biographys – It helped, kept my brain from shutting off. And sometimes, 
just sometimes, I watched my own creations and thought: "How is this possible, that this 
talent is... right fucking here in this nothingness?".

"COME ON! DO SOMETHING! FIGHT! KEEP GOING!" I screamed in my mind!

Suddenly I got up and started to invent something: 

I needed a helper! 
I needed a helper to improve my position with the laptop in bed: A comftable position I 
never knew, maybe that would bring me back, I hoped. 

So I went downstairs in the basements working-room of the carpenter Mister Young, whom
I sadly never met - At this point I didnt need to ask my landlord anylonger for something, I 
could just take whatever I needed, she would say "yes" anyways, she trusted me, and this 
way the lifes-work of her husband continued in some way, by someone still using his tools,
the wood he had in his hands, he worked, he saw.

Now I was the guy with the saw! 
Actually I was the guy with the saw often before, my entire room had changed intensly 
over the years, I literally went to war, blood and pain, to get ideas done - Every inch 
became art! So I was also the guy with the power-drill, which scared me eversince: it was 
an old crazy-machine, where the drills liked to break and become dangerous projectiles. 
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After 10 minutes of work it suddenly happened!
I screamed and destroyed the useless construction of wood: stress, pain, my heart, I cried 
- But I still started over. 

Until it was finally done: my potential helper, an angled bridge of thin pieces of wood, that 
was still dynamic, with changable positions. It may wasnt the usual improving-the-world-
kind-of-invention, but it soon turned out to really improve my world. 

After laying down again, exhausted, I was positioning myself under the blanket, and placed
the bridge over the position of my upper-legs, where I hang in the laptops small shutting-
hinges-gap in the metal-hook attached in the middle of the wood, so that the laptop was 
kind of hanging free on it, angleing the keybord by 45 degree, while its lower edge now 
layed on the blanket over my stomache, slidely rotatable by the rotation of the hook and 
the dymanic construction that could move left and right on top.

Right when starting to write I could not understand how I could ever write
sitting.

The construction indeed improved the living-and-writing-in-bed-situation: It helped to save 
energy and opened up the possibility for my legs to change positions more frequently, as 
well as moving my arms free and massage or hit the hurting muscles without losing the 
position of the laptop – So that I could force myself to continue to write no matter what, 
and kind of pratice physical therapy at the same time. 

It was way better than before, but still I wasnt effective.
I kept interrupting every few minutes, not the least because I often heard my landlord, her 
intense coffin – horrible. The fear to lose her and end up on the streets caused a painful 
feeling similiar to the time of begging. 

Instead of writing I kept fading, imagining scenarios for the worst day to come: I would start
sleeping on the stair of the publisher-building - A horrible imagination, since I knew I would 
be laying there mentally completely done - And then faceing journalists working in the 
building in this condition, getting labeled by so many privileged eyes walking in and out 
watching me lay there?

My other options: trying to find a new living-arrengement before she would
die?

I couldnt even see myself meeting landlords, as a 30 year old guy claiming to be unable to 
work without other prove then the crimes they made up in 2017 when I was crying for help 
again. Would I ask them, stranger landlords, to listen to the proveing records of the very 
moments to see I was victim of the worst things could be done to a life, so that they would 
want to save me? I didnt see that and I wouldnt do that, I would just look sad and then 
then add "gouvernment would pay rent", while 200 students with parents with money in 
theire backgrounds apply as well. And if someone would miracioulisly chose me, the 
obvious failure, over the stable workers and privileged people, then I would have to face 
the gourvernment again: The same women I left a picture of the younger-me, the person 
who helped to end me, and made me do things... 

But my case-manager seemed to start to change now after all the years
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finally: 
I hadnt seen or talked to her eversince 2017, the year she almost cost me my mind. But in 
2018 suddenly she seemed to work along until she, just 1 months back, in december 
2018, finally sent me only one page of the two-paged document, and afterwards she didnt 
longer stress me: weeks later instead of a warning, she sent me the renewed documents –
And that was such a big relieve for me, at least that, at least a little bit of time to breath, not
fearing to lose it all again. That was the first time ever it was just uncomplicated. But I was 
still fearing her, fearing the next thing she would come up with. For now it was a good sign,
at least I wanted to believe. If it was going to stay like that, then this would be all I ever 
wanted of her. It was bad enough that she was still part of my life now with over 30 years 
of age, when every contact, every thought refreshed the past. 

But as I am, I hoped for the rare twist, someone who actually really changed
a little bit, who would kind of help me. I tried to see the good side in her now,

after only one absolutely normal thing she did. 
Yet, if she would do only one complication I would instantly lose it. I needed to be free from
her, from the gouvernment! And a new rathole would only bring me back to her, or any 
other case-manager, where I would start all over again as a completely meaningless 
number on a screen.

Alone the idea of being finally free from the gouvernment, not being confronted with any of 
that, made my plan of: sleeping on the stairs of the publisher-house as the finally entirely 
broken person - if the latest project would be finished or not - the best option! 

Next to the other one, I only didnt see at that moment now. 

But I know how fast things turn when the gouvernment hits again. 

And I couldnt imagine how hard it would be losing my landlord.
And I didnt wanted to find out! But I would have to, since moving out before, would have 
meant: leaving her alone, causing her to worry even more, since she felt save with me 
under her roof - the robbery -, until she would be stucking there in the lift again in the 
nights, or when she would fall, anything – there would be no help around - 

Me moving out, would have only helped her dying. 

So I prayed for her recovery. I prayed for more time for us. 
We didnt became a team over the years, we always were, from day one. I just struggled to
feel it sometimes, because I had such a strong need to be ... artist, young, naturally. I 
wanted to follow my identification as everyone does, whatever identification it is for them, 
just not in a street with old people where my identification would have no place to exist but 
inside isolation, alone. I wanted to get out of the street for so long to be free of shame for 
who I am. But... this was never about me, or her. All this was about you. So I was right 
were I belong: in isolation, under pressure, under torture - The only way evolution could 
jump. 

The Isolation Artist
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Chapter 19 – Ending IT!

I had dreams...
I could have never dream being rhetorical standing in front of a publisher - A historical 
changing moment: rock bottom, leghasteny – non of that applied any longer to reality. 

I could have never dream of: resisting painkillers while being in severest pain, overcoming 
theire existence and every wrong connected to it, leaving them lay on my table as a 
reminder of the past - A historical changing moment: causing me to reach for a hidden 
deeper connection to nature during fadesciousness, traveling to the pains birthsplace, the 
organizing-system beyond, the perfection of information, which would lead me to 
understand the bodys own understanding – the body knows everything we could possibly 
want to understand -, which unlocked for me a prioritized feeling of certainty, a feeling 
nobody ever had like that, a feeling I would bring back to the conscious world – I was 
logged in, for ever! 

I dream of knowing my wisdoms future, the tooth, decide over the doctor not to remove, of 
knowing better and it would prove - Nature doesnt lie. 

But the coordinator does, too often, time my evolution would need to turn me into someone
I could have never dreamed of: the most powerful powerless. But crime stays crime, I will 
never get back that stolen time.

I could have never dream of: sitting in front of a young doctor - so weak again -, a situation
naturally instantly blocking my brain, remembering all the pain. She wants to get rid of me 
like all the others flashing through my mind, again I can only cry. 

I dreamed of overcoming my trauma, yet I could have never dreamed of evolving out of it 
while still circling inside the spiral, which suddenly becomes possible by a rare 
combination of circumstances: The time we win by a damaged computer, and the heart of 
a doctor we win by a damaged me, because she is still close to her earlier younger-
student-self, responding to innocence, naturally instantly destressing and freeing her 
deepest human imbedded kindness, suddenly feeling joy to help: she really listens! Any 
older doctor would throw me out before I could get close to tell about my case. 

Yet my dream still seems to fail, my trauma still gets worse, a nightmare it turns: She 
sends me to hell, I shit myself, and on the floor, traumatising for itself, flashed by the 
moments I told them before, again and again: something like that would happen. 

I didnt dream of washing my trousers, I didnt dream to scream there inside the restroom I 
locked, because I was blind: this was not about me, god needed me to be close to finally 
see: the shiney door of my mind, of all our minds, of evolution: I walk inside - We are 
writing the year 2016!

So I test myself and walk into the medical library 

A library filled with books filled with medical and latin terms, filled with everything I wasnt 
supposed to understand. Just 1 year before, with the age of 27, I couldnt even seperate 
"gut" from "stomache", I didnt know anything about metabolisation, or food, and didnt 
research much, since someone suddenly severly ill naturally doesnt focus on studying, but
on using last energy resources on seeing those who did. Despite that: Some people are 
prohibited from education in theire bones.
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And I jump
I am 11 years old, smoking on the yard of the school because I belong to the cool, I am still
the best in sports, breaking the records I set myself, I also like arts, and even maths, 
clinging on to the rest, fearing every end of the year, continuing of "whatever" for 4 more 
years - While I grow to the smallest little gifted skaters of the cold country I finally leave, 
spain, the big four, I win the contest, always sunny. I am sad and alone, back at home, for  
6 months, drinking alcohol. Then I get forced again, start riding with the scooter to the new 
school for the next 6 months of nothing, just to repeat the year, I am not sure why I am 
even here, until I see her, the blond, she loves me, she loves me, art school, I get it now! I 
become cool again, wear the irocheese and keep up with doing nothing. I like drawing 
pictures, but the rest is "fuck-this-shit", and one year of "fuck-this-shit" is an "internshit" of 
"What the fuck?": cooking coffee, getting screamed at by angry bosses without them ever 
teaching something other then how it feels to be treaded like shit! I hate the system! I hate 
the system you old miserable evil people! I am afraid of them but I suffer to much, fight 
with myself to just ask, but I never do it. Until I cry and finally try "Would it be okay if I dont 
come here any longer?" - dangerous moment, he can crush me, call my teacher, I panic, 
what have I done?! Idiot!. "Okay" he says! I am gone, free, oh em ge! 6 months only 2 
days a week in school? I am innocently in! I am laughing and having fun. I ride around and
work out alot, I am sexy now! But Adolf, the teacher, it's his real name, he sees me coming
and closes the barrier, I explode, my helmet breaks, my scooter breaks, I lay there with 
concussion and see him walk away. I have no power. I have no power. I leave my scooter 
standing there, no money for transport or fix, watch him slowly dissapear over weeks by 
people stealing the parts. I ride bus. They just doesnt want me to succed. The german 
teacher ignores leghastenie, hates me, whatever I do: "F", "F-", "F", "F-", "F". Only 3 
months left: "You will fail my class" he says. "Fuck you" I think and start skipping his class. 
The director wants to talk to me "Your sports-excauses are missing. You will have to 
repeat". "This cant be possible. I handed them always to the teacher". "They are missing. 
You will have to repeat". "No please! You cant do that! I had surgery! I lost my lifesdream! I
was in barcelona! I would have stayed if my knees wouldnt be screwed! I still cant do 
anything with my legs! I just go to the gym for my upper body". "Excauses. The excauses 
are missing. You have to repeat, that's all, have a good day". "FUCK YOU!" I say and 
leave, just to run around, dont know what to do, for 3 month no clue. Suddenly I am sitting 
there in the final exams with the hope giving that shit a shot could miracioulisly turn it all 
around. I failed german-language, of course. But somehow end up with an "F" on the final 
certicifate instead of the grade even worse? WTF? Maybe my art teacher turned it around 
for me? Let's see sport... excaused! I MADE IT! HAHAHA! I MADE IT I AM FREE! WAIT! 
NO? WHAT THE HELL?! NO! "B" in Art?! A "B"! A "B"! What is going on here?!" 

Now you know the truth it's all built on a lie: the Isolation Artist, the founder
of the Virtual Museum of Survival Art Anti-Discrimination and Science: he

had a "B" in Art. 11 years straight "A"s and then this!
That "B" was the teachers "F": He wanted to make a statement to the world of applied 
universitys of art, a statement that says "something is missing", "Not perfect". He gave the 
best artist of the school an "A" the year before without hasitation, and he would have given
the best artist of the school an "A" again, if it wasnt for the final year. While I was the only 
one giving him purpose, in a class with pupil close to age 30, still not knowing what to do, 
now sitting next to teenangers, children, for the absolute easiest possible way to get the 
certificate to be - for some reasons - entiteled to study at Universitys of Applied Arts or 
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Science, not the real universitys. So nobody cared about anything there, including me, but 
at least I ruled in art, which made him happy. He often wrote great commentary on my 
drawings, since he liked them so much, and of course graded them with "A". Sometimes I 
was a little bit lazy, so he had to give me an "A-", or "B+". But now that it was about 
studying, I was only the lazy rock bottom kid. He was supposed to let the world after-
school decide if I was good enough, instead of hitting me in the face, so that my 
confidence would break-apart. I planed on studying art, but between grade "A" and "B" is a
huge difference for art-academys! Besides: Anyone in my class got a "B", literally! They 
didnt even care about art, some liked it, some were talented, some deserved an "A" of 
course but... 11 years straight "A", where he gave me the 11th and graded almost 
everything with A during the last year: So this grade was impossible.

Now I was through with school and I didnt want anything to do with art anymore! 

That was the worst experience in system I ever had,  he ruined my identification. I hated 
him and art! - That B, I couldnt process it. They could have done anything to me, I took a 
lot of unfair shit in school, but that was the guy supposed to like me, back me up, to be 
proud of the natural who gave him pupose.

So instead of applying for the art-academy, I got a job afterwards in a foodchains kittchen, 
to afford my first car. I worked hard, 25-30 days a months, always overtime, ready to 
burnout - Which was the plan of the boss who wanted to break me. On top he always 
came, said "You're doing this wrong!" and left, while I was the best burger-guy ever: the 
one guy who would learn anything, anything to know on his own, even study manuals of 
machines, - of burgers, I was super fast and clean, the only one who kept hygene as it was
ordered – nobody cared. Ironically, while the boss wanted to break me, just because he 
hated human beings, saw them beneth him, stuck with us, the useless dumb workers, I 
was still appriciated for my work and was even assigned for the early shift, after only 1 
months of work, while usually that shift was hard to get, had to be earned by at least a 
year of work, sometimes a few years, or never, since the shifts were set, always the same 
guys – Now I was one of the few, which is why everyone hated me, they all wanted that 
shift. 

The early shift included more to know, more responsebility: filling up everything for the 
entire day, sometimes refilling Oil at the same time, when the night-shift, who would usally 
do that, decided it was still okay - Which it rarely was.

But before I would do that, I cleaned the parking-lots in the darkness every morning, when 
the company didnt longer got sued by the sourrounding companys since: I picked up 
everything, crawled into bushes, climbed in trees when they threw stuff inside, and picked 
up even most of the cigarette. I cleaned that precisely with an long alluminum-picker, that 
my grabbing muscle, on the inside of my wrist, inflamed again and again – Months later 
the muscle was mutated! 

He was still trying to break me, 
It was psycho-terror: I worked better then he could ever himself, knew more then him, and 
he still always appeared out of nowhere, looked over my shoulder saying "Wrong!" and 
dissapeared again. And that starts to mess with the mind, confused, made me doubt for no
reason. If the right work is wrong, then you're standing there getting slower from cunfusion,
insecure on the steps, trying to understand what's going on, which only gives him the 
reason for more mobbing. He created weakness and then attacked, and liked it, the power 
- abuse.
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At least I could finally afford my first car, which I called "Speedy" – You see, I always gave 
my friends a name. And that was the best friend, he was so funny that everyone laughed –
But whats better then laughing as a teenager? When we showed up everyone had fun, it 
was always special, while the cool cars, those rather expensive and pimped cars of the 
other guys, they were soulless, dead, just cars. I on the other hand had good old yellow 
Speedy with a youngster soul. Speedy helped me to endure the Job, as well as the fitness-
studio right next to it, which I went always right after work, every day – Exhausted. 

But then, after 6 months 
I was burned out and went to see the boss, which I feared, asking if I could take my first 
days of the 12 hollidays I had rightfully earned. Before I was never allowed to take a day, 
and now... he fired me! And he simply didnt pay me a dime of those 12 earned days - I was
done with working as well!

After I was fired:

I started working out harder then ever in the gym. 
There I had a friend, he was working out regularily as well, had a great body, while I never 
saw him working out hard. But he wasnt on steroids - I knew who was and who not, 
everyone knew. But he had natural testosterone overdosage inside of his, which is why he 
already looked 10 years older, which is why we called him "The Man" - And with "we" I 
mean the sexy best friend of mine: We loved each other, she was kind of the women of my
life friendship-wise, it was very relieving each time, the talking. However, she was friends 
with "The Mans" girldfriend – it was smalltown-village life, everyone is connected -, so "The
Man" motivated me again to send an application, said it would be just a few documents 
and they would accept me. At that point he had failed to motivate me for a year, eversince 
he started to study there himself - I never thought I could be a student: I was a screw-up 
and now I was already ready to lose it, run away or something. 

But somehow I still found myself writing my first big application.
I made up a few things on my resume, since there was not much to write, had no clue of 
the rest, and finally somehow managed to send it all to the University-Of-Applied-Science 
– Göttingen: a small city with around 120-thausand people of which 30-thausand are 
students. But since I never thought they would accept me, especially not with an "F" in my 
own mother-language, I forgott about it. 

And after that I continued not wasting a thought about studying because...

I fell in love with a guy.
Not in a gay-way, but in the way he said it as well "Where have you been my whole life?" - 
we just clicked, we both wanted to go wild and do whatever we wanted without caring a 
second of what society would think of us - And we succeeded naturally! He was two years 
older and a survivor of rockbottom and fucked-up-family himself. He already had been to 
prison, also lost his license and still rode whatever vehicle he wanted – fearless, ruleless, 
crazy, yet seeking something real, someone to trust. I looked up to him, he was like an 
older brother I always dreamed of, someone who takes me under his wings, takes me to 
places, introduces me to people, shows me life. I even barely went to the gym anymore, 
because now I was an alcoholic and I loved it. We drank every day, whatever time it was, 
completely pushed each other into the craziest time of our lifes, literally screamed of 
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wildness and seeked non-stop-party-drinking-every-day-on-tour and every fun we could 
fun. I was kind of living with him, we never seperated, just spend 24/7, I even slept in his 
bed next to him for months, with my hands laying peacefully crossed on my chest...

the only time in my life I could sleep like a baby, when I was who I was born:
addict. 

But my liver was never meant for alcohol, with a genetical-disorder in the first place, and it 
was only a matter of time until that lifestyle would take a bad turn. 

Bad turn!
We both were always just out in the nights for music and having a good time, the time of 
our lifes. But that one night inside the club, on the dancefloor, a stranger suddenly 
behaved like the greatest asshole ever trying to get one of the girls we brought with us - 
while I was dancing with her. When he pushed me away and grabbed her... I slipped: I 
gave him a swinger in his face: he flew a few meter, I could see the blood shooting out of 
his nose on his way to the ground. "Oh shit what have I done?" I thought! 

We instantly all flew out of the club. There outside, right in front of, his nose wouldnt stop 
bleeding, when he unexpectedly came over to me and said "sorry", realizing he really 
behaved like an asshole. I was also sorry, but as you know "I never had a problem seeing 
blood". I only had a problem with my consciens, telling me I did terribly wrong. Yet 
paradoxly I helped him, literally punched him back into his good version. And then we left 
with our girls. 

Around 15 Minutes later: 
On a parking lot, sourround by buildings and night-sky, suddenly 5 guys showed up –  it 
was him, I could feel that he developed a strong need to restore pride, and he brought 4 
other guys to make sure he would win this time. They came out of nowhere and instantly 
started to run towards me. I was fearing for my life, you know how these things end: they 
knock you down, kick your head, followed by coma or death. 

The girls started screaming, and it happened so fast that my best friend stucked in the 
moment of processing if he should get involved – turned out he wasnt fearless.

But...

Do you remember when I told you about the blockage? The moment he tried 
to hit me the blockage was suddenly gone, entirely absolutely gone, free: full-
force-young-muscled-energetic-hyperactive-me: I was like spiderman, 
watching fist in slowmotion! 
Turned out: 5 guys cant attack at the same time, rather disturb each other, theire 
coordinations, theire focus and by that even lose power. 

Now I was all in, swinging with an energy only a child born in hell can have: I was beaten 
as a baby, at age 2 and 3, when I aso fell into the see, alone, I wouldnt drown, and with 4 
we escaped again from the violent men, until I saw our car burning in the night – of course 
I was crying, but luckily too young to realize how close I had been, every day before living 
with the psychopath, of getting murdered. And my father shot himself out of responsbility 
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with heroin before I was born. You read these things in the paper – I live on it. And this was
all the easy part of my life, the very easy part. 

I was always soft, I am the softest, because I really want peace and love. But I also carry 
around a lot of pain and a lot more brain with a mind to survive goddammed everything. So
they had no chance, not the slidest bit, and feared the force I became. 

BOOM! Suddenly I jumped, with 2 feet ahead into the guy I had hit before, that was the 
car-crash moment noone could have expected, including me: He flew away, out of the 
fight! The others saw it, couldnt believe theire eyes. But one guy tried another move, which
I avoided again: swang an intense hook, but missed his chin by an inch, when he realized 
that it would have crushed his jaw in pieces – I missed but his confidence was crushed, 
and he stayed away too. 

I had not the slidest bit of fear, and enjoyed the coodinative challange I mastered in the 
moment - I was a born fighter! 

But only 1-2 Minutes passed, when suddenly the blue light appeared - The police station 
was just 1 street away - they had been informed instantly by people hearing the girls 
screaming. And get this: they treaded them like the victims and me like the bad guy, 
because of the still bleeding one. And so I was charged.

Months later in court 
I was sitting there without a lawer and told them what went down, that I never wanted 
something like this, and that I never had been violent before – which was a lie, there was 
another asshole once who really deserved it. However, I told them the truth, that he really 
behaved like an asshole. The described was also sitting there and - get this -  confirming 
that he really behaved like an asshole. The judge even liked me and told me I appeared 
like a young intelligent man – The case was dismissed and the "Victim" and I left in peace.

And that was the moment I started to love the system! 
I respected the judge, he seemed like a great man in a great position. He was friendly and 
even saw something in me, which I never experienced before of someone from system. 
Up to this day I didnt know that I was intelligent. I was always outstanding in some ways, 
but I was a failure, and the place I was sitting only proveed it. But the judge didnt see a 
failure! And by that he restored something my art teacher took.

All that changed me.
That fight kept haunting me, made me fear ever going out to clubs again, robbed me of my
sleep, the good sleep I would never experience again like that. In reality there is no 
Spidey, in reality it's: screaming, violent and dangerous! One moment, one minute, that 
can irreversibly change lifes. We all got away, all learned from that, both sides, but only 
because they met a born fighter. If not, terrible things would have happened, lifes would 
have been destroyed. The police was already on theire way: when samething bad would 
have happened to me, the 5 guys would have regreted it, maybe for life, sitting there in a 
cell: once a group of cluessless friends who backed up the pride of a guy who got 
punished for thinking women are toys belonging him whenever he wants? That would have
been the reason for 6 destroyed lifes! I was thinking of all of these things and I seeked 
peace more then ever. And the educated man in the robe, he was free of that, as I could 
see and feel in his calmness.
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And right in time, I suddenly got a letter, the unexpected approval for the
University-Of-Applied-Science. 

I changed my life from one day to another, and simply showed up at the first day, to find 
out what happens - I felt save for the first time, just what the environment concerns.

I could have never dreamed of rock-bottom suddenly find himself sitting there for whatever
miracioulis reasons, while silently fighting detoxiation from alcoholism, and of course 
without money, forced to take a loan to afford studying, which could only dream of ever 
being able te to pay back, which was impossible in case my genetics would continue to be 
my genetics... as I said: "It's in my bones". 

The part: where I still performed as one of the best out of 600 students,
invented learning methods and was asked to become teacher, this, this is also

in my bones!

But at the end of my first semester something happened... 
I completely screwed up all exams, all 10! I had blackouts, I was even crying during one 
exam, and ended up with an avarage of "B": Completely screwed! Should have been 
straight "A's"! I felt like a failure again, seriously, this is no joke: I was prepared to write 
"A"'s, I ruled, but my fucking-loser-mind screwed it all up, left me see clear for the first time
what was really going on, that: there was nothing, nothing that would ever overcome my 
screwed up fundament! I felt so lonely, as if I was the only different, the only student who 
was seperated, doomed no matter what, while they would all: go on and on, naturally, and 
build a life on any result they would come up with, they only needed to make it through the 
exams, didnt matter how, they were all save, even if not making it, absolutely save! And I 
was lost. 

But I realised that of course before, when I was studying all the time with my student-
buddy, which made me see my sad story clearer. I first struggled to keep up, couldnt focus,
until I suddenly surpirsed him more and more, when I was the one saying "Are you 
keeping up here or what?", when I invented the learning boards nobody had, which 
speeded up our progress even more. He had been the best trainee of the country before 
he started to study – Now they payed for. If not, he was used to working, was good in it, 
and he had family, a girlfriend, cars, a house! I was never jealous, he was a friendly guy 
who accepted me and my muscles, my tanning addiction - So I loved him for that and we 
had the same humor, we laughed a lot, which was great, I hadnt been laughing like that in 
a long time before we met. I had fun before as an wild alcoholic, but again: there was 
nothing save, that was all a different sort of fun and laughter, as if I was subconsciously 
wraped in the dark mud of rock-bottom-danger creeping around every inch of my 
existence. Now I was sourrounded by all these saved lifes, and friendly professors. One of 
them was so enthusiastic, with his white-einstein-like-hair, doing experiments, loving 
science, loving teaching – That was the one who asked me to become tutor. He was save 
for so long, still having fun, my buddy was save, couldnt understand what was going on 
with me, and there was no way to communicate that 

– seperated kind! 
That feeling... the clear undeniable feeling that hit me, a young 20 year old innocent child, 
that: I was the loser-kind, that this would never end, that my path was written how ever 
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hard I would try.

Yet this wasnt what I meant with "something happened". 
I think the reason above was enough, I was ready to give up, got depressed, yet I dont 
know how it would have all continued if there wouldnt have happened something else, 
something I would describe as: The most fictious severly everything changing moment! I 
can tell you that much: Police was involved again, I was crying, they found themselfes in a 
twisted situation nobody would have ever expected - including the police: they felt for me. 
Yet they had to make theire jobs: And so they watched themselfes making me homeless. 

I was living with her up to this very moment, because after the bromance had to be ended 
- to give that other life a chance -, I had to study so brutal hard to make up for 13 years of 
school, where I had been present only physically, just luckily naturally good enough to 
survive without ever doing anything, so that I had no time to find a place. Besides I had no 
drive, nor the mind for that: detoxiation, I never learned anything, how to wash clothes, I 
never cleaned, didnt wash dishes, nothing. All I was able to during my first semester was 
focussing on studying, which was alot for me. So I was never at home anyways, since I 
spent all the time in librarys, just to sit there somewhere and solve mathematical problems,
and I only returned for sleep.

We never talked:
I was avoiding her eversince our relationship broke finally entirely, when I was 12 years 
old, when she forbid me to live with the love of my life: skateboarding - She took my 
skateboard and grounded me. But nobody could stop me from the purpose I finally found, 
nobody and nothing, we would reconnect, we would reconnect! 

And now evolution made sure to bring me home, to make me skate against all
odds again, and end the other problem as well: the seperated kinds! 

But I could have never dreamed of that, I only dreamed of skateboarding.

Yet before: 
I moved into a small cage in a hightower for shattered existences, really scary place for 
junkys, where they found dead bodys in the basement. I was so scared that I went boxing, 
which I could have never dreamed of that after the incident, but now it made sense. That 
was when I met the old boxing-coach I would try to prove I was worthy if his.

At the same time:
System forced me to see a certain person, a social-working-shrink-kind-of-guy. But he 
turned out as the best guy ever: He was a great human being and he appeared like an old 
hippy, looked casual and had this old school german Hippy-Bus Volkswagen - He was still 
carrying freedom inside. 

Every time we talked I cried, I was so lost - He felt for me.
But then one day I said: "I sold everything and bought a train-ticket to Cologne. I will leave 
tomorrow." – What a moment must that have been: seeing a young good boy suffering like 
that for months and suddenly, out of nowhere planing on moving into a big city. So he 
asked me if I knew someone there. 
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"No" I responded. 

"Why Cologne?" he wondered. 

"I dont know" I said, after which he unexpectedly offered me to bring me to the train-station
- Which cracked me up: I didnt show it, I had cried enough in front of him and tried to be 
strong for the last time we would see each other, but it meant a world to me!

That was the last memory I had of my old life, him, and by that system - One of my most 
beautiful memorys: He didnt try to change my mind, didnt talk into my head, didnt judge 
me, didnt use any psych-shit, nothing, but he simply helped me - On his own drive. 

Thank you Mister B!
Sitting in the train: it all hurt so much, my entire life, especially giving Speedy away - 

If he is still out there, if anyone has seen a Mitsubishi Colt born 1993, with 
flexed wheel-caps with slidley different yellow-tone, then please contact me. 
Yet despite pain: I was sitting inside a train! And the further I got away from my old life, the 
better I felt: I literally rode through a gate that transformed me and left it all behind.

When I arrived in Cologne in Winter 2011, 11th of Juanary
The city refused to give me shelter because I wasnt a citizen, telling me I would be the 
problem of Göttingen - the city now 400 miles away. I told them: "I chose to live here now 
and so I will. I wont go away! Now I am part of this city, so please help me". They didnt... 
and I was homeless.

I was struggeling for 9 months.

Until I met Miss Young!

I moved in at 15th of September 2011.

back to 2016: 

The Library full of medical books I still wasnt supposed to understand, since
engeneering only taught me how to wield a calculator.

Even though it was kind of a cosy place, with: all the dark-wood, 5 meter high shells, the 
soft lights - Resulting in a totally different vibe, compared to the green carpeted cube-
labyrinth building around -, I wouldnt get manipulated by that! So I walked right away to the
first bookshell I could reach, took the very next huge book, opened it in the middle, flew 
over the first side and sucessfully navigated into nothigness.  

It's allowed to write anything without asking god if he would have wanted
them to cover the sun with walls of the sick and dead they watched suffer

and die.
Sure some books might help to blind a seeing person, help to enlarge the canyon between
there words and communication with reality, help to solve problems created by themselfes,
by ignoring theire inner child and the cosy water they were floating in, these books sure 
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helped many people to be busy, to forgett ancestors, to forgett the words of old-cluelessly-
wise-granny-cracking-the-80-easily, despite any possible thing they would write down as  
"mistake", when she would still use salt and suger in masses nobody can imagine, swollow
30 pills of dangerous-chemical-unnatural-inventions on top, just to still enjoy sitting there 
forever on the porch laughing about the sweet cats playing and roling with the leafes. And 
when the meteor finally hits, she dies in peace and joins the many deceased who didnt 
make it to her age – why? She made it, despite a million "sins" to her body, while theire 
bodys could be opened by the saw, examined by the zoom, seen by the natureless eye, 
melt into the save brain, womit into the books - just to watch the next billion lifes get ill from
the same, to finally start treadment-attempts again.

Attempts, attempts, I coud only dream of someone starting to attempt to
understand. 

Sure organ-transplantation-books, and other useful information about surgery, the "car-
fixing"-books, they may stay, but I was up to the cars purity, natures secret-manual to the 
maschine created for high performances and energy to move millions of tons over a 
lifetime. There is man in spain who built a huge church on his own, and he couldnt have 
fullfilled the purpose of his machine better - like Any human working hard there entire lifes. 
While my machine was unable to perform, and there was no book, neighter in that library, 
nor in any on the planet, to do anything about that! If there would have been a book, then 
that woud have been THE BOOK, I would have lived in paradise already: people 
understanding the human body! But nobody did, nobody, because they were all focussed 
on problems resulted from a neverending chain of cluelessness they became part of, 
because of one thing nobody seems to have...

I could only dream of having more time to finish my own church,
the chruch of information, sourrounded by wonderful dust and a single book floating in the 
air, a bible: shined at by light, so bright, that everyone on earth kneels and falls into a 
trance, overwhelmed by the intense feeling of the relieve of every pain, the book relieving 
of every pain! 

It was time!

So I walked over to the librarian,
a women in her mid 50th , standing behind a belly-high cage of dark brown wooded desks, 
and asked her a question: 

"Hello. Is there any book about "Metabolisation-Catalysator"?". 

She looked at me confused, yet intersted, saying: "I have never heard that question 
before, in over 35 years I've been working here. What's it about?" - She wondered. 

So I simplified my question by adding a theory-included common word familiar to everyone
on earth, to what she answered: "I know for sure that we dont have any book about that! 
Nobody ever asked me about that... but wait... let me see... maybe... maybe we have 
something related, I dont know, wait". Suddenly she experienced long forgotten motivation,
starting to search, running from shell to shell, searching in every corner, trying to find 
something - I liked her.

Librarian: "I will check over there."...
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Librarian: "Hold on, I got to look whats over there."...

Librarian: "Wait, I have got an idea, lets see whats over there."... 

Librarian: "This is really... This is strange! Wait, maybe...  I remember something, this could
be something. There must be something here, at least related!". 

The women was really ambitioned and turned out to be a part of my fate,
 maybe a hidden genius part, by remembering something written in 1983, 5 years older 
then me - The young man man she couldnt help but to find interesting: Not only that I 
revived a forgotten part of her, she realized I wasnt a student, but kind of indipendent, 
"maybe a journalist?".

When she finally handed me the dusty magazine-sized pages- not a book -: 
she was so distracted by feeling alive, by curiosity and questions, like "Will it bring 
answers?", that she didnt recognize my wet trousers. She only saw me dissapear into a 
small way between bookshells right away, determinded only evolution could be!

Sitting in a quiet corner deep in the librarys labyrinth, shined at by light from a window in 
the shells, I used a piece of cellulose - I now carried alot of -, to remove the dust covering 
the yellow turned papers frontpage... when a sudden shock stroke me! A doctors-
dissertation! For me: a dissertation to trauma, instantly speeding up my heartbeat and 
almost killing my little fiction of the...

 the moonlanding of metabolisation-theorising, or maybe even the sunlanding,
which is relative impossible as we all know...  

But something kept me going, something higher! So I continued to take a look into it, not 
the least because I never actually saw how they get to theire well honored titels.

I started to fly over the pages, skipped diagrams and eveything unrelated in my matter, 
until I suddenly had already reached the last pages: The writers final conclusions: the 
great unexpected for me. I couldnt believe it, there was nothing even close to what I was 
searching for - which wasnt what "I couldnt believe"... What I couldnt believe was: honesty,
realism, the man who wrote the thesis was beautifully brutally honest – I couldnt have 
written it better myself! 

This wasnt a dissertation, this was a DISS-ertation,

 and I started to smile brightly! 
The young doctor-to-be critized literally everything from: unresearched, to not-fully or not 
at all understood medicine, lack of intention – simply lack of everything. He even criticized 
pride! Suddenly a sound of joy shouted out of me, as if wanted to say to everyone "Look at
this! I found a buddy, a guy on my side, which is on your side! HAHA!".

Next thing I knew:
I found myself opening the door of the lecture-room, the one I came along before while 
searching for the restroom, just now wearing a white doctors-jacket, carrying the 
dissertation and a suitcase I found. I entered the room, walked down the long stairs in the 
middle, along a hundred of students, toward the female professor at the end. 
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When I reached her, 
I silently shook her hand and turned around, now standing in front of the students, saying 
with strong voice and a bushfire of confidence surviving even tornados: "Hello students. I 
am Professor Bank, I am traveling from University to University to teach the future. I am 
working on new solutions for TC-MC, and C-MC, Temporary- Chronical, and Chorical-
Metabolisation-Chainreaction, of which most of you will die from one day, because this is 
what every possible illness, far from bacterial-and virus-infections, is resulting from. The 
influences of TC-MC on genetics is still under my investigation, but for now genetical-
disorders are excluded as well. Metabolisation Chainreaction is happening right now in all 
of your bodys, which is normal, unless it's turning temporary chronical, which you might 
not even feel. And to prevent it, to end it, it needs me, and soon it needs many of you.

I am also at the verge of unlocking final understanding to what I call the "Metabolisation-
Catalysator", which was overseen, one of the most important organs of the human body, 
the final missing piece of how the human body actually cleans the bloodstream from 
certain metabolisition-waste, and partly chemical-radicals occuring during the states of 
Metabolisation-Chainreaction turning TC or C.

Dont worry, not olny the other students didnt understood a word as well, your professors 
had the same look, they have the same look!" 

Before she even could be offended, I shouted:
"TIME! This is the key - About time! Time is what I am here for today, to talk about time we 
all dont seem to have. The question is: Did you lose time right here experiencing the 
unexpected? This is why your professor wasnt even informed by the direction. It's about 
how we use time. If we follow the busplan, we follow the plan to waste time, because it's a 
bus standing still, there is no fuel, we ran out 30 years ago, when the last brave doctor 
died from C-MC. He left a child behind, now standing in front of you. My father wrote this 
dissertation 34 years ago."

I lifted up the yellow turned pages for a second and continued
"Forgotten work which could have been found by anyone in this university, in your very 
library. On the last pages, the young doctor-to-be criticized everything from not-
understood, to lack of research, money and lack of interest. He criticized every possible 
lack in medical evolution but the one thing I just said... time! This is what my father missed 
to criticize, until he ran out of time. Yet before, right in time, he was fully focused on 
evolution... sex, I am talking about sex, reproduction" – I pointed to myself.

The students laughed. 

Suddenly the door behind the last row of students opened: 

Doctors, Professors, the Director! 

Followed by hundreds of more students. 

I continued for all my students.
"Oxigen level is getting severly reduced! Find a position and then focus... on time! I hereby
inform you that we all have enough time, if we chose to have! You are our future. You can 
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spend a lifetime solving nothing, or you can focus on spending a few weeks, months or 
years on nothing but solving! What do you think will humanity need to survive? Exactly. I 
took the time, this is why I am looking that young. I only needed a few focused years, while
you might continue to waste your entire lifes, and by that there is a higher potential to 
cause damage to other lifes in the future, when you have a lot of patients, when you dont 
have time. 

But there is no time, there is just now. And now you can make a descision your life will 
build on. You can decide today: what kind of doctor you are going to be in the future. A 
good doctor doesnt need much time to help. And a good Professor doesnt need much time
to make sure you are going to be good doctors. And besides time we need to know about: 
CCP and EB, the Evolution Blocker!"

I repeated it loud into the absolutely crowded room: "CCP & EB", while I
opened my case and took out a folder, out of which I took the page with the
definition of CCP and EB, and chose a female student, to step forward and

read it out loud in front of everyone.
She started reading "Collective-Consciousness-Paradox and Evolution Blocker (CCP&EB)
– SV",

"Short-Version" I added, explaining: "You will have enough time to study the 80-paged 
fullversion of my work in the future. Please continue.".

She started over
"Collective-Consciousness-Paradox and Evolution Blocker (CCP&EB). During human 
evolution medical-patients naturally kept growing awareness of theire own bodys-
sufferings, which, if not soon resolved by the medical-educated they were depending on, 
raised the amount of questions, and by that questioned theire competence - even 
unspoken. While at the same time: the questioned-doctors awareness of theire own 
absense of knowledge and understanding grew, resulted in a desperate need to find a 
power to make theire power and status last: Psychology (EB)."

"Psychology! The Evolution-Blocker, especially medical evolution!" I shouted loudly 
interrupting! Just to get close and quietly instruct: "The following part is very important. 
These words will save countless of lives, so I want you to live up to that honor: make it a 
speech! You're young, you're intelligent, you have a voice, go!". 

I turned around and started writing something on the bord, while she
continued to read:

"Psychology, the Evolution-Blocker: once invented, it naturally entered any medical-
educateds mind irreversibly, if applied or not it was there. Since it should have never 
entered, in best case: It entered a mind running on the base of pride, ready to abuse 
psychology to bypass criticism or self-confrontation with weaknesses, like lack of answers 
at any point. In worst case: Psychology infected a medical-educateds mind running on the 
base of dellusion, the absense of reality and natures laws, causing pathologisation, the 
worst kind of discrimination  to become normality, now seeing any kind of human 
weakness or individuality as "wrong", as "mentally-ill", or as "the answer for theire 
suffering", while ignoring that medical-examinations - if they took place at all, after instantly
labeleing the patient - had hardly, or not at all impoved - in for example 34 years. Yet: 
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industrialisation intensly grew, food and use of any kind of substances changed, air 
polution changed, the oceans changed, water changed, and in general genetical-and-
chemical-circumstance-adeptive-evolution occured." 

"And: Metabolisation Chainreaction..." I added loud and proud, pointing on the
theory now written and drawn on the bord, and gave her a sign to turn to

the next page and continue.

She continued to read
"Metabolisation-Chainreaction (MC): The number one-cause for cell-destruction, naturally 
going on in the human metabolisation-system eversince. MC-Theory is the key to human 
health improvement not held for possible.

Natural (N-) MC is not an illness unless turning temporary chronical (TC-), or chronical 
(C-), due to for example gut-resorbtion-disorder - often caused by anti-biotics and other 
chemical experiments sold as "medicine" or "food". 

(N-)MC: Occuring lacks of nutrients are naturally restored by the human-bodys repair-
fuction, rebuilding lacking information for fuctions by resorbtion of nutrients in the gut and 
transportation through the blood stream – The Chain is closed.

Temporary-Cronical, TC-MC: Occuring lacks of nutrients by the earliest states of 
resorbtion-disorders (non-inflamatory), or lack of nutrient by missing consumption, like due
to allergys, causing the safety-reprair- function to destruct moleculs out of lower prioritized 
cell-areas (alternating), where the same repairing by another destruction occurs (and so 
on) – The Chain stays closed in the beginning, but the patient is ill from that moment on. 
Now old-blood-analyses (before MC-Theory) appear normal in many cases, while the very 
presens of the patient (including suffering) is already prove for TC-MC, which causes all 
sorts of pain by metabolisation imballances. 

TC-MC, if untreaded, will cause over time irreversable cell-desctructions as well as raise 
radical-chemical-inflamatory-and-destructive-reactions by an intensified amount of atomic-
traffic for intensified reparation-processes, which all imply the potential to partly fail, since 
atoms naturally react despite any task to fullfill to build a connection: Instead of a lacking 
nutrient, more radicals will be formed - useless for the system, meant to destroy by the 
blood transporting them to either bones or furthest away from the organs (hands, mostly 
feet), where the Metabolisation-Catalysators (M-CAT) help to free the system. 

"NAILS!" Suddenly an enthusiastic professor shouts repeating: "NAILS: Metabolisation 
Catalysator! My father, the only one who was concerned about nails! Not close to 
understanding but that's how he got to have sex! Please continue"

Laughter
"Cronical, C-MC: Untreaded CT-MC causes the chainreaction to grow until a part of the 
chain stops rebuilding: concerning nutrients will lack and a new chainrection will still try to 
restore the lack out of other moleculs, while the initial chain of reactions is not longer 
closed, so that nutrient will be lacking constantly (alternating). Cronical-MC will cause loss 
of organ fuctions and by that early death. Now blood analyses will finally show results, 
after weeks, months, or in lucky cases after years of suffering from the infected medical-
uneducates mind running on dellusion, EB and assholness."
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Everyone laughs
"QUIET!" The speechgiving young women suddenly shouts and continues, longing to 
know about the following parts!

"TC-MC Analysation and the end of the Evolution Blocker: If medical-patients constantly 
suffer from unknown pain or inflamations: muscles, bones, skin (skin-changes), mucula, 
teeths, eyes, head, ears, any constantly occuring symtoms, then the answer will always be
metabolisaton imballance, but not nessesarily TC-MC. To identify the problem, any doctors
very first anamnesia-duty will be asking the question "Do you want me to record the 
conversation on your own expense?". 

"THE END OF EVOLUTION BLOCKER!" I shoutet like the old crazy two-times-
nobelprice-winning leader of "The Exorcism Crew" himself!

She continued to read strong, anticipating.
"Since the question of recording the amanesia on tone will force any doctor to be a human 
being he/she was supposed to be in the first place, and tread the medical-patient with all 
the human-rights and calmness they grant any person in theire privileged familys, the 
question will be soon answered with "no" by any patient." Up to that moment, the 
gouvernments made an easy billion bugs – win-win!

The masses started to cheer, while she continued suddenly as the voice of
evolution herself!!!

"New Blood-analysation methos are crucial not only for sucessfull CT-MC analysation, but 
in general, due to the extreme differences from one human metabolisation-system to the 
other, for example: different lungs-sizes, different amounts of oxigen, different amounts of 
bloodcells, different organ-sizes, different amounts of hormone-productions, different 
amount of chainrections and different potential for redicalisation of free molecular-chain-
spots, resulted from different eating habits with absolutely different and chemical poisoned 
food - Yet the same parameters applied for any blood-system, never invented to detect 
anything in the making by an overall lack of understanding the human body of every single
medical-educated on earth, but the criticizing few who were outcasted, and those now 
standing inside this room! CCP is finally understood, EB will be solved with a simple 
question, evolution will continue, everyone will feel better, doctors will naturally become the
heroes and loved, and will be motivated to find the cure for the most sufferings based on 
the Metabolisation-Chainrection-Theory, until CT-MC-detection and prevention will exist! 
All thanks to the youngest professor in history of humanity, who simply used instead of 
wasted time, and by that created time for humanity!". 

The masses started losing it for good: applauding and cheering intensly,
throwing papers, hugging speechless professors - Love was set free! 

The director looked at me, ready to sign any possible contract, hoping to
stand next to me at the nobelprice ceremony. But I didnt look at him, I was

busy being kissed!
The young speechgiving women jumped at me, literally tried to get my genetics right away!
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But since I would write a song about my future child, I knew this was her mother, the 
women of my dreams. And since I preached not to lose time, we proceeded with evolution 
right away.

A day later
freshly married, we watched ourselfes on the huge open air screen onraging out of the 
island, as virtualized study-material under the titel "prove: Evolution is hot!"  – 8 billion hits.
When I touched her stomache, the number suddenly grew by one. And then the dream 
was gone, just to be followed by...

Year 2031
"Hello people from all over the world, this is your president speaking. We came to a point 
in evolution, where ways of recreating society are no longer fiction, which it never was 
supposed to be. Our constitution was build for improvments eversince. And this it what we 
do, we improve, we grow up, we evolve, we learn from mistakes and prevent. And after an 
honest reflection with millions of people of countries all over the world, we realised that 
psychology still failed its intented renewed goal in too many cases. The earliest invention 
of psychology wasnt created to help, but to tread and controle. If the goal would have been
helping, it would have helped and not blocked us from growing together, which is only 
possible without judgement, without norm – we are human beings on a flying globe in 
space. Now, after the past years of trying to regulate and redefine, it still failed in too many 
cases. I've seen them all, I've heard and was overwhelmed by them. We could fill halls by 
cases been submitted to us by you, besides the work of many great honest journalists, 
who kept us informed publicly about the reality of ongoing abuse of psychology: still 
causing irreverseble damage by labeling a person with something to identify with, creating 
something that wasnt even there, and still prevents human beings from moving on, from 
natural healing mechanisms we all know of: "time heals all wounds". Based on the clear 
evidence, we finally came to an agreement toward the solution going around the globe 
eversince a young brave man died for his dream of uniting us as free and imperfect 
beings. He layed out the groundwork for individual integration and I whish he would be still 
around to hear my following words: Humanity will abolish psychology entirely, transitioning 
slowly to individual integration, as a new official field of science, that will be perfectionized 
and will have the unquestionable goal to help, to never judge, but to give anybody a fair 
chance to find a job and a way of life individually fitting, no matter where someone was 
born, no matter what grades someone has".

Suddenly the president pauses – fighting emotions. Right there with him are the pregnant 
first lady and his daughter, both wearing white shirts, in front of the camera which is 
capturing the moment and the million people in the background, all wearing the same 
white shirt with the same symbol... 
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- The Beginning -

Finished 1.1.2020.

Thank you...

Cloudy

Worldy

Scooby & Scoobeene (10k miles!)

Miss Young (Name changed)

All the poor.

The real doctor who found the parasites by believing: Thank you Dr. A.!

....

I continued to live in fear of losing my landlord and becoming homeless.
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3 Weeks after I built "The Helper", my writing-bridge, while trying to write my 11th book, my 
landlord became that sick, that she was just an empty body. She was nothing but suffering,
constantly fighting for every single little movement, making terrible noises of 
exhaustingness and pain. Finally she didnt respond to any of my words anymore, not even
to the one thing that always made her laugh: "Miss Young, you gonna make those hundred
years!" - She didnt even look at me, just walked by slowly pushing her rollator, while 
making these tired and scratchy breathing noises - I could see she gave up. Now she was 
just waiting for the end, and I almost started to cry standing there already feeling she left 
me. But since I knew I had nothing to lose, I was ready to stress her and risk our rare 
relationship to end in a bad way: So I followed her and forced her to do what I was saying! 
She was annoyed but I didnt care: I cooked the Salvia tea, also prepared a glass of water 
and watched her doing it. 

I forced her later the day again. In the evening again. 

And the following day. And I forced her to eat the joghurt.

3 days later: Her intense coffin was almost gone and her refridgerator filled with joghurts.

"THANK YOU!" I said up to the sky. 

She got better and better!

 she is still with me, way fitter than back then, because: I kept the joghurt
supply going. 

Sometimes she was like: "BRING ME FOUR!" 

And I was like: "Havent we develope a little joghurt problem here, have we?"

So I made her a junky, kept rebuilding her gut-flora and strenghtening her
immune-system. 

I was and I am still there to make everything easier, 

to make sure she cracks the hundred!

While I silently continued my fight.

The End

This is Roman the fourth H. B. (IVH3)

The Isolation Artist

Some might want to call me Soul.
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Oh and by the way: 

I finished my 11th

... and 12th 

... and 13th

PEACE!
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